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Background 
The present study, 'Private Sector Participation in the Management and Delivery of 
Municipal Services' is about finding how best the private sector could be inducted for 
providing municipal services in the Indian context. It is the general impression that 
the municipal services currently provided by municipal systems are below the 
standard requirements, and unsatisfactory to the public who pay taxes to meet the 
expenses of the services. Further, though not well publicized, the municipal system 
is also collapsing due to staff indiscipline, lack of motivation, and highly 
bureaucratized set up. This could lead to a catastrophic situation in the Indian context 
considering the anticipated acceleration in urbanization. Therefore, the immediate 
need is to augment the management capacity in the Indian urban towns and 
agglomerations and thus preparing them for the urban growth. On the other hand, 
there is a general apprehension that private sector's involvement would not be 
sustainable, as its participation will escalate costs due to profit maximization motives, 
and due to the fears of failures. In the absence of an appropriate model, notable full 
fledged experiments have not been carried out in the past except for minor contractual 
arrangements and community participation which have not been found as sustainable. 
This study makes an effort to design an appropriate model for the induction of private 
sector in the management of delivery of municipal services. The model is expected to 
protect the interests of all participants, the municipal system, the private sector 
participant, and the general public as it proposes a practical, gradual, and properly 
sequenced implementation process. It avoids any sudden and radical changes in the 
present municipal system. 
Significance and Relevance of the Study 
Provision of municipal services is a vast and voluminous task involving huge amount 
of public finances. At the same time there is a high degree of public dissatisfaction 
towards the delivery and quality of the services provided through the municipal 
system. All the same very little attention has been given to this issue for improving 
the condition. The dilapidated state of management of municipalities and the near 
total collapse of municipal capacity have led many policy makers and managers to 
propose improvements. As a consequence, some experiments have been initiated in a 
few cities to improve the system through contracting out certain municipal services to 
private parties and through community participation. But an all out effort has not 
been made to develop a sustainable model for improving management in the 
municipal system as ^as done in the private sector townships. The main cause for 
this is the urban local bodies (ULBs) in India lack the required skills to mange 
massive urban growth, provide services at appropriate levels due to lack of 
institutional capacity, training, and the capacity to make appropriate management 
changes. It is generally observed that the deployment of staff in the ULBs is on an 
ad-hoc basis and in many cases, most of the ULBs are either overstaffed or 
understaffed, leading to inefficiencies. It is not enough to advise municipal systems 
to change from their inherited old and outdated system. There is a need for induction 
of outside skills into the municipal system to bring about changes. In the changing 
context, the municipalities need to transform from being providers of services to 
regulators and monitors of the services. Private sector needs to step in as the provider 
of urban services where desirable and feasible. 
How to bring about this change is the challenge of this study. Private sector 
participation is a relatively new concept in the Indian municipal systems. It is 
important that lessons are learnt from the experiences of the privatization models 
practiced both outside and inside India. The contribution of this study for improving 
the management of municipal system is to provide a method and a model for the 
municipal system to adopt for inducting outside management capabilities. The model 
needs to be simple to implement and meets the conditions of the existing municipal 
functioning. The implementation should not cause undue labor concerns and should 
be cautious in complicated and difficult matters like cost recovery, pricing of services, 
etc. The system should be designed to be cost effective and at the same time 
improves operational efficiencies. Above all, the model needs to be collaborative 
with the existence of both private system and the municipal system working together 
guaranteeing sustainable improved services to the consumer. 
Objectives, Extent and Limitation of the Study 
The study focuses on the major issue of the private sector management and delivery 
of some of the municipal services currently provided through the public system. It is 
usually at the consumer end of the provision of services that things go wrong and the 
efficiency of the system is judged by the effectiveness of delivery. Therefore the 
delivery of municipal services is the subject of the study. It suggests a 'bottom-up' 
approach to the delivery of services. The main purpose of this study is to identify 
management techniques for improving quality of services provided by municipal 
systems in the Indian context. This study is based on a framework that private sector 
should be the executor and the municipal system should be supervisor and regulator. 
The following are the specific objectives of the study: 
• Evaluate the status of provision of various urban services in India and 
assess the magnitude of issues affecting the management efficiency of 
urban services. 
• Take stock of privatization process carried out in various places and 
evaluate the efficacy and sustainability of these in formulating the 
management model for municipal systems. 
• Assess the fiinctioning of a purely privately operated system and examine 
the scope for its replication in municipal systems. 
• Assess the fiinctioning of municipal services in a municipal colony and 
formulate solutions. 
• Validate the solutions in another municipal colony of different population 
density and socio economic setting and record new findings. 
• Based on the above develop a sustainable model of management, which is 
acceptable to citizens, attractive to the municipal system and staff, that 
ensures better financial and operational efficiency. 
It is hoped that the study will not lose its relevance in the fiiture, as there will be a need 
for constant review and improvement in the services provided to people by the public 
systems. It could include functions where direct contact with the general public takes 
place in areas such as infiastructure services, social sector programs, city management, 
rural development, delivery of services through panchayats and municipalities, 
enforcement of law and order, collection of government revenues, monitoring of the 
corporate sector, etc. Changes in emphasis and procedures may be required in future to 
make this relevant to the particular service and needs of consumers and social values. 
The study is exploratory in nature, the private sector case it examined is also new in the 
area of provision of municipal services. In the absence of earlier experiments and 
limited knowledge in the area in India context, this study has the following major 
limitations: 
(i) A survey was done in two different colonies under Municipal Corporation 
of Delhi (MCD). Although general conditions of municipal services are 
similar under MCD there could be variations in other municipal systems in 
matters related to work culture, efficiency levels of services, and cost 
factors. Therefore the applicability of the implementation model needs to be 
modified to meet the local conditions of the particular municipality. 
(ii) The number of private service providers is very small especially in large 
comparative colonies. The selected private sector service provider is 
functioning for over ten years. The assessments are based on the current 
level of operations. The operational parameters could change with 
congestion. 
(iii) There are no reported cases of private sector looking after colonies under the 
supervision of municipal systems as suggested in the study except for 
contractual arrangements, which are for specific isolated services only. 
These too are recent arrangements and there have been cases of success as 
well as failures. Regulation is essential but no models are available for 
examination by this study. Regulation of private utilities is a recent 
phenomenon in India. This began to happen in the electricity and 
telecommunications sectors. Effective privatization of municipal services 
depends very much on supervision and regulation. 
Overview of Literature 
Privatization is a subject of great current interest in many places. International 
development institutions have undertaken major studies and provided technical 
assistance to develop conceptual and policy framework for privatization in developing 
countries. The United States Agency for International Development held a 
conference on privatization in Washington, D.C. in February 1996. In the past several 
years, interest in privatization - which means contracting with or selling to private 
parties the functions or firms previously controlled or owned by governments - has 
been growing in both developed and developing countries. 
World Development Report (1994) examines the link between infrastructure and 
development and explores ways in which developing countries can improve both the 
provision and the quality of infrastructure services. The report identifies the basic 
cause of poor past performance as inadequate institutional incentives for improving 
the provision of infrastructure. To promote more efficient and responsive service 
delivery, incentives need to be changed through commercial management, 
competition, and user involvement. A regional seminar on Mega cities Management 
in Asia and the Pacific Region held in Manila, Philippines in October 1995 was co 
hosted by the Asian Development Bank and the United NationsAVorld Bank Urban 
Development Program for Asia and the Pacific. The seminar report, Mega city 
Management in the Asian and Pacific Region, provides an in depth look at private 
sector participation among other major themes (Asian Development Bank (1996)). 
Asian Development Bank (1998) provides a description of the urban situation in 
India, highlighting the principal problems associated with urban growth in the face of 
deficiencies in the infrastructure and municipal services. Asian Development Bank 
Institute (1999) concludes that there is no single model, which will work everywhere. 
The differences that will matter in privatization are the political system, capacity and 
efficiency of the private sector, relations between the public and private sectors, etc. 
Department for International Development (1998) provides a summary of cases where 
the role of consumers in decision-making and financing the provision of municipal 
services was tested with varying results. Welch, Dick and Fremond, Olivier (1998) 
recommends in a case-by-case approach to privatization as it allows governments to 
resolve the policy issues relating to regulation and labor matters attached to 
privatization. 
At national level, the 73rd and 74th Amendments to the Constitution have mandated a 
third level of governance in the country. The local level governance is expected to 
improve education, health and other developmental programs and provide assistance to 
public administration. These amendments triggered a number of studies on urban 
management by the National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA). The Human Settlement 
Management Institute (2001) state the current status of political and functional 
empowerment in urban governance and provides some of the International and Indian 
experiences of good urban governance in matters related to participative planning and 
management. NIUA (1991) reviews the municipal services in selected localities and 
makes recommendations regarding options for private provision of services. NIUA, 
(1998) provides a comprehensive review of the salient aspects of urban sector in 
India. Particular emphasis has been laid on the issues related to urban development 
financing and capacity building needs of the urban local bodies. The report outlines 
numerous issues confi-onting the urban sector, more important among them being the 
policy initiatives and guidelines required to address the sector problems relating to 
urban growth, institutional capabilities at various levels of urban administration, and 
urban governance. NIUA, (1990) heralds a beginning in efforts to understand the 
complex issues involved in the pricing of urban services. NIUA (1986) attempts to 
determine the management and organizational problems that are encountered by the 
urban local bodies in their attempts to deliver urban services efficiently and the 
factors responsible for this. NIUA (1997) attempts an analysis of the existing 
institutional arrangements, particularly private sector involvement, in the provision of 
four municipal services - water supply, sewerage, solid waste and roads. It 
recommends the type of public-private partnership arrangements that the local 
governments could adopt for improving the provision of these services. NIUA (1999) 
presents some of the innovative initiatives taken by the local governments of selected 
cities of India to improve solid waste management through various measures 
including improving efficiency, finding administrative and technical solutions to 
improving waste collection and disposal, involving the private sector and NGOs in 
improving the service, and exploring new ways of financing investment. 
Outline of the Research Methodology 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi was selected for conducting the study as it is one of 
the biggest municipal systems covering 1397.29 sq. km. of area and providing 
services to 13.3 million population. Moreover, due to its importance in taking care of 
the capital city of India, it is expected to be the model municipal system of the 
country. A survey was conducted to understand the various issues affecting the 
efficiency of the municipal delivery system as reported in various dailies and articles. 
As a significant part of the study, a field survey was done to assess the municipal 
service delivery system in the residential colonies of "Vasant Kunj" and "City Zone" 
under the Municipal Corporation of Delhi. Further, a field study was also undertaken 
to assess the civic services delivery system in Sushant Lok, a township run by a 
private sector Company in Gurgaon, near Delhi. A comparative assessment was made 
to understand the various aspects of a purely government system and a purely private 
system. The results of this study are based on these original investigations. Efforts 
are made to study the following aspects of the selected civic services/functions for 
drawing out generalizations and inferences: 
• Expectations of consumers and the existing satisfaction level 
• Existing systems of functioning and causes of failures 
• Extent of centralization/decentralization 
• Degree of delegation 
• Effectiveness of existing control and monitoring mechanisms 
• Areas where services of the private sector could be inducted for greater operational 
efficiency 
• Failures expected from the operations of the private sector 
• Control mechanisms for inducting private sector participation 
• Remuneration criteria for sustained participation of the private sector 
• Possible objections from the municipal employees who will be affected by 
privatization. 
Data are collected from both primary and secondary sources as follows: 
(i) Details regarding the fiinctioning of a private colony namely, Sushant Lok 
at Gurgaon, near Delhi were obtained through fieldwork. This colony is 
under the maintenance management arrangement with Star Estates 
Management Limited, the maintenance company of the developer of the 
colony, Ansal Properties & Industries Limited. Discussions were held and 
inquiries were made with the concerned official and their records were 
reviewed for collection of information in terms of services provided, 
deployment of personnel, efficiency issues, cost factors, etc. 
(ii) Discussions were conducted with the members of the Resident Welfare 
Association, and the recorded minutes of Association's meetings were 
obtained for collection information regarding complaints and issues related 
the performance of the service provider. 
(iii) Two residential colonies under the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) 
were subjected to study namely, Vasant Kunj and City Zone. The two 
localities are very different in their nature and composition in terms of 
geographical location and size, spatial facilities, age, economic activities in 
the location, population density, and the quality of infrastructure facilities, 
etc. These differences have contributed to additional findings and 
improved the quality of the study. 
(iv) General complaints regarding the fiinctioning of the municipal services 
provided by MCD in different parts of the city were collected from 
newspaper reporting. 
(v) Data related to the provision of services were obtained from the 
discussions held with the concerned senior MCD officials of the two 
localities and records in terms of services provided, deployment of 
personnel, efficiency issues, cost factors etc. 
(vi) Results of data analysis were again taken back to the MCD officials and 
the private sector provider and were validated regarding applicability of 
the findings of the study. 
Data Analysis 
(i) The private sector services were evaluated to assess the satisfaction levels 
of the residents through the survey of the documents of the minutes to the 
meeting of the Resident Welfare Association. The issues related to the 
dissatisfaction and complaints were gathered and analyzed. 
(ii) The issues and problems of the MCD colonies were identified and were 
analyzed to mitigate them in the new method of service provision. 
(iii) Using the operational and efficiency parameters relating to labor, material 
and equipment and input output ratios observed in the privately managed 
colony of Sushant Lok, a counter factual analysis of service levels, costs and 
efficiencies was made for the two selected municipal colonies of MCD. The 
unit costs of the private sector were applied to the MCD areas to arrive at 
the estimated costs of maintaining. While analyzing this some of the 
existing standards of MCD were retained to accommodate the local 
requirements. Analysis also was made for the variations in the requirements 
of the two MCD colonies. This indicates the need for case-to-case approach 
to privatization. 
(iv) A management model was developed for the introduction of private 
management for the provision of services in municipal systems in general. 
(v) As the new model could not be tested for practical purposes this was 
again subjected to discussions with and study by both MCD officials 
and the private service provider. 
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Findings and Conclusions 
The findings of this study are twofold: (i) the municipal system left to itself will 
collapse as there is neither organizational commitment nor employee motivation for 
committed delivery of services, and (ii) the private system left to itself cannot provide 
a sustainable long term service as it will be driven by profit motives and lack of social 
commitment leading to monopolistic approaches. Further, the finding that private 
sector can provide more efficient similar service at lower cost compared to the 
municipal system of deUvery is very significant. Therefore the conclusion of this 
study is that private sector could run the municipal colonies with full delegation under 
the supervision and regulation of municipalities. The following are the major 
findings: 
Deficiencies observed in Purely Private System 
The present study analyzed the problems faced by the residents based on the records 
of and the feedback received fi-om the Sushant Lok Resident Welfare Association 
(SLRWA). The following are the major issues and deficiencies that may be faced 
when the private sector runs the municipal system: 
1. The most crucial deficiency of the private system, when they run services is the 
profitability criteria attached to many of their actions. It is therefore possible that 
the system may suffer due to profit motive through reduction of quality and 
quantity. 
2. Monopolistic attitude of the private sector can be a major cause of consumer 
dissatisfaction. This attitude will be developed in the private service provider in 
gradual process, in the absence of a monitoring and regulatory authority. 
3. The monopoUstic attitude may be expressed in diverse ways like non-provision 
or reduction of services, arbitrary revisions in prices, reduction in the quality of 
services. 
4. The service provision may not be sustainable depending on the permanency and 
stability of the employees and the service provider. 
5. The quality of the service also could be affected depending on the employer's 
capabilities and attitudes. 
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Deficiencies of the Municipal System 
The Municipal system faces major problems related to staff discipline, quality of staff 
supervision and motivation, bureaucratic system, financial system, poor public image. 
The following are the findings of the study in these areas: 
Staff discipline 
1. The rate of absenteeism is about 40 percent. This affects the 
functioning considerably as information is available only during the 
course of the day whereby no reallocations are possible and this causes 
the neglect of the required functioning. 
2. Many of the laborers are beyond the actual age of 60 as there are no 
real records about the actual age. This reduces the effectiveness of the 
personnel in their performance. 
3. The condition of job security associated with government employment 
has brought in complacency, which deteriorates efficiency at work. 
4. Trade Union activism up to non-technical (mates) level has promoted 
labor aggression and indiscipline. 
5. Integrity rating of the MCD staff is at its lowest level creating lack of 
respect causing degeneration of interpersonal relationships. 
Staff supervision and motivation 
1. Supervisory effectiveness is reduced as disciplinary actions are 
cumbersome and may be counterproductive. 
2. As the service conditions are stable and as efficiency at work has no 
real bearing on salary increases or promotional avenues there is no 
motivation for effectiveness 
3. There is greater pressure and stress at higher levels than in lower levels 
mainly due to the inefficiency of the lower levels. 
4. Disciplinary actions generally has the boom-rang effect on the 
supervisor 
Bureaucratic svstem 
1. MCD is highly a bureaucratic organization causing delays, red 
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atheism, cumbersome procedures in the name of transparency, etc. 
2. There is high level of interference from political persons whereby 
priorities are shifted based on pressures placed by politicians and 
senior level officers. 
3. Ingenious ways are not initiated due to need for approvals and the long 
procedures to be followed. 
4. There is no organizational attachment and faithfulness leading to lack 
of commitment. 
Financial system 
1. The payment procedures are cumbersome in the name of controls 
resulting in delayed allocation of funds and payments. This results in 
delayed actions 
2. Payment to contractors is delayed up to two years. This results in 
over-quotes for projects resulting in cost escalations due to cost of 
fiinds. 
3. Methodologies are not explored for revenue generation from the 
various activities as these have go through various approval 
procedures. 
Poor public image 
1. MCD organization and staff as such suffer from degraded public 
opinion for various reasons, which affect peoples' daily life. This is a 
de-motivating issue leading to spiraling vicious cycles. 
2. This has lead to insensitivity to public needs and does not appreciate 
the concerns of the public. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The objective of this study is to arrive at a model that will be sustainable in long term, 
practical to implement considering the employment issues of the municipal systems, 
efficient to bring changes in municipal services to improve daily life of the public, 
and financially viable. During the process of the study it was realized that any such 
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model that would be proposed should meet the following criteria: 
Need to Induct Specialized Private Entity 
It is not enough to bring in any private sector entity for providing municipal services. 
The private entities should be specialized to provide municipal services to be sensitive 
to the needs of a pubUc system. Further this is necessary to identify, train, and nurture 
such private entity for long term sustainable involvement. 
Need for regulatory/supervisory role of municipal entitv 
Having assessed the issues relating to the monopolistic approaches adopted by the 
private sector, it is important to retain the regulatory and supervisory role of the 
municipal entity. This will provide adequate control and grievance addressing 
mechanism for the general public and function as the middle person. 
Reduce municipal entity's presence 
To bring about changes in the provision of municipal services, it is important to 
reduce the presence and role of municipal entities in the delivery of services and 
increase its role in regulation/supervision and monitoring. This has to be replaced by 
the increased presence of the private service provider 
Need for delegation of responsibility to the private system 
The system of simple contractual arrangements with private entities will only lead to 
fulfillment of contractual conditions of providing limited service. On the other hand 
what is envisaged by the new model is, as in private colonies, the private provider 
should take over the executive function in providing municipal services. Through this 
process greater delegated responsibility will be vested upon the private sector. 
Ultimately it is the private sector, which runs the show. 
Need for a sustainable system 
The success of the system will depend on the sustainability based on financial 
viability for both private sector and the municipal entity and operational feasibility 
both physically, and procedurally. Once it is financially viable, bureaucratic and 
political interferences and pressures should not intimidate private sector. The presence 
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of the municipal entity should be able to absorb such interferences. Considering the 
above findings and based on sound management principles this study comes to the 
following conclusion: 
A new breed of enterprise system called MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISE (ME) provides 
municipal services under MUNICIPAL SYSTEM (MS) through an ASSIGNMENT 
MODEL (AM). It may be called ASSIGMENT MODEL OF MUNICIPAL 
ENTERPRISES AND SYSTEMS or in short AMMES model 
Implementation Process 
The implementation process of AMMES model has to go through various stages of 
introduction, transition, review, wider implementation, and then for inclusion of other 
services, which can be brought under the model. This is a tedious, politically 
difficult, and time-consuming process. It will take a few years for fiill 
implementation. All the same it can be implemented in isolated cases as models for 
implementation. These can be used for reviews, improvements, modifications and for 
wider and emulation. The suggested implementation process is as follows: 
Stage I: Introduction 
Inform and introduce the concept of AMMES model in the MS and to the public at 
large and to prepare for implementation. During this stage important issues to be 
considered are the enactment of appropriate municipal laws for introduction of the 
concept, marketing of the concept within the MS and the private sector community. 
The various actions to be taken include, transparent municipal employee transition 
plans, formation of municipal task force committed to the new concept, community 
awareness programs, etc. 
Stage II: Model Case Implementation 
Begin the process of implementation of AMMES model and to establish the model as 
a practical way of improving municipal services. Plan for failure preparedness of the 
model due to any eventuality. The various issues to be considered include, 
identification of a geographical area/s for a model case, ME concurrence. 
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performance evaluations and fallback system. The various activities to be undertaken 
include, preparation of appropriate documents and procedures for selection of ME, 
final contract documents, and agreements, consensus on the terms of reference and 
conditions, selection of additional geographical areas for implementation of the model 
during this stage to give further momentum to this process and fallback system to be 
in place to overcome the failures and difficulties if any. This could be through 
alternative arrangement with another ME or through fallback on the MS. This process 
should be allowed to go on for from the 2"** to the 7* year giving about three contracts 
of two years each to assess effectiveness. 
Stage III: Review of the Model Case/s 
Review and evaluate the implementation of the AMMES model undertaken in Stage 
II. This will provide an opportunity to improve the process of AMMES model 
implementation based on public feedback and performance. The various issues to be 
considered during this stage include, evaluation of the AMMES model, status of 
municipal employees and downsizing plan and capacity building of ME. The actions 
to be undertaken during this period include evaluation of the model by all 
stakeholders to provide different views of the effectiveness of the model, preparation 
of models for reorganization of the municipal systems through engagement of 
management experts and preparation for wider implementation. This process should 
be undertaken from the 3"^^ to the 6* year to make decisions in the 7* year. 
Stage IV: Policy Based Full Implementation 
This is the stage to firm up policies for full implementation after the initial 
experimentation till stage III. The various issues to be considered during this period 
include, formulation of firm policy for AMMES model, identification of additional 
geographical areas and services for AMMES model inclusion, municipal employee 
transition and capacity building of ME and MS. The various actions to be undertaken 
include, legal enforcement of AMMES model on a full scale, revamping of municipal 
matters related to employees and reduced functions, and capacity building up of ME 
organizations. 
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Stage V: Inclusion of Other Municipal Services under AMMES model 
After the eight years of experiment with the AMMES model in different services and 
geographical areas it may be implemented in all urban local bodies, in a phased 
manner, not only in some municipal services but also in other municipal fiinctions 
such as property tax collection, management of municipal schools and health centers, 
etc. which will require different skill mix. The various developments would include 
city-state- nationwide implementation, inclusion of additional functions under the 
AMMES model, reduced role of municipal systems and growth of Municipal 
Enterprises. 
Vision for tlie Future 
The AMMES could be universally applicable to all public services by making 
appropriate variations in the details of the service and other terms of reference. Urban 
Local Bodies could be the major users of this model where private sector would have 
attraction due to financial benefits. The pillars of the AMMES Model are delegation 
of the whole responsibility to the private sector and vesting of supervisory role on 
municipal system. As the study involves transition from the existing municipal 
systems there is need for great caution with regard to acceptance from employees and 
political fi-onts. Political and bureaucratic commitments are important requirements 
for the success of implementation. 
It is envisaged that the AMMES model of managing municipal services, if properly 
designed and implemented, could have a promising fiiture, which can be emulated in 
any form of public services with appropriate changes in specifications and details. 
The scope is unlimited as there are over four thousand urban towns and 
agglomerations in India where this model could be implemented. Each corporation or 
municipality will need to appoint a number of Municipal Enterprises leading to a new 
breed of enterprise development. This will generate employment opportunities for 
the displaced municipal employees. Further, municipal system could concentrate on 
infrastructure and other facilities and monitor efficiency of services instead of 
provision of services. In addition municipal system could provide services where 
private sector is unwilling to provide services. According to the present study this 
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seems to be the only way to change the collapsing system of the public services. 
What we are aiming at is public entity monitored private services. This reduces the 
role of public system, increasing the role of private system through placing the 
fiinctional responsibility on both the systems for the ultimate benefit of the citizen 
who bears the cost of the services. 
As the implementation process is through five stages, Introduction, Model Case 
Implementation, Review of Model Case, Full Implementation, Wider Implementation, 
the study provides actions to be taken in each stage for various important issues to 
avoid pitfalls. This is tedious, politically difficult and time-consuming process. But 
once started it could pick up momentum 
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Preface 
Studies on the nature and extend of citizen's participation in -India indicate that a 
combination of colonial legacy, social diversity, poverty, and illiteracy and the 
peculiarity of the political process restrict popular participation in the public 
administration at the grass root level in India. The government functioning still 
characterizes the colonial legacy by an administrative elite in certain parts of the 
country. Numerous cleavages along religious, ethnic, linguistic and class lines 
characterize the social structure. Poverty and illiteracy facilitate the continued 
dominance of powerful socio-economic groups in the society to monopolize the fruits 
of development and progress. These do not encourage public participation in the 
administration at the grass-root level. Further, the general passivity and subservience 
of the masses have resulted in the bureaucracy becoming a privileged minority who 
refuses to share any decision-making power with the people nor would it encourage 
popular participation in decision making. The system of democratic decentralization 
introduced in India provides an opportunity to change the situation, though it still falls 
short of effective devolution of power to the masses in many provinces. This process 
cannot be achieved in a short span of time due to weak capacity, low levels of literacy 
and social dynamics. It requires patience and institutional reforms. This thesis 
proposes one such reform. 
In view of this, public administration cannot deliver satisfactory performance either in 
the centralized or decentralized form of administration. There has to be a third 
alternative form of administration that will satisfy the citizens in the current 
bureaucratic form of administration as well as facilitate the decentralizing process 
with better management skills. The objective of this study is to give shape to this 
alternative form of administration through induction of the private sector assistance in 
public systems management. It was chosen with the ardent intention to contribute to 
the thinking process aimed at improving the services provided by municipalities. The 
study takes stock of the Indian urban scenario and makes an attempt to highlight the 
magnitude of the issues confronting urban development. Further, the study reviews 
the privatization models adopted by various urban bodies. It then focuses on the 
ui 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi to provide a complete overview of its functioning, 
problems, issues and magnitude. As a major exploratory part of the study evaluates 
the quality of provision of some municipal services by the Municipal Corporation of 
Delhi in two specific residential localities of Vasant Kunj and City Zone and 
compares it with the similar services provided by the private sector in Sushant Lok 
Township developed and maintained by the private sector in Gurgaon. 
Considering the major issues involved in the privatization of municipal services and 
the concerns of the municipal entities, the study proposes a solution to delegate 
municipal service responsibility to privately run Municipal Enterprises under the 
supervision and regulation of down sized municipalities under an Assigrmient Model. 
The study therefore formulates an Assignment Model of Municipal Enterprises and 
Systems (AMMES). The reforms proposed by the study envisage savings or at least 
no increases in financial burden on the exchequer in spite of the expected 
improvements in the quality and efficiency of delivery of municipal services. 
This study is intended for urban policy makers, urban developers, municipal 
corporations, municipalities, institutions involved in urban managements and for 
academicians. 
.^ T. Abraham 
New Delhi 
8 February 2004 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND AN OVERVIEW OF INDIAN URBAN 
SECTOR 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND AN OVERVIEW OF INDIAN URBAN 
SECTOR 
INTRODUCTION 
The present study, 'Private Sector Participation in the Management and Delivery of 
Municipal Services' is about finding how best the private sector could be inducted for 
providing municipal services in the Indian context. It is the general impression that 
the municipal services currently provided as a governmental fiinction are below the 
standard requirements, and unsatisfactory to the public who pay taxes to meet the 
expenses of the services. Further, though not well publicized, the municipal system is 
also collapsing due to staff indiscipline, lack of motivation, and highly bureaucratized 
set up. This could lead to a catastrophic situation in the Indian context considering 
the anticipated acceleration in urbanization. Therefore, the immediate need is to 
augment the management capacity in Indian urban towns and agglomerations and thus 
preparing them for the urban growth. On the other hand, there is a general 
apprehension that private sector's involvement would not be sustainable as its 
participation will escalate costs due to profit maximization and monopolistic motives, 
and due to the fears of failures. In the absence of an appropriate model, notable full 
fledged experiments have not been carried out in the past except for minor contractual 
arrangements and community participation which have not been found as sustainable. 
This study makes an effort to design an appropriate model for the induction of private 
sector in the management and delivery of municipal services. The model is expected 
to protect the interests of all participants, the municipal system, the private sector 
participant, and the general public as it proposes a practical, gradual, and properly 
sequenced implementation process. It avoids any sudden and radical changes in the 
present municipal system. 
Significance and Relevance of the Study 
Provision of municipal services is a vast and voluminous task involving huge amount 
of public finances. At the same time there is a high degree of public dissatisfaction 
towards the delivery and quality of the services provided through the municipal 
system. All the same very little attention has been given to this issue for improving 
the condition. The dilapidated state of management of municipalities and the near 
total collapse of municipal capacity have led many policy makers and managers to 
propose improvements. As a consequence, some experiments have been initiated in a 
few cities to improve the system through contracting out certain municipal services to 
private parties and through community participation. But an all out effort has not 
been made to develop a sustainable model for improving management in the 
municipal system as was done in the private sector townships. The main cause for 
this is the urban local bodies (ULBs) in India lack the required skills to mange 
massive urban growth, provide services at appropriate levels due to lack of 
institutional capacity, training, and the capacity to make appropriate management 
changes. It is generally observed that the deployment of staff in the ULBs is on an 
ad-hoc basis and in many cases; most of the ULBs are either overstaffed or 
understaffed, leading to inefficiencies. It is not enough to advise municipal systems 
to change fi-om their inherited old and outdated system. There is a need for induction 
of outside skills into the municipal system to bring about changes. In the changing 
context, the municipalities need to transform firom being providers of services to 
regulators and monitors of the services. Private sector needs to step in as the provider 
of urban services where desirable and feasible. 
How to bring about this change is the challenge of this study. Private sector 
participation is a relatively new concept in the Indian municipal systems. It is 
important that lessons are learnt from the experiences of the privatization models 
practiced both outside and inside India. The contribution of this study for improving 
the management of municipal system is to provide a method and a model for the 
municipal system to adopt for inducting outside management capabilities. The model 
needs to be simple to implement and meets the conditions of the existing municipal 
functioning. The implementation should not cause undue labor concerns and should 
be cautious in complicated and difficult matters like cost recovery, pricing of services. 
etc. The system should be designed to be cost effective and at the same time 
improves operational efificiencies. Above all, the model needs to be collaborative 
with the existence of both private system and the municipal system working together 
guaranteeing sustainable improved services to the consumer. 
Objectives and Limitation of the Study 
The study focuses on the major issue of the private sector management and delivery 
of some of the municipal services currently provided through the public system. It is 
usually at the consumer end of the provision of services that things go wrong and the 
efficiency of the system is judged by the effectiveness of delivery. Therefore the 
delivery of municipal services is the subject of the study. It suggests a 'bottom-up' 
approach to the delivery of services. The main purpose of this study is to identify 
management techniques for improving quality of services provided by municipal 
systems in the Indian context. This study is based on a framework that private sector 
should be the executor and the municipal system should be supervisor and regulator. 
The following are the specific objectives of the study: 
• Evaluate the status of provision of various urban services in India and assess the 
magnitude of issues affecting the management efficiency of urban services. 
• Take stock of privatization process carried out in various places and evaluate the 
efficacy and sustainability of these in formulating the management model for 
municipal systems. 
• Assess the functioning of a purely privately operated system and examine the scope 
for its replication in municipal systems. 
• Assess the functioning of municipal services in a municipal colony and formulate 
solutions. 
• Validate the solutions in another municipal colony of different population density 
and socio economic setting and record new findings. 
• Based on the above develop a sustainable model of management, which is 
acceptable to citizens, attractive to the municipal system and staff, that ensures 
better financial and operational efficiency. 
It is hoped that the study will not lose its relevance in the future, as there will be a need 
for constant review and improvement in the services provided to people by the public 
systems. It could include functions where direct contact with the general public takes 
place in areas such as infrastructure services, social sector programs, city management, 
rural development, delivery of services through panchayats (village councils) and 
municipalities, enforcement of law and order, collection of government revenues, 
monitoring of the corporate sector, etc. Changes in emphasis and procedures may be 
required in future to make this relevant to a particular service and needs of consumers 
and social values. 
The study is exploratory in nature; the private sector case it examined is also new in the 
area of provision of municipal services. In the absence of earlier experiments and 
limited knowledge in the area in India context, this study has the following major 
limitations: 
(i) A survey was done in two different colonies under Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
(MCD). Although general conditions of municipal services are similar under MCD 
there could be variations in other municipal systems in matters related to work 
culture, efficiency levels of services, and cost factors. Therefore the applicability of 
the implementation model needs to be modified to meet the local conditions of the 
particular municipality. 
(ii) The number of private service providers is very small especially in large 
comparative colonies. The selected private sector service provider is fixnctioning 
for over ten years. The assessments are based on the current level of operations. 
The operational parameters could change with congestion. 
(iii)There are no reported cases of private sector looking after colonies under the 
supervision of municipal systems as suggested in the study except for contractual 
arrangements, which are for specific isolated services only. These too are recent 
arrangements and there have been cases of success as well as failures. Regulation is 
essential but no models are available for examination by this study. Regulation of 
private utilities is a recent phenomenon in India. This began to happen in the 
electricity and telecommunications sectors. Effective privatization of municipal 
services depends very much on supervision and regulation. 
Chapter Plan 
This chapter sets out the objectives and limitations of the study and provides a 
comprehensive view on overall environment that affects the topic of this study. It gives 
an accoimt of the status of provision of various municipal services and the issues related 
to their management and delivery in the Indian urban sector. An assessment of the 
growing trend of urbanization in India and the need to accelerate investment in urban 
infrastructure facilities to meet the demands has also been made. The section on Urban 
Governance and Management reviews the management of urban services at present, the 
plans and visions of policy makers for opening up of the urban sector management to 
Local Self Governments (LSG) and to private sector participation. The section on An 
Evaluation of the Urban Conditions makes an assessment of the need to make 
improvements in the light of the Five Year Plans and other policies of the Indian 
Government. It concludes by pointing out the urgent need for improvement of 
management capacities of the cities to save them from deterioration and the impending 
collapse of the systems. Chapter 2 - "Design of the Study", provides details on how the 
research was conducted to arrive at the conclusions. The findings were based on 
empirical studies from the municipal areas, and non-municipal townships under private 
operation. Chapter 3 - "Privatization of Public Services - Existing Models and 
Methods" analyzes the commercial principles that provide sustainability to private 
sectors functioning in public services compared to the social principles that guide the 
public sector management. It reviews the various models of privatization processes. 
Case studies on privatization of municipal services are reviewed in the Section on 
Privatization of Municipal Services. The cases include both Indian and foreign 
experiences. The section concludes that the cases reviewed pertain to specific service 
based arrangements and therefore do not provide an overall approach to privatization of 
municipal services. There is a need for a model to gradually replace the existing 
municipal bureaucratic system with a sustainable system guaranteeing efficiency in the 
municipal service delivery. Chapter 4 - "The Functioning of Municipal Corporation of 
Delhi (MCD) for Delivery of Services" provides an overview of the functioning of 
MCD. This provides the understanding of the magnitude of implications when changes 
are planned. Chapter 5 - "Comparative Study of Management of Urban Services by 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi and Star Estates Management Limited" provides an 
empirical and comparative study of three localities, two under MCD and one under 
private operation at Sushant Lok, Gurgaon. Based on the various parameters of private 
sectors operations, estimates are made for operational requirements in the two localities 
of MCD. It also analyzes the quantitative and qualitative changes that would take place 
in MCD if they were run as Sushant Lok. Chapter 6 - "Major Issues Relating to Private 
Sector Assistance in Municipal Services" suggests a method and sequencing of 
privatization taking into account all relevant factors. These factors relate to economic, 
social, political, and regulation. Chapter 7 - "Private Sector Participation in the 
Management and DeUvery of Municipal Services - A Model" comes out with a model 
of inducting private sector gradually in the delivery of municipal services. The model 
includes all eventualities and problems and comes out with a new breed of enterprise 
system to provide municipal services under the supervision of present municipal 
system. Chapter 8 - Conclusions and Recommendations provide possible avenues 
based on the study to induct private sector in the municipal systems in India to improve 
provision of services. It provides, from a micro view, how the study can be 
implemented in various other fields replacing the bureaucratic system through 
arrangements with private sector. 
URBANIZATION AND STATUS OF URBAN SERVICES 
The objective of this section is to document the current urbanization process and the 
situation in the provision of critical urban services like land, housing, and 
environment protection, transport, sanitation and poverty alleviation. The subsequent 
sections review urban management, and provide an evaluation of the policy 
framework and institutional arrangements with a view to gauging the enabling 
envirormient for private sector participation in the provision of municipal services. 
This section largely relied on the documents of the Ministry of Urban Development 
and Poverty Alleviation and the Planning Commission. The review indicates the need 
for urgent reforms in planning and governance fiinctions presently performed by local 
governments. 
Urbanization Trends 
Urbanization is a natural consequence of the shift of population from agricultural to 
industrial and other non-agricultural activities. Major components of urban growth are 
natural increase, net migration, and reclassification. The economic policy of India 
promotes migration of surplus rural agricultural labor to urban areas. 
The census 2001 reveals that about 285 million or 27.8 per cent of the total Indian 
population of 1.02 billion live in urban areas'. The proportion of urban population in 
India has increased from 11 percent in 1901, to 18 percent in 1951, and to 28 percent 
in 2001 (Annexure 1). The number of urban areas has more than doubled during the 
century. Three factors considered responsible for urban growth in India include: a) 
reclassification (formation of new towns and expansion of existing urban areas to 
overwhelm surrounding rural areas), b) natural growth, and c) rural-urban migration 
(as there are no restrictions, whether intra state or inter state - an average rural-urban 
migration is estimated at about 23 percent during the last decade). 
According to the 2001 census, there are 4,378 urban agglomerations/towns^ across the 
country. Of these, 35 metro cities with populations of approximately 28 million make 
up about 37.8 percent of urban India. Presently, there are six mega cities with 
populations of more than five million (Annexure 2). The urbanization pattern of the 
country is skewed with the larger cities growing at a much faster rate, accounting for 
over two-third of the total population. The inhabitants of 35 metropolitan cities, 
having population of over one million (Annexure 3) comprise of 37.8 percent of total 
urban population of India. The variation across states (provinces) of extent of 
urbanization is also significant in the country. The National Capital Territory of Delhi 
has about 93 percent of its population living in urban areas, whereas Himachal 
Pradesh is the least urbanized state with only 9.8 percent of its population in urban 
' The Census of India defines settlements as 'urban' if: a) the population is more than SOOO; b) the population 
density is higher than 400 persons per sq. km; c) more than 75 percent of its working population is engaged in non-
primary sectors; and d) it has an administrative set up like a municipality, corporation, cantonment board, or a 
notified area committee. 
^ The following are the categorization of urban agglomerations and towns by size of population: 
Mega city: 5 million and above Metro: 1-5 million 
Class I: 100,000 - 1 million Class II: 50,000 - 100,000 Class III: 20,000-
50,000 
Class rV: 10,000-20,000 Class V: 5,000-10,000 Qass VI: less than 5,000 
areas. Some of the most urbanized states in the country include Tamil Nadu (43.9 
Figure 1: Urbanization Trends in India, 1901-2001 
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percent), Maharashtra (42.4 percent) and Gujarat (37.4 percent) and the least 
urbanized ones include Bihar (10.5 percent), Assam (12.7 percent) and Orissa (14.9 
percent) 
It has been observed that the degree of urbanization in India is among the lowest in 
the world. Some of the fast growing Asian countries like China and Indonesia have 
overtaken India with urbanization of 32.1 and 40.9 percent respectively, though they 
started from lower levels of urbanization in 1950. This is partly explained by one 
demographic fact that the decadal growth of urban population in India has been 
declining, from 46.1 percent in 1971-81 to 36.4 percent in 1981-91 to 31.2 percent in 
1991-2001. Correspondingly, the average aimual exponential growth in urban areas 
has also dropped from 3.8 percent to 3.1 percent and 2.7 percent respectively. While 
this, to some extent, reflects a declining trend in total population growth, the fact still 
remains that urbanization in India is proceeding at a fairly modest pace, though some 
states and cities are reporting exponential growth. 
The Government of India (GOI) estimates the urban population in India to cross 450 
million, which will be 33.67 percent of the total population of the country by 2015 
whereas the United Nations estimates that urban inhabitants at significantly higher 
level, i.e. 41.3 percent of the total population of India. One of the most striking 
features of the urbanization trends in India is that the growth has not wholly occurred 
within the legal jurisdiction of the cities but along the major transport corridors. 
which are increasingly attracting a significant proportion of investments in industry. 
Population projections for settlements along these stretches indicate increase of 5-10 
percent in the growth rate over the next two decades. 
Figure 2: Size of Urban Population and Contribution 
to National Income 
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Urban Housing 
The 1991 data on room pattern of the housing stock' in relation to the household size 
indicate a high degree of congestion in the housing units; 40% of households in the 
urban areas are living in single-room dwelling units, and 30% are in two-room units 
(Annexure 4). It is estimated that urban housing shortage is 7.6 million units as 
compared to the nation wide shortage of 21.2 million units in 1997.^  Urban housing 
shortage is 7.57 million (houseless households 0.20 million, relieving congestion 1.77 
million, up-gradation of kutcha houses 4.09 million and replacement of old houses 
1.51 million). 
' Residential housing stock in India is classified as pucca (permanent), semi-pucca, serviceable kutcha (temporary) 
and non-serviceable kutcha. Distribution of urban households by typology of houses occupied is pucca 73.1%, 
semi-pucca 17.7%, serviceable kutcha 6.7% and non-serviceable kutcha 2.5%. 
^ The officially accepted method of estimation of housing shortage in urban areas is the one adopted by National 
Building Orgamzation: (i) every household should have a house and (ii) pucca and semipucca houses are 
considered as acceptable. Furthermore, adjustments are made for congestion (to account for the number of married 
couples who require a separate room) and obsolescence, measured as the number of very old houses (more than 80 
years) that are not safe and need replacement. 
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A major reason for the urban housing congestion is the policy on floor space index or 
the floor area ratio. In India it varies between 1 and 1.5 where as in most cities of the 
world this is between 5 and 20. A high ratio permits construction of high-rise, low 
cost apartment buildings. This will have impact on urban sprawl, transportation costs, 
and shifts in centers of activity, infrastructure costs, etc. Other major issues affecting 
urban housing are shortage of land, restricted finance, cost effective designs, 
construction cost, illegal and unauthorized constructions, poor maintenance systems, 
etc. The strategies on housing are aimed at meeting the needs of different socio-
economic sections of society. There would be increased emphasis on greater 
participation of residents to incorporate their socio-cultural, heritage and traditional 
living styles. 
Land management and providing housing has been the priority area of both central 
and state governments since the inception of plaiming era in India. There have been 
programs for rehabiUtation of refugees, development of slums, housing for 
economically weaker sections and low-income groups, provision and making the land 
available for the poor. The Eighth Plan had two main focuses, namely: (i) thrust 
towards social housing to reach out housing solutions to priority groups, and (ii) 
providing policy framework and legislative, fiscal and financial system that would put 
into effect the enabling role of the Government in stimulating, supporting and 
promoting other actors to play direct roles in the housing delivery system. To enable 
this the government adopted the new Housing and Habitat Policy. The priority groups 
identified for support are people below poverty line, SC/ST, disabled, freed bonded 
laborers, slum dwellers and women headed households. 
According to the Urban Plan, Central Government will take actions relating to 
bringing reforms for techno-legal and techno-financial regimes, devise financial 
policies, and encourage environment friendly technology. The Govenmient will also 
provide model laws and guidelines to the state governments for optimizing land use, 
promoting high density and provide support to land assembly, pooling and sharing 
arrangements. It will set up a National Shelter Fund to meet the requirements of low 
cost frinds for housing for the poor. Simplify registration procedures and modernize 
land records. Encourage foreign investment in the housing sector. The State 
governments are required to liberalize their legal and regulatory regimes to promote 
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the role of the private sector and cooperatives. This would estabUsh chartered 
registered architects to speed up building sanctioning procedures. Ensure easy 
financing facilities though facilitating mortgage insurance, channeling funds fi-om 
insurance and provident funds. To facihtate land transfer and land assembly stamp 
duty rates will be reduced and rationalized. 
Municipal governments are required to provide infrastructure services for housing 
plans augment the supply of land, and prepare housing action plans. Plan industrial 
estates having housing facilities for work force. Stop unauthorized constructions and 
illegal occupations. It is expected that public and private housing finance companies 
will play a major role in providing easy credit facilities with a system of collateral and 
iimovative financing techniques. Cost effective and disaster resistant technologies 
will be promoted and existing settlements will be retrofitted with these technologies in 
the critical disaster zones. 
With decentralization, the responsibility of provision and delivery of services are now 
vested with the ULBs. However, lack of resources and inability of the ULBs (both 
technical and financial) to provide the required level of services is resulting in overall 
deterioration of quality of housing. In many cases, services are provided on priority 
basis. But the informal settlements and slums, where urban poor finds place to live, 
often do not get priority. There exist large regional disparities in terms of pucca 
houses, access to water supply and sanitation and use of electricity. This regional 
disparity has been a major concern for the policy makers to strategize sustainable 
housing for all. Thus, there is a need for the concentrated efforts by the State 
Governments to minimize this regional disparity in housing. 
Water Supply and Sanitation 
The urban water supply, sewerage and drainage sector in India is suffering from 
inadequate levels of services, increasing gap of demand-supply, poor sanitary 
services, especially in small and medium urban settlements and low income 
settlements in larger cities, coupled with deteriorating financial and technical 
performance. Only about 85 percent of households (65 percent in slums) have access 
to piped water supply, about 70 percent of the population have access to excreta 
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disposal, 48 percent for sewerage system and only about 26 percent of wastewater is 
treated before disposal. Investment requirement to improve the situation in terms of 
provision, operation, and maintenance to reach desired levels is estimated at about 
INR 3,055 billion. 
There is a big mismatch between the source augmentation and development/ 
transmission/distribution facilities. In most cases, the former has surpassed the latter 
due to the fact that the transmission and distribution networks are generally old and 
are poorly maintained, resulting in poor quality assets. The non-revenue water (NRW) 
is above 30-50 percent. Low pressures and intermittent supplies allow backlash 
resulting in contamination of water in the distribution network. 
This sector is facing severe financial constraints due to heavy investment needs. Only 
a few select large cities are able to generate funds to contribute to the investment 
requirements made by the separate autonomous boards constituted to take care of the 
service provision as well as delivery. In case of small and medium urban centers, the 
State water boards generally provide the services, leaving the O&M to the ULBs. 
Poor revenue collection, coupled with dependency of the ULBs on the grants from the 
state and central government budgets along with other crosscutting issues like low 
cost recovery, huge cross-subsidization and poor financial management are making 
the service delivery levels below expectations. 
Sanitation is also a major problem. In a serious effort tacked this problem the Eight 
Plan envisaged conversion of 5 million dry latrines to low cost pour-flush sanitary 
latrines and 100 per cent liberation of scavengers on "whole town" coverage basis. 
The actual achievement was only 695,000 units. To ensure this municipal bylaws 
would need to be modified to ban construction of dry latrines to prohibit employment 
of manual scavengers. There is an emphasis on technological iimovations to improve 
the re-usability of the recycled wastes and to privatize solid waste disposal. 
There are a few major issues, which still need to be addressed in spite of the 
considerable progress achieved in the past 50 years. Most states are yet to fully 
' Non-revenue water is the difference between treated water production and authorized water consumption, 
expressed as a percentage of treated water production. 
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comply with the National Water Policy, as there is no clarity in policy with regard to 
allocation of water for various uses within its framework. Generally the state 
governments do not have master plans for water resource management on the basis of 
different river basins. Pricing of water tariff is not rational to make the systems viable 
and sustainable without grants and subsidies from the government. There are 
substantial physical and commercial losses in the supply system. The operation and 
maintenance systems are either under utilized or in adequate and defunct. Present 
process of sewerage treatments is conventional and capital and energy intensive. 
Reuse and recycling have not been introduced. Above all there are inadequate 
learning and training facilities either at Central, State or local levels. 
The main thrust of the strategies in this area is to promote and strengthen 
decentralization of production and distribution, participation of private sector and 
local community in the management and maintenance of the system. Special 
attention will be placed on the centrally sponsored Accelerated Urban Water Supply 
Program (AUWSP) to cover the small towns with population less than 20,000. 
Appropriate legislation is required for the state governments estimate needs and to 
prepare long-term River Basin Master Plans. Also coordination mechanism need to 
be established for canal based water supply systems for urban water needs. Drinking 
water and sanitation need to be integrated as otherwise the latter tend to get 
overlooked. The operation and maintenance costs need to be recovered in the initial 
stages and the capital cost later although the weaker sections need to be subsidized. 
Investments need to be made for recycle of used water for non-potable requirements. 
There is requirement for decentraUzation of responsibility of distribution to local 
bodies and private sector. Another important direction of policies is elimination of 
manual handling of night soil through conversion of dry latrines to low cost sanitary 
latrines. The need for finance is met through investments from institutions, external 
assistance, and private sector and community sources. 
The teething problems faced by the Eighth Plan for urban water supply through 
Accelerated Urban Water Supply Program (AUWSP) are expected to be resolved in 
the Ninth Plan and beyond. The strategies to promote and strengthen decentralization 
of production and distribution systems, privatization and participation of the 
community in management and maintenance are expected to not only induct higher 
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efficiency levels and effective reach out but also contain line leakages and wastage's. 
Special attention will be given to strengthen the on going AUWSP to saturate the 
small town with population less than 20,000 during the Plan period. It is expected 
that with an investment of about Rs.207 biUion the objective of 100 percent 
population coverage in urban area with safe drinking water supply could be achieved. 
The Central Government is expected to play the role of facilitator providing guidance, 
coordination and monitoring for the state governments. It will facilitate policy 
framework, assist private participation, build institutional capacity, and initiate 
financial reforms. It will provide technical guidance for the sanitation schemes. 
Formulate financial policies for subsidies and concessions and mobilize external 
assistance and private sector investments. An important role of the Central 
Govenmient would be to intervene for evolving quick and amicable solutions between 
states for sharing of water resources. It would play a major role in monitoring of 
urban water supply and sanitation projects. 
The role of the state governments will be to encourage autonomy and free the sector 
from excessive controls. The water sector agencies will be provided with greater 
autonomy for financial management and operational issues. Create Urban 
Development Fund for providing water and sanitation facilities in urban areas. 
Encourage private participation through service and management contracts and 
entrust the responsibility for operation and maintenance of urban water supply and 
sanitation systems to local bodies. Create a state regulatory authority for the 
infrastructure sector. Bring about regulatory mechanism for controlling ground water 
exploitation and to monitor ground water pollution. 
The municipal governments will revise water and sewerage tariff to meet the full cost 
of operation and maintenance. Encourage conservation of water through reduction in 
leakage and pilferage and recycling of treated wastewater for non-domestic and 
industrial uses. Adopt technologies for treatment of wastewater before disposal. 
Ensure universal sanitation by providing support to individuals for sanitary latrines 
and water taps. 
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Pricing of water and sanitation services has been a key political concern in India, 
which has lead to high level of subsidy and poorly targeted as the benefits largely go 
to better-off households. The current cross-subsidy regime from commercial and 
industrial users to domestic users is leading to wastage of scarce water resources and 
distorted consumption pattern. According to studies conducted by Department for 
International Development (1999) the consumers in urban India are willing to pay 
more than the existing tariffs for improved service levels whereas the administrators 
and politicians are unwilling to charge as found in case of Hyderabad. The surveys 
indicated a scope to hike the tariff by 200-250 percent for domestic consumption, 
retaining the affordability. The Water Boards at the State level set the norms for the 
provision and delivery of water. Due to the unreliable and variable quahty service 
levels a high proportion of the population resort to buy potable water from vendors or 
find other sources of water. The water boards focus on large-scale infrastructure 
projects but do not resort to appropriate pricing policies and lack of full cost recovery 
mechanism' although there is willingness to pay. This willingness to pay for quality, 
reliable, and adequate water supply indicates that there is considerable scope for 
private sector participation in this activity, at least in larger cities. 
Land Assembly 
Land supply in urban India is inadequate to meet the growth of population. 
Government intervention has lagged behind. Also prevention of private sector 
participation led to the obstructions in the operation of land markets. This has 
resulted in price rise in urban centers. 
Different models of assemblage of land are in force. Acquisition of land under the 
Land Acquisition Act, 1894 is the most common mode followed in the country. The 
following are other modes of large-scale acquisition, development and disposal: 
• Acquisition of land by Delhi Development Authority and its disposal on leasehold 
basis, 
• Negotiated land purchase under the Haryana Development and Regulation of 
Urban Areas Act, 1975, 
' Full cost recovery means the recovery of all financial costs associated with the provision of water, including 
direct and indirect O&M costs, depreciation, taxes, interest on debt and a reasonable return on equity. 
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• Joint sector approach of Uttar Pradesh Government empowering development 
authorities to provide land to private developers on license basis, 
• Town planning schemes for pooling of land of identified owners for development 
as practiced in Maharashtra and Gujarat, and 
• Land adjustment and sharing methods where landowners become partners in the 
city plaiming process. 
As part of development control regulations in Greater Mumbai, the concepts of 
Accommodation, Reservation and Transfer of Development Rights are being used to 
resolve the problems of land acquisition and land assembly. 
Land Acquisition Act of 1894 was amended in 1984. The amendment aimed at 
balancing public interest, individual rights, importance to public purpose, adequate 
powers to Land Acquisition Collector (LAC), etc. Despite this litigation and 
unauthorized development have persisted. LACs fix compensation in land acquisition 
cases on the basis of land registered in the sale deeds, which usually indicate under 
reported prices. 
The Haryana Model of private sector involvement helped in partially addressing the 
housing problems of Delhi. This has provided housing only to the higher and middle-
income groups ignoring the lower income groups. In this model private developers 
carry out the development works in the area. They also pay proportionate 
development charges for the work done by government for roads, sewerage, water 
supply, electricity, etc. 
The urban land use regulations in India aim to maintain a uniform population density. 
So the regulation leads to low density where there is higher demand for land and 
higher density in places with lower demand. A low uniform floor-space index does 
not generate uniform population densities. People settle close to the city centers and 
work place and the poor do so by illegal squatting. For others it means densification 
through splitting up of the existing floor space. Urban land utilization pattern depicts a 
mixture of extreme congestion in some areas, and abnormally low density in other 
parts. Agricultural prime lands are converted to accommodate physical expansion of 
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urban areas. Highly priced urban land leads to holding of land only by large-scale 
players as it marginalizes most of the population. This leads to encroachments on 
public land and mushrooming of unauthorized colonies. 
Some of the issues required to be addressed are: 
(i) Access to land and finance are major challenges as poor are often forced to 
resort to illegal and unhealthy alternatives resulting in informal settlements with 
insecure land tenure. 
(ii) With the decentralization, the responsibility of provision and delivery of 
services are now vested with the ULBs. However, lack of resources and inability 
of the ULBs (both technical and financial) to provide required level of services 
is resulting in overall deterioration of quality of housing. In many cases, services 
are provided on priority basis and informal settlements and slums, where urban 
poor finds place to live, often do not get priority. 
(iii) There exist large regional disparities in terms of pucca houses, access to water 
supply and sanitation and use of electricity. This regional disparity has been a 
major concern for the policy makers to strategize sustainable housing for all. 
Thus, there is a need for the concentrated efforts by the State Governments to 
minimize this regional disparity in housing. 
(iv) There is need for focused efforts both by the central and state governments to 
provide policy framework and facilitation support for providing adequate and 
affordable housing. The facilitation is required in terms of legal reforms, transfer 
of technology and fiscal incentives and enlarging the resource base. 
The following are the major issues to be considered under the National Urban Plan: 
(i) Taking a comprehensive approach to the policies, strategies and legislation 
governing land assembly, land transfer, land taxation and planning and 
development, 
(ii) Meet the land demand, to meet the urban development requirements, 
(iii) Effective mechanism to control land price increase and speculation 
(iv) Developing accurate information systems regarding inventory of urban land 
records. 
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The strategies to be followed will include the following: 
(i) A system for speedy acquisition of land, 
(ii) Limit the role of Government and development agencies to be enabler and 
facilitator, 
(iii) Security of tenure of land to weaker sections, 
(iv) Differential pricing policy, rationalization of government levies and control 
measures. 
The Central Government would review the Land Acquisition Act, enact a separate 
Act for specifically for acquisition of land in urban areas, develop information 
systems for inventory of land in urban areas and document and disseminate methods 
of land assembly, development and disposal. The State Govenmients would make 
necessary legislation for streamlining land acquisition and recycling. Substantial (10-
15%) of the land will be for exclusive use of weaker sections. Encourage 
involvement of private and cooperative sectors in land assembly, development and 
disposal. The municipal governments would revise land use situation for developing 
database for regulation of land price and to supply land to meet requirements. 
Urban Environment and Municipal Solid Waste Management 
The major causes of urban environmental degradation are (i) inadequacies in the 
management of solid wastes, (i) poverty leading to inability to use efficient resources 
and (ii) negative effects of development process. Due to poverty and under 
development people are forced to live in squalor that further degrades the 
environment. Environmental pollution takes place through contamination by 
chemicals, metals, toxic substances, etc. Poor management of development process is 
the main cause of pollution. The volume of solid waste generated in the urban 
centers of India is over 48 million metric tones, which are over 100,000 metric tones 
per day. The per capita waste generation ranges fi-om 200 to 600 grams per day. 
Collection level of less than 50 percent and transportation of less than 35 percent pose 
challenge to the health and quality of life of the urban population. According to a 
World Bank study (1999) the estimated urban population growth of 3.5 percent per 
annum will result in a yearly increase of about 5 percent of urban solid waste. Further 
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it is estimated that the per capita waste generation will be 700 grams per day by 2025 
with an estimated urban population of about 45 percent of total population of India. 
According to the study Indonesia, Philippines, and parts of China and India will face 
the greatest challenge of waste management. 
Municipal solid waste management is one of the obligatory services of the ULBs in 
India. Since there is no commercial orientation in providing this service, the 
expenditure is met through budgetary allocations and/or through utilizing part of 
internal revenues. Moreover, the estimated expenditure incurred by the ULBs for 
collection, transportation, treatment and disposal ranges from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1500 per 
metric ton, comprising 60-70 percent for collection, 20-30 percent towards 
transportation and less than 5 percent on treatment and disposal according to 
Government of India, CPHEEO Manual (2000). Another study of indicates the 
average per capita expenditure on the service per annum was Rs. 114 and Rs. 62 for 
Class I and Class II Cities/Towns respectively and the average respective expenditure 
on staff salaries constituted about 75 and 85 percent of the total expenditure. 
Collection efficiency (proportion of collection to generation) is low due to budgetary 
constraints, inadequate equipment and poor planning, house-to-house collection is 
very rare in India. The collection process is generally manual and labor intensive 
with 6-8 workers deployed with each vehicle for transportation. The efficiency of 
transportation also is poor. Open transportation, frequent breakdown, poor fleet 
management and lack of synchronization are some of the prime issues. Another 
problem is the non-scientific and improper treatment and disposal of wastes. Ninety 
four percent of the urban centers in India resort to indiscriminate dumping of different 
types of wastes including industrial and biomedical in low-lying areas, resulting in 
contamination of ground and surface water. Further, air pollution due to open burning, 
flooding due to clogged drains are some other common environmental problems. The 
ongoing initiatives towards resource recovery in the form of composting, waste-to-
energy and recycling should be encouraged towards sustainable waste management. 
The Institutional and operational deficiencies are acute in the ULBs. About 30-50 
percent of total staff of ULBs in India engaged in this service and most of them are 
unskilled and old without proper training and technical know-how. The supervisory 
staff is generally of lower standards and is more often promoted from sanitary 
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workers due to seniority and union pressure. As a result, the system is inefficient. 
Further, modernization of collection and transportation is expected to improve at least 
30-35 percent of efficiency. Waste reduction at the source of generation and source 
segregation is one of the most effective ways of municipal soUd waste management 
and this may be affected if there is community involvement. 
The major issues and strategies relating to solid waste management are related to 
technologies, policies and management. Solid wastes need to be segregated into 
organic, inorganic and recyclable wastes. This has also to be done in enviroimientally 
acceptable manner. Community awareness has to be created to reduce generation of 
solid waste. Adequate attention needs to be given to potentially hazardous garbage 
such as night soil, bio-medical and industrial waste. Facilities should be provided in 
an equitable maimer to all poor communities and under-serviced areas. For greater 
efficiency all aspects relating to solid waste management such as collection, 
transportation, segregation, disposal, recycle, etc. need to be below one umbrella. 
There is ample scope for private participation in solid waste management especially in 
collection and transportation. Some of the major issues and concerns relating to urban 
delivery system is included in Aimexure 5. 
The National Urban Policy aims at the following actions by the governments: 
• The Central Govenmient will bring out a technical manual on solid waste 
management for use by urban local bodies and agencies. Fiscal support would 
be provided to upgrade the technology for waste disposal. The Central 
Government actions will be directed to provide guidelines for urban plaiming as 
a developmental process, increase the scope of legal support to envirormient, 
and understand environmental and economic interdependence. The State 
Governments will prepare guidelines environmental improvement programs, 
assist local bodies to prepare environment status report, and promote use of 
renewable and recyclable materials. The Municipal Governments will initiate 
to control further growth of settlements by taking advance action plans, develop 
environmental parameters, and create environmental awareness. 
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• The State Governments will arrange vacant land for setting up waste processing 
units, extend technical assistance to plan, design and implement the operation 
and maintenance of solid waste management and provide adequate funds for 
implementation. 
• The Municipal Corporations would mobilize funds for urban local bodies for 
waste management. Encourage private participation, provide vacant land on 
reasonable terms, create public awareness and prohibit defecation in slums and 
squatter settlements and provide sanitary facilities. It will create solid waste 
management wing with defined responsibilities. 
• The strategies are aimed at improving the enviroimiental conditions in the cities. 
Each city will develop an enviroimient status report and an environmental action 
plan. Enviroimiental impact assessment will be made mandatory for all projects. 
There will be at least 10-15 percent open space in urban areas for parks, 
playgrounds, green belts, urban forestry, etc. Polluting industries will be located 
away from major urban concentrations. 
Urban Transport 
Urban transport policy has intrinsic linkages to urban development, transportation, 
usage of energy, impacts on enviroimient, and in general the quality of urban life. 
Large-scale growth has taken place in the motor vehicle population in the eighties and 
nineties. The growth of vehicles during the period of 1951-1998 has been 11 percent 
per annum and 9 percent of the total population of India, living in million-plus cities, 
owns 33 percent of total vehicular population of the country and the two wheelers 
account for about 60-80 percent of total number of motor vehicles in the urban centers 
according to Housing and Urban Development Corporation (2001). A good 
proportion of urban traffic in India is slow moving and coping with peak hour traffic 
(factors are about 10-12 percent) is a major challenge in urban centers. The road 
network in the metropolitan cities is characterized by narrow carriageways, presence 
of competition for space by all kinds of motorized and non-motorized vehicles. High 
proportion of the traffic is slow moving leading to high volume/capacity ratios. The 
two-wheelers and cars contribute 78 percent and 12 percent of the total pollution 
caused by the motor vehicles in Indian metro cities. 
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Public transport facilities are least expensive to the users as they are shared facilities 
and they occupy much less space per person on roads as compared to other roads. The 
principal public transport in the urban centers is bus and to some extent, the minibus 
is also available except metro cities like Mumbai, Kolkata, Cheimai and recently 
Delhi, where suburban railway system operates in parallel. As a whole, the poor status 
of public transport in urban areas is leading to all major problems in the sub-sector. 
One of the major problems of the urban transport system is matching the demand with 
supply', while looking at the importance of walk trips and non-motorized modes. 
There is a need to strengthen low-cost transport system management like improved 
signaling, parking regulations, road widening, lane discipline, decongestion measures, 
etc. However, enhancing the supply through public transport is vital to provide an 
alternate to personalized vehicle users. The concept of linear corridor development 
with five basic infrastructure namely railway, highway, pipeline, power and 
communication to guide future development along such corridors to ease congestion 
and provide good linkage facility is talked about as these corridors look into the 
aspects of safety, economy, efficiency and environment improvements. The urban 
areas in India are highly dependent on the road transport and this increasing reliance 
has been a major reason for increasing energy consumption and air pollution. Thus, 
there is an immediate need to look into the issues of capacity, quality, technological 
obsolescence and management to effectively utilize the resources in terms of land, 
capital, time, human energy and envirormient to meet the rapidly increasing travel 
demand. Thus, the future urban transport system should focus on enhancing economic 
productivity, increasing personal mobility and addressing urban environmental issues 
pertaining to vehicle emissions. It is also estimated that augmentation of mass 
transport system, adoption of Traffic System Management (TSM) and measures to 
discourage use of personalized vehicles would reduce vehicular congestion and 
pollution. 
The Central Govenmient has set up an urban transport division and a directorate of 
urban transport in the Ministry of Urban Development so as to allocate to it all aspects 
of technical planning, safety, etc. Create a Unified Metropolitan Transport Authority 
' Demand factors are function of population and land use planning whereas the supply depends on land-use-
transport integration, investment in public transport, intermediary public transport and other modes 
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for construction, maintenance and operation of urban mass transit systems. Constitute 
a National Urban Transport Development Fund to be funded through budgetary 
allocations and dedicated levies. Declare urban transport as infrastructure to avail 
fiscal concessions. The State Govenmients would set up an urban transport division 
and an urban transport directorate in the department of urban development. Also 
there will be a Unified Metropolitan Transportation Authorities in the million-plus 
cities and a state level Urban Transport Development Fund. It would implement 
Transport System Management measures in cities with population more than 500,000. 
The Municipal Govenmients would implement urban transport facilities prior to 
development of new colonies and settlements. Devise ways to segregate slow-moving 
and fast-moving modes of transport. Make transportation planning an integral part of 
urban development planning. Given the nature of this sector, private sector 
participation in urban transportation is prevalent in a number of cities and there is 
considerable scope for enhancing its role in the future. 
URBAN GOVRNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Urban governance and policy is a state subject under the Constitution of India. But 
the central Government provides overall guidance to the states on policy matters, 
designing institutional structures, and providing financial and institutional support. 
Ministry of Urban Development and Poverty Alleviation (MoUD«&PA) of the central 
Government has two departments, viz. Department of Urban Development and 
Department of Urban Employment and Poverty Alleviation. The former is responsible 
for broad policy formulation and monitoring of the programs in the areas of urban 
development, urban water supply and sanitation while the latter is responsible for 
broad policy formulation and monitoring of the programs in the areas of housing and 
urban poverty alleviation. Since both are essentially state subjects, these departments 
play a coordinating and monitoring role and also support these programs through 
centrally sponsored schemes. 
The MoUD&PA prepares the budget of the GOI for the urban sector and provides 
policy guidelines to the states. As the subject of urban development is a state matter, 
the states are supposed to set up the policies and legal framework for empowering 
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urban local bodied (ULBs) for developing and financing urban development projects. 
But, this doesn't always happen this way as the State Governments have formed 
boards, authorities, and other agencies to implement urban activities financed by the 
government as well as other institutions, leaving little scope for the ULBs except in 
operation and maintenance (O&M) of these services. Own resources generated by the 
ULBs through taxes and user charges at current rates are insufficient even for O&M. 
Often the state govenmients interfere even in these matters and politicize utility 
pricing. As a result, urban services are treated as public services without the concept 
of cost recovery or commercial viability. Repayment of loans taken by ULBs for 
building facilities are treated as book adjustments or paid out of state grants as the 
user charges seldom cover even the variable cost of services. 
Though, urban governance and management is a state subject under the Constitution, 
local governments did not have a Constitutional status/mandate till recently. This 
lacuna was corrected after the Constitution 73^ ^ and 74* Amendments Act devolved 
powers to local bodies in rural and urban areas respectively. These amendments make 
elections to local bodies mandatory. Notwithstanding this, the Municipal 
Governments continue to be the creatures of the State Governments as they delegate 
authority, powers and functions through state legislation. Local institutions of urban 
government are weak due to encroachment on traditional and legitimate municipal 
fiinctions by other agencies like urban development authorities, and inadequate 
staffing and expertise in municipal management. The constitutional amendment gives 
directive to the State Government to endow the Municipal Governments "with such 
powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as institutions of 
self-government". Nevertheless, there is inadequate empowerment and strengthening 
of Municipal Governments. Municipal functions are still not comprehensive, 
executive functions are still with the appointed fiinctionary. ULBs in many states 
cannot set their own rates and user charges. Municipal Governments in many states 
do not have the institutional capability to plan, finance, implement and monitor the 
delivery of municipal services and to perform the devolved fiinctions. 
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73"* and 74* Constitution Amendment Acts (CAA) 
The local governments in India did not enjoy constitutional status until 1 June 1993 
when the above Acts came into force. All state goverrunents passed the conformity 
legislation by 31 May 1994 to ensure that the provisions of the existing municipal 
Acts were not repugnant to the constitutional provisions. Some states also initiated 
the process of enacting new panchayat (village council) and municipal laws with view 
to introduce reforms in the areas of local governance and management. The following 
are some of the significant features of the above Acts: 
• They established a three-tier system of management. In rural areas they are 
village panchayats, intermediate and district level panchayats and in urban areas 
they are at nagar panchayats for areas in transition from rural to urban, 
municipalities or municipal councils in smaller urban settlements and municipal 
corporations in larger urban areas. 11* and 12* Schedules of the constitution 
provide lists of functions assigned to rural and urban local bodies respectively 
• 
• 
The State Election Commissions will conduct elections once in five years for the 
panchayats and municipalities. One third of the seats are reserved for women and 
further reservation will be provided for scheduled casts and tribes in proportion to 
their population. Super cession of the elected bodies is allowed only in 
exceptional cases and that should not to exceed six months. 
The state governments will constitute state Finance Commissions once in five 
years. These will review municipal finances and make recommendations 
regarding distribution of the proceeds of state-level taxes between the state 
governments and the ULBs, criteria for grant-in-aid, measures needed to improve 
the financial position of the municipal bodies, etc. 
• Wards Committees provide space for meaningfiil interaction and dialogue 
between citizens, civil society and elected members at the ward level in cities with 
300,000 populations or more. 
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• District Planning Committees and Metropolitan Planning Committees provide 
forum for planning by elected representatives. 
• Municipalities have to perform five fiinctions as mentioned in the Twelfth 
Schedule to the Constitution (Annexure 6). They are: (i) essential fiinctions; (ii) 
enviroimient management functions; (iii) planning fiinctions; (iv) agency type 
functions entrusted to municipalities as under principal-agent contracts which 
need to be financed by inter-governmental revenues and (v) fiinctions relating to 
governance. 
With the passage of74*CAA, in a few states, the ULBs were transferred with many 
administrative and financial powers, making them most important fiinctionary in the 
provision, operation and maintenance of urban and civic services. However, it was 
noted that these ULBs (barring a few large Municipal Corporations) were found 
unable to cope with the changing scenario due to a widening gap between their 
resources and their fiinctional domain. Since the provision of urban civic services 
were considered as a primary role of the governments, public expect such services as 
social goods and to be provided to them at free or nominal cost. Such attitude of 
public has made it politically very difficult to exclude any group/person from using 
services and forcing the decision-makers (elected representatives) to switch over to 
subsidy regime in the provision and delivery of civic services, making it difficult for 
the ULBs to meet the growing demand for investment. Further, the lack of sufficient 
resources and access to capital markets, in addition to the huge capital investment 
requirements, long gestation periods, lack of confidence among the private sector to 
actively participate and limited financial domain and tax base have made it difficult 
for the ULBs to meet the growing demands and citizen requirements. 
The lack of financial discipline, and resources for O&M among the ULBs, coupled 
with above identified constraints have worsened the financial position of most ULBs 
and at the same time, there was an emerging need to access commercial fiinding for 
long-term investments. However, the commercial capital fiinding required ULBs to 
achieve a greatly improved financial and management performance. Even though 
there has been some improvement in making specific urban infrastructure projects 
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commercially attractive, as in the water supply and sewerage, solid waste 
management sub-sectors, the private sector has taken a limited interest or 
opportunities have been limited because of the otherwise poor financial position of the 
ULBs. 
Some of the domestic public sectors financing agencies like the Life Insurance 
Corporation (LIC) of India, and the Housing and Urban Development Corporation 
(HUDCO) provided loan assistance for urban inftastructure to some of the ULBs, but 
this assistance were usually within the national budget or through govenmient 
programs. After the 1996 India Infrastructure Report by the Expert Group on 
Commercialization of Infrastructure Project, the GOI set up the Infrastructure 
Development and Finance Corporation (IDFC) to lead private capital into 
infrastructure. IDFC has made significant progress, but mainly in non-urban 
infrastructure investments. 
Based on the findings of various Study Groups, Task Forces, Committees and 
Commissions, the following are the key issues pertaining to the municipal finances: 
(a) absence of rationalization of fiinctional responsibilities and assignment of revenue 
instruments to the ULBs, (b) lack of assignment of revenue sources among the state 
and municipal fimctions, (c) lack of autonomy and accountability in devolution of 
functional responsibilities, (d) increasing revenue gaps in the ULBs and resource gaps 
in meeting the O&M requirements, (e) lack of professionally qualified municipal 
fixnctionaries, (f) ad hoc fiscal inter-relationships between the state governments and 
ULBs, (g) inequitable rate structures for various taxes levied by the ULBs, (h) 
difficulties in the exploitation of user charges and lack of effective pricing policy, and 
(i) overstaffing and disproportionately large administrative and collection costs. 
Municipal Administrative Systems and Procedures 
Municipal bodies are organs of the state Govenmients that have enacted different laws 
for the municipal bodies in the smaller towns and for setting up municipal 
corporations in larger cities. The laws provide for the internal organizational structure 
and division of the executive authority, functions, regulatory powers, tax and non-tax 
sources of revenue, staff and penal provisions. 
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Typically, authorities in Municipal Corporations consist of the Corporation, The 
Standing committee and the Municipal Commissioner. The post of the Mayor is 
largely ceremonial. The elected councilors deliberate on policies and approve the 
aimual budget, and the creation of posts. The Standing Committee exercises control 
over expenditure sanctions and contracts beyond a specified limit, and also some 
control over punishments to defaulting staff. The Municipal Commissioner is 
appointed by the State Government, and exercises day-to-day executive powers and 
control over staff. An exception to this common model is found in West Bengal state, 
where the executive and policy making authority is vested in a cabinet type Mayor-in-
Council. In Kerala, the Mayor exercises considerable executive authority and 
supervises the Commissioner who is designated the Secretary of the Corporation. The 
Mayor-in Council performs the three roles of a political executive, decision-making 
authority and a participant in management function. 
The executive power is fragmented among a number of authorities with overlapping 
jurisdictions. This fragmentation is partly a matter a political intent in order to 
prevent politicization of civic administration but has led to considerable tension 
between the political and appointive elements in Municipal Corporations. Over the 
years, the roles of the local politicians and the bureaucrats in urban governance has 
been reversed in that the local politicians and councilors are seen to be interested 
more in such functions as tenders, contracts, recruitment, transfers, etc while the 
bureaucracy plays a critical role in policy matters affecting urban govenmient and 
also planning and development of urban areas. This is also because of the network of 
officials in municipal corporations and state agencies, often belonging to the 
integrated state services. 
Under the Constitution, the central Government is not directly responsible for urban 
development and housing. But the centrally controlled institutions have significant 
influence the quantum and content of urban investment; indirectly by financial 
assistance to local agencies, and directly by the activities and investments of central 
departments and authorities. The central departments and agencies (defense agencies, 
cantonment boards, railways, airports, ports, tourism, telecommunications, etc.) stay 
outside the mainstream of state level urban development and do not contribute to the 
financing of city services. The investment plans of central agencies are not made 
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known to the local planning authority which results in unanticipated demands for road 
space, civic services, power supply, etc. As the municipal bodies and various 
functional agencies are creations of state statutes, the task of interagency coordination 
falls primarily on the state government through legal provisions and coordinating 
mechanisms devised by them. 
Time taken for minor or major works is usually much more than normally taken for 
private works. Qualified suppliers and contractors usually stay away fi-om municipal 
contracts due to delays in provision of materials and equipment, approvals and 
payments and political interference. Audit reports point out to contractual problems 
relating to delays, default in performance, litigation over payment, cost and time 
overrun in projects, poor work quality, etc. Some of the noted problems and causes in 
municipal services are provided in Annexure 7. 
The efficiency of urban institutions is also affected by the internal management 
structure, delegation of powers, fimctional and geographic decentralization, lines of 
control and supervision and system of punishment and incentives. Functions are 
under different departments and sections under different chief and additional chief 
engineers. The inter-linkages of fiinctions between different departments is not 
recognized or built into the reporting system of employees. There is little interaction 
with the pubic for needs assessment, and attendance to complaints through the inquiry 
system at the wards is weak. 
In the municipal remuneration system there is no way of ensuring due output firom 
staff. Neither incentives nor penalties for performance are structured into the system. 
Salary scales are compressed; movement up the scale is in small steps and is 
practically automatic; promotion is scarce and the appraisal systems do not count 
much; employment is secure. The officials fi-om the integrated state services look out 
for promotion opportunities within their respective cadre, while the corporation 
employees belonging to different cadres complain of limited promotion prospects and 
stagnation at current pay scales. 
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Corruption in the municipal institutions has organization-wide and city level 
consequences. It affects citizens directly through the low quality of services and 
materials. The web of rules and regulations creates opportunity for corruption. 
The general characteristic of local government is difficult due to bureaucratic nature 
of its procedures and systems. These make municipalities inaccessible to people and 
restrict the degree of reforms. Procedures are generally formulated at higher levels of 
government and municipalities need to apply for waivers and approvals to bring about 
even a temporary procedural change. This process can prove extremely difficuU 
without the support of higher-level political and administrative management. 
Attitudes within municipalities stem from either a political, or administrative or a 
technical base. Different actors within the municipality may oppose reforms for 
entirely different reasons. The administrative official is concerned with maintaining 
the status quo, with minimizing change as it can lead to disruption to the functioning 
of normal procedures, structures and hierarchies and creation of additional work. The 
political representative will like to retain power and assume greater control. The 
political viewpoint is to preserve the status quo of social and political institutions and 
facilitate power. 
The National Urban Policy envisages the following action plan for municipal reforms: 
• The Central Government will review the Constitution 74* Amendment Act to 
improve its efficacy, make it citizen friendly and advise State Governments for 
effective implementation of the provisions. It will also promote research and 
development for better dissemination of transfer of technology for urban 
development and management. 
• The State Governments will empower the municipal governments through 
devolution of powers. This will lead to devolving the functions provided in the 
Twelfth Schedule of the Constitution. An essential part of this process is to give 
autonomy to the Municipal Governments for collection of revenues. 
Decentralization of governance will be attained through zonal committees, ward 
committees and by representation of NGOs and residents' representatives. 
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Establish management teams in municipalities consisting of professionals from 
various fields like engineering, finance, urban planning, public health, etc. for 
greater efficiency. Strengthen the Directorates of Municipal Administration 
and decentralize their operations at the regional level to take care of the 
management needs of Municipal Governments in the small and medium towns. 
Form a coordination committee with representation of Mayor/Chairperson of 
Municipal Governments for coordinating the functions presently being 
performed by parallel state agencies to avoid firagmentation of urban functions. 
• The Municipal Governments will put into form the decentralization initiatives to 
the zonal and wards committees. This will initiate privatization of municipal 
services, devise responsive mechanisms like Citizen's Charter, interaction with 
community organizations, etc. 
Municipal Finance 
The financial decentralization is envisaged based on the mechanism of the Finance 
Commission at the state and central levels, wherein the State Finance Commission 
(SFC) is expected to suggest state fiscal devolution to the ULBs and the Central 
Finance Commission would top-up such devolution by assisting the states. As a 
follow-up measure, the lO"' Central Finance Commission recommended devolution of 
INR 10 billion to the ULBs for its award period, to be distributed among the States on 
the basis of inter-state ratio of slum population derived from the population figures of 
the 1971 Census and the GOI has accepted this recommendation. Further, the 11* 
Finance Commission was set up with mandates to augment the consolidated funds of 
the state in order to supplement the resources of the ULBs in terms of the 74* CAA 
for the period 2000-2005. 
The recommendations of the 11* Finance Commission include (i) measures to 
augment the consolidated funds of the States (like land taxes, surcharge / cess on the 
State taxes, professional tax), (ii) reforms in local taxes (property/house tax, 
octroi/entry tax, user charges), (iii) maintenance of civic services, and (iv) accounts 
and audit. Keeping in view the availability of resources and the overall limits set for 
the flow of resources from the Center to the States, the 11* Finance Commission 
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recommended a grant of INR 40 million for each of the five years starting from the 
financial year 2000-01. 
All India annual municipal income is about Rs. 1,634 billion as per the report of the 
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP) (2000). This consists of tax 
revenues (property tax, tax on vehicles, animals, trade, callings, professions, shows, 
advertisement, etc.), non-tax revenues (rent from assets, income fi-om municipal 
undertakings, user charges, fees and fines, income fi-om investments, etc.), grants-in-
aid given by the State Governments and shared taxes (entertairmient tax, motor 
vehicle tax, land revenues, stamp duties, profession tax, etc.). Composition of 
revenues consists of taxes (56%) non-tax (27%) and external sources (17%) 
(Annexure 9). Among various taxes property tax is the most common and stable 
source of income. The Eleventh Finance Commission has evolved criteria as the basis 
for distribution of grants to the States, to meet the requirements of the local bodies, 
which is at Annexure 10. 
Municipal governments are legally required to have a balanced budget as expenses are 
conditioned by the level of resources available. Present levels of municipal 
expenditure are below the norms suggested by the Zakaria Committee. Municipal 
expenditure is categorized into three main components: wages and salaries, operations 
and maintenance, and interest payments. Of the total expenses wages and salaries 
constitute 60 percent, operations and maintenance 20 percent and interest payments 7 
percent and others 13 percent. All India average per capita expenditure in 1997-98 
was about Rs. 747 per aimum on various municipal activities and fiinctions consisting 
of water supply, sewerage and drainage, conservancy and sanitation, municipal roads 
and street lighting (Annexure 11). 
Municipal budgets are prepared and operated on cash basis and not on accrual basis. 
There is excessive reliance on incremental approach. Previous year's level of 
expenditure is considered as the base and predetermined incremental rates are applied 
to arrive at current year's expenses and receipts. This system does not take note of 
dynamic elements like inflation, financial and developmental priorities. Budgets are 
usually prepared on deficit financing basis. Estimates are prepared for inflating 
revenue projections makes fiinding requirements and shortfalls and the expected 
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resource mobilization. Generally, there is no accounting distinction between revenue 
and capital items. This comes in the way of providing economic and accounting basis 
for the levy of user charges and also to improve the financial discipline of local 
bodies. 
Provision and management of urban services is characterized by inadequacies, 
ineffectiveness, and unresponsiveness. The services systems and conditions are 
deteriorating and overstressed. The financial system is under strain due to poor tax 
administration, low cost recovery, and inadequate controls. City administration has 
lack of accountability and transparency and the fiiistration of citizens, especially the 
poor regarding deprivation of services. 
Urban Reforms and the Role of Private Sector 
GOI initiated various urban reforms towards enhancing the productivity of urban 
areas. The key objective of these reforms is to improve the quality of life of the urban 
population through improved access to basic services to be delivered through private 
public partnerships. Involvement of private sector requires major reassigimient of 
responsibilities to different stakeholders - public, private, and the community, wherein 
public bodies would act as policy makers and regulators, private firms would bring 
new management systems and additional financial resources; private firms would also 
to provide capital and local knowledge; and Community Based Organizations (CBOs) 
would assist in community education and extending services to the poor. Significant 
reform initiatives for augmenting revenues of the ULBs were envisaged in the Report 
of the 11th Finance Commission. GOI started various programs to support reforms 
and critical needs - the Mega City and Integrated Development of Small and Medium 
Towns (IDSMT) Scheme emphasizing the provision of services and economic 
opportunities to the poor and intergovenmiental partnerships to leverage funds from 
various sources. Other GOI programs are the recently started Good Urban 
Governance Campaign, the National Slum Development Policy, and the Ambedkar 
Housing Plan. 
Some of the First Generation Urban Reforms planned for implementation include: (i) 
compliance with the 74th CAA, empowering the local governments to regulate and 
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manage major urban affairs with financial resources in line with the State and Central 
Finance Commissions, (ii) formulation of guidelines entitled 1996 Urban 
Development Plans Formulation and Implementation (UDPFI) Guidelines including 
iimovative fiscal mobiUzation approaches, (iii) attraction of public/private investment 
for commercially viable urban infrastructure and development projects(capital 
investment and 0«&M of water supply, sanitation, and sewerage projects), through 
tax-free (five years tax holiday for all the income) municipal bonds, made available 
for the local bodies and development authorities, and (iii) facilitation of foreign direct 
investment (FDI) for providing urban services on a case-by-case basis. However, the 
FDI requires prior government approval and achievement of necessary 
guidelines/norms related to minimum capitalization, minimum land area, etc. 
In 1996, additional reforms were initiated aiming at improving the financial 
autonomy and flexibility of the ULBs with focus on the rationalization of grants and 
subsidies, and encouraging a commercial approach to urban infrastructure 
development. Significant progress was made at the central Govenmient level in 
encouraging more efficient urban service delivery. Some of the Second Generation 
Urban Reforms, which are under implementation included: (i) development of a 
regulatory framework to protect consumers, apply environmental standards and 
support the delivery to the poor through private sector participation in financing and 
the delivery of infrastructure at the municipal level; (ii) preparation of a model 
legislation for facilitating private sector participation in the development and 
maintenance of urban infrastructure; (iii) municipal accounting reforms through the 
conversion of existing single entry cash-based system into a double entry accrual 
based system; (iv) preparation of public-private participation guidelines at the national 
level for involvement of the private sector in the development of urban infrastructure; 
(v) removal of restrictions on the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in providing urban 
infrastructure facilities; (vi) programme approach for availing multiple sources of 
concessional external assistance to for urban infrastructure; (vii) encouraging the issue 
of tax-free municipal bonds for raising resources for urban infrastructure with tax 
exemption in case of bonds issued by Municipal / Local Governments; (viii) pooled 
financing initiatives for municipal infrastructure for bringing in financial discipline 
and enhanced credit rating to provide direct access to capital market - a state level 
pooled financing mechanism for smaller and medium sized ULBs municipalities; (ix) 
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citywide reforms and restructuring for efficient management of the cities and increase 
creditworthiness (to attract private finance) and enable them to prepare long term 
plans for infi^structure investments through access to a performance based City 
Challenge Fund for catalyzing city level economic reform programmes; and (x) 
establishment of Urban Academy, visualized as a center of excellence for 
dissemination of best practices in urban matters such as urban water supply, 
sanitation, urban transport, urban governance, municipal finance, etc. through training 
and capacity building initiatives. It is noteworthy that the new Economic Policy 
launched by the GOT during 1991-92, did see several important initiatives in the urban 
sector towards encouraging private sector participation in urban infi-astructure 
projects. The supporting urban reform measures as proposed in the 10th FYP is 
further expected to reverse the declining standards of urban infi-astructure in the 
country. 
AN EVALUATION OF THE URBAN CONDITIONS 
Urban Development Policies in tlie Five-Year Plans 
Preplan era was replete with various inadequacies like large-scale urban-rural 
migration, high cost of materials after the world war, influx of refiigees, etc. 
Resource allocation during the successive plan periods has been inadequate. 
The approach of the tenth plan to urban management revolves around the 
strengthening of the democratic structure with the assistance of the various agencies. 
Importance is placed on capacity building in the ULBs for greater accountability and 
sustainability. The following are the major thrust areas of the tenth plan: 
• Extra effort to ensure that the capacities created in areas like, water and sanitation, 
transport systems and planned city development are strengthened. 
• Public-private partnerships are to be introduced for improving efficiency and 
better service delivery. 
• Restructuring of municipal entities for efficient management and capacity 
building in the public services through training both elected and appointed 
officials. 
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• Strengthening of the finances of the ULBs through smooth working of the State 
Finance Commissions, rationalization and improvement of the property taxation 
system and levy of user charges. Transfers to from state budget to be linked to 
performance of the ULBs. 
• Commencement of broad-based urban sector reform measures to strengthen 
functional and financial autonomy of the ULBs. This will improve debt-servicing 
capabilities of ULBs for market borrowing for infi-astructure investments. 
Capacity Building 
The complex issues of urban planning, development and management can be 
addressed only by strengthening the role and capacity of institutions of urban 
governance and management. The enlarged functions of municipal bodies call for 
high levels of professionalism and managerial skills and appropriate policies of 
personnel management and staffing. Some of the major issues are training linked to 
projects and programs, a network of national and international training institutions, 
public participation in urban programs, etc. Capacity building will have to be 
addressed both for the local bodies and other stakeholders of the urban hierarchy. The 
State Government should play a major role in this. 
Reforms in urban management are leading to political, functional, fiscal 
empowerment and integrated and participatory planning. Political empowerment is 
insured through the continuity of elected body, establishment of ward/zonal 
committees and wider representation of women and weaker sections. Functional 
empowerment takes place through devolution of additional functions to urban local 
bodies. Fiscal empowerment covers rationalization of fiscal transfers, improved 
financial management and mobilization of additional resources. District Planning 
Committees and Metropolitan Planning Committees promote a bottom-up approach to 
planning by elected representatives. The second generation of urban reforms 
discussed above will build capacity in the medium and long term 
The study of the urban sector services gives a gloomy glimpse of the chaotic 
conditions the Indian urban population is experiencing. If left unattended the 
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conditions will further deteriorate and could lead to untold hardships. The 
government sector has not been in a position to plan, and execute efficiently to 
provide adequate facilities to the Indian urban population. The following are some of 
the major reasons that have contributed to this situation: 
• There are large disparities in spatial patterns in the different states of the 
country. This should lead to development of small and medium towns. 
• There are imbalances across the cities in the availability of infrastructure and 
civic services. There may be a need for a new industrial location policy for 
regional dispersal of industries 
• In the constitutional framework of India, urban development and housing are 
state responsibilities. The Central Government has a catalytic role. It 
formulates broad policies at the national level, frames legislation and provision 
of financial support through schemes, financial institutions and external 
assistance. 
• The provision of infrastructure facilities and services lags behind the pace of 
urbanization. This leads to shortages and consequently has serious negative 
impacts on urban dwellers and their envirorunent. 
• Legal and administrative systems concerning urban plaiming, governance, and 
management have not kept pace with the developments and growths taking 
place. 
The Tenth Plan document states that urban governance is characterized by 
fragmentation of responsibility, incomplete devolution of functions and funds to the 
elected bodies and ULBs, unwillingness to move towards municipal autonomy, 
reluctance to change local taxes and revenue generation through user charges. There 
is a lack of confidence on the part of the State govermnents regarding the capabilities 
of the ULBs and therefore are treated as subordinate entities. State Governments 
therefore need to strengthen the autonomous functioning of the ULBs through 
positive measures in functional autonomy and financial independence. 
There is an urgent need to revisit the governance aspect. The municipal corporations 
are not empowered to and capable of providing adequate and quality services. 
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Urbanization being a state subject majority of the decisions needs to be evolved by the 
state governments. With the enactment of the Constitution (74* Amendment) Act, 
1992, the state urbanization strategy may envisage important roles for private sector 
and for the elected bodies 
There is need to involve private sector to create cost-effective and efficient public-
private-partnerships including contribution both in provision and delivery of services. 
Civic administration needs to accept that the private sector involvement would 
provide access to new technologies, external expertise and new sources of finance 
with better efficiency in service provision and delivery with sound regulatory roles 
vested with the ULBs. International experience has shown that the private sector 
participation would improve the performance of the public sector due to fear of 
competition and given the size of the urban sector, the secondary benefits may be 
considerable. Thus, the primary objective of the private sector involvement should be 
increased incentives for performance improvements and greater autonomy for 
management. 
Since India comprises many small and medium urban settlements (less than 0.1 
million population), which accounts for one-fourth of total urban population, the 
service provider may not show adequate interests and in such cases, there is a need to 
evolve an integrated strategy so that the facilities may be shared and which would in 
turn facilitate the service provider to realize the potential benefits. Further, the 
associated risks of private sector involvement in service provision and delivery in 
urban India is very high as right legal and regulatory fi-amework is still under 
evolution. 
The ULBs in India lack the required skills to mange urban growth, provide the 
services and maintain appropriate levels due to lack of finances, training and capacity 
building measures. Inappropriate management and accountability along with absence 
of policy for the competition within the organization is one of the prime factors for 
poor plaiming, implementation and management. This is largely due to the application 
of inappropriate management tools, inefficient work culture and lack of performance-
based incentives. Thus, one of the institutional issues requiring immediate address is 
to update the existing project management techniques, incentive based competition 
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and systematic and foolproof accounting system among the staff of the organization to 
enhance the working capability. Other major institutional problem facing the urban 
sector is inadequate technical competence of the staff of the ULBs to undertake sector 
plaiming, implementation and management. The technical incompetence is due to lack 
of skills, training and experience among the staff of the ULBs to effectively manage 
the projects. 
It is generally observed that the deployment of the staff in the ULBs are on ad-hoc 
basis and in many cases, most of the ULBs either overstaffed or understaffed, leading 
to inefficiencies. Thus, there is a need to evolve certain norms - based on population, 
quantity and quality of services expected, etc. There is also a need for maintaining a 
disciplined work environment within the ULBs. There is a need for the State 
Government to avoid frequent transfers and adopt transparent criteria for evaluating 
the performance of staff. Further, there is also a need for appropriate and periodical 
training in technical, managerial and financial discipline. 
The municipalities need to transform from being providers to regulators and monitors 
of the services. Private sector needs to step in as the provider of urban services. How 
to do this is the challenge of this study. Private sector participation is relatively a new 
concept in the Indian municipal systems. It is important that lessons are learnt from 
the experiences of the privatization models practiced both outside and inside India. 
An attempt is made in the next chapter to assess the various privatization models 
experimented in various municipal systems for management and delivery of services. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
As stated in earlier Chapters, low operating efficiency, inadequate maintenance, lack of 
attention to the needs of users, poor institutional capacity, and ineffective 
implementation of the programs have played a major role in reducing the development 
impact of investments in urban infrastructure. The services provided through municipal 
administrations have inadequacies and incompetence that have resulted in poor service 
quality and loss of welfare of the mass population. There is need to involve private 
sector through cost-effective and efficient public-private-partnerships to improve 
delivery of civic services. Civic administrations need to accept that the private sector 
involvement would provide access to new technologies, external expertise and new 
sources of finance with better efficiency in service provision and delivery with sound 
regulatory roles vested with the ULBs. 
The different models of privatization studied in Chapter II gives a confusing scenario 
regarding the selection of a particular model for provision of municipal services. 
Further as the models of privatization are all in the initial stages of implementation 
realistic assessments have not been made. Therefore, this study is aimed to explore a 
sustainable model through which decisions can be made for privatizing municipal 
services. It concentrates on analyzing the role private sector can play in improving the 
effectiveness of management and delivery of municipal services. The study focuses on 
the management issues involved in the efficient unbundling of services provided by 
municipal administrations. It seeks to explore the ways for inducting private 
participation in the provision of services presently done by the public sector through 
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unbundling of service, supervisory and regulatory components with a view to increase 
consumer satisfaction. 
Statement of the Problem 
The urban population in India faces major problems in respect of the quality and 
adequacy of services related to water supply sewage and garbage disposal/treatment, 
street lighting, maintenance of roads and city transportation. While provision and 
supply of services is one side of the coin, the other and more important side of the 
problem is the management capacity and efficiency for the delivery of these services. 
Many public sector agencies and institutions and the municipal systems have generally 
grown haphazardly affecting their capacity to manage the provision of services 
efficiently. They have become citadels of highly labor-intensive organizations with 
complicated and time-consuming bureaucratic procedures, and highly nontransparent 
and unaccountable in their functioning. All these affect services to the urban 
population. The decentralization of powers to the ULBs has not addressed the issue of 
management inefficiencies of the municipal administration. There is a need to reverse 
the process of bureaucratization of municipal services. If left unattended there is the 
possibility of imminent collapse of the existing systems leading to catastrophic 
deterioration of urban life. 
Urban services suffer a two-fold problem: low coverage and poor functioning due to a 
failure of the providers or users to maintain them. Given the many deficiencies of 
municipal institutions, as mentioned above, it is doubtful that real progress can be 
made within the confines of existing municipal culture, customs and practices all of 
which present obstacles to the development of effective services. Therefore there is 
need for major institutional reform. Privatization of services or at least contracting 
them out is often proposed as a solution to these and other failures of the municipal 
institutions. It is not, however, an easy option as many contractors perform no better 
than the government, especially if they are not supervised, monitored and regulated 
well. The problem therefore is to find the most effective and sustainable system of 
management arrangement, which will incorporate the interests of the citizen, the 
government and the private sector service provider. 
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Objectives of the Study 
The main purpose of this study is to identify management techniques for improving 
quality of services provided by Municipal Systems in the Indian context. This objective 
is based on a framework that private sector can provide efficiently when it is effectively 
supervised and regulated by the municipal system. In particular the study assumes: 
• Private sector assistance in tlie management of municipal services improves 
efficiency in administration and enhances consumer satisfaction through 
effective and sustainable delivery of goods and services. 
• Management and delivery of municipal services will be best performed when 
private sector executes independently under the supervision and regulation 
of municipal system. 
The following are the specific objectives of the study: 
• Evaluate the status of provision of the various urban services in India and assess the 
magnitude of issues affecting the efficient management of urban services. 
• Take stock of privatization process carried out in various places and evaluate the 
efficacy and sustainability of these in formulating the management technique for 
municipal systems. 
• Assess the functioning of purely privately operated systems and the possibilities and 
consequences of its replication in the municipal systems. 
• Suggest a model of management, which is acceptable to the citizens, attractive to 
the municipal system and staff, ensuring financial and operational efficiency, and 
sustainable on long-term basis. 
It is hoped that the study will not lose its relevance in the future, as there will be need 
for constant review and improvement in the services provided to people by the public 
systems. It could include ftmctions where direct contact with the general public takes 
place in areas such as infrastructure services, social sector programs, city management, 
rural development, delivery of services through panchayats and municipalities, 
enforcement of law and order, collection of government revenues, monitoring of the 
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corporate sector, etc. Changes in emphasis and procedures may be required in future to 
make this relevant to the particular service and needs of consumers and social values. 
Methodology 
This is an exploratory research study, with the main purpose of developing a working 
hypothesis privatization of municipal services from an operational point of view. The 
major emphasis of this study is on the discovery of ideas and insights. As such, the 
research design attempts to be flexible enough to provide opportunity for considering 
different aspects of the problem under study. As the research concept is relatively new 
in the Indian context, reference has been made to literature available with development 
institutions such as the organizations of the United Nations, The World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank, etc. The object of literature survey is to obtain insight into the 
various experiments conducted in privatization in different parts of the world. Most of 
these have been reported in the World Development Report 1994. In addition to these, 
effort is made to look into some of the cases of privatization efforts in India and abroad. 
The main part of the study consists of proposals for privatization in selected functions 
of municipal administration. Maintenance of residential colonies by municipal 
administration has been the subject of study and analysis. Services provided in two 
contrasting areas in Delhi maintained by the Municipal Corporation of Delhi have been 
subjected to the study and analysis. Their conditions are compared with relevant facts 
drawn from the study of a private colony developed and maintained by one of the 
private builders in a suburb of Delhi. The conclusions drawn are based on the 
following parameters of unbundling: 
• Need for unbundling 
• Preconditions of the public systems which can be unbundled 
• Tackling employee objections 
• Inducting Private Sector Assistance 
• Pre requisites for the private sector induction program, 
• Models of privatization, 
• Commercial principles of operation 
• Pricing and quaUty standards 
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• Sustainability of the Coexistence 
• Tackling failures of private assistance 
• Control mechanisms 
• Role of beneficiaries 
• Building on the outcomes. 
This thesis follows a case study method. Efforts are made to study the following 
aspects of municipal service delivery for drawing out generalizations and 
inferences: 
• Expectations of consimiers and the existing satisfaction level 
• Existing systems of functioning and causes of failures. 
• Extend of existing centralization/decentralization, 
• Degree of delegation, 
• Effectiveness of existing control and monitoring mechanisms, 
• Areas where services of the private sector could be inducted for greater operational 
efficiency 
• Failures expected fi-om the operations of the private sector, 
• Control mechanisms for inducting private sector participation, 
• Remuneration criteria for sustained participation of the private sector, 
• Possible objections from the government employees of the public administration 
whose areas are affected. 
Data Collection 
Data collection was made from both primary and secondary sources as follows: 
(i) Details of functioning of a purely private colony namely, Sushant Lok at 
Gurgaon, near Delhi was subjected to study. This colony is under the 
maintenance management arrangement with Star Estates Management Limited, 
the maintenance company of the developer of the colony, Ansal Properties & 
Industries Limited. Discussions and inquiries were held with the concerned 
official and their records were reviewed for collection of data relating to cost of 
provision of services, levels of services provides, and deployment of human, 
financial and material resources. 
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(ii) Discussions were conducted with the members of the Resident Welfare 
Association and the records of minutes of meeting were obtained for collection 
information regarding complaints and issues related the performance of the 
service provider. The record provided comprehensive information about the 
nature and frequency of complaints regarding the quality and adequacy of 
services provided and the promptness with which complaints are attended. The 
discussions between the welfare association and the Star Estate Management 
provided insights about the profit seeking behavior of the service provider and 
the systemic problems faced by residents. 
(iii) Two residential colonies under the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) were 
subjected to study namely, Vasant Kunj and City Zone. The two localities are 
very different in their specifications in terms of geographical location and size, 
spatial facilities, aging, economic activities in the location, population density 
and quality, infrastructure faciUties, etc. These differences have contributed to 
additional findings and improved the quality of the study. 
(iv) The general complaints regarding the functioning of the municipal services 
provided by MCD in different parts of the city were collected from newspaper 
reporting. 
(v) Discussions held with the concerned senior officials of the two localities and 
data related to cost of provision of services, levels of services provides, and 
deployment of human, financial and material resources were obtained from the 
MCD records 
(vi) Results of data analysis were again taken back to the MCD officials and the 
private sector provider and were validated regarding applicability of the findings 
of the study. 
Data Analysis 
(i) Consumer satisfaction with the quality of services of the private sector provider 
was assessed through the survey of the documents of the minutes to the meeting 
of the Resident Welfare Association. The issues related to the dissatisfaction 
and complaints were gathered and analyzed. 
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(ii) The issues and problems of the MCD colonies were identified and were 
analyzed to mitigate them in the new method of service provision. 
(iii) Using the operational and efficiency parameters relating to labor, material and 
equipment and input output ratios observed in the privately managed colony of 
Sushant Lok a counter factual analysis of service levels, costs and efficiencies was 
made for the two selected municipal colonies of MCD. The unit costs of the 
private sector were applied to the MCD areas to arrive at the estimated costs of 
maintaining. While analyzing this some of the existing standards of MCD were 
retained to accommodate the local requirements. The results of the analysis in the 
two MCD colonies were compared for assessing similarities and differences with 
a view to learning lessons. 
(iv) A management model was developed for the introduction of private 
management for the provision of services in municipal systems in general.. 
(v) As the new model could not be tested for practical purposes this was again 
subjected to discussions with and study by both MCD officials and the private 
service provider. The results of the discussions were documented in the study. 
Scope of the Study 
This study seeks to understand the various intricacies involved during the process of 
privatizing the management and delivery of services currently provided by municipal 
systems. The study was conducted to address the inefficiencies in the municipal 
system while providing services related sanitation, colony and road maintenance. The 
model that has been developed for inducting private sector can be applied generally to 
all municipal systems although the results related to cost savings will vary firom unit 
to unit based on various issues. The study can be further modified to make it 
applicable to many other services in the municipal systems like maintenance of health 
centers and municipal schools, municipal tax collection and administration, 
maintenance of accounting records, etc. The study is pertinent and will not lose its 
importance as it is attempting to address the grave issue related to governance in the 
entire Indian urban sector. This will be of immense help to planners and policy 
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makers and management experts for framing governance strategies for municipal 
systems. The study limitations are discussed in the Introduction section of Chapter 1. 
Overview of Literature 
In the past several years, interest in privatization - which means contracting with or 
selling to private parties the functions or firms previously controlled or owned by 
governments - has been growing in both developed and developing countries. The 
movement has affected even the socialist countries, and pressures for privatization 
have surfaced in ahnost all of the Eastern Bloc countries. Privatization is a subject of 
great current interest in many places. International development institutions have 
undertaken major studies and provided technical assistance to develop conceptual and 
policy framework for privatization in developing countries. World Development 
Report (1994) examines the link between infrastructure and development and explores 
ways in which developing countries can improve both the provision and the quality of 
infrastructure services. The report identifies the basic cause of poor past performance 
as inadequate institutional incentives for improving the provision of infrastructure. To 
promote more efficient and responsive service delivery, incentives need to be changed 
through commercial management, competition, and user involvement. 
Status of Urban Services 
National Institute of Urban Affairs (1988) gives a good reference of urban studies in 
India. The vastness of the country and the complexity of the urban phenomenon have 
given rise to a wealth of data and inferences based thereon, which together contribute 
to the overall picture of India's urbanization. National Institute of Urban Affairs 
(1989) is a comprehensive sample of 157 municipal bodies within the size category of 
1-7.5 hundred thousand population. The study analysis the financial resources 
required for up gradation of core municipal services like water supply, environmental 
sanitation, street lighting, roads and preventive medical services. It presents a 
perceptible analysis of the problems confronting the local bodies and suggests policy 
options for their solution. National Institute of Urban Affairs (1989), gives an in depth 
evaluation study of the implementation of the Integrated Development of Small and 
Medium Towns (IDSMT) scheme in 22 selected towns (about 10 per cent of the 235 
IDSMT towns) across die country to assess the impact of the scheme. The study 
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provides valuable insights into the achievements and impediments faced by the 
IDSMT scheme in fulfilling its programme objectives. National Institute of Urban 
Affairs (1990), which examines its revenue and expenditure pattern over a period of 
time and assesses the impact of various measures that have been adopted by the MCD 
to increase its revenues and to regulate expenditure. 
Asian Development Bank (1998) in its report India Urban Sector Strategy provides 
description of the urban situation in India, highlighting the principal problems 
associated with urban growth in the face of deficiencies in the infi'astructure and 
municipal services. 
At national level the 73rd and 74th Amendments to the Constitution have mandated a 
third level of governance in the country. The local level governance is expected to 
improve the education, health and other developmental programs and provide assistance 
to public administration. This has encouraged a number of studies on urban governance 
and development. National Institute of Urban Affairs (1994) provides comprehensive 
comments on the implications of the 74* Constitutional Amendment. The Act 
provides for many changes in the structure of the municipalities, their composition, 
powers and fiinctions. This attempts to provide a comprehensive perspective of 
various facets of the Act. Incorporating the views of leading experts on the potential 
role of urban local governments, following the enactment, it would facilitate policy 
makers at the state level to redefine the role of the urban local governments in 
meeting the needs of the urban poor. Dr. Jayaprakash Narayan (1998) in the article 
Federalism and Local Self Govenmient in the Indian Context has analyzed the issues 
related to concentration of powers at the Central Government and the need for peoples 
empowerment for centraUzed governance. National Institute of Urban Affairs (1998), 
provides a comprehensive review of the salient aspects of urban sector in India. 
Particular emphasis has been laid on issues related to urban development financing 
and capacity building needs of the urban local bodies. The report outlines numerous 
issues confi'onting the urban sector, more important among them being the policy 
initiatives and guidelines required to address the sector problems relating to urban 
growth, institutional capabilities at various levels of urban administration, and urban 
governance. Housing and Urban Development Corporation (2001) state the current 
status of political and functional empowerment in urban governance. National 
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Institute of Urban Affairs (2000) presents the status of water supply; sanitation and 
solid waste management in 300 class I and class II and towns in the country. It also 
gives the additional capital investments for covering the entire urban population by 
these services till the year 2022. 
Privatization and Pricing of Urban Services 
A regional seminar on Mega cities Management in Asia and the Pacific Region held in 
Manila, Philippines in October 1995 was co hosted by the Asian Development Bank 
and the United NationsAVorld Bank Urban Development Program for Asia and the 
Pacific. The seminar report, Mega city Management in the Asian and Pacific Region, 
provides an in depth look at private sector participation among other major themes 
(Asian Development Bank (1996)). Steve H. Hanke, (1987) provides a 'how-to' 
manual on techniques of privatization. Economic And Social Commission for Asia 
And the Pacific (1997) in its Guidebook on Private Sector Participation in Water 
Supply and Sanitation shows how the demands on the government fiinds may be 
reduced by greater involvement of the private sector while still retaining public 
ownership of assets and also by increasing accountability for operation. It 
recommends ways to improve efficiency, transparency and reduced costs through 
private involvement. Human Settlement Management Institute (2001), provides some 
of the International and Indian experiences of good urban governance in matters related 
to participative planning and management. Reza, Sadrel, (1999), reports the 
institutional aspects of privatization in a case study of Viet Nam. The stress is on the 
need for appropriate institutional infirastructure without which public reforms cannot be 
feasible. Although privatization is urgently warranted to help switch over to market 
based public functioning institutional weakness dictate a slower approach to avoid 
failures and risks. Welch, Dick and Fremond, Olivier (1998), techniques and 
Examples, a case-by-case approach to privatization as it allows governments to resolve 
the policy issues relating to regulation and labor matters attached to privatization. Asian 
Development Bank Institute (1999), concludes that there is no single model, which will 
work everywhere. The differences that will matter in privatization are the political 
system, capacity and efficiency of the private sector, relations between the two sectors, 
etc. 
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The research study on Management of Urban Services by National Institute of Urban 
Affairs (1986) attempts to determine the management and organizational problems 
that are encountered by the urban local bodies in their attempts to deUver urban 
services efficiently and the factors responsible for this. It suggests the measures that 
could be adopted to overcome these problems. Dhaliwal S.S. (1999), mentions in his 
book on Municipal Administration the problems being faced by the employees of 
municipal system from bureaucracy, politicians and citizens. National Institute of 
Urban Affairs (1991), examines the share of the public and private sectors in the 
provision of urban services in three cities - Gurgaon, Varanasi and Visakhapatnam. It 
studies the existing institutional arrangements within the public sector for this 
purpose. It analyses the efficiency of provision, financial aspects and the accessibility 
of the services to different sections of the population. The four services studied in the 
report are water supply, sanitation, transportation and health care. National Institute of 
Urban Affairs (1992) reviews the municipal services in selected localities and makes 
recommendations regarding options for private provision of services. In "Scope and 
Practice of Privatization of Urban Services in India", the National Institute of Urban 
Affairs (1997), attempts an analysis of the existing institutional arrangements, 
particularly private sector involvement, in the provision of four municipal services -
water supply, sewerage, solid waste and roads. It recommends the type of public-
private partnership arrangements that the local governments could adopt for 
improving the provision of these services. Four cities are taken up for study - Pune, 
Indore, Visakhapatnam and Baroda. Based on an examination of the legal framework 
under which the local governments operate, the study recommends the changes that 
may be necessary in order to facilitate the entry of private contractors/firms to the 
urban services sector. The study titled Strategy for Capacity Building of Urban 
Government Institutions in India by National Institute of Urban Affairs (1998) 
focuses on strengthening and capacity building of urban govenmient institutions in 
India in the context of economic and social changes and the thrust towards democratic 
decentralization as symbolized by the 74* Constitution Amendment. It attempts to 
analyze the various legal, institutional and human resource issues with special 
reference to the four case study cities of Aurangabad, Banglore, Mangalore and 
Vishakhapatnam. National Institute of Urban Affairs (1999), presenting some of the 
innovative initiatives taken by the local govenmients of selected cities of India to 
improve solid waste management through various measures including improving 
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efficiency, finding administrative and technical solutions to improving waste 
collection and disposal, involving the private sector and NGOs in improving the 
service, and exploring new ways of financing investment. Marina Pinto (2000) voices 
concem regarding the existing systems of civic management promoting participatory 
model to encourage people empowerment ensuring professionalism. Department for 
International Development (1998) in its compilation of Conmiimity Initiatives in 
Operation and Maintenance of Urban Services provides summary of cases where role of 
consumers in decision-making and financing the provision of municipal services was 
tested with varying results. 
The study of National Institute of Urban Affairs (1990) on Pricing of Urban Services, 
heralds a begirming in efforts to understand the complex issues involved in the pricing 
of urban services. It attempts to ascertain the procedures and techniques of pricing 
two important services - water supply and solid waste disposal - followed by 
municipal bodies and their ability to recover the costs of providing these services 
fi-om the users. Based on field data collected from nine cities of different sizes and 
fimctional specialization, the study shows that both these services are under priced 
and therefore jeopardize the overall financial viability of the municipal bodies. It 
points out that in order to make these services self-paying, water tariffs will have to be 
increased substantially, and municipal bodies must recognize the financial worth of 
solid wastes and use them as an important resource. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC SERVICES - EXISTING MODELS 
AND METHODS 
The objective of this chapter is to overview how privatization has been carried out in 
some of the public services both inside and outside India. This section commences 
with a brief review of models of privatization and the forms of contractual 
arrangements with private sector. In the following section an assessment of the results 
of the selected case studies of private assistance in providing public services has been 
made. 
MODELS OF PRIVATIZATION 
There are four basic prerequisites for successful privatization in public utilities: 
(i) Clear and coherent goals focused on delivering of services, 
(ii) Autonomous management where both managers and employees are 
responsible and accountable for results, 
(iii) Financial independence, and 
(iv) Good supervision and regulation 
The first three of these are inherent in private sector system of management unlike in 
government system that has to balance different economic, social, and political 
objectives, meet numerous restrictions on employee accountability and depend on 
budgetary decisions and pricing decisions driven by politics. On the other hand a 
survey of forty-four countries with World Bank financed projects designed to improve 
infrastructure performance revealed the most common problems in six infrastructure 
sectors are unclear goals, lack of managerial autonomy and accountability, financial 
difficulties, and wage and labor problems (World Development Report 1994). 
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There are three instruments that reinforce commercial operations and can improve 
public sector effectiveness: 
(i) Corporatization that gives greater independence and identity, 
(ii) Contracts between governments and corporate entities 
(iii) Financial independence through pricing aimed at cost recovery. 
Coporatization is changing a government department into a joint stock company in 
order to increase management autonomy. This gives and enterprise an independent 
status and it will be subject to the same legal requirements as a private firm. Some of 
the market principles that will help corporate governance are adequate competition, 
level regulatory playing field, and profit maximization. The issues that raise 
objections to this are limitation of profit maximization and price regulations either 
because the services are public/quasi public goods or because governments have 
objectives other than profit. 
Contracts between governments and corporate entities can address the governance 
problems of the public sector service providers. The approaches to these contracts are 
(i) performance agreements, (ii) management contracts, (iii) service contracts, (iv) 
leases, and (v) concessions. 
Performance Agreements: These are negotiated between the Government and 
managers of the organization. The Government retains all decisions. These 
agreements increase the accountability of employees and managers due to focus of 
operations on performance expectations, clear roles and responsibilities and explicit 
performance-based incentives. Some of the major ingredients of these arrangements 
are (i) information and evaluation systems for performance monitoring with detailed 
quantitative and qualitative indicators, (ii) specific targets, goals and objectives of 
performance, (iii) appropriate incentives including managerial autonomy, rewards for 
workers and managers for achieving agreed performance, (iv) appropriate duration of 
agreements for effective performance results, and (v) reasonable weight attached to 
various performance indicators. A case of the success story of performance 
agreement is of the Korean Electric Corporation (Annexure 12). The rate of return on 
assets tripled over a period of seven years. In some cases of agreements in Afiica 
failed to address the lack of performance incentives for mangers and workers. Some 
of the other alternatives have proved to be more successful in such situations. 
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Management Contracting: In this form of arrangement the responsibility for 
managing, operation and maintenance of public services is vested with the private 
sector usually for three to five years. This increases the autonomy of management 
and reduces the risks of political interference. Success of management contracts 
depends on the degree of autonomy actually vested in decision-making. The 
management contract signed for a power plant in the Philippines failed within nine 
months because the owners of the plant prevented the private contractor from 
controlling key functions affecting productivity and service quality such as staffing, 
procurement, and working capital. It is also successful when a part of the 
compensation is based on performance. Fixed fee arrangements are seldom 
successful. The success story of Electricity and Water Company of Guinea-Bissau 
(Annexure 13) specified that 75 percent of the remuneration was guaranteed but 25 
percent was based on performance. Increased management involvement and 
accountability have improved project performance. This happens when smaller firms, 
with more labor-intensive techniques participate in government contracts. This is the 
success story of Agencies d'Execution des Travaux d'lnteret Public (AGETIPs) in 
West Africa (Annexure 14). Here management responsibilities for urban 
infrastructure projects have been contracted out to NGO's that in turn contract out the 
public works. This has lead to 10 to 15 percent reductions in unit costs in local 
infrastructure projects. However problems became evident in 1994 when the utility 
was not able to generate revenue to finance expansion. This happened due to large 
rise in receivables mainly to private sector's fraudulent connections and the 
government's demand to service critical functions even when pajmients were not 
made. 
Contracting out Services: This transfers to private providers the responsibility for 
delivering a specific service at lower costs or for obtaining the skills or expertise 
lacking in the public sector. It is flexible, cost effective and increases responsiveness. 
It allows competition among the service providers as they are with short and specific 
contracts. This form of contracting is most common for maintenance services. The 
government department sets the terms of reference and performance standards for the 
service provider, manages bids and supervises performance. This also encourages 
employees to leave the infrastructure provider and compete for service contracts, 
which was noted in Santiago's Public Water Company. Where there are major 
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investment requirements the contracts should be for longer duration and wider scope 
to justify capitalization. 
Leases: Under this the government supplies the major investments for production 
facilities and the private contractor pays for the right to use the public facilities for 
providing services. This ensures required investments take place for provision of 
services which if done by the private sector will result in poor performance due to 
financial strain as the investments come in infrequent bursts. This will separate 
responsibility for operations from investments. A lease provides exclusive right for 
the revenues for a period of six to ten years. The operator usually assumes all or most 
of the commercial risks. One of the success stories of lease is Guinea's water supply. 
Under lease private operators are freed from the many constraints facing the public 
operator that improves productivity. Leases as such do not provide incentives to 
private operators to maintain and expand the facilities under their charge. They may 
also depreciate assets rapidly for short-gain. This can be avoided through specific 
maintenance requirements written in contracts and through supervision. Also 
eligibility for renewal can be made contingent on the state of the investments. 
Concessions: This incorporates the entire features of a lease and in addition has the 
responsibility of investment such as specified extensions, expansions or replacement 
of fixed assets. The terms of a concession should allow sufficient rate of return for 
investment and adequate incentives for maintenance and provision of services. The 
norm used in for this is to keep the duration of the concession in relation to the life of 
the underlying asset. There is always a danger that the terms of a concession will 
allow investors either too high rate of return or will provide too less to provide 
effective service. The following are some of the successful methods used in 
concession: 
• Award a concession to the bidder who offers the largest lump sum up front 
• Profit-sharing arrangements where project costs and revenues are uncertain 
• Award concession on the basis of lowest price charged to the consumer. 
Pricing for financial independence: This is the third element in the successful 
provision of infrastructure services. Revenues need to be directly related to the 
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service delivered. Some of the ways of motivating providers are reduction in 
subsidy, cost reduction, cost recovery, transparency and financial autonomy. A 
pricing strategy focuses on recovering the three main cost components: connection, 
usage and peak-capacity costs. Connection cost can be recovered as periodic flat fee 
for connection and for the maintenance of it. Usage cost is best recovered through 
metering. The tariff should not be so insignificant that consumers over use it leading 
to wastage. In Bogor, Indonesia, raising tariffs to meet costs reduced water 
consumption by 30 percent in less than a year without any obvious impact on health 
or economic production. One outcome of the end of subsidies to Ghana's water 
utility in 1988 was an increase in meter coverage fi"om less than 30 percent to 53 
percent in 1993, and in revenue collection from less than 50 percent to 91 percent of 
billings. Another method of cost recovery is levying a charge based on potential 
demand or actual consumption at peak. This method helps avoid power outages and 
water shortages. Many governments fear that fiilly recovering costs will hurt the 
poor, which is usually not the case. They often pay much higher prices per unit for 
privately provided water and lighting because they are not connected to public service 
networks that have lower unit costs, and because they do not benefit from subsidies to 
users of the public system. Expanding the public utility network to give the poor 
access would mean that they would pay less than they are now willing and able to pay 
private providers. 
It is important to design tariffs to achieve financial autonomy while addressing 
multiple goals. The objective of pricing should be to set prices equal to marginal cost 
to recover the cost of production and also to ensure prices reflect scarcity of 
resources. The need to jointly address equity and efficiency can be met through 
adjustments in the general pricing formula. The public price has to be revised to 
cover the cost of providing the service plus a markup, often resulting in multi-part 
tariffs and cross-subsidies. The two common options are increasing-block tariffs and 
time-of-use rate structures. Under an increasing-block tariff, consumption of services 
is priced at a low initial rate up to a specified volume of use (block) and at a higher 
rate per block thereafter. The number of blocks varies from three to as many as ten. 
The most effective structure is the simplest, in particular when monitoring and 
administrative capacities are constraining. Under the time-of-use rate structure, users 
pay a premium during periods of high demand. This encourages consumers to shift 
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demand to the off-peak period and allows the producer to utilize overall capacity 
leading to increase in profit. Time-of-use rates are practical for infrastructure in 
which the product cannot be stored cheaply and its use can be partitioned by time 
slices into multiple products. Tariffs can also be differentiated by region like water in 
higher region to be costlier. 
Types of Private Sector Participation 
Private sector assistance can be through two major modalities (i) complete divestment 
of the activity and (ii) public-private arrangement in which the two parties agree to 
perform specific functions for providing service or for production. The following are 
some of the prevailing types of private sector arrangements: 
• Build-Qwn-Operate (BOO): Under this arrangement the private entity is 
responsible for investment construction of the project. It will have full 
ownership of the project and will be also responsible for running of the project. 
• Build-Operate-Transfer (EOT): The conditions of BOO are applied but the 
project is transferred to government at a time as agreed. The private sector 
ceases to hold any right to the project. Based on the conditions of the 
arrangement with the government and the private party BOT can have some 
variations such as build-transfer-operate, build-rent-transfer, rehabilitate-
operate-transfer, lease-develop-transfer, lease-develop-operate, etc. 
Build-Qwn-Operate-Transfer (BOOTV. Here again the conditions of BOO are 
applied. In addition to financing 
Competitive Tendering (CT): This process seeks a number of competing tenders 
for a defined service to be performed under a contract. 
Compulsory Competitive Tendering (CCT): This is same as CT but enforced by 
law or procedure. 
Contracting Out: Under this process contracts are made with private parties, or 
other agencies to perform the function for a period for a specified compensation. 
Cooperatives: In this process self-help organizations are involved for performing 
the functions in the interest of the communities they serve. 
Franchising: Under this arrangement a private party undertakes the 
responsibility for operating the service and for collecting charges. 
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• Concession: In this arrangement a private party takes on lease assets from the 
public authority for a period, provides the service and collects the income. The 
party also is responsible for new investments during the period. Under the 
arrangement the assets revert to the public sector at the expiry of the lease. 
• Affermage: Under this arrangement the public authority controls construction, 
owns the asset but contracts out operation, maintenance and billing. 
• Leasing: It is different from concession in the matter that the lessee does not 
have the responsibility for investment in fixed assets. The private party 
contracts with the public authority to operate a facility meeting expenses and 
collecting revenue for a specified period. 
• Management Buy Out (MBO): Under this management of a service is bought 
and then it becomes a private venture. 
• Sale: It is the total sale of the assets and the management of the services. 
• Vouchers: This enables consumers for concessions and discounts from the 
public authority, which enables the private party to provide equal service to the 
affected consumers. 
• Management Contract: Under this the private contractor has the responsibility 
for the operation, maintenance and management. Compensation is based on 
services rendered and for the performance achieved. 
PRIVATIZATION OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES - CASES 
East Africa 
UNCHAS, (1998), reports about five different modes of privatizing municipal 
services that have been used in East Afiica as each of them has distinct features with 
regard to ownership and outcome. The modes of privatization are set out in Armexure 
15 together with some notes on some important characteristics, common municipal 
services privatized under each mode and the impact on delivery of services. There are 
some important points to bear in mind in reviewing privatization of municipal 
services in East Africa. First, since privatization of municipal services is a new 
concept and not well developed, the modes used may not be as well defined as 
presented. Although the municipal council may be privatizing a service using one or 
two of the modes described in the table, it may not define it as such. Second, two or 
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more privatization modes may be applied concurrently for the same service. The 
following conclusions are derived from the East African experience: 
• The process of decentralization and privatization of municipal services is in 
varying degrees relatively recent in practically all the countries under study. In 
some of the countries, the processes are just in the plaiming stages or on 
pilot/trial basis. In none of the countries has there been any municipal service 
that is completely privatized as yet. The services most experimented with so far 
are solid-waste management and water supply, but more of the former than the 
latter. 
• Privatization largely takes the form of contracting out provision of services to 
private sector firms with the municipal government authority retaining overall 
monitoring and supervisory authority and power in paying the private sector 
contractor. In some cases privatization has meant commercialization of services 
or attempts thereof by the municipal service departments. 
• Where real privatization of municipal services has actually taken place, it has 
largely been selectively piece-meal, serving or operating effectively mainly in 
the middle- and higher-income residential areas that can afford to pay for the 
services, thus leaving a large proportion of the poor and low-income areas where 
residents cannot afford to pay for the privatized services. This raises issues of 
social equity and social integration and remains an unresolved public policy 
issue, i.e. how to provide such services to segments of the population that cannot 
afford to pay for private sector provision of such services. 
• Overall, preliminary assessment of the privatization of collection and disposal of 
waste in the countries of the East African sub-region indicates that in areas 
where it has been applied, it is more efficient than collection by the municipal 
authorities themselves but this rarely covers the whole city. 
United Republic of Tanzania 
In the United Republic of Tanzania, several modes of countrywide privatization of 
municipal services have been attempted as reported by UNCHAS, (1998). These 
include the following: 
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• Open competition: This is implemented through the provision of licenses to 
private firms to provide municipal services which are also provided by the 
Council, such as public transport (e.g. Delia Dallas), health services like 
dispensaries, health centers, pharmaceutical shops and hospitals. 
• Management contracts: This has been used to award the rights to firms for 
running parking lots within the city center of Dar es salaam. 
• Franchising: This has been applied in the privatization of solid waste 
management in the city of Dar es salaam. 
• Concessions: These have been used to award management of public toilets in 
Arusha. 
• Compulsory competitive tendering: The city council defined the types of work 
for external competition and awarded contracts on merit. Compulsory 
competitive tendering has occurred in the privatization of solid waste collection 
and disposal in the city of Dar es salaam where a number of private firms bid for 
the award of contract of providing this service, which was otherwise being 
solely carried out by the Dar es Salaam City Council. 
• Shifting of responsibilities: This is a situation where services that were once 
nationalized are re-allocated to the former owners or to a community-based 
organization (CBO). A number of schools and health facilities that were 
nationalized in the 1970s have been de-nationalized and returned to the former 
owners. Shifting of responsibilities has also occurred in the local areas where 
CBOs have been established and assigned service provision duties. A good 
example is the CBO involved in the construction of drainage channels and road 
resurfacing in Hanna Nassif area in Dar es Salaam. 
Local Public Services in Wisconsin: Alternatives for Municipalities 
Factors influencing privatization 
This was a study conducted by Deller, C. Steven, and etal. (2001) regarding the factors 
influencing the decision to privatize services and factors contributing to success. In this 
study 452 cities and villages in Wisconsin were surveyed and the most frequently 
mentioned reason for privatizing services (cited by 70 per cent of municipalities as 
either their first, second, or thirds most important reason) was "internal pressure to 
increase costs". Nearly 40 per cent mentioned this as the most important reason for 
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privatizing, with an additional 30 per cent giving that response as the second or third 
most important reason. Three additional responses had a combined response total of 
approximately 45 per cent of responding municipalities: (1) "successful use in other 
jurisdictions"; (2) "external pressure on finances, including tax restrictions"; (3) 
"concerns about municipal liabilities." Intergovernmental mandates were cited by 30 
per cent of municipalities. Fifteen per cent gave that as their most important reason and 
an additional fifteen per cent stated it as their second or third most important reason. 
The following are the important reasons for privatization in order of reported priorities: 
1. Internal pressure to decrease costs 
2. Successfiil use in other jurisdictions 
3. External pressure on finances, including tax restriction 
4. Concerns about municipal liabilities 
5. Intergovernmental mandates 
6. Altered political climate regarding role of government 
7. Unsolicited proposals for providers 
8. Other 
9. Active citizen group favoring privatization 
Figure 3: Factors Causing Cities / Villages to Consider Privatization 
During the Past five Years 
a Third Most Important 
• Second Most Important 
• Most Important 
Methods for Implementing Privatization 
Further by Deller, C. Steven, and et.al. (2001) surveyed on how privatization can be 
implemented once municipal officials make the decision to privatize or to consider 
privatizing specific services. The survey sought responses as to preferred methods for 
implementing the privatization and promoting it to residents. "Analyzed feasibility" 
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was the most important method of 28 per cent of municipahties, and was cited by an 
additional 36 per cent as the second or third most important implementation method, 
totaling 64 per cent. Two other methods were cited by between 40 per cent and 50 per 
cent of municipalities as one of their top three methods: (1) "Identifying successfiil 
uses in other jurisdictions" was the first choice for 13 per cent, and was the second or 
third choice for and additional second or third choice for an additional 25 per cent, for 
a total of 43 per cent. Two additional methods were mentioned by nearly thirty per 
cent of the municipalities: (1) "using privatization only for new or growing services," 
and (2) "implementing privatization on a trial basis". The following methods of 
privatization were identified in the order of priority: 
1. Analyzed feasibility 
2. Identified successfiil use in other jurisdictions 
3. Promoted general features of privatization 
4. Used privatization only for new or growing services 
5. Implemented privatization on a trial basis 
6. Kept service compliant mechanism in house 
7. Minimized effect of displaced public workers 
8. Recommended changes in state and local laws 
9. Established citizen advisory committee 
10. Other 
11. Allowed government departments to compete with private sector in bidding 
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Figure 4: Methods for Implementing/Promoting Privatization 
D Third Most Important 
• Second Most 
Important 
• Most Important 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Factors Contributing to Success 
Approximately 69 per cent of municipalities that privatized services characterized the 
experience as "a success in most cases," and thirteen per cent as "a success in a few 
cases." Only one characterized it as a "failure in most cases." The factors that made 
privatization initiatives successful are "Financial considerations" and "quality of 
work" top the list - 40 and 36 per cent of the municipalities, respectively, cited those 
factors as most important, and 75 per cent mentioned them as one of the three most 
important reasons for success. Approximately 40 per cent of municipalities mentioned 
"responsiveness" and "timeless" of the privatized services as either first, second, or 
third most important reason. The following factors have been identified for 
successful privatization in the order of priority: 
1. Quality of Work 
2. Financial Considerations 
3. Responsiveness 
4. Timeliness 
5. Flexibility 
6. Past experience 
7. Monitoring of contract 
8. Sensitivity to political situation 
9. Other 
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Figure 5: Factors Contributing to Success in Privatizing 
Services 
D Third Most Important 
• Second Most Important 
• Most Important 
Reasons for Not Privatizing 
They survey also examined reasons why certain municipalities have not privatized 
services. Neariy fifty per cent noted "lack of evidence on effectiveness of 
privatization" as a first, second, or third reason, with 21 per cent citing it as the most 
important reason. The next three most firequently cited reasons were (1) "loss of 
control (43 per cent), (2) "insufficient supply of competent private deliverers" (37 per 
cent), and (3) "opposition from elected officials (32 per cent). The following reasons 
were identified for not privatizing in the order of priority: 
1. Lack of evidence on effectiveness 
2. Loss of Control 
3. Insufficient supply of competent private deliverers 
4. Opposition from elected officials 
5. Opposition from citizens 
6. Restrictive labor contracts and agreements 
7. Opposition from unions 
8. Institutional rigidities or lack of precedent 
9. Other 
10. Opposition from dept heads 
11. Lack of contract mgt experience among staff 
12. Legal constraints 
13. Other from line employees 
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Figure 6: Reasons Why Municipalities Have Not Privatized 
Services 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
I Third Most Important •Second Most Important DMost Important 
As one examines nationwide trends in privatization, it is evident that unions generally 
oppose privatization. Union-related also surfaced in this study as an explanatory 
factor for not seeking the privatization alternative. "Restrictive labor contracts and 
agreements" and "opposition from unions" were cited by 24 per cent and 23 per cent 
of municipalities, respectively. 
India Case Studies - Privatization of Municipal Services 
Inadequacies in the basic amenities in India are accelerated with the decline in 
investment and financial support from the central and state govenmients to the local 
bodies and the limited capacity of the local bodies for resource generation. This is 
leading to focus on alternative institutional anangements specifically towards private 
sector participation in management of municipal services to bridge the gap. 
The most common form of private sector participation is contracting out management 
of one or a set of services by municipal bodies to private companies. In the name of 
competition and efficiency it is possible that there could be dilution of social 
responsibility and exclusion of the poor and vulnerable sections from the formal 
delivery system. TTierefore, there is need for regulatory and supervisor arrangements 
for monitoring the contracts with private sector. 
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Some Indian cities have adopted contracting out to private sector as listed in 
Annexure 16. Since these are relatively new arrangements reliable data on revenue 
and expenses of the local bodies before and after contracting out are not yet available. 
An assessment of the success of this arrangement can be made only after evaluating 
the quality of the services, social responsibility, cost reductions, and sustainability of 
the system. 
There have been problems in the implementation of the contracting out arrangements. 
In Vadodara the arrangement with a private company for manufacture of ftiel pellets 
from waste was abandoned, as it was not cost effective for the company to collect 
waste from geographically dispersed areas. It is reported that solid waste disposal 
arrangements do not reach the poor section of the locality. This leads to the risk of 
periodic epidemics for the urban community. 
Community participation in urban development projects can be seen at different levels 
and ways. This form of management has evolved in the wake of the failure of public 
agencies in providing satisfactory service. Residents in the project area involve in the 
various stages of the project including monitoring and maintenance of services. A 
network of community groups, enterprises, city agencies and beneficiaries carry out 
the projects. The pressure of peer groups under participatory arrangements result in 
better monitoring, engagement of beneficiaries, and recovery of loans to individuals. 
Slum Networking Projects (SNPs) in Indian cities have been considered as very 
successfiil method of community participation. The following case studies are based 
on UNCHAS and GOI, (2001): 
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) 
In 1994 the Ahmedabad city government embarked on reforms. This involved 
reforms in the information base, assessment and collection mechanism of octroi and 
property tax resulting in doubling the revenue proceeds. The Corporation initiated 
public-private partnerships for improving streets, urban forestry, slum networking 
project, city cleaning and plaiming. 
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Under the Street Improvement Partnership C.G. Road a prime business and 
commercial artery of Ahmedabad has been redeveloped as a pilot project. This has 
been taken up by AMC in partnership with the Arvind Mills Limited, which has 
invested Rs. 35 miUion. The company will recover its investment from the charges 
for advertisement and vehicle parking. A committee headed by the Municipal 
Commissioner and representatives of the company and a project-consulting firm 
coordinated the project. 
Under Urban Forestry or Green Partnership project AMC undertakes urban forestry in 
its vacant plots in partnership with community-based organizations (CBO). AMC 
provides land, water supply, fencing and tree plantation. CBOs provide 
administrative and management expenses and recovers investments through agro-
forestry and other remunerative activities at the site. 
AMC has undertaken the Slum Networking Project (SNP) through a partnership with 
NGOs and private agencies. The project aims at improving the quality of slum 
communities in terms of physical and social infrastructure including health, education, 
skill up-gradation and access to finance for house improvement and income 
generation. A pilot project has been successfully implemented at Sanjay Nagar in 
Potalia ward. The four partners who joined this are The Patani community, Arvind 
Mills Limited, SAATH, an NGO and AMC. SEWA Bank and HUDCO extended 
financial support. Arvind Mills promoted a trust - SHARDA to implement the 
project. All partners played independent roles and exercised joint control. Currently 
16 such projects are ongoing supporting 6709 famihes covering a population of 
36,885. In spite of all safeguards this is facing difficulties. Differences of opinion 
among the partners emerged even in the pilot phase. Three of the four slums 
scheduled for upgrading did not proceed due to reluctance of their communities to 
raise fiinds. Conflicts developed between the engineering wing of AMC and Arvind 
Mills regarding decision-making procedures. Arvind Mills withdrew from the project 
and no other private company has participated in the project. The project is being 
implemented in a selective and less ambitious maimer by AMC. If successftil, AMC 
may be able to achieve partial success without achieving the fiindamental requisite of 
SNP project: to make urban development self-financing. 
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Under the Clean City Partnership for soHd waste management a pilot project has been 
implemented at Ambawadi area in partnership with SEWA an NGO, Clean Green 
Abhiyan -an initiative supported by Prarthana Group of Industries and Centre for 
Environment Education. The project aims at improving hygiene and sanitation by 
reorganizing the solid waste collection and disposal system through neighborhood 
level collection and disposal. 
The Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation took these changes as a challenge and found 
that the best way to address them was by building iimovative partnerships at a wide 
rage of local governance functions which include poverty eradication, health and 
social infrastructure, and improved urban governance by mobilizing resources from 
private sources. 
Community Participation in Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai 
(MCGM) in Solid Waste Management 
Mumbai City has a population of 12 millions spread over a geographical area of 
437sq km. It generates 6,000 metric tones of municipal solid waste (MSW) daily 
comprising of 60% household waste and 40% soil, silt and debris. MCGM employ 
about 25,000 staff and spends about Rs. 30 million annually. In order to improve the 
conditions the concept of Advanced Locality Management (ALM) was introduced 
with a view to involve citizens in waste management. 
Under the ALM concept residents of a building or a group of buildings of a particular 
locality are organized to be responsible for the cleanliness of their buildings or streets. 
They are required to segregate the garbage into recyclable and non-recyclable 
biodegradable constituents with a view to reduce expenditure at later stage. MCGM 
appoints a nodal officer in the wards at beat level to visit ALM regularly and take a 
proactive role in addressing complaints. (The city is divided into administrative units 
called Wards comprising of smaller areas called beats). There are regular meetings of 
ALM with Officer on Special Duty and the Additional Municipal Commissioner. 
The first ALM was found in Joshi Lane in Ghatkopar area of Eastern Suburb in 1998. 
Currently there are about 700 ALM societies. The ALM concept is also functional in 
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slums and commercial areas. Airport Hotel Owners' Association was established in 
1999 and there are about 45 associations in slums. They associate in house to house 
garbage collection and thus improve cleanliness level. 
The ALM concept of community participation in solid waste management is 
gradually spreading to other areas such as road repairs, water supply, check on 
unauthorized constructions and hawking, etc. This new trend is causing anxiety to 
civic staff that need to function more effectively due to the vigilance of residents. 
Slum Networking Project (SNP) of Indore 
The project consisted of provision of individual water taps, connection of toilets to a 
sewage network, installation of integrated drainage and sanitation system and soft 
landscaping. The project is criticized for neglect of community development 
activities. Community-level organizations were not created and involved in the 
preparation and implementation of plans. In the absence of this the project was not 
sustainable as the project staff were preoccupied with their post-project postings 
following the termination of the project. 
Privatization of Sanitation tlirougti Residents' Association in Tirunelveli City 
Municipal Corporation (TCMC) 
TCMC was formed in 1994 extending over 108 sq. km with a population of 0.45 
million. This has 55 Councilors, 1500 staff and an annual budget of Rs. 400 million. 
A need for reform was felt in 1998 after a review that revealed the alarming status of 
the quality of service provision. This led to involvement of creation of residents, 
provision of subsidized loans to sanitary workers, and other community welfare 
improvements. 
Under the scheme individual residents' associations could hire own private sanitary 
workers based on one sanitary worker per 200 houses. For this Corporation pays Rs. 5 
per house per month to the Residents' Association and withdraws corporation's 
sanitary staff. Corporation's saving on this works out to Rs. 45 per household per 
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month as follows (monthly payment to each household Rs. 5 and cost of employing 
sanitary workers Rs. 50 based on Rs. 10,000 for 2 workers for 200households) 
Supervision is constant as residents are aware of services being provided and in 
addition a sanitary inspector certifies before payment to residents' association. The 
private worker collects garbage and takes to Corporation's container. Thirteen 
Residents' Associations with 2000 houses participated in the scheme in three months. 
Another project was privatizing garbage collection with the aid of Scavengers 
Liberation and Rehabilitation Scheme. Dependents of TCMC's sanitary workers 
availed loans from financial institutions for buying tipper autos. These were hired by 
TCMC for transportation of garbage at Rs. 75 per ton. As per estimates TCMC saves 
Rs. 0.45 million armually through this system as it does not incur capital investment 
and operational expenses. 
As a chain action another project was conceived to convert the 200-acre garbage 
dumping location into a thick forest area. The project of developing a green belt area 
was contracted out to plant saplings, fence, dig bore wells, install drip irrigation and 
maintain for two years. Payments are released proportionate to the number of 
surviving saplings of two years age. 
TCMC's privatization project is considered as a success story. The major ingredients 
of it are (i) involvement of citizens, (ii) financial viability for both the Corporation 
and the private operators, (iii) involvement of corporation staff as their interests were 
protected and (iv) commitment and supervision by TCMC. 
Adoption of Micro Management in Surat Municipal Corporation 
The pneumonic plague cases of Surat city of Gujarat state in September 1994 took the 
local administration by surprise and the most important initiative launched by SMC 
was to monitor, regulate and streamline garbage collection and disposal. 
Some of the issues addressed in the process included improvement in the system of 
transportation of waste through the policy of 'handling waste once only', reduction of 
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quantity of waste plying to land fill sites, income generation from waste, safe 
disposal, technology up gradation and cost effectiveness. 
The key aspects instrumental in achieving the objectives were field work by staff, 
close monitoring through daily meetings, efficient grievance and complaint 
addressing system, slum up gradation and rehabilitation projects, litter prevention 
system, etc. Under micro plaiming cleaning schedules including night sweeping was 
set up, manpower and equipment were allotted under ward system, involved private 
sector for movement of garbage, and enforced stringent regulations. 
The changes that effected improvements in SMC include, fixing of individual and 
group responsibility, computerized evaluation and monitoring, wireless 
communication for complaints, creating public awareness, delegation of financial and 
administrative powers to zonal chief, 24-48-72 hours and 7 days card system for 
complaints addressing, zero garbage road system for 24 hours, solid waste movement 
through contractors, night cleaning in busy places, retired sweepers reemployment, 
etc. 
SMC's eighteen months experience in municipal management reform leads to 
conclusions that constraints could largely be overcome through good governance and 
rule of law. Some of the important management tools are decentralization with 
accountability, use of information system for decision support and to empower 
citizen, transparency through public awareness, etc. 
Municipal Management and Capacity Building in Municipal Corporation of 
Ludhiana (MCL) 
The reforms initiated by MCL aimed at providing efficient services at minimum costs, 
strengthening institutional capacity and human resources. This was achieved through 
induction of community participation in management, privatization and management 
reorganization. 
Community Participation: MCL encouraged retired and senior citizens to participate 
in the 'Manage Your Neighborhood' scheme as 'Managers without Salary'. This was 
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required as there were insufficient number of supervisors and managers under MCL. 
Further this scheme reduced the involvement of MCL staff in management. The three 
schemes that operate under Community Participation program are Park Management 
Committees (PMC), Neighborhood Sanitation Committees (NSC) and Neighborhood 
Tube Well Operator Scheme (NTO). Maintenance of parks was handed over to PMCs 
who hired gardeners and MCL reimbursed expenses at Rs. 1 per square meter per 
month. MCL will carry out all construction activities and will provide technical 
guidance. All Presently there are 427 under the scheme out of 630 parks owned by 
MCL. To improve sanitation MCL launched NSC under which three responsible 
citizens firom a particular area can get their NSC registered with MCL. NSC hires 
sweepers per norms and monitors sanitary facilities. MCL partly reimburses 
expenditure at Rs. 1,200 per sweeper per month in addition to Rs. 2,500 per sweeper 
per annum for equipment, etc. The community also contributes to meet the expenses. 
Currently 146 NSCs look after 60 percent of MCL area employing about 2,400 
sweepers. Under the NTO scheme local persons at a monthly fee of Rs. 1,500 
supervise tube wells. All these schemes are a great success as they have contributed 
to efficient management and cost saving for MCL. 
MCL privatized solid waste management, street light maintenance, water supply 
fi-om tube wells, chlorinating of water, cleaning of sewers, bill distribution, etc. 
Advertising agencies operate garbage containers under build, own and operate basis 
(BOO) in lieu of advertising rights. They maintain the container sites by concealing it 
by hoarding and preventing garbage spilling by posting a container attendant. 
Conclusions 
There is as yet, an absence of clear policies on privatization of municipal services as 
well as absence of appropriate legislation to support privatization of municipal 
services. Both central and local government authorities are understandably ambivalent 
about the necessity to privatize certain municipal services. There is some residual 
resistance or lack of enthusiasm on the part of local/municipal authorities to share 
responsibilities with private sector enterprises, let alone completely give up these 
responsibilities, notwithstanding their limited capacities to deliver these services 
themselves. Privatization of municipal services is seen by them as giving up power. 
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authority and control by the municipal authorities and their officials and it has not 
been found easy to do willingly. 
Efforts at effective and efficient privatization are also bedeviled by a number of 
factors on the part of private sector entrepreneurs in the sub-region. These factors 
include: 
• Limited organizational capacities; and 
• Financial inadequacy resulting in inability to mobilize the required capital inputs 
(equipment, technologies and supplies) to sustain the privatization operation; 
• Inadequate professional/technical staff trained to monitor and supervise the 
operation of the various privatized services. 
Although privatization is often interpreted as dispensing with the role of the state and 
the public sector, it paradoxically requires an enlargement and strengthening of the 
regulatory role of the state to monitor and enforce contracts, the rules of the game, as 
well as protect overall public interest. Privatization thus requires strong public 
presence for it to be efficient and effective. 
Some conceptual confusion or ambivalence about what privatization actually involves 
still exists. Some understand it as contracting or leasing out tasks and responsibilities 
to private sector firms, while the local (municipal) government retains overall 
supervisory and regulatory control. Some understand it as commercialization of 
services by municipal departments and some understand it as total and complete 
transfer of responsibilities for providing the service to private sector firms who set 
their own prices, etc. This conceptual ambivalence still requires clearer definitions to 
enable more objective assessment of the efficacy of privatization as an efficient and 
effective mode for provision of municipal services. 
It is not yet possible to render a definitive verdict on the efficacy and effectiveness of 
private sector's performance in municipal services provision and management. There 
are still differing perceptions of the concept and its application to privatization of 
municipal services as a process and strategy. This is mainly due to its relatively recent 
origin and limited adoption and application in only a few countries, as well as the 
public policy concerns regarding its impact on the equity. 
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The system requires a longer period of implementation and practice in more countries 
to provide sufficient experiences to facilitate plausible evaluation. Further, properly 
done monitoring and evaluation studies are required to arrive at more credible 
conclusions about the efficacy of privatization of municipal services^ -
11 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE FUNCTIONING OF 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI 
FOR DELIVERY OF SERVICES 
Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to provide a wider view and perspective of the 
functioning, and management of a municipal system in the delivery of municipal 
services. The study of private sector induction for the management and delivery of 
services will also need to base its findings and recommendations on the dynamics of 
the fiinctioning of municipal system as a whole institution. The various issues related 
to governance, service delivery, finance, etc. affect the decision process in the course 
of the study. Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) was selected for this purpose as 
further micro level studies are also based on the two sample colonies under it. . 
BACKGROUND OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI 
Delhi's Municipal History 
Delhi was made the new capital of India on 12 December. The laws of Punjab were 
extended to include Delhi since a substantial part of Delhi was originally part of 
Punjab. 
The Constituent Assembly decided that the President through a Chief Commissioner 
or a Lt. Governor should administer assisted by a Council of Ministers. It laid down 
that the Delhi legislature will not have the power to make laws with respect to public 
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order, police, formation and functions of municipal corporations, improvement trusts, 
water supply, drainage, electricity, transport and other public utility authorities. 
Through the Constitution (seventh) Amendment Act 1956 Delhi became a Union 
Territory under the direct administration of the President and the Legislative 
Assembly and Council of Ministers for Delhi ceased to hold office from 1 November 
1956. 
Local administration of Delhi was placed under elected members through the Delhi 
Municipal Corporation (DMC) Act 1957. To meet the need for a responsible 
administration Delhi Administration Act 1966 was passed. This provided for 
Metropolitan Council and an Executive Council that had specific functions. The 
Metropolitan Council consisted of 56 elected members. It had no legislative powers 
but could recommend in legislative and budget proposals, development schemes, etc. 
The President appointed the Executive Council. 
Although Act of 1966 provided autonomy to Delhi administration in matters related to 
the transferred subjects the Central Government had general power and control over 
the Administrator and members of the Executive Council. Ministries of the Central 
Govenunent deal directly with their connected organizations although the subject is 
relating to the administration of Delhi. The union ministries keep their hold over 
Delhi Administration, as they have to answer parliament questions related to their 
concern. The budget of Delhi formed part of the central budget. 
Institutional Arrangements 
To provide the basic amenities like water, electricity and transport, three statutory 
bodies viz. the Delhi Joint Water & Sewage Board, the Delhi State Electricity Board 
and the Delhi Road Transport Authority, were established under the control of 
State/Government of India in the years 1926, 1951 and 1952, respectively. The Delhi 
Improvement Trust was set up in 1937 to help in the redevelopment of the city. This 
was later replaced by passing the Delhi Development Act in 1957, which is one of the 
largest urban developments, and housing agencies in the world. Urban development 
and management functions are handled by three levels of government namely center, 
state and local in vertical levels and by several urban bodies and corporations 
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horizontally. In the Indian Constitution urban local government is in Entry 5 of the 
State List. All the same the central Government plays a dominant role in state-listed 
subjects. Centrally sponsored schemes under the five-year plans instituted separate 
organizations both at the sate and local levels for their implementation. In the case of 
Delhi there are important bodies, which contribute to the inter-governmental relations. 
These are the Delhi Development Authority (DDA), Delhi Jal Board (DJB), and Delhi 
Transport Corporation. 
The powers of DDA consists of acquire, hold, manage and dispose of land and other 
property, construct building, carryout engineering, mining, create infrastructure to 
supply water and electricity and help dispose of sewage and other developmental 
activities. It prepares and monitors the Master Plan for Delhi. Major developmental 
activities have been undertaken by DDA during the last four decades. It developed 
about 57,000 acres of land and has provided housing to high, middle and low-income 
groups in addition to developing commercial, institutional and recreational areas. All 
the same it has become a gigantic organization having lost its focus on original 
functions. It has not been able to stop the growth of unauthorized settlements. 
Corruption, malpractice and harassment of public are some of the weaknesses that 
have crept into the administrative system of DDA. There are many shortcomings 
relating to the quality of development and level of coordination with other 
infrastructure organizations for electricity, water and sewage. 
DTC was set up in 1971 under the Road Transport Corporation Act 1950. It is headed 
by a chairman and directors appointed by central government. There is a managing 
director, three officials of central government, two officials of the Delhi 
Administration and one each of MCD and NDMC, two nominees of the central 
government. There are different general managers looking after the five regions. 
DTC has been not been financially viable proposition. The part privatization of the 
routs is not a satisfactory arrangement from the publics view. The Ministry of 
Surface Transport exercises control on DTC as the central government gives 
substantial financial assistance. Delhi's electric supply and water supply are under 
separate bodies. Electric supply has been handed over to private sector providers 
from erstwhile Delhi Vidyut Board. Water supply is under Delhi Jal Board which is 
autonomous in its functioning. 
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Geographical and Political Setup 
Government of National Capital Territory (NCT) of Delhi Act 1991 provided for a 
Legislative Assembly of 70 members. The Lt. Governor can summon, prorogue and 
dissolve the Assembly. The Chief Minister to communicate to the Lt. Governor all 
decisions of the Council of ministers, of legislation and administration. The executive 
powers are with the President and are delegated to the Lt. Governor and in certain 
areas, with the Chief Secretary, who along with the Police Commissioner, the home 
secretary and secretary, land and development, are appointees of the central 
government. Therefore the President continues to be the final authority in the 
executive powers. NCT has no powers over services, as it is part of the reserved 
section. Therefore it cannot frame any service rules or appoint any person in service. 
The National Capital Region Plarming Board (NCRPB) was constituted by the Act of 
1985 to initiate plaimed development of the region surrounding Delhi within a policy 
and institutional framework. The National Capital Region covers an area of 30,242 
sq. km. as indicated in Annexure 17. The Regional Plan envisages deflecting the 
population from NCTD to NCR. The development of Delhi lies in the sequential 
development of its metropolitan region. The eight study groups on NCR policy zones 
suggests the following objectives for Regional Plan 2021: 
• Develop NCR as an integrated spatial system of urban and rural settlements to 
accommodate economic activities and to provide socio-economic opportunities an 
infrastructure for all including the economically poor sections of the society. 
• Provide regional land-use pattern based on socio-economic requirements, and 
suitability and environmental sustainability and to provide rail and road based 
mass transportation system based on land use pattern, economic activities and 
settlement system. 
Three local bodies are entrusted with the civic administration of Delhi state: 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD), New Delhi Municipal Committee (NDMC) 
and Delhi Cantonment. Delhi's total area is 1,483 sq. km. (maximum length and 
breadth are 51.90 km. and 48.48 km. respectively.). Out of this MCD occupies 
1397.29sq. Km (94.22 percent), whereas NDMC and Delhi Cantonment respectively 
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occupy 42.74 sq. km. (2.88 percent) and 42.97 sq. km. (2.90 percent). MCD is 
responsible for providing civic services to rural and urban areas, resettlement 
colonies, regularized unauthorized colonies, squatter settlements, slum area, etc. As 
per the provisional figures of population Census, 2001, the population of Delhi is 13.8 
million. Out of this 13.37 million or 96.88 percent of the population lives in the areas 
under MCD's jurisdiction. Delhi Cantonment accommodates 0.13 million population 
or 0.94 percent and NDMC 0.30 million population or 2.18 percent. The following 
are figures applicable to Delhi based on the Census of India 2001 and especially 
applicable to MCD: 
Details 
Area in square kilo meter 
Total population 
Males 
Female 
Sex ratio 
Literacy rate (%) 
Population density (sq. km.) 
Population growth (% in 1991-
2001) 
Delhi Total 
1483 
13,782,976 
7,570,890 
6,212,086 
821 
81.82 
9,294 
46.31 
MCD Total 
1397.29 
13,363,471 
822 
9,563 
48.07 
MCD 
Urban 
599.63 
12,400,256 
20,680 
53.55 
MCD Rural 
796.66 
963,215 
1,208 
1.49 
The Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) was established under the Delhi 
Municipal Corporation Act, of 1957 that was enacted by the Parliament on 28th 
December 1957. Pending the establishment of the Corporation, under a notification 
of 15th February, 1958, issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Government of 
India appointed, as an interim measure, a Commissioner of Local Authorities to take 
over the management of all the local bodies to be merged in it. The first general 
municipal election was held in March 1958 as a result of the amalgamation of nine of 
the eleven local bodies and the Delhi District Board, which looked after the civic 
needs of the rural areas at that time. MCD came into existence on 7 April 1958. Only 
ihe Delhi Cantonment Board and the New Delhi Municipal Committee continued to 
exist as independent entities. 
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FUNCTIONING OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) has been entrusted with 23 obligatory and 27 
discretionary functions by an Act of Parliament as detailed in Annexure 18. The 
Corporation and its various Committees constitute the Deliberative Wing as given in 
Armexure 19 that is responsible for policy formulation, supervision, guidance and 
control. Policy execution is entrusted to professional administrators and technical 
personnel that constitute the Executive Wing as given in Annexure 20. The 
Corporation is charged with a wide range of duties and vested with adequate powers. 
Chapter XXIV of The Delhi Municipal Corporation (Amendment) Act, 1993 
enumerates the scope/extent of control by the Delhi Govenunent. Delhi Govenmient 
has been bestowed with the power to require production of any record, plan or other 
documents and may depute any person to inspect or examine any Municipal 
Department or Office of Corporation. While the Commissioner is to exercise the 
powers and discharge his functions, it has been provided that this would be under the 
general superintendence, direction and control of the Central Government. The 
Central Govenmient may delegate any of its powers by a notification to Delhi 
Government or any of its officers or the Commissioner or to any other authority. 
Similarly the Central Government may by an order dissolve the Corporation if it does 
not perform its functions, after giving the Corporation reasonable opportunity of being 
heard before its dissolution. In such cases, an election to constitute the Corporation 
shall be completed within six months from the date of its dissolution. 
With a view to decentralize municipal services, the Delhi Municipal Corporation Act, 
1957 was comprehensively amended in 1993 through Parliamentary Legislation, 
namely "The Delhi Municipal Corporation (Amendment) Act, 1993 (Act No. 67 of 
1993)". It was passed by the Parliament on 17 September 1993 and its provisions 
were enforced from 1st October 1993. It contains 136 clauses and brought about 
fundamental changes in composition, functions, governance and administration of the 
Corporation. A basic change that comes about is in the composition of the 
Corporation. The Corporation used to be composed of Councilors and Aldermen. The 
institution of Aldermen has been omitted in the amended Act. Instead, the 
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Corporation shall be composed of Councilors. The size of the Deliberative Wing of 
the Corporation is about 168 as per the following: 
• The Administrator shall nominate ten persons who have special knowledge or 
experience in municipal administration. They have no voting right in the 
meetings of the corporation. 
• Members of Parliament representing the constituencies in the Corporation and 
members of the Council of States registered as electors within the Corporation's 
area. 
• One-fifth of the members of the Legislative Assembly of Delhi to be nominated 
on a rotation basis by the Speaker for a period of one year. 
• The chairpersons of the committees. 
• One hundred and thirty four councilors chosen by direct election on the basis of 
adult suffrage from various wards of Delhi. 
The concept of reservation of seats for Scheduled Castes and for women to different 
wards has been introduced for the first time. Women belonging to Scheduled Castes 
have been provided distinct status in the Amended Act. The Corporation unless 
dissolved under section 490, shall continue for five years from the date appointed for 
its first meeting and no longer. The Mayor is the head of the organization assisted by 
a Deputy. Every year, at its first sitting, the Corporation elects a Mayor and a Deputy 
Mayor from amongst its members. Voting is by a secret ballot. The Mayor presides 
over the deliberations of the Corporation and conducts its proceedings. The Deputy 
Mayor assists the Mayor and acts for Mayor during his temporary absence. The office 
of the Mayor is reserved in favor of women for the first year of the Corporation and in 
favor of a member belonging to the Scheduled Caste for the third year of the 
Corporation. 
The area under MCD is divided into twelve zones and each zone is fiirther divided 
into a number of wards. Presently there are 134 wards and each ward is taken care 
by a Junior Engineer, Sanitary Inspector, Registrar of Births & Deaths, etc. 
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Municipal Authorities 
Municipal authorities under the Corporation consist of (a) the Standing Committee, 
(b) the Wards Committee, and (c) the Commissioner. The Standing Committee 
consists of six members elected by the Councilors from among themselves and one 
member each elected by the Wards Committee. The Standing Committee exercises 
such powers and performs such functions as are specifically conferred or imposed 
upon it by or under the Delhi Municipal Corporation act, 1957 (amended 1993). 
Wards Committees deal with all such civic matters that directly affect the individual 
residents. Being readily accessible, they are expected to meet day-to-day needs of 
public more effectively. The power and functions of the Wards Committees are 
defined in the Fifteenth Schedule (Annexure 21). These committees have been given 
statutory status. Each zone has Ward Committee consisting of all the Councilors, 
elected from the Wards comprised in that Zone and the person, if any, nominated by 
the Administrator u/s 3(3). The Standing and Wards Committees can appoint sub 
committees among themselves. 
In addition there are also Rural Areas Committee and Education Committee of the 
Corporation. The Rural Areas committee consists of all the Councilors elected from 
wards situated within the rural areas. Rural Areas Committee makes 
recommendations regarding the functions of the rural areas. The Education 
Committee consists of seven members of whom three shall be nominated by the 
Corporation from among experts in education who are not members of the 
Corporation and the rest elected by the members of the Corporation from among 
themselves. The Education Committee exercises and performs powers, duties and 
functions in relation to primary education in Delhi as determined by regulations made 
in this behalf. The Corporation can constitute special and ad-hoc Committees as 
required for the exercise of any power or discharge of any function which the 
Corporation may by resolution delegate to them or for inquiring into, reporting or 
advising upon any matter which the Corporation may refer to them. A Finance 
Commission is constituted every five years to review the financial position of the 
Corporation and to make recommendations to the administration. The Municipal 
Secretary assists the various committees. The civic secretariat is responsible for 
preparing agendas and proceedings of various Committees and Corporation, and 
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assists the elected representatives in matters connected with legislative work. Agendas 
and minutes are issued in three languages i.e. English, Hindi and Urdu. 
At the apex of the Executive Wing is the Municipal Commissioner who is appointed 
by the Central Government. He holds office for a term of five years in the first 
instance. His appointment may be renewed fi-om time to time. The entire executive 
power for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Act vests in the 
Commissioner. Powers of the Commissioner for entering into contracts have been 
enhanced to Rs.l million. The Central Government has been empowered for its 
further enhancement. Previously, this power was with Corporation itself The 
Commissioner can direct that any power conferred or any duty imposed on him be 
exercised and performed also by any municipal officer or other municipal employee 
specified in the order. Additional/ Deputy Commissioners, Additional Deputy 
Commissioners, Assistant Commissioners and heads of different departments assist 
the Commissioner. The Corporation appoints Engineer-in-chief, Director (Health 
Services)], Director (Primary Education)], Chief Accountant-cum-Financial Advisor, 
the Municipal Secretary and the Municipal Chief Auditor. It can also appoint one or 
more Additional Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners and such other officers. 
Besides the Commissioner, the Central Government also appoints the Chief Auditor 
who works independently and reports direct to the Standing Committee. The Chief 
Accountant also acts as Financial Advisor to the Commissioner. 
The basic change in the 1993 amendment of the DMC Act, 1957 was in the 
composition of the Corporation and constitution of Wards Committees at zonal level 
with vast increase in financial powers. It necessitated administrative support to the 
Wards committees to formulate proposals for development works. The civic body 
with a view to get the civic works done efficiently strengthened its administration at 
zonal level effective 1997. Each zone came to be headed by a Deputy Commissioner, 
who enjoys all the delegated powers of the Commissioner so as to take major 
decisions at zonal level. He is assisted by an Assistant Commissioner, Superintending 
Engineer, Deputy Health Officer, Joint Assessor & Collector, Deputy Chief 
Accountant to give efficient and accountable, civic administration to the citizens at 
their doorsteps and prompt addressing of their grievances. Each zone extends to the 
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areas comprised in the wards specified for the zone. The number of wards ranges 
from four to sixteen in different Zones. 
Municipal Taxation and Finance 
The Provisions of Section 99 of the Delhi Municipal Corporation Act, 1957 
(Amended 1993), regulate the Constitution of MCD Fund. The Corporation is 
required to adopt for the ensuing year the budget estimate of the income and 
expenditure of the Corporation before 31 March. On or before 15 February of each 
year, the Corporation determines rates for various municipal taxes, rates and cesses 
for the following year. The rates cannot be subsequently altered for the year for 
which they have been fixed. Budget estimates shall be prepared in such form as may 
be approved by the Standing Committee and presented and adopted in such manner 
and shall provide for all such matters as are prescribed by regulations made in this 
behalf. 
All money of the MCD, all proceeds from disposal of property, rents from property, 
and all revenues form the municipal fiind Payment from the fund can be made only if 
the expenditure is covered by the current budget grant. MCD revenue consists of own 
tax revenues and the shared taxes with the central government. The central 
government gives a portion of terminal tax, entertaiimient tax and betting tax 
collected in Delhi under central laws. MCD can also borrow from open market for 
certain specified purposes on the strength of its revenues. It needs to create a sinking 
fund for repayment of loans. This power can be exercised only with the consent of 
the central government. MCD levies the following taxes apart from revenues from 
the provision of electricity, water supply and sewage disposal: 
• Property taxes levied on the basis of ratable value of a property as determined by 
the investigating officer and according the prevailing rules 
• Tax on vehicles and animals, 
• Theatre tax, 
• Tax on advertisement other than those published in news papers, 
• Stamp duty on transfer of property. 
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• Tax for sanction of building plans, 
• MCD can also levy the following taxes: 
• Education cess, 
• Local rate on land revenues, 
• Tax on professions, trades, callings and employment, 
• Tax on consumption, sale or supply of electricity, 
• Betterment tax on the increase in urban land values due to any development or 
improvement work 
• Tax on boats, 
• Tolls. 
The Legislature of the National Capital Territory of Delhi (NCT) appoints a Finance 
Commission every five years. This reviews financial position of the MCD and makes 
recommendations to the Administrator about the principles which should govern (a) 
the distribution between the NCT and MCD of the net proceeds of the taxes, (b) 
determine the taxes to be appropriated by MCD and (c) the grants-in-aid to MCD 
from the consolidated fund of NCT. The Finance Commission also looks into 
measures needed to improve the financial position of the Corporation or the matters 
referred to it by the Administrator. The Administrator submits all the 
recommendations to the Legislative Assembly of the NCT. 
The Corporation determines the tax rates before 15 February and the budget estimates 
are adopted before 31 March. The amount of budget-grant under any head can be 
amended on the recommendation of the Standing Committee. Additional budget-
grant can be made for the purpose of meeting any unforeseen requirement provided 
the cash balance at the close of the year is not below Rs. 100,000 or any higher sum 
fixed by the Corporation. The Standing Committee may also reduce the amount of a 
budget-grant or sanction transfer of any amount within a budget head. The 
Commissioner can sanction transfer within a minor head not exceeding Rs. 5,000 if it 
does not involve a recurring liability. Any such transfer exceeding Rs. 500 needs to 
be reported to the Standing Committee. 
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The annual budget of MCD for 2003 -2004 is 2,170 million rupees (Annexure 28). 
The major income items include government grant, municipal taxes, share of assigned 
taxes and the expenditure items include conservancy, roads and public lighting, 
medical relief, education and establishment expenses. Of the total income municipal 
taxes account for 68.95 percent, share of assigned taxes 14.58 percent and 
govenmient grants mainly for education 5.93 percent. General tax from urban and 
local areas account for the maximum share of income (57.54 percent). The major 
share of expenditure is on establishment expenses (35.62 percent), education (18.90 
percent) and conservancy (16.75 percent). It is interesting to note that only 0.62 
percent is spent for sanitation and 2.22 percent for public health. The following table 
summarizes the 2003 - 2004 budget: 
MCD Budget Estimates for 2003-2004 
(Million Rupees) 
Income Item 
Government Grants (education) 
Municipal taxes 
Share of Assigned taxes 
Rent, Fee and fines 
Miscellaneous 
Development/Deficiency charges 
Ways and Means advance 
Total 
Rs. 
1,286 
14,965 
3,165 
389 
1,185 
115 
600 
21,705 
% 
5.93 
68.95 
14.58 
1.80 
5.45 
0,53 
2.76 
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Expenditure Item 
Collection of Revenue 
Education 
Public Health 
Medical Relief 
Conservancy 
Sanitation 
Roads/ Public Lighting 
Buildings/Land Acquisition 
Gardens and Open spaces 
Establishment expenses 
Total 
Rs. 
724 
4,291 
505 
1,980 
3,803 
140 
1,977 
331 
866 
8,083 
22,700 
•/. 
3.18 
18.90 
2.22 
8.72 
16.75 
0.62 
8.71 
1.46 
3.82 
35.62 
100 
Source: MCD Budget Estimates 2003-04 
More data relating to MCD's various relevant items to the study are in Aimexure 28. 
MCD also receives Plan Funds for undertaking developmental activities. It received 
Rs. 62,074 million in the Ninth Five Year Plan and the proposed plan outlay in the 
Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-2007) is Rs. 36,137 million. The following is the sector 
wise Break of for proposed plan outlay for the Tenth Five Year Plan and the Annual 
Plan for 2003-04 (in million rupees): 
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Sector/Scheme 
Agriculture and allied services 
Rural development 
Roads and bridges 
Economic Sector services 
Computerization of MCD 
Trans-Yamuna Area Development 
Urban development 
Education 
Sports and youth services 
Mid-day-meal 
Medical 
Public health 
Welfare of scheduled cast and tribes 
Total 
Plan OuUay 
552 
2,600 
6,000 
50 
2,000 
14,250 
7,000 
155 
1,000 
1,500 
1,000 
30 
36,137 
Annual Plan 2003 
-2004 
60 
550 
950 
1 
10 
400 
2,750 
1,300 
10 
220 
240 
120 
3 
6,614 
Source: MCD, Civic Guide 
Services Provided by MCD 
The important services provided by MCD include licensing and regulation of 
industries in Delhi, administering health and medical services, engineering services, 
control and monitoring of building constructions, conservancy and sanitation services, 
community services, and improving living conditions of slum dwellers. 
The Factory Licensing Department of MCD monitor and control industrial units 
within Delhi under Sections 416 and 417 of the DMC Act. It is mandatory for 
industrial units running with power, mechanical energy or by steam to obtain license 
from MCD. Licenses are issued for units in industrial and conforming areas, local 
commercial areas and for household categories. 
Primary education is an obligatory function of MCD. Although until June 1970 
middle and higher secondary education was also under MCD, these were transferred 
to the Delhi Administration. There are 33 independent nursery schools, 968 
independent primary schools and 852 combined nursery and primary schools 
providing education to 936,000 students (887,000 primary and 49,000 nursery 
students). It may be noted that within every one square kilo meter of Delhi there is 
one MCD school. MCD provides free textbooks, jerseys, uniform and bags to all 
children. In addition MCD provides mid-day-meals to all the primary school children 
at Rs. 2 per child per day for 180-200 working days. MCD also provides medical 
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facilities to all children through the zonal health units. The education department 
employs 19,900 teachers and 6,200 administrative staff. 
Solid waste management: One of the primary duties of MCD is to provide sanitation 
and scavenging services as an obligatory function under section 42 of the DMC Act. 
MCD's Conservancy and Sanitation Engineering (CSE) department is responsible for 
the sanitation work including solid and liquid waste management. CSE covers all 
areas within the jurisdiction of the MCD including rural and urban villages, slum 
clusters, regularized unauthorized colonies, roads, streets and public conveniences. 
CSE performs the following fiinctions: 
• Construction, maintenance and cleaning of drains and drainage works, public 
latrines, urinals and similar conveniences; 
• Scavenging, removal and disposal of filth, rubbish and other obnoxious or polluted 
matter; 
• Reclamation of unhealthy localities, removal of noxious vegetation and abatement 
of all nuisances; and 
• Lightening, watering and cleansing of public streets and other public places 
Bhagidari - Citizen's Partnersliip in Governance 
The Delhi government initiated the concept of 'Bhagidari' meaning co-sharing or 
partnership or joint stake holding leading to citizen-government partnership. The 
basic tenet of this concept is that true democracy can be achieved only with people's 
participation in governance. The functioning of this concept is through the process of 
dialogue and discovery of joint solutions between Resident Welfare Associations 
(RWAs), Market and Traders Associations (MTA's), civic service agencies providing 
public utihty services. These agencies include DVB, DJB, MCD, NDMC, Delhi 
Department of Environment & Forest (DOEF), DDA, and Delhi Police (DP). The 
ultimate objective is to create and sustain people's partnership in governance. 
The process of initiation of Bhagidari is through participating in the Large Group 
Interactive Events (LGIE), which include the multiple stakeholders. Through 
interactions the participants discover common grounds of agreement and workable 
solutions and set up implementation mechanisms. Through area-wise action teams. 
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RWA representatives and authorities of public services are expected to act upon 
agreed solutions and within agreed time frame for solving problems at local level. 
During the period March 2000 - February 2001 four workshops were conducted in 
phase I. Total number of participants ranged from 200 to 550 including 167 RWAs, 
12 MTAs and officials from seven different government agencies. The administration 
of the scheme is under the Chief Minister of Government of Delhi. It consists of a 
committee for monitoring and review of projects and four sub committees for 
planning and implementation of action plans. The four sub committees are for (i) 
water supply, harvesting and sewer management, (ii) sanitation and solid waste 
management, (iii) power, and (iv) forest/plantation and environment. 
The workshops have identified difficulties and solutions for implementation in the 
various services as listed in Appendix 22. The following are some of the matters in 
which RWAs, MTAs and officials of the concerned departments have agreed upon: 
Department 
Delhi Vidyut Board 
(erstwhile) 
Delhi Jal Board 
Municipal 
Corporation of Delhi 
Environment and 
Forest 
Delhi Police 
Decisions 
Load shedding information will be given to RWAs 
Special complaint cells will be established for Bhagidari 
Information regarding staff posted in the areas 
RWAs and DVB staff will do meter reading 
Easier load enhancement 
Meter name change in cooperation with RWAs 
Revenue improvement through the help of RWAs 
RWAs will collect payments against water bills 
Awareness building regarding water preservation through RWAs 
Distribution of water tankers 
Water harvesting program involving RWAs 
Replacement of defective pipes 
House tax to be collected by interested RWAs 
Community parks to be maintained by RWAs 
RWAs to manage community halls 
Sanitation service to be supervised by RWAs 
RWAs to have information of regarding sanitary staff 
Imposition of fine for littering in cooperation with RWAs 
Plantation and upkeep of s^lings 
Crime prevention through involvement of RWAs 
Neighborhood watch scheme through RWAs 
Verification of antecedents of domestic help 
Prevention of encroachment 
Regulation of traffic through colony 
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The Chief Minister's office, General Administration Department, and other 
departments have issued orders for implementation of the action points jointly agreed 
upon during the Bhagidari workshops. It is planned in phase II to empower the 
district commissioners of Delhi to assume ownership of their own district 
administration by taking responsibility for plaiming, coordinating, and conducting 
workshops. The target will be to include all the RWAs and MTAs numbering about 
500. It will also propose to include Bhagidari in the 10* Five Year Plan. The major 
projects proposed to be included are hospital management, anti-littering and anti-
plastic bag campaign, water conservation and harvesting, management of government 
schools and welfare of senior citizens. 
EVALUATION OF THE SERVICES OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
OF DELHI 
The following are some of the comments on the quality of municipal services and 
their functioning based on newspaper reports surveyed during period May - June 
2002 (Armexure 23): 
(i) Presently municipal contractors do all the civil engineering works, including 
construction of bridges, roads, buildings, subways, underground parking lots, 
community halls and hospitals. There have been reports about contractors 
selling cement and iron procured from municipal stores in the open market. 
Other factors that affect smooth functioning of municipal contractors are non-
payment of bills and delay due to non-availability of construction material in 
MCD stores. Even when construction material is readily available, it is not 
released on time due to bureaucratic procedures. To overcome this situation 
MCD has decided to do away with such bottlenecks by asking municipal 
contractors to manage on their own. 
(ii) Bureaucratic delays cause the calling of tenders for desilting of drains by 
contractors. MCD is responsible for desilting 1,330 drains, which cover 95 per 
cent of the city. Out of this private contractors are cleaning 335 and MCD is 
desilting the rest. In addition Flood Control Department (IFCD) is responsible 
for cleaning 63 drains, which include 15 trunk drains. Both float tenders for 
private contractors to do the job. 
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(iii) The types of settlements of population of Delhi (Annexure 24) indicate only 23 
percent of the population live in planned colonies and the rest are living in 
resettlement, unauthorized colonies and in rural villages. This causes a major 
problems related to service delivery. 
(iv) There are about 2400 garbage dumps under MCD. The management of these 
has been always with MCD and there is always public outcry about the 
inefficient functioning of the garbage collection system. The complaints include 
inconvenient location of the dumps, faulty design and maintenance of the 
dumps, ineffective collection system, feeding place for stray cattle, breeding 
grounds for infections, etc. 
(v) In general the residents of Delhi are not very sensitive to the civic needs. They 
prefer not to be sensitive to the general needs and do not take initiatives to bring 
about general awareness among the MCD authorities. Two main factors 
contribute to this general apathy one the ignorance about the Une of control in 
MCD for raising issues and two the irresponsive attitude of the staff of MCD 
and their lack of motivation to perform. 
(vi) The various actions of social activists and Resident Welfare Associations are not 
effective as they are localized and are not sustainable as they are individual 
driven and not based on the initiatives of MCD on sound principles of 
management. 
(vii) Lack of coordination among the various departments of MCD creates delay and 
avoidable inconvenience. Functional responsibility of each geographical area 
should be vested on one identifiable entity for greater commitment to achieve 
maximum efficiency. 
(viii) MCD has about 47,000 sweepers and they are under cover of 14 trade unions. 
The management of MCD is not geared to monitor the efficiency of this labor 
force and this has led to inefficient sanitary condition of areas under MCD. 
There is need to downsize, mechanize, and privatize the labor force and how 
will it manage the various trade unions. 
An analysis of the survey leads to the conclusion that there are two main causes for 
the complaints (i) ineffective human resource management related issues and (ii) 
inefficiency in the functional system. Out of 26 reported cases 11 (42 percent) cases 
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refer to human resource related issues and 15 (58 percent) cases refer to systems 
related issues. 
Figure 7: Identified Causes for MCD's Problems 
58% 
0 Human resource related 
I Systems related issues 
Conclusions 
Delhi is managed by multiplicity of institutions. These include MCD, NDMC, Delhi 
Cantonment Board, Delhi Administration, NCT consisting of the Chief Minister and 
the council's ministers and legislators, the Lt. Governor and the Central Government. 
There are undertakings providing services such as Delhi Transport Corporation, Delhi 
Vidyut Board, Delhi Development Authority, and Water supply and Sewage Disposal 
Undertaking. This leads to the need for high degree of coordination and multiplicity 
of approvals/obstructions and passing of responsibilities. This also results in high 
degree of politicization, which is detrimental to citizens' welfare. 
Delhi suffers from over-governance. Although Delhi is under MCD, it is also subject 
to control by the Delhi Government and the Central Government. There is need for 
interplay of interests between the three levels of governance. The Municipal 
Commissioner is appointed by the Central Government and the Lt. Governor 
appointed by the President need to coordinate with the Chief Minister and the Mayor. 
Each can interfere in the authority of the other. The It. Governor has charge of all 
local bodies. The executive and legislature look after the local bodies. The Chief 
Secretary and the Chief Minister, the Council and Member of Legislative Assembly 
(MLA) head the bureaucracy. Conflicts can take place between the Chief Minister 
and the Lt. Governor. Similarly it is possible to have conflicts between councilors 
and MLAs. 
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There is extensive overlapping of the roles played by the deliberative and executive 
wings. Involvement of Councilors in policy making is minimal as policies are 
determined at the macro-level and the resolutions they pass generally they pass do not 
hold much significance. They therefore act as middle persons in getting things done, 
as they do not have direct involvement with the administration. 
The Councilors influence the functioning of MCD differently at the three levels -
ward, zone and corporation. At the ward this position has a pivotal role as the 
intermediary between the public and the municipality in routine administrative 
matters. This position is considered by the public as the one that makes the 
administrative system function. In addition the constituency fiind of the Councilor 
provides avenues to win confidence of the public. The Councilor influences the 
functioning of the administrative staff that being at junior level can be affected by 
cohersive moves. At the zonal level the councilor works through the 2^nal 
Committee and the zonal Assistant Commissioner heads the zonal administrative 
wing. This position has considerable powers even to delay implementation of a 
committee decision but the zonal committee can only consider motions but caimot 
decide. The Councilors and Administrators at the zonal level consider themselves as 
equals. At the Corporation level the administration represented by the Municipal 
Commissioner comes to the center of power and the councilor and citizen-
administrator recede to the background. 
The Bhagidari scheme of the Delhi Government is a positive step towards 
decentralization of administration. All the same there are doubts on the sustainable 
interest from the part of RWAs and MTAs as they are not permanent institutions, 
which cannot ensure focused attention as the office holders are periodically changed. 
It can lead to further concentration of vested interests among such office holders. 
Further the scheme does not ensure efficient functioning of the public service provider 
as no visible changes are not taking place in their style of function although it may 
possibly create certain amount of follow up force from RWAs and MTAs on the staff 
of the utilities. The management style consists of fortnightly meetings and 
discussions by the various committees and subcommittees. It is likely that such 
meetings are not attended by the concerned and this will lead to crippling of the 
process. 
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CHAPTER 5 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MANAGEMENT OF SERVICES BY 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI AND 
STAR ESTATES MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
This comparative study is undertaken to evaluate the services in two municipal 
colonies and in a purely privately managed colony. The results of the study are used 
to evaluate the possibilities of inducting private sector in municipal colonies. The 
study aims at examining different aspects of management relating to the performance 
of both the municipal colonies and private sector entity in the delivery of services. 
Further, the study makes counter factual analysis of possible privatization on service 
delivery in the municipal system by superimposing the efficiency, cost and resource 
use parameters of the private sector managed colony on the relevant parameters of, an 
elite municipal colony in the first instance. The various management aspects that are 
considered for the evaluation of the effectiveness of private sector induction include 
human resource matters, system efficiencies, financials, sustainability, delegation and 
regulation. The study then proceeds to apply the same principles on another 
municipal colony, which is different from the elite colony studied in the first instance, 
in density of population, land use patter, and socio-economic composition of the 
population. This was done to examine wider applicability of the initial findings. The 
study covers three important municipal services: solid waste management, road, and 
streetlight maintenance, which are crucial for daily life of the citizens. 
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MCD'S MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES 
Solid Waste Management 
For purposes of providing services the area under MCD is divided into twelve zones 
and 134 Wards (Annexure 25). These zones are under the charge of 
Additional/Deputy Commissioners who also additional charge of specific functions. 
The functions of MCD include engineering, town plaiming, horticulture, land and 
estate, architecture, factory licensing, assessment and collection of taxes, central 
licensing and enforcement, advertisement, health, labor welfare, community services, 
education, conservancy, sanitation engineering, Hindi section, Vet nary and hackney 
carriage, election, central establishment, inquiries, legal, prosecution, press and 
information, public grievances, etc. 
One of the primary duties of MCD is to provide sanitation and scavenging services as 
an obligatory function under section 42 of the DMC Act. MCD's Conservancy and 
Sanitation Engineering (CSE) department is responsible for the sanitation work 
including solid and liquid waste management. CSE covers all areas within the 
jurisdiction of the MCD including rural and urban villages, slum clusters, regularized 
unauthorized colonies, roads, streets and public conveniences. CSE performs the 
following functions: 
• Construction, maintenance and cleaning of drains and drainage works, public 
latrines, urinals and similar conveniences; 
• Scavenging, removal and disposal of filth, rubbish and other obnoxious or polluted 
matter; 
• Reclamation of unhealthy localities, removal of noxious vegetation and abatement 
of all nuisances; and 
• Lightening, watering and cleansing of public streets and other public places. 
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The following table depicts the various activities of the CSE Department: 
Nature of Work 
Sweeping an area of approximately 
Repair and maintenance of dalaos and dustbins. 
The repair and maintenance of the refuse removal 
vehicles/equipment and other municipal vehicles is done in 
the auto workshops. 
Cleaning/desilting of underground sewers except major 
sewers cormected with the Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs). 
Cleaning/desilting of drains while the repairing and 
maintenance is done by the Engineering Department of the 
MCD. 
Operation and maintenance of sullage pumping stations 
excluding those connected with STPs, which are maintained 
by Delhi Jal Board. 
Cleaning/de-silting of major nullahs carrying sullage 
throughout the year 
Cleaning of public toilet seats and urinal seats. 
Desilting and lowering of liquid waste in septic tanks mostly 
located in resettlement colonies 
Quantities Involved. 
700 square kilometers. 
798 dalaos, 1,428 
dustbins and 176 open 
sites 
7 zonal auto workshops 
and 1 central workshop 
4,276 kilometer, length 
1730 kilometer length 
152 Numbers 
578 major canals 
4653 toilets and 3234 
urinals 
1347 septic tanks 
A Deputy Municipal Commissioner heads the CSE Department of the MCD. At the 
next level there are two CSE Directors (one for the trans-Yamuna area and the other 
for the remaining MCD area) and three Joint Directors for different zones provide 
assistance. Each zone has a zonal \ ward committee with a certain number of elected 
members of the constituent wards, headed by a Chairperson, which takes the decisions 
regarding sanitation, solid waste management and other services in the zone. The 
Sanitary Superintendent (SS) supervises solid waste management in the CSE 
Department assisted by their subordinate staff comprising the Chief Sanitary Inspector 
(CSI), Sanitary Inspectors (SI), Assistant Sanitary Inspectors (ASI), Sanitary Guides 
(SG) and Safai Karamcharis (SK), to carry out the collection and transportation of 
solid waste to the SLFs. 
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Garbage Collection 
The three components of the soUd waste management process are collection, 
transportation and disposal. The CSE Department of the MCD is not statutorily 
responsible for house-to-house collection of garbage. As per Section 353, Clause (b) 
of the DMC Act, it is the responsibility of the owners and occupants of residential 
houses to deposit garbage in the receptacles provided by the local body. Further, as per 
Section 356, Clause (a) of the Act, premises such as factories and workshops are 
responsible for the collection of rubbish, filth and other polluted and obnoxious matter 
accumulating flierein and removing the same in such carts or receptacles and by such 
routes as may be specified by the CSE to a depot/place provided/appointed under 
Section 352. CSE therefore collects garbage fi-om the receptacles where it is deposited 
by the house owners/occupants. There are three types of receptacles provided by MCD 
(i) dalaos (ii) dustbins and (iii) open sites. Dalaos are masonry structures with roof 
and dustbins are masonry structures without a roof. Open sites are places where the 
waste gets accumulated in the absence of bins. The CSE Department has a total of 
38,113 Safai Karamcharis who are directly involved in the field operations. In 
addition, there are 1,483 workers at the supervisory level and 667 drivers. The 
supervisory staff consists of 603 sanitary guides, 616 assistant sanitary inspectors, 208 
sanitary inspectors, 33 chief sanitary inspectors and 23 sanitary superintendents. As 
regards the allocation of Safai Karamcharis in the entire MCD area, there are 3.31 
Safai Karamcharis per 1000 population. Apart fi-om collecting the waste from the 
receptacles the Safai Karamcharis are also responsible for sweeping an area of 970 
million square feet every day. 
The work process of the CSE consists of the following: 
- The Safai Karamcharis (SK) (cleaning laborers) in each zone work under the 
overall supervision of the SS. 
- The ASI divides them to work beats at the local level usually in a group of five 
assigned the job of sweeping the beat and carrying the garbage to the nearest bin. 
- The working hours are from 6:30 am to 2:30 pm in summer and 7:00 am to 3:00 
pm in winter. 
There is no cleaning work on Sundays and other gazetted holidays, 
- Each sweeping group is provided one handcart for every two Safai Karamcharis. 
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The standards adopted for cleaning per laborer per day are the following: 
Categories of Areas 
Congested Area 
Roads up to 20m wide 
Rural Areas 
Roads up to 20m Right of Way 
Area in square 
meter 
3000 
6000 
7500 
12500 
Source: CSE Department, MCD 
The following are some of the problems associated with the efficiency of the garbage 
collection system of MCD: 
- Most of the receptacles are located along main arterial roads, near intersections, 
community parks, and by-lanes and near offices and shopping complexes. 
- Inadequate silting of the receptacles leads to unclean environment 
- Cleaning operation coincides with the peak traffic hour causing obstacles for traffic 
as well as cleaning brigade. 
- Many of the dalaos are in a damaged state and causes garbage spill outside the 
structure and invites animals and rag pickers. 
- The design of the dalaos is open which causes stinking environments and also are 
unsuitable for mechanical cleaning. 
- The dalaos are cleaned manually. This process is not only time consuming but also 
poses a health hazard for the Safai Karamcharis. 
- Solid waste collection in Indian cities is a labor- intensive activity. 
- The distribution of laborers is highly arbitrary and is not commensurate with the 
population as visible from the following zonal distribution: 
Zone 
City 
Central 
South 
Karol Bagh 
Sadar Parh Gang 
West 
Laborers per 
1000 population 
2.64 
3.56 
3.77 
4.75 
2.49 
3.23 
Zone 
Civil Lines 
Shadara South 
Shadara North 
Rohini 
Narela 
Najafgarh 
MCD average 
Laborers per 1000 
population 
4.50 
3.69 
2.80 
3.04 
4.00 
2.19 
3.31 
There is backlog of almost 500 tones of garbage every day as the collection is 
5,000 tones per day against an average generation of 5500 tones based on 400-500 
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grams per capita generation per day. This can be varying in different places 
depending on generation and collection efficiency. 
- The study undertaken by National Environmental Engineering Research Institute 
(NEERI) highUghts the poor functioning of the system and mentions the following 
as some of the remedial measures: 
o Use of the Geographical Information System (GIS) for mapping the 
location of dalaos, bin, and open sites and to devise zonal level routing 
plans for garbage collection to replace the present system of delineation of 
beats based on the whims and fancies of the ASI. 
o Bring about greater organizational system, as there is no formal method or 
any office space for reporting for duty for the Safai Karamcharis or for 
keeping their equipment, 
o The human resource issues are fiirther accentuated due to the high level of 
absenteeism with as many as 40 per cent of the total SKs never reporting 
for duty but drawing their regular salaries (Hindustan Times, 17 Nov, 
1998). 
There are seasonal variations in garbage collection. Generally in June garbage 
collection is at its peak because of pre-monsoon desilting of drains and nullahs. As a 
result, the first trimester of each year, that is, the months of April to July accounts for 
the maximum share of garbage collected in the year 
Garbage Transportation 
Garbage transportation is mainly by the use of about 900 tipper trucks, which are 
deployed in the transportation of waste from the collection sites to the disposal sites. 
The SI operating from the zonal workshops allocates the vehicles based on 
requirement. The drivers report to the ASI who allots 6 to 8 laborers per truck and 
assigns the dalaos from where the sweepers have to collect the garbage and the route 
they are to take. The following are some of the issues that affect the efficiency of the 
garbage collection process: 
Due to poor maintenance of the vehicles only seventy five per cent of the vehicles 
operational every day. As per NEERTs study of the MCD about twenty percent of 
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the vehicles are beyond their economically viable life. Therefore the demand far 
exceeds the supply resuhing in some zones each truck has to make more than three 
trips everyday. 
- Lack of scientific evaluation and appropriate transportation models lead to 
decisions based on ill informed need perception and the convenience of the staff 
This results in the underutilization of the fleet of vehicles, as the operating 
productivity is only two to three hours per shift due to the distance and the time 
wasted when the trucks move from the workshops to the zones. The result is that 
some of the trucks make only one or two trips in a day. 
- The design of the trucks is open or inadequately covered to seal spillage and 
spreading of stink, as the majority is not even covered with tarpaulin. Although 
front-end loaders have a capacity, which is seven to eight times that of a tipper 
truck, the MCD has not purchased those in adequate numbers due to the lack of 
finances. As a result the dalaos caimot be cleaned properly. Also, the present 
design of the dalaos does not make mechanical cleaning feasible. 
Garbage Processing 
Based on the studies of Institute of Social Sciences (2000), MCD has never adopted 
the practice of processing garbage on a large scale. The small efforts made by the CSE 
Department from time in the past have not been very successful. MCD's efforts in the 
past can be summarized as follows in the areas of composting, and incineration: 
- In 1980, the MCD under the Central Scheme for Solid Waste Disposal set up a 
mechanical compost plant at Okhla with a capacity of 150 tones per day. However, 
its working had to be discontinued in the absence of a market in the neighboring 
areas and also due to the high operational cost of the plant. However, in pursuance 
with the directives of the Supreme Court the compost plant was re-commissioned 
in June 1996. M/s Excel Industries Ltd. submitted proposals for 
modification/renovation of building and machinery to increase the capacity from 
150 to 300 tones per day at the cost of Rs. 225 lakhs. Many expert committees 
including the Jagmohan Committee, 1995 and the NEERI Report, 1996 stress that 
the present system of disposal of waste in SLFs in inappropriate and have reiterated 
the need for recycling and processing waste by composting and have recommended 
commissioning of four additional compost plants. In pursuance with these 
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recommendations, the MCD proposes to install a compost plant at Bhalsawa SLF 
with a capacity of 500 MT per day and jointly operate it with the Excel Industries 
Ltd. 
- A scheme has been initiated by the Directorate of Horticulture, Government of 
NCT, Delhi for vermi-composting at the Gazipur SLF. While the permission for 
the same has been taken from DDA, the proposal awaits the approval of the MCD. 
- 300 tones per day incinerator-cum-power generation plant with a capacity of 3.7 
MW power was set up in Timarpur in 1989 through the Department of Non-
Conventional Energy Sources with assistance from DANIDA. However, its 
operations had to be discontinued within a short period due to the low calorific 
value of the waste brought to the plant. 
Garbage Disposal 
MCD's Garbage disposal system consists of extensive use of Sanitary Land Fills 
(SLF). This is extremely primitive and environmentally unsound. The SLF sites are 
marginal lands identified and earmarked in the Master Plan by the DDA. This system 
of disposing garbage in SLFs has been in operation since 1975. Before this there was 
no organized system and garbage was collected and dumped haphazardly in low-lying 
areas. Since 1975 twenty SLFs have been created, of which fifteen have already been 
exhausted and another two have been suspended. At present, three SLFs are 
operational namely, Bhalaswa, Gazipur and Okhla which have been in use since 1992, 
1984 and 1994 respectively. A total area of 227.85 hectares is under SLFs, which has 
been abandoned, suspended or still under use and these are close to exhausting their 
capacity. To overcome the situation alternative sites have already been identified for 
fiiture SLF requirements. These are (i) about 25 acres at Jaitpur - Tejpur near the 
Badarpur Thermal Power Station in South Delhi (ii) 150 acres at Goeshalla, Narela, 
Bhawana Road, and (iii) 100 acres near village Sultanpur Dabas on Bhawana Kanjwala 
road. 
The following are some of the issues affecting the efficiency of solid waste disposal 
system of MCD: 
- There is no long-term plan of utilization of the SLF sites; their functioning is 
largely on ad hoc decisions taken on a day-to-day basis. 
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- The landfill sites are not secured and the resulting in seepage into the ground 
causing ground water contamination. NEERI has recommended that the sanitary 
landfill sites should be leveled and compacted and a soil layer of 0.5m thickness to 
be provided to avoid seepage. 
- Presently the refuse is covered with a 15 cm thick layer of construction wastes or 
earth, which also is not adhered to strictly. NEERI suggests that a blend of 30 per 
cent fly ash, 50 per cent soil and 20 per cent stabilized material fi'om the landfill is 
feasible for covering the disposed garbage daily. 
MCD has a total employment of 108,000 personnel out of which 44,000 are sweepers. 
Of the total monthly wage bill of Rs. 830 million Rs. 500 million is spent for the 
sweepers. Rationalization and redeployment of staff matching with the existing tasks 
need to be carried out to ensure better productivity, responsibility and accountability. 
This may imply downsizing and restructuring. Selected tasks and fiinctions should 
also be contracted out for private sector participation where possible ^  
Road Maintenance 
Road maintenance system of MCD consists of repairs and cleaning on periodical basis 
to keep the roads fit for convenient transportation and enviroimient fiiendly. The 
roads allocated to MCD are those not under Public Works Department (PWD), 
hfDMC, and Delhi Cantonment. These roads of MCD consist of mainly roads within 
colonies and the peripheral roads near the colonies. Once the roads are laid 
recarpeting is done once in five years. The MCD staff attends to minor repairs and 
the major repairs are awarded to contractors. The cleaning work is done on daily 
basis. In addition to road maintenance MCD also is responsible for repair of the 
streetlight system in the roads maintained by it. The following is the road lengths to 
be maintained by MCD: 
Type of Road 
In single lane 12' wide Ashphaltic Roads 
C.C. Roads 
Brick Paved Roads 
Kutcha Roads 
Footpaths 
Length in K.M. 
13,080 
2,597 
4,958 
2,508 
1,398 
' Recommendation of Delhi Urban Environment and Infrastructure Improvement Project (DUEIIP), 
Delhi 21, January 2001, Government of India 
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CASE STUDY 1: MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES BY MCD IN 
VASANT KUNJ 
This case study has selected the eHte colony of Vasant Kunj falling under the 
Najafgarh Zone under MCD. The criteria for selection of this colony are (i) it 
represents one of the modem colonies under MCD developed by DDA, (ii) it is 
similar to the private colony that was selected for comparative study in terms of size, 
demographical issues, service facilities, etc. and (iii) adoptability of the findings in 
the modem colonies that would be developed in the future. 
Vasant Kunj - Existing Infrastructure Facilities 
Vasant Kunj (VK) is a residential colony developed by DDA during 1985-2003. The 
development of this colony is in three phases. In the first phase about 12000 
residential units and basic infrastructure and amenities were completed by DDA 
during 1985-2000. In the second phase 2000-2005 a commercial and institutional 
complex of about 92 hectors is being developed by DDA along Nelson Mandela 
Road. This will provide a shopping complex in 2 million square feet, and the other 
related facilities Hke green area, parking, etc. In the third phase 2002 - 2005 a 
residential complex consisting of four thousand units in multistory (eight levels) 
apartments with modem amenities is being developed near Sultan Garhi Tomb. This 
colony is spread out in 500 hectors situated in either sides of Mehrauli-Mahipalpur 
Road. The maximum length is about 6 kilometer and the maximum width is about 2 
kilometers. 
The residential units consist of two types of accommodations (Category II - two 
bedrooms, living room, two bathrooms and kitchen and Category III - three 
bedrooms, living room, two bathrooms and kitchen). The basic infi-astmcture 
facilities of Vasant Kunj include the following for the 12000 residential units: 
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Facility 
More than 30 meter Roads of 4 
lanes/6 lanes 
24-30 meter wide roads (includes 
asphaltic and foot path areas of 4 
lanes 
9-13 meter roads area (inside 
colony) of 2 lanes 
Parking area 
Community halls 
Local shopping centers 
Convenient shopping centers 
Electric service stations 
Parks 
Streetlights in the colony and 
MCD roads and parking area 
Booster pumps 
Tube wells 300 square feet each 
50 square feet Waste Bins 
(Dalaos) 
Telephone exchange 
Bus terminals 
Bus stop/stands 
Nursery schools 
Primary schools 
Primary schools of MCD 
Higher secondary schools 
Drainage lines inside colony 
Drainage lines peripheral 
Sewerage lines 
Quantity 
15 kilo meters 
25 kilo meters 
(100 kilo meter single lane 
width) 
50 kilo meters 
(100 kilo meter single lane 
width) 
70,000 square feet 
7 (2,500 square feet each) 
6 (15,000-20000 square 
feet each) 
20 (10,000 square feet 
each) 
2 
78 hectors 
4200-4700 
25 
350 approx (150-200 
abandoned) of 300 square 
feet each 
60 
1 
2 
30 
40 
20 
7 
12 
60 kilometer 
45 kilo meter 
65 kilo meter 
Maintained by 
PWD 
MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
DDA (currently in 
process to hand 
over to RWA) 
4 under MCD and 2 
under DDA 
(handing over in 
process) 
MCD 
Rajdhani 
MCD 
MCD 
DJB 
DJB 
MCD 
MTNL 
DTC 
DTC 
Private 
Private 
MCD 
Private/Government 
of Delhi 
MCD 
MCD 
DJB 
Source: Records of Delhi Development Authority 
All 12000 units have been allotted and the occupancy is about 90 percent. The colony 
is also accommodating two villages in its midst of total area 4.5 hectares. There are 
about 2500 houses. The population of Vasant Kunj is about 50000 inmates of the 
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DDA flats and about 15000 in the two villages. The colony also is accommodating 
three Jhuggi clusters accommodating about 1000 settlements for an estimated 
population of 5000 people. The total estimated population is about 60,000 people. 
Drainage systems consist of (i) Stone Ware (SW) Pipes laid from the residential units 
connected circular manholes (ii) surface water is collected in Gully-gratings and 
passed on to circular manholes (iii) the circular manholes are intercoimected with 
RCC pipes at about a depth of minimum one meter. Water passes from these 
manholes to the box drains open drains (covered with RCC slabs) placed along the 
peripheral MCD roads. Water then finally flows to low lying areas outside the 
residential areas. Periodical desilting of these drains is required especially before 
rainy season. 
The sewerage system consist of (i) Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) pipes are laid 
from the residential units to the circular manholes which are intercoimected at a 
minimum depth of one meter (ii) this is fiirther connected to the sewer pumping 
station (SPS) from where it is pumped to the nearest treatment plant. The treated 
sludge is used as fertilizer and the water is used for horticulture purposes. 
As per the systems of DDA the colony is being developed by DDA on MCD norms 
and allotted to the residents. Once the developmental activity is completed, the 
colony is handed over to MCD for maintenance. The process of handing over 
consists of joint inspection by the officials of DD and MCD to ensure the compliance 
with the original MCD sanctioned plans. In case of any deficiency/deviation from the 
original plans DDA may either rectify or may pay for the deficiency charges. MCD 
does not undertake the maintenance work of the area unless it is handed over and in 
such cases DDA is supposed to maintain such areas. 
Details of Services of MCD at Vasant Kunj 
Presently ninety percent of the area in Vasant Kunj has been handed over to MCD by 
DDA and is maintained by MCD. For purposes of this study a survey was conducted 
regarding the services of MCD at Vasant Kunj. This falls under the Najafgarh Zone 
of MCD and is under the supervision of one Assistant Engineer (AE) though not 
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exclusively as AE also responsible for adjacent areas also. The following table gives 
details of the services; staff deputed, estimated expenses, etc related to road 
maintenance and solid waste disposal: 
Items 
Supervisory 
Personnel at senior 
level 
Non-technical 
Supervisor 
Personnel at junior 
level 
Laborers 
Facilities included 
in road 
maintenance. 
Functions 
included in road 
maintenance 
Material and 
equipment 
Quantities 
Two Junior Engineers (one for 
road maintenance and one for 
CSE) 
Six supervisors called Mates 
(three for road maintenance and 
three for solid waste disposal) 
200 persons are looking after 
the area based on fifty percent 
each for road and solid waste 
management 
Roads, parks, school buildings, 
footpaths, drains less than four 
feet depth, maintenance of street 
lights of the poles installed on 
roads maintained by MCD 
Road repairs, relaying, 
carpeting, sweeping, 
maintenance of parks, and 
buildings, maintenance of 
school buildings, and repair of 
streetlights. 
8 trucks are engaged along with 
1 loader and 30 handcarts. In 
addition tools are used for road 
maintenance. 
Remarks 
This is not an exclusive 
assignment as these staff is 
required to look after the 
other areas falling under the 
sub divisional office of 
Mahipalpur. 
These are exclusively allotted 
to VK area 
These are all regular staff of 
MCD drawing ftill benefits of 
employment 
The personnel assigned carry 
out only civil work. Such 
other departments will 
perform any other related to 
engineering matters. 
Some of the works related to 
new constructions are done 
through contractors. In 
addition major repairs 
(approx Rs. 100,000) are 
carried out by contractors. 
Source: details provided during discussions with MCD staff of Vasant Kunj 
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The following are the annual expenses associated with the maintenance of roads and 
CSE related works in VX. area incurred by MCD: 
Item 
Administrative 
Expenses 
Salary of Assistant 
Engineer 
Salary of Junior 
Engineers 
Salary of mates 
Salary of workers 
Costs for road 
maintenance 
Vehicle 
maintenance 
Street Liglits 
Yearly Total 
Source: Wage recon 
Calculation/Quantity 
Rs. 25,000 per month 
for 1 person 
Rs. 15,000 per month 
for 2 persons 
Rs. 8,000 per month for 
6 persons 
Rs. 6,000 per month for 
200 persons 
Rs. 38,000 per single 
lane kilometer for 200 
kilometer 
Running cost of 8 
trucks 
Maintenance cost 
Depreciation 
Replacement of the 
lights in major roads at 
Rs. 200 per poll for 
about 4000 polls 
s of and discussions with 1 
Amount 
(Rupees) 
15,231,000 
75,000 
180,000 
576,000 
14,400,000 
7,600,000 
720,000 
600,000 
800,000 
800,000 
25,751,000 
the staff of MC 
Basis of Calculation 
Only 25% is 
apportioned as is 
responsible for other 
areas 
Only 50% is 
apportioned as is 
responsible for 
additional area 
100% is charged as 
fully allocated 
100 % is charged as 
fiilly allocated 
'Based on MCD's 
annual budget 
Based on daily cost of 
Rs. 300 for 50 K.M 
rurming per truck per 
day 
Based on Rs. 50,000 
per month 
Based on Rs. 100,000 
per year 
Say Rs. 26 million (2.6 
crores) 
D at Vasant Kunj 
' Average of Rs. 945 million based on MCD's budget of 2003 (Rs. 917 million) and 2002 (Rs. 972 
million) for a total 24,525 km road length (13,080 km single lane 12' width ashphaltic roads, 2,597 km 
cement concrete road, 4,958 km brick paved road, 2,508 km kachcha road, and 1,382 km footpath). 
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An Evaluation of the MCD Services in Vasant Kunj (VK) 
The problems of this residential colony, although are not different from other colonies 
under MCD, it is found that the colony suffers from variety of civic issues due to the 
inefficient functioning of the MCD as a whole. The two services that are assessed for 
efficiency are limited to public road maintenance and sanitation. These services are 
selected specifically as they affect the life of the general public on a daily basis. The 
major causes for the inefficiencies are inadequacy of staff and equipment, poor 
management, inefficient institutional framework and low accountability. The 
following are some of the major issues that affect the functioning of MCD in VK: 
Figure 8: Maintenance Expenses of MCD In 
Vasant Kunj 
30% 
59% 
@ Salary expenses 
• Road maintenance 
n Vehicle maintenance 
• Streetlight 
maintenance 
From the above analysis it is obvious that expenses on salary is fifty nine percent of 
the total direct expenses incurred by MCD is on salary alone and ninety five percent 
alone on workers. 
Problem 
Category 
Problem Details 
Staff 
discipline 
3. 
The rate of absenteeism is about 40 percent. This affects the 
functioning considerably as information is available only 
during the course of the day whereby no reallocations are 
possible and this causes the neglect of the required 
functioning. 
Many of the laborers are beyond the actual age of 60 as there 
are no real records about the actual age. This reduces the 
effectiveness of the personnel in their performance. 
The condition of job security associated with government 
employment has brought in complacency, which deteriorates 
efficiency at work. 
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Staff 
supervision 
and 
motivation 
Bureaucratic 
system 
Financial 
system 
Poor public 
image 
4. Trade Union activism up to non-technical (mates) level has 
promoted labor aggression and indiscipline. 
5. Integrity rating of the MCD staff is at its lowest level creating 
lack of respect causing degeneration of interpersonal 
relationships. 
1. Supervisory effectiveness is reduced as disciplinary actions 
are cumbersome and may be counterproductive. 
2. As the service conditions are stable and as efficiency at work 
has no real bearing on salary increases or promotional 
avenues there is no motivation for effectiveness 
3. There is greater pressure and stress at higher levels than in 
lower levels mainly due to the inefficiency of the lower 
levels. 
4. Disciplinary actions generally has the boom-rang effect on 
the supervisor 
1. MCD is highly a bureaucratic organization causing delays, 
red atheism, cumbersome procedures in the name of 
transparency, etc. 
2. There is high level of interference from political persons 
whereby priorities are shifted based on pressures placed by 
politicians and senior level officers. 
3. Ingenious ways are not initiated due to need for approvals and 
the long procedures to be followed. 
4. There is no organizational attachment and faithfulness leading 
to lack of commitment. 
1. The payment procedures are cumbersome in the name of 
controls resulting in delayed allocation of funds and 
payments. This results in delayed actions 
2. Payment to contractors is delayed up to two years. This 
results in over-quotes for projects resulting in cost escalations 
due to cost of funds. 
3. Methodologies are not explored for revenue generation from 
the various activities as these have go through various 
approval procedures. 
1. MCD organization and staff as such suffer from degraded 
public opinion for various reasons, which affect peoples' 
daily life. This is a de-motivating issue leading to spiraling 
vicious cycles. 
2. This has lead to insensitivity to public needs and does not 
appreciate the concerns of the public. 
Source: discussions with staff of MCD at Vasant Kunj 
MCD's Issues in Maintenance Works at Vasant Kunj 
The above issues have lead to inefficiency in the system of MCD's functioning and it 
can be said the whole system will collapse. This will have adverse impact on public 
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systems unless sustainable private sector participation is inducted seriously to carry 
on the public services. 
Public Roads and Footpath: 
Out of the 90 K.M. length roads in VK other than the 15 K.M. length road maintained 
by Public Works Department the rest 75 K.M. length roads is under the maintenance 
responsibility of MCD. The following are some of the issues faced by the citizens 
due to inefficient maintenance of the roads and footpath: 
- One of the main issues that lead to bad maintenance is the lack of overall 
planning. Defects are made in the layout plans whereby wrong information goes 
to various departments like water and electricity. This results in wrong laying of 
water pipes, electric poles and damage to the road carpeting. 
- Further the roads are not cleaned and maintained regularly resulting in perpetual 
bad roads. 
- As adequate attention is not provided to maintenance of the footpaths, they are 
underutilized resulting in increased use of the road by pedestrians. 
- Appropriate barricades are not placed resulting in crossing by pedestrians and 
presence of cattle causing obstructions for vehicle movement. 
Solid Waste Management: 
- Only 60-70% of the total garbage collected is transported & disposed 
- Coverage is only 75% of the total area due to absenteeism. 
- As MCD does not provide house collection of solid waste residents need to keep 
additional staff for the facility. 
- Due to apathy of the MCD staff resident welfare associations have engaged 
services of private agencies like Vathavaran, for colony cleaning. 
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CASE STUDY 2: SERVICES PROVIDED BY PRIVATE SECTOR 
TOWNSHIP OF SUSHANT LOK, GURGAON 
For purposes of comparative study of management of colonies in MCD area with the 
colonies in areas managed by private sector, lessons have been drawn from private 
sector properties in Gurgaon, near Delhi. Sushant Lok, a private colony developed by 
Ansal Properties and Industries Limited is the main subject of study. Ansal Group 
comprises of twenty-five companies and has successfully completed large number of 
projects and developed estates nationally and internationally. The company employs 
over 750 persons with over 150 people maiming the supervisory and managerial 
positions. The company has presented the most appropriate answers to the problem of 
the cluttered residential of urbanites with elite townships, Sushant Lok and Palam 
Vihar situated south of Delhi. 
Infrastructure Facilities at Sushant Lok I 
The residential township of Sushant Lok I (SK) consists of seven hundred acres of 
land on the southern slopes of Aravali lying south of Delhi. The Colony has various 
types of accommodation including (i) Group Housing, (ii) Commercial Centers, (iii) 
Free-hold plots, (iv) villas/houses and (v) other facilities such as schools, clubs, 
community centers, and dispensaries. There are 5,256 residential units consisting of 
202 group-housing apartments and 5,054 houses plots of which 3,845 have been 
occupied. The entire township is fully fixnctional having all amenities such as water, 
electricity, elaborate network of roads, hospital, commercial centers, shopping arcade, 
bank, daily needs store, sewer, drains, police station and a horde of amenities to serve 
the occupants. The township facilities includes the following: 
> Shopping Arcade: Sushant Lok Township has own commercial complex built by 
Ansal Properties and Industries Limited. The complex is constructed over an area 
of 7.2 acre with a 60 percent built up area. The construction cost of the complex 
is approximately Rs.200 million. The complex facilities include the following: 
(i) The basement is used for car parking, installation of electrical panels, 
pump rooms, D.G. Sets etc. 
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(ii) Water supply is from bore-well and also from city water supply. The 
system of water supply is from bore-well to under ground water and from 
under ground water tank to overhead water tank and after that it 
distributes, 
(iii) The electrical transformers are installed within the periphery of the 
building and from there the supply of electricity are given to each block, 
which have separate electric panels in the basement, 
(iv) There are two D.G. Sets of 225 K.W. capacity, which provide electricity to 
the common areas and essential services such as lift, machine rooms, water 
pump, fire fighting system, garden hydrants, etc. 
(v) The fire safety arrangements have been provided in the building such as 
sprinkler in the basement, wet riser, and down comer are provided along 
with the first aid hose reel besides this there are 4 steel staircases for fire 
escape, 
(vi) There are security posts at each gate of the complex to check the visitors. 
There is sufficient number of security guards for the security of the 
complex. Guards are equipped with wireless system, which increases the 
efficiency of the guards, 
(vii) The horticulture department of Ansal is looking after the parks, plantation 
and other greenery, 
(viii) For cleaning the premises the company has provided sufficient number of 
house keeping personnel's to upkeep the common areas such as corridors, 
toilets, open grounds etc. 
(ix) Garbage is collected by the conservancy agency and its disposal to outside 
is through tractor/trolleys, 
(x) The complex is fiiUy insured with all its internal and external assets. 
> Electricity: It has 24 units of Transformers of 315-500 KVA capacities. The 
electric department and mechanical department of Ansals maintain transformers 
and other electrical equipment. Ansal have installed their own electronic meters 
and electricity charges are charged monthly at Rs. 4.49 per unit from shop owners 
and office owners. Electricity department of Ansal is looking for the maintenance 
of D.G. sets. There is a provision of D.G. sets in the shopping arcade but at 
present only one D.G. set is installed. At present department is providing frill 
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power backup to the shop owners and office owners. D.G. sets are on automation. 
Backup supply of D.G. sets is through electric meter. 
> Water supply: Water supply is provide from bore-well, first stored in the under 
ground water tank, and then it is pumped to the overhead water tank and then 
distributes to shops, offices and common toilets. All the water expenses are 
included in the maintenance charges. 
> Horticulture: The department of horticulture of Ansal is looking for developing 
and maintaining the green belt, pathways, planters, etc. in and around the 
shopping complex. The department provides all the material for horticulture like 
seeds, sapling, fertilizer, etc. There is sufficient arrangement of gardeners by the 
department for maintenance purpose. 
Management of Sushant Lok 
The entire township is managed by Star Estates Management Ltd. (SEML) under one 
General Manager in charge of Gurgaon area, which has three other townships in 
addition to Sushant Lok. The township is under an administrator who looks after the 
residential colony, residential apartments, commercial complex and community 
services. For each of these there is a single window service under an Engineer 
Manager. It is fiirther divided into service departments and general maintenance. 
Retired military officers head these. The service department looks after electrical and 
mechanical matters. The general maintenance department looks after conservancy, 
security, road maintenance and other complaints 
Roads: The Township has bout 60 K.M. length roads providing service to the entire 
area 
Security: Security is being provided by a private agency on armual contract basis. 
Firefighting: All the blocks have wet risers and down comers along with the first aid 
hose reels. There are fire alarm system and P.A. System (public address system) in the 
complex. Adequate numbers of fire extinguishers are also provided in the complex. 
Fire sprinkler system has been provided in the basement. 
Cable Connection: Cable connection is being provided by outside agency through 
internal shafts. A charge of cable coimection is Rs.200 per month per coimection. 
Conservancy: Star Estate Management Ltd. is looking for the conservancy. Cost of 
conservancy is included in the maintenance cost and beard by the department. 
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Sewerage line and storm water lines of arcade are connected with the city line. For 
garbage collection there are dustbins at different locations and disposal is through 
tucks/tractor trolleys. 
Maintenance fees: Cost recovery is made for the provision of services including, 
security, maintenance, water, electricity charges for street and general lighting, repair 
charges for electrical and mechanical equipment including replacement of lights. This 
is made binding on the occupants through a form of agreement made at the time of 
purchase of the property. The charges are as follows: 
Category 
Plot owner 
House owner 
Flat owner 
Monthly Charges 
Rs. 0.85 per square yard of plot area 
Water charges at Rs. 2.80 per K.L. 
Rs. 1.00 per square yard of the plot area 
Water charges at Rs. 2.80 per K.L. 
Rs. 1.75 per square foot for maintenance 
Rs. 0.50 per square foot for replacement 
charges 
Water charges at Rs. 2.80 per K.L. 
Variations are made to the above charges based on general charges by departments, or 
price escalations. Mode of payment is through A/C payee cheque/demand draft. 
There is 3% rebate faciUty on current bill amount, if the payment will be made with in 
first 30 days. 12% interest will be charged if payment is not made within the 30 days 
ofthe bill date. 
The Financial Statement of Star Estates Management Ltd 
The fmancials for the year ending 2002 and 2003 indicate that the operations of the 
company are profitable and hence sustainable. It also indicates that private sector 
operations in colony management is an alternative method and can be emulated. The 
following are the information regarding relevant items related to the maintenance 
function performed at Sushant Lok: 
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Employees involved in the maintenance work during 2002-03 accounting period: 
Employee 
Category/Function 
Garbage collection 
Road maintenance 
Drainage maintenance 
Overall supervision 
Total 
Security and project staff 
(not included) 
Grand Total 
Laborers 
12 
18 
40 
-
70 
172 
242 
Supervisors 
1 
2 
3 
3 
9 
20 
29 
Estimated 
Employee Cost 
(Rs) 
1,118,000 
1,768,000 
3,667,000 
543,000 
7,096,000 
17.049.000 
24.145.000 
Source: Records of the company 
Other Administrative Charges Relevant to the Maintenance Operation: 
Expenditure Item 
Office supplies 
Conmiunication 
Transportation 
Financial charges 
Legal charges 
Office rental 
Other Miscellaneous 
Total 
Say 
For the Year 
2002-03 
645,236 
804,867 
592,388 
24,542 
202,935 
3,050,316 
486,888 
5,807,172 
For tlie Year 
2001-2002 
467,747 
583,812 
535,499 
46,416 
29,925 
2,744,634 
506,995 
4,915,028 
Average for 
2 Years 
556,492 
694,339 
563,943 
35,479 
116,430 
2,897,475 
496,942 
5,361,100 
5,000,000 
Source: Annual Accounts of the Company 
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Profitability of Operations 
Item 
Income relating to maintenance 
Employee charges 
Operational expenses 
Operating surplus 
2002-2003 
(Rs) 
170,332,000 
24,145,000 
137,937,000 
8,250,000 
2001-2002 
(Rs) 
114,114,000 
17,259,000 
98,620,000 
14,235,000 
Source: Annual Accounts of the Company 
Form the above information it is evident that the company is functioning profitably at 
an average often percent on the total expenditure and that such operations are viable. 
The company contracts out most of the services such as security, road maintenance, 
and conservancy and hence does not incur fixed expenses on account of employees 
and equipment. 
Deficiencies observed in Sushant Lok 
The present study also analyzed the problems faced by the residents based on the 
feedback received from the Sushant Lok Resident Welfare Association (SLRWA). A 
series of recent major complaints and irritants of the residents expressed through the 
SLRWA is included in Annexure 26. Based on the complaints it is analyzed that the 
following are the major issues and deficiencies that may be faced when private sector 
runs the municipal system: 
- The most crucial deficiency of the private system, when they run services is the 
profitability criteria attached to any of their action. It is therefore possible that the 
system may suffer due to profit motive through reduction of quality and quantity. 
- Monopolistic attitude of the private sector can be a major cause of consumer 
dissatisfaction. This attitude will be developed in the private service provider in 
gradual process, in the absence of a monitoring authority. 
- The monopolistic attitude may be expressed in diverse ways like non-provision or 
reduction of services, arbitrary revisions in prices, reduction in the quality of 
services. 
- The service provision may not be sustainable depending on the permanency and 
stability of the employees and the service provider. 
- The quality of the service also could be affected depending on the employees' 
capabilities and attitudes. 
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Comparative Analysis of the Services Provided by MCD in Vasant Kunj and by 
SEML in Sushant Lok 
The purpose of this comparative analysis is to assess how the current parameters will 
be affected if the services are provided by a private sector in VK. The methodology 
used in this analysis is to compare the existing parameters in the two locations and 
estimate the required changes in the parameters if the private sector is to provide the 
services in VK. From the findings of the survey of Vasant Kunj and Sushant Lok the 
following conclusions are arrived at regarding the various parameters: 
Parameters 
Management 
Structure 
Labor 
Arrangements 
Labor 
Efficiency 
Supervisory 
Efficiency 
Major 
customer 
complaints 
Overall 
Feedback 
Vasant Kunj (MCD) 
Highly centralized due to 
which decisions are slow and 
are not customized to local 
conditions. 
Recruited under government 
conditions with job security 
leading to complacency. 
One laborer looks after 2.5 
hectors and 60 residential units 
leading to high cost of 
operation 
One supervisor looks after 
about 22 laborers and 55 
hectors leading to low level of 
supervision 
Insensitive to customer needs, 
complaints are not seriously 
addressed, general 
inefficiency. 
Unsatisfactory 
Sushant Lok (Private) 
As operations are under one 
company decision-making is faster 
leading to customization to local 
needs. 
As employment is through private 
arrangements and through 
contractual engagements 
inefficiency leads to loss of job. 
One laborer looks after 4.2 hectors 
and 75 residential units optimizing 
the labor efficiency 
Better supervision exits as one 
supervisor looks after up to 10 
workers and 33 hectors. 
Monopolistic approach and profit 
maximization. No fiirther scope 
for fiirther addressing complaints. 
Satisfactory 
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Parameters 
Area' under 
supervision 
Road length 
in single line 
width 
Community 
halls, 
shopping 
centers 
Streetlights 
Drainage lines 
Residential 
units 
Population 
Equipment 
Employees 
Total annual 
employee cost 
Material and 
maintenance 
Current 
Status of 
MCD at VK 
500 hectors 
200 kilo 
meters 
317,500 square 
feet 
4200-4700 
105 kilo 
meters 
12,000 
60,000 
8 trucks, 1 
loader and 30 
handcarts 
200 laborers, 6 
supervisors in 
addition to 2 
Junior 
Engineers and 
1 Assistant 
Engineer on 
part time basis 
15,231,000 
10,520,000 
Current 
Status of 
SEML at SK 
300 hectors 
175 kilo 
meters 
300,000 square 
feet 
4000-4500 
100 kilo 
meters 
5,256 
26,000 
1 tractor, 2 
trolleys, 1 mini 
dumper and 1 
Sewer engine 
with pumps 
mounted on 
water tanker 
70 laborers 
and 9 
administrative 
staff. 
7,096,000 
'19,000,000 
Estimated 
Status at VK 
with SEML 
efficiency 
500 hectors 
200 kilo meters 
317,500 square 
feet 
4200-5700 
105 kilometers 
12,000 
60,000 
2 tractors, 2 
trolleys, 1 mini 
dumper and 1 
Sewer engine 
with pumps 
mounted on 
water tanker 
112 laborers. 
Madministrative 
staff 2 junior 
engineers under 
the 1 Assistant 
Engineer. 
^ 9,900,000 
^ 8,930,000 
Remarlcs 
Current status 
ofVK 
retained 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Changes are 
made based 
on how 
SEML is 
currently 
managing and 
additional 
loading is 
given for 
increase in 
residential 
units (Note 1 
below) 
Based on 
calculations 
(Note 2 and 3 
below) and 
one each 
MCD 
engineer for 
road and 
conservancy. 
' Areas are calculated for the study on the basis of: 1 hector = 2.47 acres = O.Olsq.km 
^ Employee cost is based on Rs. 5,000 per month for 112 laborers (Rs. 6,720,000) plus Rs. 15,000 per 
month average for 14 administrative staff (Rs. 2,520,000) plus 3 MCD engineers (Rs. 660,000). 
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cost 
Other 
administrative 
charges 
Total cost 
Profit margin 
and other 
charges 
MCD 
overhead 
Total charges 
' 27,000,000 
52,751,000 
Nil 
Included in 
Other 
administrative 
charges above 
52,751,000 
5,000,000 
31,096,000 
Included in 
user charges 
Not applicable 
31,096,000 
8,300,000 
27,130,000 
6,782,000 
1,743,000 
35,655,000 
Based on 
proportionate 
to the area 
managed 
(1.66 times) 
25 percent of 
total cost 
Equal to 21 
percent of 
private sector 
expenses 
being the 
supervisor 
staff ratio 
14:3 
An estimated 
saving of 
about Rs. 17 
million 
Notes: 
1. Vehicle requirement is 
2. Employee requirement 
as follows: 
Component 
Total area (1.66 times): 
Road length (1.14 times): 
Drainage lines (0.0 times): 
Residential units (2 times): 
Total 
proportionate to the number of households (2 times higher) 
is based on weighted load factor for the various components 
Factor 
0.25 
0.25 
0.10 
0.40 
1.00 
3. Administrative staff is proportionate to 
SEML Estimated for VK 
70 29 
70 20 
70 7 
70 56 
90 112 
the labor (9/70x112=14) 
' Based on 2 years average cost (Rs. 30,300,000 for 2003 and Rs. 7,700,000 for 2002) 
^ Based on material cost based on MCD's cost of road maintenance (Rs. 38,000 x 200 kilometers = Rs. 
7,600,000) plus proportionate vehicle maintenance cost of MCD (Rs.2,120,000 / 8 vehicles x 2 
vehicles=Rs.530,000) plus street light maintenance (Rs. 800,000) 
' Rs27,000,000 based on a calculation of Rs.5,400,000 overhead administrative expenses per square km 
for 5 square km. This based on the on the following budget estimates for total area of 1400 square km. 
area of MCD: 
Head of Account 2002-03 2003-04 (Rs. In Million) 
General supervision 700 724 
Miscellaneous 5847 7224 
Unforeseen charges 300 300 
Total 6,847 8,248 
Average annual overhead charges: Rs. 7,547 million 
Average annual overhead charges per square km. is Rs. 5,400,000 
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Inferences from the Study 
The operation and management of municipal services is affected due to overstaffing 
and also inadequate middle management and cumbersome procedures. The 
operations also get affected due to unbalanced and inefficient labor relations. The 
street sweeping and solid waste collection and disposal systems in particular need 
urgent review and overhaul. The present study estimates that there can be substantial 
reduction in expenditure through induction of private participation. This will also 
increase efficiency of the municipal services. The following inferences are drawn 
fi-om the case study: 
• Reduce Labor Intensiveness: The present set up of MCD is highly labor oriented 
and the fiinctioning is mostly labor drawn. Unionism in the labor segment affects 
smooth fiinctioning. 
• Improve middle management cadre: This is cadre is under stress to manage 
large and undisciplined labor force. Further bureaucratic procedures and political 
pressures affect objectivity in fiinctions. 
• Redefine tlie role of MCD as a monitor of service provider: The duel role of 
service provider as well as monitor is not sustainable. The two roles have to be 
performed by two different entities. 
• Induct Private Sector as tlie Provider of Services: The management efficiencies 
of private sector need to be inducted to improve the municipal services. 
• Delegate full Functional Authority: Private sector's efficiency gets affected in 
limited functioning. They should have adequate autonomy and delegated 
authority in performance. They should be fiilly responsible for a geographical 
area as well as for specific result oriented functioning. This will lead to defined 
and undiluted responsibility. 
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CASE STUDY 3: APPLICABILITY OF THE FINDINGS IN 
THE CITY ZONE OF MCD 
The purpose of this part of the study is to validate the applicability of the findings of 
the earlier study of privatization to an entirely different type of municipal area of the 
MCD. For purposes of this study the City Zone of MCD is chosen. The most 
important reason for selecting this area is due to its contrasting setup in comparison 
with the modem area of Vasant Kunj, which was studied in the earlier part. This 
study brings in the variances related to size of the area, population aspects, economic 
activities, geographical differences etc. While Vasant Kunj is one of the new colonies 
recently developed with a view to provide better facilities the City Zone consists of 
various ancient localities with high density of population, equipped with 
comparatively lesser facilities, etc. These differences have provided an interesting 
dimension to the study to incorporate customization of municipal services to take care 
of the specific needs of the area at the time of privatization of municipal management. 
The City Zone consists of eight Wards namely, Minto Road, Nizamuddin, Darya 
Gang, Jama Masjid, Ballimaran, Chandni Chowk, Qassabpura, and Civil Lines. The 
total are of the Zone is about twelve square kilometers holding a total population of 
about 550,000 people. The following are some of the salient features of the City 
Zone: 
- The history of the area dates back to about four hundred years and hence the 
remnants of history are found in this area like 411 historical monuments, old 
residential dwellings, and a civic system which is ancient made to the needs of a 
city life of that time. It was once a beautifiil city by itself but now presents a 
chaotic look. 
- There are about 100,000 households accommodating about 550,000 populations in 
about 12 square kilometers, which works out to a population density of 45,000 per 
square kilometer. This is much above MCD's overall population density of 9,563 
and MCD's urban density of 20,680 per square kilometer. 
- The area contains about 200,000 industrial and commercial units engaged in 
wholesale and retail markets. All these units employ up to twenty workers. This 
occupies about forty percent of the geographical area. According to the Delhi 
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Master Plan studies there is every danger that the whole area may increasingly be 
used for commercial activities reducing the residential share of occupancy. 
Altiiough water supply and sewer lines are available in the area about 25 percent 
households are without water supply and 50 percent without municipal sewerage 
connection. 
The area has narrow lanes and passages. This has resulted in the use of slow 
moving mode of traffic like bye cycles and tricycles. In addition due to 
commercial activities transportation of commercial goods by handcarts has also 
affected traffic. 
The economic activity of the people of the area is mainly related to trading and 
commercial activities. Therefore most of population is living in poor living 
conditions except in some areas where people are living in better conditions like 
some portions of Darya Ganj. 
Majority of the buildings are old and are in near dilapidated conditions. Most of 
them are on perpetual tenancy basis and as such there are many pending court 
cases regarding tenancy. 
Areas like Pahar Ganj, Sadar Bazar, and Roshnara Road are old congested built up 
areas with mixed land use. These areas have very serious problems of traffic 
congestion, inadequate physical and social infrastructure, and lack of open spaces. 
The one square kilometer area of Minto Road has better facilities with the 
presence of government quarters, official buildings. New Delhi Railway Station. 
The one square kilometer area of Darya Ganj has two major parts. The better part 
accommodates well laid out residential colony mainly inhabited by Hindu 
community. The other part of the area is clustered and inhabited by low income 
Muslim community. The main wholesale vegetable market is located here and 
has 4 feet wide lanes and so tricycle is the mode of transport. The areas of Jama 
Masjid and Chandni Chowk are densely populated. The residential units are 
mainly on the first floor and the ground floor is used for commercial activities. 
The dalaos are cleared twice daily and transports about 500 hundred-truck loads of 
wastes daily. 
The job, laborers, materials and equipment allocations are based on stores basis 
and there are 12 such stores in the City Zone. 
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The road maintenance staff consists of 6 Assistant Engineers, 14 Junior Engineers, 
14 mates and 420 laborers. In addition the department also spends about Rs 50 
million for materials and Rs.150 million aimually for road maintenance. 
- The conservancy department 1 Executive Engineer 3 Assistant Engineers 12 
Junior Engineers, 24 mates and 1,438 laborers 
- There are about 25 trucks, 7 loaders and 600 handcarts deployed for transportation 
of solid waste. 
- The area also accommodates 6 community centers, 45 staff quarters of MCD, 
10,000 square feet office building, 12 dispensaries and 2 hospitals. 
The following are the basic infrastructure facilities available in the area, which also 
shows the services provided and maintained by MCD for purposes of the study: 
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Facility 
More than 30 meter roads 
of4 lanes/6 lanes 
24-30 meter wide roads 
9-13m wide roads 
Parking area 
Community Halls 
Local Shopping center 
Convenient Shopping 
center 
Electric service Stations 
Parks 
Streetlights in the colony 
and MCD roads and 
parking area 
Booster pumps 
Urinal blocks double type 
Dustbins 
Waste bins (Dalaos) 
Katras (small slum 
resettlement units) 
Telephone exchange 
Bus terminals 
Bus stop/stands 
Nursery schools 
Primary Schools 
Primary schools of MCD 
Higher secondary schools 
Drainage lines inside 
colony 
Drainage lines peripheral 
Sewerage lines 
Quantity 
177.70 KM in terms of 12 feet width 
56.20 KM in terms of 12feet width 
74.20 KM in terms of 12feet width 
2 (Kutcha Bagh & Mahavir vatika) 
2(Sadar bazar & Chandni chowk/Khari 
baoli) 
12 
3 
3500-3800 
19 
90 
15 
25 
30 units accommodating about 300 
toilets 
3 
9 
50(tentative) 
12 
26 
8 
5 
Approx. 90 Km 
Approx. 35Km 
Not known (mostly dates back to British 
period) 
Maintained 
By 
PWD/MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
NDPL 
NDPL 
DJB 
MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
MCD 
MTNL 
DTC 
DTC 
Private 
MCD + Private 
MCD 
Private/NCT 
MCD 
MCD 
DJB 
The following are the annual expenses associated with the maintenance of roads and 
CSE related works in City Zone area incurred by MCD: 
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Administrative Expenses 
Item Calculation/Quantity 
Administrative 
Expenses 
Salary of 
Executive and 
Assistant 
Engineers 
Salary of Junior 
Engineers 
Salary of mates 
Salary of workers 
Costs for road 
maintenance 
Vehicle 
maintenance 
Street Liglits 
Yearly Total 
Source: Internal repc 
Rs. 25,000 per month 
fori 0 persons 
Rs. 15,000 per month 
for 26 persons 
Rs. 8,000 per month for 
48 persons 
Rs. 6,000 per month for 
1,858 persons 
Rs. 38,000 per km. for 
130 km. 
Rurming cost of 25 
trucks and 7 loaders 
Maintenance cost 
Depreciation 
Replacement of the 
lights in major roads at 
Rs. 200 per poll for 
about 3800 polls 
)rts and discussions with t 
Amount 
(Rupees) 
146,064,000 
3,000,000 
4,680,000 
4,608,000 
133,776,000 
4,940,000 
2,880,000 
1,920,000 
3,200,000 
760,000 
159,764,000 
le staff of MCD 
Basis of Calculation 
100% is charged as 
fully allocated 
100% is charged as 
fully allocated 
100% is charged as 
fully allocated 
100 % is charged as 
fully allocated 
'Based on MCD's 
annual budget 
Based on Rs. 300 for 
50 K.M per day per 
truck 
Based on Rs. 5,000 
per vehicle per month 
Based on Rs. 100,000 
per year per truck 
SayRs. 157 million 
(15.7crores) 
at Central Zone 
The following are some of the problems faced by the MCD department in the 
provision of services: 
- The presence of dense population in addition to frequent rallies in the Ram Lila 
Grounds and the tourists to the Red Fort area is causing hindrance in the provision 
of efficient services. 
- Most areas, especially the Walled City areas have narrow lanes causing difficulty 
in moving materials cleaning and road maintenance. 
' Average of Rs. 945 million based on MCD Budget of 2003 (Rs. 917 million) and 2002 (Rs. 972 
million) for a total 24,525 km road length (13,080 km single lane 12' width ashphaltic roads, 2,597 km 
cement concrete road, 4,958 km brick paved road, 2,508 km kutcha road, and 1,382 km footpath). 
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The commercial activities usually start at 4 A.M. and continue until 2 A.M. This 
leaves very little time free for providing comprehensive services. 
Illegal constructions generate unclaimed debris. The old drainage system though 
serviceable is often chocked due to the general lack of civic sense among the 
residents. 
Due to absenteeism and inefficiency among MCD's labor class only about thirty 
percent efficiency is achieved. 
The composition of the expenses show that ninety two percent of the total 
expenses is on account of salary expenses as seen in figure below. 
Figure 9: Maintenance Expenses of MCD in Central Zone 
0% 
92% 
D Salary expenses • Road maintenance 
D Vehicle maintenance D Street light maintenance 
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Comparative Analysis of tlie Services Provided by MCD in City Zone (CZ) and 
by SEML in Susliant Lolc 
The purpose of this comparative analysis is to assess how the parameters arrived at for 
privatization of VK will vary in CZ due to the differences in (i) geographical size, (ii) 
demography, and (iv) quality of civic life. The methodology used in this analysis is 
to compare the existing parameters in the CZ and SEML and estimate the changes in 
the parameters if the private sector is to provide the services in CZ. 
Parameters 
Area under 
supervision 
Road length in 
single line 
width 
Community 
halls. 
shopping 
centers 
Streetlights 
Drainage lines 
Residential 
units 
Population 
Equipment 
Employees 
Current 
Status of 
MCD at CZ 
1200 hectors 
130 kilo 
meters 
326,000 square 
feet 
3,500-3,800 
125 kilo 
meters 
100,000 
550,000 
25 trucks, 7 
loaders and 
500 handcarts 
1848 laborers. 
48 supervisors 
in addition to 
26 Junior 
Engineers and 
10 Assistant 
Engineers 
Current 
Status of 
SEML at SK 
300 hectors 
175 kilo 
meters 
300,000 
square feet 
4000-4500 
100 kilo 
meters 
5,256 
26,000 
1 tractor, 2 
trolleys, 1 
mini dumper 
and 1 Sewer 
engine with 
pumps 
mounted on 
water tanker 
70 laborers 
and 9 
administrative 
staff. 
Estimated 
Status of CZ 
at SEML 
efficiency 
1200 hectors 
130 kilo 
meters 
326,000 
square feet 
3,500-3,800 
125 kilo 
meters 
100,000 
550,000 
19 tractors and 
trolleys, 2 
Sewer engines 
with pumps 
mounted on 
water tanker 
624 laborers. 
80 
administrative 
staff and 
MCD's 32 
junior 
engineers and 
8 assistant 
Remarks 
Current status of 
CZ retained 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Changes are 
made based on 
how SEML is 
currently 
managing and 
additional 
loading is made 
as per note 1 
below 
Labor and 
administrative 
staff based on 
calculations as 
per note 2 
below. Junior 
engineers based 
on 1 each for 
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Total annual 
employee cost 
Material and 
maintenance 
cost 
Other 
administrative 
charges 
Total cost 
Profit margin 
and other 
charges 
MCD 
overhead 
Total charges 
for MCD 
146,064,000 
13,700,000 
' 64,800,000 
224,564,000 
Nil 
Included in 
other 
administrative 
charges 
224,564,000 
7,096,000 
19,000,000 
5,000,000 
31,096,000 
Included in 
user charges 
Not applicable 
31,096,000 
engineers 
under 1 
Executive 
Engineer. 
' 60,300,000 
^ 10,950,000 
32,500,000 
103,750,000 
25,937,000 
16,575,000 
146,262,000 
road and 
conservancy for 
8 wards. 
Current 
establishment of 
SEML is 
retained and 
proportionately 
increased for 
labor increase 
(note 4 below). 
About 25 
percent of 
investment 
Equal to 51 
percent of 
private sector 
expenses being 
the ratio of 
supervisory staff 
80:41 
An estimated 
saving of about 
Rs. 78 million 
' Employee cost is based on Rs. 5,000 per month for 624 laborers (Rs. 37,440,000) plus Rs. 15,000 per 
month average for 80 administrative staff (Rs. 14,400,000) plus Rs. 15,000 per month for 32 MCD 
junior engineers (Rs.5,760,000) and Rs. 25,000 per month for 9 Assistant Engineers (Rs. 2,700,000) 
^ Based on material cost based on MCD's cost of road maintenance (Rs. 38,000 per kilometer x 130 
kilometers = Rs. 4,940,000) plus proportionate vehicle maintenance cost of MCD (Rs.8,000,000/32 
vehicles x 21 vehicles=Rs.5,250,000) plus street light maintenance (Rs. 760,000) 
' Rs.64,800,000 based on a calculation of Rs.5,400,000 overhead administrative expenses per square 
km for 12 square km. This based on the on the following budget estimates for total area of 1400 square 
km. area of MCD: 
Head of Account 2002-03 2003-04 (Rs. In Million) 
General supervision 700 724 
Miscellaneous 5847 7224 
Unforeseen charges 300 300 
Total 6,847 8,248 
Average annual overhead charges: Rs. 7,547 million 
Average annual overhead charges per square km. is Rs. 5,400,000 
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Notes: 
1. Vehicle requirement is proportionate to the number of households (19 
times higher) 
2. Employee requirement is based on weighted load factor for the various 
components as follows: 
Component 
Total area (4 times): 
Road length (0.74 times): 
Drainage lines (1.25 times): 
Residential units (19 times): 
Total 
Factor 
0.25 
0,25 
0.10 
0.40 
1.00 
3. Administrative staff is proportionate 
SEML Estimated for CZ 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
13 
9 
532 
624 
to the labor (9/70x624=80) 
4. Overhead is based on weighted load factor the following components: 
Component Factor 
Total area (4 times) 0.50 
Total employees (9 times) 0.50 
Total 1.00 
SEML 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 
5,000.000 
Estimated for CZ 
10,000,000 
22,500,000 
32.500.000 
Inferences from the Study 
The operation and management of municipal services is affected due to overstaffing 
and also inadequate middle management and cumbersome procedures. The 
inefficiencies of the CZ are related to congestion of the area, unprecedented 
commercial activities, in addition to the general problem low labor productivity. 
Further, customization of MCD's services is not deployed to meet the peculiar 
condition of the area. The present study estimates that there can be substantial 
reduction in expenditure through induction of private participation. The following are 
some of the major findings of the study: 
• Reduction in labor force: during privatization there would be reduction in labor 
force considering the excess of labor force deployed MCD to compensate their 
various inefficiencies. All the same the provision of municipal services is highly 
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labor intensive though not highly skilled. This poses the challenges for labor 
motivation and adequate training especially for public interactions. 
Increase In administrative and supervisory staff: Efficiency of private sector is 
better due to the quality of supervision over the labor force and to provide 
adequate guidance. The challenge therefore is to develop skilled supervisory and 
administrative staff that also needs to be trained in public relations for dealing 
with citizens. 
Need for customized services: The comparative study reveals the need for 
customization of services based on the peculiarities of the location. Various 
aspect regarding the provision of services like, type of service, timing for 
providing service based on economic activity of the location, equipment 
requirement based on type and quality of infrastructure, labor force requirement, 
supervisory skills, etc. are all specific to a location. There cannot be a general rule 
for service provision. 
Reduction in overliead expenses: MCD's overhead is about Rs. 5.4 million per 
square km. based on the budget estimates. This is adding to the total cost services 
leading to waste of resources. The induction of private sector will reduce the 
overhead expenses. 
Need for optimum size for maximum management efHciency: Privatization 
process should be introduced after deciding on the size of the locality. This 
should be based on homogeneity of the conditions like type of housing layout 
pattern, landscape, economic activities of the location, quality of infrastructure 
facilities, etc. This will help to determine customization of services, deployment 
of staff, material and equipment, and for economies of scale and through provision 
of similar facilities in the locality. 
Overall increase in the quality of services and cost reduction: Based on the 
study through the process of privatization there will be overall increase in the 
quality of services and cost reduction in the provision of municipal services. 
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The above conclusions are based on the following analysis: 
Parameters 
Area under 
supervision 
Road length in 
single line width 
Community 
halls, shopping 
centers 
Streetlights 
Ehainage lines 
Residential units 
Population 
Equipment 
Employees 
Laborers per 
supervisor 
Area per laborer 
Residential units 
per laborer 
Area per 
supervisor 
Residential units 
per supervisor 
Current Status 
ofMCDatCZ 
1200 hectors 
130 kilo meters 
326,000 square 
feet 
3,500-3,800 
125 kilo meters 
100,000 
550,000 
25 trucks, 7 
loaders and 500 
handcarts 
1848 laborers, 
48 supervisors 
in addition to 26 
Junior 
Engineers and 
10 Assistant 
Engineers. 
(Total 1,932) 
22 
0.65 hector 
54 
14.28 hectors 
1190 
Resource use in 
CZ at the unit 
cost and 
productivity 
parameters of 
SEML 
1200 hectors 
130 kilo meters 
326,000 square 
feet 
3,500-3,800 
125 kilo meters 
100,000 
550,000 
19 tractors and 
trolleys, 2 Sewer 
engines with 
punps mounted 
on water tanker 
624 laborers, 80 
supervisors and 
MCD's 32 
junior engineers 
and 8 assistant 
engineers under 
1 Executive 
Engineer (Total 
745) 
6 
1.92 hectors 
160 
9.91 hectors 
826 
Current Status 
ofMCDatVK 
500 hectors 
200 kilo meters 
317,500 square 
feet 
4200-4700 
105 kilo meters 
12,000 
60,000 
8 trucks, 1 
loader and 30 
handcarts 
200 laborers, 6 
supervisors in 
addition to 2 
Junior 
Engineers and 1 
Assistant 
Engineer on part 
time basis (Total 
206) 
22 
2.5 hectors 
60 
55.55 
1333 
Resource use in 
VK at the unit 
cost and 
productivity 
parameters of 
SEML 
500 hectors 
200 kilo meters 
317,500 square 
feet 
4200-5700 
105 kilo meters 
12,000 
60,000 
2 tractors, 2 
trolleys, 1 mini 
dumper and 1 
Sewer engine 
with pumps 
mounted on 
water tanker 
112 laborers, 14 
supervisors and 
MCD's 2 junior 
engineers under 
the 1 Assistant 
Engineer. (Total 
129). 
6 
4.46 hectors 
107 
29.41 
705 
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Parameters 
Total annual 
employee 
cost 
Material and 
maintenance 
cost 
Other 
administrativ 
e charges 
Profit margin 
and other 
charges 
Total charges 
for MCD 
Net saving 
Current 
Status of 
MCD at 
CZ 
146,064,00 
0 
(65%) 
13,700,000 
(6%) 
64,800,000 
(29%) 
Nil 
224,564,00 
0 
Estimated 
resource 
use in CZ 
at the unit 
cost and 
product! vit 
y 
parameters 
ofSEML 
60,300,000 
(42%) 
10,950,000 
(7%) 
49,075,000 
(33%) 
25,937,000 
(18%) 
146,262,000 
78,302,000 
% 
Chang 
e 
-58 
-20 
-24 
-35 
Current 
Status of 
MCD at 
VK 
15,231,00 
0 
(29%) 
10,520,00 
0 
(20%) 
27,000,00 
0 
(51%) 
Nil 
52,751.00 
0 
Estimated 
resource 
use in VK 
at the unit 
cost and 
productivi 
ty 
parameter 
s OfSEML 
9,900,000 
(28%) 
8,930,000 
(25%) 
10,043,000 
(28%) 
6,782,000 
(19%) 
35,655,000 
17,096,000 
% 
Chang 
e 
-35 
-15 
-62 
-32 
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Comparison of Annual Financial Cost in Central Zone witli Estimated Costs at SEML Efficiency 
Employee cost 
Maintenance cost 
Administrative charges 
Prorit margirw 
Total charges for MCD 
Net savinOj 
] 224,5« 4.000 
0 50,000.000 100,000,000 150,000,000 200,000,000 250,000.000 
Amount in Rupees 
• Estimated 
D Current 
Comparison of Annual Financial Cost in Vasant Kunj with Estimated Costs at SEML 
Efficiency 
Employee cost 
Maintenance cost 
Administrative charges 
Profit margirk 
Total charges for MCD 
Net saving 
52,751 ,OC0 
10,000,000 20,000.000 30.000,000 40.000,000 50,000.000 60,000.000 
Amount in Rupees 
• Estimated 
D Current 
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CHAPTER 6 
MAJOR ISSUES RELATING TO PRIVATE SECTOR 
ASSISTANCE IN MUNICIPAL SERVICES 
This chapter analyses the major issues that need to be considered while 
contemplating privatization of municipal services. The issues covered in this chapter 
include: various views on privatization, unbundling, matters related specific country 
conditions, marketability of the services to private sector, and capacity building 
required in private sector. 
Central Issues of Privatization^ 
Economic Efficiencv: The proponents of economic efficiency argue that privatization 
is economically more efficient than government delivery of services because of 
economies of scale. Private companies can perform the same service for several 
municipalities, justifying their sunk costs in necessary equipment and the use of 
specialized labor. Labor costs are lower because labor productivity is higher in the 
private sector. Public employees are "overpaid" and have higher benefits. Hiring part-
time and seasonal workers who do not receive benefits lowers labor costs and 
provides more flexibility for private firms. The public sector will save money by 
avoiding large capital outlays for specialized equipment. Finally, the private sector 
can avoid legal restrictions imposed on the public sector, and thus operate more cost 
effectively. 
R. Hebdon and H.D. Gunn (1995) discuss the following major issues of privatization. 
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Economic InefFiciencv: Opponents see privatization as economically inefficient. The 
cost of contracting out is high. Municipalities must prepare and administer the bidding 
process, write contracts, and monitor performance. The public sector often must train 
contractor employees and loan capital. The public sector remains responsible for 
service provision. If the service is not carried out satisfactorily, either the municipality 
must step in to perform the job or go through a new bidding process. Other hidden 
costs are often ignored, such as public equipment and services provided to contracts, 
and hiring or training technicians and managers to monitor the private sector. 
Government can be more cost effective because it does not pay taxes on profits and 
has easier access to low interest rate long-term capital than the private sector. Worker 
longevity and training make government workers more efficient, and new 
management techniques are making the public sector more efficient. 
Quality of Service: Proponents see improved service effectiveness due to 
competition. Since the contractor faces the discipline of the market ~ there is always 
the danger of not being renewed—strict attention to business is assured. Any 
competition will increase quality of service over the public sector, because 
government is a monopoly. Opponents point out that quality is hard to monitor in 
some service areas. To make a profit, private firms will need to cut labor costs, which 
may result in employment of less competent or experienced workers. Maintaining 
consistent quality across the entire service area or population may be undermined as 
private firms seek to maximize returns by focusing service delivery on those 
populations easiest to serve. Many public services lend themselves to monopoly 
provision due to obvious economies of scale. In such cases, privatization is quite 
risky, as the municipality will have little choice if the private contractor's quality is 
not acceptable. As the municipal unit's expertise and familiarity with some services 
declines, it will not be able to take over these functions if the private contractor proves 
unsatisfactory. 
Social Equity: Proponents of social equity consider privatization as a means of 
increasing social equity. Money saved from increased economic efficiency, instead of 
being paid in taxes, will be spent by consumers on items of their choice. An increase 
in consumer spending will lead to more job opportunities for minorities in the 
marketplace, as well as benefit them directly through the equal basis upon which 
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contract bidding can be run. Opponents argue that it is the role of government to 
assure equitable distribution of services. Since it may be less profitable to deliver 
services to lower-income areas, equity could be de-emphasized in a privatized system. 
In addition, women and minorities could be hurt disproportionately by privatization. 
Employment opportunities for women and minorities are greater in the public sector 
because of anti-discrimination policies. Their career potential is based on their ability 
to enter the ranks of middle management in government, yet middle management 
would likely be cut under privatization. 
Labor issues: Proponents claim that public sector workers benefit fi"om privatization. 
Displaced workers can be hired by contractors or transferred to other government 
positions. Those hired by the private sector can receive meaningful job feedback not 
found in the government bureaucracy. The threat of strikes will be diminished 
because services will be decentralized and the power of public service unions 
reduced. Opponents believe that privatization undermines organized labor and results 
in jobs without health, pension, and other benefits. Communities with workers 
without benefits and job security are not better off 
Long-term Implications: Privatization raises questions about the nature of service 
provision and the role of government. Increased reliance on the private sector may 
fi-ee government to focus on other aspects of government leaving service delivery to 
the rigors of the market place. Efficiencies and economies of scale could be achieved 
while building the tax base through private provision of services. Privatization raises 
questions about the conditions of work. Public sector jobs open to the lower skilled 
will shrink as government reduces direct service delivery and relies more on highly 
trained technicians who can serve as contract negotiators. These and other long-term 
implications deserve serious consideration in the decision to privatize or make public 
service provision itself more cost effective. 
Views on Privatization: John D. Donahue (1989) views that private sector monopolies 
and corruption call into question the reUability of markets for many government 
services. Government must maintain the powers reserved for its sovereign role as 
overseer of the public good. Critics of privatization question the means used by the 
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private sector to achieve efficiency. Opponents raise concern about the loss of pubHc 
jobs with benefits, their impact on the local economy and on women and minorities 
who have found career tracks in the public sector. Opponents also fear privatization 
will lead to widespread corruption leading to public distrust of the democratic 
process. E. Sclar, K. Schaffer, and Robert Brandwein (1989) detail the potentially 
harmful impact on society of privatization policy based solely on economic analysis. 
Markets cannot be used as the sole measure of allocable efficiency. Only in certain 
clear-cut circumstances should government give up its role as provider of public 
services. 
Unbundling of Services 
Privatization is reduction in the level and degree of government's involvement in a 
given service or industry. It can range fi-om total divestment in government owned 
enterprises to allowing involvement of a private person in any government's activity 
with or without remuneration. According to Walker (1989) "Privatization is said to 
take place when responsibility for a service or a particular aspect of service passes, 
wholly or partially, to the private sector and when market criteria such as profit or 
ability to pay are used to ration or distribute benefits and services." 
While dealing with unbundling it is important to consider the concept of natural 
monopoly. This exists when one provider can serve the market at a lower cost than 
two or more providers could. This will happen when costs of producing and 
delivering a service decline with increasing output. This situation is referred to as 
economies of scale. There can also be situation when it is cheaper for a single 
provider to produce and deliver two or more services jointly than separate entities 
provide services individually. This is called economies of scope. It may be justified 
to promote bundled forms of industries on conditions where economies of scope are 
significant and where cross subsidies among services have been applied. Unbundling 
can take place after isolating natural monopoly segments. Unbundling promotes new 
entrants and competition into the sector as numerous activities within the sector can 
be undertaken competitively. This is desirable as it makes cross-subsidies between 
different lines of business more transparent, identifies more precisely the subsidies 
needed to deliver services to the poor. This results in improved management 
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accountability. There are technical and economic constraints on unbundling. In 
addition legacy of history and institutions limits the possibilities even where 
technology permits unbundling. Closely interdependent activities should not be 
separated as it can increase transaction and markup costs. 
There are two types of unbundling, vertical and horizontal. Vertical unbundling takes 
place when different functions of one sector are carried out by separate agencies, as 
power sector can be xmbundled into generation, transmission, and distribution. 
Similarly in the natural gas industry, the wellhead, pipeline, and local distribution 
systems can be owned and operated separately. Horizontal unbundling takes place 
when demarcations take place with respect to markets, geographical locations, service 
categories, etc. In Japan, the national railway was reorganized and split into six 
regional passenger operators and one freight operator that rents track time from the 
regional railways. After unbundling takes place competition can be used to increase 
efficiency. Four types of competitions are advised (i) competition from substitutes, 
(ii) competition from market, (iii) competition for the market and (iv) privatization of 
monopoly. 
Alternative Institutional Forms for Services 
There are four types of institutional forms for management of municipal services. 
The major ingredients for good performance vary according to the type and service. 
• Public ownership and public operation: In this form the enterprise is owned and 
controlled by the central, state, or local government. The roles of the government 
need to be defined in terms of ownership, regulation and operation without 
government interference in detailed management. They should operate on a level 
at par with private enterprises in terms of commeTcial management. This would 
mean tariffs should recover costs, achieve consumer satisfaction, comply with 
accounting and audit requirements, and introduce professionalism in management. 
• Public ownership and private operation: In this form although government owns 
the enterprise private sector is allowed to operate through agreements. These 
could be performed through the media of concessions, leases, contracts, etc. 
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Leases and concessions permit private sector management and financing without 
the reconstruction of the existing organizations. It will be effective if there is 
legal firamework for contract law and enforcement mechanispi. There should be 
mechanisms for fixing responsibilities of owner and operator, measuring 
performance targets, resolving disputes. Award of contracts should be through 
transparent selection process. 
• Private ownership and private operation: This should be applicable where there is 
least commercial and political risk. This entails that restructure should have taken 
place that allows competition in the sector or adequate regulation should be in 
place to protect public interest when competition is insufificieiit. 
• Community self-help arrangements and user provision: This refers to services that 
are managed through self-help arrangements that require low scale infi-astructure. 
These will be effective when the primary beneficiaries are th(ise who contribute to 
the cost. Also they need to be selected and implemented locally without outside 
imposition. Participation of beneficiaries needs to be ensured through 
organizational means and monetary contributions. The user group should be 
supported through training and assistance fi"om outside agencies like non-
governmental organizations. 
Country Conditions for Privatization 
One of the important requirements for reforms in the provision of infi^structure 
facilities is to understand the county conditions. In terms of capabilities countries can 
be grouped into four country types: low-income countries, countries in transition fi-om 
central planning, middle-income countries undergoing econoniic reform and high 
growth countries. The possibilities of reforms are determiiied in terms of the 
following three-dimension of capacity of the country: 
• Institutional capacity for commercial and competitive service^, 
• Managerial and technical capabilities in the public and privates sectors, and 
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• Ability of government for private activity and the private sectors' interest and 
response. 
In low-income countries all three dimensions of capacity are typically low. All the 
same there are large countries, which have technical capacity and private sector 
interest. In the socialist economies in transition, technical capability is high, but 
private sector capacity is developing. In middle-income ijeforming countries, 
technical and managerial capabilities are generally high, and the enabling 
environment is reasonably well established. All the same low growth restricts private 
sector capacity. In high-growth countries there are favorable conditions for reforms 
and can take advantage of institutional options. 
Differences in country capacity affect the choice of reform. Where the economic 
environment is uncertain or evolving as in low-income and trahsitional economies, 
private sector induction could be through contracts as there is less private capital at 
risk. The introduction of competition is in many cases the most important step in 
creating conditions for greater efficiency by both private and pul^ lic operators and the 
performance of the public sector enterprises. In high-growth countries, public 
agencies perform well and private sector has capacities but the urgency for reform 
may be less. 
Marketability of Services 
The choice of public provision or private provision depends on its potential for market 
failure. Generally private markets function effectively if the goods and services are 
consumer oriented based on the propensity to consume. Further private markets 
thrive if there are growth prospects. Considering this aspect in the following 
situations private markets cannot provide efficient service: 
• Natural Monopolv: This is the case of the market when economic activity is 
carried out most efficiently by a single provider. As there is an absence of 
competition private provider will tend to exploit consumer. The single provider 
has to be the public authority that will be politically responsible to beneficiaries. 
All the same public agencies tend to incur higher cost due to inefficient 
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functioning and due to political considerations. The only wfy to induct private 
sector is to promote regulatory authorities to monitor quality of service and price. 
Economy of Scale: This takes place when large-scale production results in 
decrease in cost. This happens due to use of specialized equipment and other 
factors of production. In such situation monopoly conditiohs will prevail and 
private sector can exploit consumer. Therefore a private-publii enterprise is better 
than full privatization. 
• Externalities Affecting Private Operations: These are costs and benefits that occur 
during exchange of goods and services. These affect the operations positively or 
negatively depending on the nature of externalities. Supply of safe drinking water 
is beneficial to health and can benefit positively. Inadequate sewerage brings 
negative externalities. Therefore in the absence of government action, goods and 
services involving negative externalities will be overproduced and those involving 
positive externalities will be under produced. In such cases provision of goods 
and services by public authority will be more beneficial to consumer. 
• Provision of Public Goods: These are goods and services, which will benefit all 
even non-payers such as street lighting. This is provided as a public service 
irrespective of its utility to the consumer and there is no way individuals can be 
charged on the basis of utilization the service. In such casesj the private market 
will not provide such services, as it will not be profitable. Therefore it will be the 
responsibility of the government to provide such services. 
• Provision of Merit Goods: These are goods and services to which society 
attributes merits. Private sector will provide such services only at high costs or 
may provide insufficient quantities. Health, education, etc.) are merit goods. 
Consumers will not buy merit goods voluntarily if found unaffordable. This will 
reduce the positive impacts of these goods in the society. It is therefore necessary 
that public authorities need to be associated with such goods and services. 
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Goods and services can fall into four categories (i) government is producer and 
consumer (compulsory education, public broadcasting, law courts), (ii) government is 
producer and private sector is consumer (railway transport, telephone, electricity, 
water supply, housing), (iii) private producer and government consumer (road 
construction, petroleum) and (iv) private producer and private Consumer (consumer 
goods, education, housing). The category of the services can Change according to 
context and poHcy changes in the country. 
Private sector participation will depend on the marketability of the services. The 
following characteristics of infrastructure services determine their marketability: (i) 
potential for competition due to either absence of scale of economies or sunk costs or 
existence of substitutes, (ii) public nature of consumption, (ni) constraints on cost 
recovery, (iv) constraints on distribution and (v) spillover effects or enviroimiental 
issues. 
Requirements for Privatization 
To resolve the functional issues in the provision of municipal services there is need 
for agreement on the scope for separating the responsibility for service provision 
vested to an agency and for execution by another agency through contract or 
delegation. This has to be vested by legal provisions. Enabling provisions for 
entrusting municipal functions to the private sector or the community are required in 
the municipal laws. The following are some of the various actions need to be done by 
central and state governments for promoting various forms of privatization: 
• It is essential that governments formulate policies and legisla^ve amendments in 
respect of privatization. This will provide political commitn^ent and give clear 
message to the city's political and bureaucratic systems. Support from 
governments is essential for building up the capacity of locil government and 
urban agencies for the entrepreneurial role, contracting and BOt arrangements. 
• Simplify procedures and permissions required for providing the services and 
facilities. Support citizen and consumer forms to provide feedback on service 
provisions to protect consumer interests. Regulate prices and quality of services 
by contractors through setting up of standards. 
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• Disseminate the experience of alternative service provision and implications of 
privatization and clear misunderstandings. Correct informiition base should be 
available on costs of services provided by public, private and community sectors 
in various cities to determine what is acceptable. 
• Tackle labor unions through transparent management, positiv^ dialogue regarding 
alternate deployment of staff, training in alternate jobs, offer of contracts to retired 
labor or their families. 
• Standardization of contracts involving bidding and tender|ing process. This 
involves design of the contract document with specificati<|)ns, service levels, 
measurement of output, monitoring, default clauses, etc. 
• Build up private sector capacity through the various chambers of commerce and 
assist in their participation. The scope for involving private sector and 
community groups in tiie construction and provision of servibes should be built 
into the design of the infrastructure network for large areas in order to generate 
decentralized options for water supply or sewerage or to enable the cluster level 
services to be entrusted to resident cooperatives, or to enable tpe construction and 
operation of social facilities. 
• Explore possibilities of inter municipal cooperation in a regiota for the execution 
of projects and maintenance of services. Private companies (fan do this in BOT 
through the pooling of resources and common agreement on tariffs and sharing of 
facilities, exploitation of development rights, etc. In U.S. miinicipalities use the 
services of neighboring municipalities for performance of various civic functions 
on a contract basis. The Turkish union of municipalities undertakes water supply 
and electricity schemes. The British associations of municipalities disseminate 
information, pubUsh service level and costs, and provide supjiortive services. In 
India the individual municipalities tend to relate directly to the govermnent and 
the sectoral agencies rather than on a collective basis, and sq their efficiency is 
rate on one to one basis rather than on the basis of the scope of Shared expertise. 
ULBs should be encouraged to un-bundle some of their activities such as water 
supply, sewerage, solid waste management, urban transport serjvices and revenue 
collection and contract out / privatize them. In order to be able to do this, municipal 
laws need to be suitably amended to create scope for separating out the responsibility 
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for provision of a service (which would be vested with ULBs) from its execution by 
any agency other than ULBs. Besides creating and enabling legal environment, the 
following actions would be needed: 
! 
• Announcement of a policy for privatization of municipal services, 
• Simplification of procedures for speedy clearance of private projects, 
• Providing up-front subsides (financial or in terms of land or easing of zoning 
regulations) to make private projects financially viable, 
• Providing avenues for consumers to express their preferences and air their 
grievances, and establishment of regulatory structures for| setting prices and 
quality standards. 
Some of these activities may have to be planned and controlled by autonomous bodies 
It is not necessary that capacity building is considered unavoidable for public agencies 
before they launch into any form of partnership arrangement or contracting of 
services. It is possible to start with structured learning, or leamii^ g by doing process. 
There will be greater benefits from a well-managed process of priyatization compared 
to the small additional costs of contract supervision. 
It is necessary that legislation be reviewed for facilitating private sector participation 
in urban sector, as the present legislative scenario does not encourage private sector 
participation in this field. This review should include modification and simplification 
of Municipal bylaws, provision for enhanced borrowing, allowing the entry of private 
sector and authorizing concessionaires to penalize users for non-payment of tariffs. 
The existing Municipal accounting system does not provide enough information for 
analyzing the financial performance and status of an Urban Local Body. In addition, 
the single entry cash-based system used by most Urban Local Bodies has several 
defects resulting in misappropriation of assets, non-preparation of profit and loss 
statements and balance sheets. It is, therefore, felt that a double intry accrual based 
system, which enables the preparation of reliable, detailed financial statements subject 
to checks and balances, needs to be introduced. This is being done in collaboration 
with the USAID assisted Financial Institutions Reform and Expansion (FIRE) Project 
under which the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India brought out in October, 
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2000 a Technical Guide on Accounting and Financial Reporting by Urban Local 
Bodies. 
Central Government needs to develop guidelines for involvement of the private sector 
in municipal administration, which will ensure competitive bleeding process in a 
transparent manner. These guidelines will not only protect the consumers but also 
ensure integrity of the process. 
There is a need for an Urban Academy, which should be a centfer of excellence in 
Urban matters such as urban water supply, sanitation, urbah transport, urban 
governance, municipal finance, etc. This will provide academic inputs into urban 
management, can audit the functions of private sectors' functioning in municipalities 
and give inputs for improvement and revise the operational guidelines for municipal 
administration. It will also function as focal point for the recourse of affected private 
sector for guidance and improvement. 
Main Findings and Conclusions 
Based on the foregoing analysis, the following are the main findings to be applied 
appropriately for induction of private sector assistance in municipal service: 
• There is a need for policy formulation and development of appropriate legislation 
and guidelines at the national level on privatization including the redefinition of 
the role of local authorities. There is also need to carry out privatization potential 
studies to identify and prioritize specific municipal services that are appropriate 
for privatization in each city. It is advisable to undertake a thorough assessment of 
the likely impacts of privatization before embarking on it. 
• From the experiences of this research, the potential areas for privatization include 
transport, bus parks, public toilets, water kiosks, street cleaning, road 
maintenance, schools and health centers, water and sanitation, colony 
maintenance, etc. In addition the services provided by itiunicipal councils 
themselves like, land valuation, physical plaiming and general revenue collection 
have a potential for the contracting out mode of privatization. 
• Mechanisms and guidelines should be developed and put in place to ensure that 
privatization does not exclude or impose undue burden on the poor. These may 
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include some safety nets and cross-subsidization. In addition, municipalities may 
find it necessary to provide some basic services in low-incoine areas, especially 
health-care, education and collection of garbage. Cross-subsidizing such service 
provision to the poor would be seen to be more feasible throu^ the "contracting" 
mode of privatization but not through pure privatization. 
There is need for greater public education on privatization. Tl^ e general public as 
well as stakeholders, including municipal councilors and officers, and urban 
communities need to be sensitized and informed on the ratiortale and benefits of 
privatization, as a system of providing municipal services. Where privatization 
results in retrenchment of employees, iimovative approaches such as retraining 
programs should be put in place. 
Privatization seems to have worked better in areas where consumers can pay the 
costs of privatized services thus leaving the poor and lowiincome areas that 
cannot afford to pay for the privatized services. Privatization of municipal services 
should however be encouraged to cover the whole city, including low-income 
areas. Appropriately designed cross-subsidization could be used to take care of 
those who are unable to pay the market prices for services. Indeed, the study 
shows that most households including poor ones are prepaj-ed to pay for the 
services (such as solid waste collection) within reasonable fee ranges. 
Initiatives by informal sector entrepreneurs should be encouraged and supported 
by local authorities through enabling laws and other administrative incentives. 
The latter should take advantage of the former in order to increase access to basic 
services. This could start by recognition of the many current jbrivate operators in 
waste collection and disposal, for example. There should also be due recognition 
and encouragement of other self-help initiatives, partnerships! coirmiunity-based 
organizations and other associations, which have proved capable of providing 
services. 
Capacity building and training for local govenunent officials is essential part of 
the privatization process. Collaboration with training institutions for collaborative 
training needs assessment; development and execution of traihing would greatly 
enhance the privatization process. 
The establishment of data banks and management information systems in local 
municipalities is essential. This will facilitate effective monitoring and 
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management of service delivery by all actors involved in the process and thereby 
insures sustainability in service provision. 
Decentralization of decision making with the local authorities: It is a necessary 
framework for privatization. It entails giving decision-n^aking power with 
corresponding financial resources to the local level. Greater decentralization 
should be encouraged and implemented in practice as a way of dealing with the 
expansion of municipal services, development and provision. Greater devolution 
of decision-making authority, responsibilities and commensurate resources should 
be given to local autiiorities in the true essence of "subsidiary" principles. 
Pre-qualifV. empanel and train private service providers: T i^is is a role to be 
undertaken by the State governments. Prospective vendors should be able to meet 
the cost of this training. Inadequate experience of the operati)rs in specific civic 
services is a major hindrance for private participation. 
Redeploy municipal staff to create space for private participation: There is high 
representation of class IV employees (sweepers, and gardeners) unionism in 
municipal bodies is aggressive. Urban Local Bodies should redeploy staff across 
functional and locational boundaries. The municipal staff cQuld concentrate on 
certain services or locations leaving space in other services or locations to be 
managed by private sector operators. It is better to let refomis take place at one 
go if the positive results are certain. On the other hand if resistance is high and 
there is risk of sabotage and complete collapse of the new system the option is to 
implement reforms in a phased maimer. 
Develop model contracts for private sector: State Governments should provide 
support to Urban Local Bodies through development of model contracts. 
Consultants could provide support in implementation of tlie contracts. The 
contract should be a deed that formalizes the relationship ofth^ parties. It should 
be a formalization of set of rules of conduct that assists the two parties to work 
together and to focus on solving problems when they arise. It is important to 
recognize that the contract should be for obligation of 'results' and not of 'means' 
to be employed for getting the results. This will help to focu^ on both parties on 
the outputs that are required and leave the professional operation the freedom to 
employ the methods that are most appropriate. 
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Political Activism in Municipal Management: Municipal Bodies are different 
from normal government departments in the sense that they h^ve large number of 
elected coimcilors who are mostly full time politicians and interact with the 
officials in almost every transaction. Possibility of sabotage of reforms in 
municipal management is high due to political interests. 
Role of media: To generate a strong public opinion in favoi^  of reforms regular 
media briefings should be carried out. This helps in allayiilg the unreasonable 
fears, which are projected by vested interests against the refo^s. Once a strong 
public opinion is generated it becomes very difficult for politicians to go against 
public opinion. 
Need for Public Sector Presence: Transition of provision of services from 
municipal agents to private sector needs to incorporate risk covers. The profit 
motive of private sector could lead to exploitation of the public. There is a danger 
that the private company will go out of business or fail to provide the service in 
extreme situations, which can be extremely detrimental ii| case of essential 
services. The introduction of the private sector may lead to conflict situations 
among existing labor unions. A good solution is to maintain a public sector 
presence long enough for confidence to be estabUshed. 
Costs and benefits of Privatization: The fundamental argument in favor of 
privatization asserts that markets, competition, and private ownership are essential 
for an efficient economy. This view is grounded in neo-classical economics and 
Adam Smith's concept of the "invisible hand": Individuals pursuing their own 
self-interest will maximize the well being of society as a whole, as if guided by an 
invisible hand. The moderate forces behind privatization are pragmatic politicians 
and public administrators who must deal with the daily proiblem of satisfying 
citizen demand for public service in the face of resistance to pxes. Cautious and 
selective use of privatization can be a tool to help government run efficiently. 
Those skeptical of privatization are generally opposed or at least must be 
convinced of it merits as a political or economic policy. Skeptics believe that it is 
necessary to go beyond strict economic efficiency in evaluating the merits of 
privatization. By looking at such non-monetary processes as how things are 
produced and distributed, service delivery can be assesbsed in terms of 
accountability to a set of "public values." 
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CHAPTER 7 
PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN THE MANAGEMENT 
AND DELIVERY OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES -t A MODEL 
Based on the studies and analysis done in the earlier chapters, an attempt is made in 
this chapter to suggest a suitable model for providing municipal ^rvices through the 
private sector participation. By and large the finding of this study puggest that private 
sector participation in the municipal services will make improvenlient in the delivery 
of services. Under these circumstances, it is now important to woi-k out details of the 
model. The most important issue is to formalize the kind of arrangements required for 
an efficient management model that would be most effective in the present situation. 
Management Model 
The most critical question is what kind of management model must be adopted, purely 
private or participatory. By participatory it is meant that the private sector will have 
executive function of providing the service and the municipal body will perform the 
regulatory, supervisory and monitoring functions. The contractual arrangements are 
done through an assignment model. This issue is analyzed in details in relation to 
various management issues based on the findings of the study. Fpr this purpose the 
following comparative analysis will be useful to evaluate the options between purely 
private system model and participatory model: 
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Management 
Issue 
Political will for 
change 
Municipal 
Employees 
acceptance 
Municipal 
Organizational 
transformation 
needs 
Addressing public 
grievances 
Financial 
Implications 
Safety Net in case 
of failure of the 
private system 
Purely Private 
Lesser willingness - as pure 
privatization will be 
supporting capitalistic 
approach 
This will be resisted 
considerably 
This will require drastic 
changes and will be difficult 
as the role of the 
organization gets affected. 
This can lead to 
monopolistic and autocratic 
approaches 
In general there would be 
reduction in financial 
commitments compared to 
the expenses incurred by 
municipal corporations. 
It would be difficult and 
time consuming to bring 
back the system in place if 
there is failure on the part of 
the private system. There is 
greater probability for 
failure of the system due to 
the absence of municipal 
system. 
Participatory 
Greater willingness - as this will 
be in line with socialistic 
approach and regulation is 
perceived to be effective 
This may have lesser resistance 
as they can b^ inducted 
gradually. 
This can be ejasier approached as 
the organizational role is reduced 
or transformed. The middle and 
higher management may prefer 
this to detailed executive 
functioning. 
The existence of the municipal 
system as monitoring authority 
will have balancing effect. 
In addition to the expenses of the 
private participant municipal 
systems need to meet expenses 
relating to the supervisory 
function. This is designed to be 
negligible as role is reduced. 
With the presence of municipal 
system in place it would be less 
probable that the system fails. 
Even if there is problem with the 
ME arrangem|ent MS can make 
alternative arrangement to avoid 
disruption in Services. 
A New Model 
The objective of this study is to arrive at a model that will be sustainable in long term, 
practical to implement considering the employment issues of the municipal systems, 
efficient to bring changes in municipal services to improve daily life of the public, 
and financially viable. During the process of the study it was realized that any such 
model that would be proposed should meet the following criteria: 
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(i) Need to Induct Specialized Private Entity: It is assessed that while the 
governmental system of municipal management is colla])sing gradually, the 
system of private management of similar facilities efficiently seems to be 
possible. Therefore there is need for inducting private sector in the management 
of municipal systems. It is not enough to bring in any private sector entity for 
providing municipal services. The private entities should be speciaHzed to 
provide municipal services to be sensitive to the needs 
Therefore such entities should be identified, trained, and ni|rtured for long term 
sustainable involvement. 
(ii) Need for regulatory/supervisory role of municipal entitjj': To prevent private 
monopolies, it is important to retain the supervisory and regulatory role in the 
municipal entity. This will provide adequate control and jpievance addressing 
mechanism for the general public and function as the middle person. 
(iii) Reduce municipal entity's presence: To bring about changes in the provision 
of municipal services, it is important to reduce gradually tiie presence and role 
of municipal entities in the delivery of services and 
regulation/supervision and monitoring. This has to be repla|ced by the increased 
presence of the private service provider 
(iv) Need for delegation of responsibility to the private sysitem: The system of 
simple contractual arrangements with private entities will only lead to 
fulfillment of contractual conditions of providing limited service. On the other 
the private provider 
municipal services, 
be vested upon the 
hand, the new model envisages that, as in private colonies, 
should take over the executive function in providing 
Through this process, greater delegated responsibility will 
private sector. Ultimately it is the private sector, which runsi the show, 
(v) Need for a sustainable system: The success of the system will depend on the 
sustainability based on financial viability for both private sector and the 
municipal entity and operational feasibility both physical) 
Once the system is financially viable, private sector should not be intimidated by 
bureaucratic and political interferences and pressures except for regulatory 
purpose. . 
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Considering the above criteria this study comes to the following cpnclusion: 
A new breed of enterprise system called MUNICIPAL 
provides municipal services under MUNICIPAL SYSTEM 
ASSIGNMENT MODEL (AM). It may be called 
MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISE AND SYSTEM or in short AMM^X mndel 
EkTERPRISE (ME) 
(MS) through an 
ASSIGMENT MODEL OF 
Features of Municipal Enterprise (ME) 
Municipal Enterprises are private entities specialized in provision 
municipal services. They may or may not be separate legal entities. They could also 
be separate functional units of a bigger private sector enterprise, It is necessary for 
such entities to be specialized in the related technical, engineering aspects as well as 
public relation related issues as they will be providing services Xo the general public. 
They should be capable of taking up additional assignments in the related field. This 
is a long-term strategic requirement to build up such form of enterprises considering 
the volume of services and the number of urban local bodies in tliis country. Another 
important feature of ME is that the specified municipal area is entirely assigned to it 
by the municipality for provision of services. Municipality will only assist and 
provide support and ensure that ME is able to concentrate on delivery of services 
without involving in municipal formalities and procedures. 
and management of 
Features of Municipal System (MS) 
to 
Under the proposed model of providing municipal services, the 
is reduced from the duel role of execution and regulation 
regulation. This, therefore, transfers the responsibility of provision 
locality entirely to the ME. MS performs the role of facilitator i 
matters ME will require, absorbs the demands raised by political 
meeting the official orders and above all performs the role of 
designed ME will monitor the activities in the locality and evali^ ate 
of MS. The strength of the newly designed MS will be its 
provide monitoring services. They will report to the political and 
and carry orders to ME and ensure that there are no obstructions 
role of municipaUties 
the single role of 
of services in the 
various procedural 
entities, assists in 
regulator. The newly 
the performance 
to regulate and 
bureaucratic system 
the performance of 
ability 
in 
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provision of services by ME. MS thus elevates its status to thqt of a regulator and 
supervisor of ME from that of provider of municipal services. 
Features of Assignment Model (AM) 
In the proposed model, the provision of services by ME vmdei MS is through an 
assignment model. Under the proposed assignment model a Specified locality is 
assigned to ME by an official order of MS. The locality is to be looked after by ME 
for municipal services. There will not be multiplicity of bodies to look after the area 
as far as the services are concerned. There will be complete independence and 
delegation through a contractual agreement. The duration of an assignment model 
should be for longer periods so as to ensure consistency, responsibility and credibility. 
Assigimient model is different from contractual arrangements as though bound by a 
contract ME is replacing the municipalities in the assigned locality as far as provision 
of services are concerned. Through this model the presence of MS is reduced to the 
needs of supervision, regulation and provision of assistancCj and performance 
monitoring 
Meeting the Management Criteria 
The MS and ME's need to meet the above mentioned criteria to l^ e effective in their 
fiinctioning. The following is a listing of various requirements t^ be undertaken by 
both ME and MS to meet these criteria: , 
Criteria 
Need to Induct 
Specialized 
Private Entity 
Requirements by Municipal 
Enterprise (ME) 
- Develop capacity building 
for providing municipal 
services 
- Create separate wings and 
capabilities for providing 
municipal services. 
- Plan schemes for 
induction of ex 
employees of MS for 
smooth transition and for 
retention of experienced 
personnel. 
Requirements by Municipal 
System (MS) 
- Identify need for legal 
framew[ork for the 
induction of ME. 
- Identify internal 
procedural formalities 
- Public information to be 
given fpr identification of 
ME 
- Provide forum for 
training and information 
- Prepare staff voluntary 
retirement schemes and 
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Need for 
Supervisory Role 
of Municipal 
System 
Reduce municipal 
entity's presence 
Need for 
delegation of 
responsibility to 
the private system 
Need for a 
sustainable 
system 
- Train staff to work under 
supervisory role of MS 
which is different from 
ME role of supervision 
- Refer issues related to 
bureaucratic and political 
pressures to MS. 
- Full responsibility comes 
to ME even for generation 
and sale of scrap, 
byproducts, etc. 
- Manage the affairs of the 
MS as delegated 
responsibility 
- Assess workload and 
need for staff and 
equipment resources 
- Prepare work standards 
and time schedules for 
efficiency 
- Prepare cost estimates 
and administrative details 
for viability both for ME 
and MS. 
- Determine identifiable 
geographical locations for 
provision of services 
- Consider cost savings 
through income 
generation systems 
through sale of scrap and 
generation of byproducts. 
for joining ME. 
- Identify minimum level 
and category of middle 
management for 
supervisory role 
- Specif^  the supervisory 
role and responsibilities 
- Assunje responsibilities 
for bureaucratic and 
political pressures so not 
to hinder the independent 
functioning of ME 
- MS should plan for 
complete withdrawal 
though through a gradual 
process 
- Provide adequate 
infomjiation and expected 
minimum standards 
- Build up and plan for 
supervisory system with 
the intention to delegate 
the execution function to 
ME 
- Prepare feasible and 
commercially viable 
geographical localities for 
provision of services 
- All incomes through 
generation of byproducts 
and scraps should belong 
to ME. This will result in 
cost savings. 
Plan for back up system 
in case of failure of ME 
Assignment By Contract 
The contract between the MS and the ME for provision of services should be a deed 
that formalizes the relationship of the parties. It should not be beginning of a conflict 
relationship rather it should be a formalization of a set of rules of conduct that assists 
the two parties to work together and to focus on solving problems when they arise. 
The terms should be such that the parities are able to respond arid adjust to changing 
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circumstances. This calls for true spirit of partnership in which both parties can 
communicate and contribute to finding solutions to the problems and issues. The 
following should include as the specific features of the contract: 
• The common objective of the parties to the contract, their risks and 
responsibilities need to be clearly defined 
• Minimum performance standards need to be established which is practical, 
measurable, and that can be delegated. 
• Public complaint addressing system needs to be established. 
• Performance evaluation systems should be established for reviews, on the basis of 
which renewals, award of additional contracts and terminations can be decided. 
• Payments should be made at reasonable intervals to be commercially viable 
• Performance guarantees, deposits and other such financial commitments should be 
restricted to the minimum requirements; they should not burden the ME 
unnecessarily. 
• Differences should be settled jointly or at most by Arbitrations. Court cases 
should be avoided. 
• The contract needs to be exhaustive to include all conditions with the view to 
provide clarity. 
• The selection process should be transparent and convenient based only on 
performance capacity and financial considerations. 
• The duration of the contract need to be sufficient enough to attract ME process 
and not longer than the period to develop complacency by both ME and MS. 
A proposed format of the contract is provided in Aimexure 27. 
Implementation Process 
The implementation process of AMMES model has to go throujgh various stages of 
introduction, transition, review, wider implementation, and then for inclusion of other 
services, which can be brought under the model. This is a tedious, politically 
difficult, and time-consuming process. It will take a few years for full 
implementation. All the same it can be implemented in isolated cases as models for 
implementation. These can be used for reviews, improvements, ibodifications and for 
wider and emulation. The suggested implementation process is as follows: 
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Capacity Building 
Fallback mechanism 
Unbundling Process 
Quality of Service 
Economic 
Efficiency 
Economic 
Inefficiency 
Labor Issues 
- MS is fi'eed from employing labor and other human 
resource related activities. 
- This aspect is considered important and a new breed of 
municipal enterprises is to be developed through training 
and promotion of the concept. 
- The model incorporates fallback mechanism through the 
existence of the MS. In case of failures MS can be 
revamped to full strength to take of the needs without 
much delay. 
- The model is based on unbundling process as it adopts a 
bottom up approach. It starts with the area that is 
affecting the consumer first and the process can be 
. escalated to other levels. 
- The model opts for stage-by-stage approach and further 
unbundling is to take place based on the visible effects 
and assessments. 
The model is bound to improve the quality of service, as 
the provider and monitor are two entities. Further as the 
ME is functioning on business model it would make 
efforts to retain or improve its level of functioning. 
- This model can be replicated in various locations and the 
efficiencies can be utilized on a wider scale justifying 
sunk costs. 
- The municipalities can utilize the savings on 
infirastructure developments. 
- The issues related to this are addressed, as no additional 
costs are required under the model. The issue of 
additional investment and training of ME can be done out 
of the proposed savings. 
- The issues related to labor is crucial as there is need for 
labor movement. Under the model this is a gradual 
process. All willing labor can join the ME system and 
others could be moved to other places under the existing 
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Long Term 
Implications 
Country Conditions 
Marketability of 
Services 
municipal arrangements where there are deficiencies. 
- As the model gets acceptance more and more employees 
can join the ME system. 
- The gradual process of implementation gives time for 
labor movements. 
- This model is designed for long-term arrangements. All 
the same the contractual agreements provide for pre-
closure in case of eventualities. There are no long-term 
conmiitments with financial or contractual commitments. 
- The investments in infrastructure facilities are existing or 
are provided by MS as such there is no sunk cost for ME. 
- The country conditions are favorable as local self 
governments and municipal corporations are under 
pressure to improve services. 
- The concept of privatization is accepted in the Indian 
current political and service scenario. 
- The model could be marketed as attractive proposal as the 
investment requirements are very little. The model can be 
easily adopted and made successful. 
- The scope of the model is large as there are over four 
thousand municipalities/corporations, and further this 
could be extended to local self governments in the rural 
areas and other public services. 
Vision for the Future 
It is envisaged that the AMMES model of managing municipal services, if properly 
designed and implemented, could have a promising future, which can be emulated in 
any form of public services with appropriate changes in specifications and details. 
The scope is unlimited as there are over four thousand urban towns and 
agglomerations in India where this model could be implemented. Each corporation or 
municipality will need to appoint a number of Municipal Enterprises leading to a new 
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breed of enterprise development. This will generate employment opportunities first 
for the displaced municipal employees. Further, municipal system could concentrate 
on infrastructure and other facilities and monitor efficiency of services instead of 
provision of services. In addition municipal system could provide services where 
private sector is unwilling to provide services. According to the present study this 
seems to be only way to change the collapsing system of the public services. What 
we are aiming at is public entity monitored private services. This reduces the role of 
public system, increasing the role of private system through investiture of the 
functional responsibility on both the systems for the ultimate benefit of the citizen 
who bears the cost of the services. 
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Conclusions of the Study 
Privatization is a term that has been associated with the transfer from the pubHc to the 
private sector of assets in terms of ownership, management, finance or control. In its 
narrowest sense it has been used to describe the sale of public assets to the private 
sector, but it has also been associated with a reduced regulatory role for government 
linked to policies of liberalization and deregulation. Privatization has been linked to a 
range of techniques which include: asset sales, in which government sells all or part 
of state-owned enterprises or property; contracting-out services, in which public 
officials act as service arrangers; internal market arrangements, in which the 
purchasing of services is separated from their provision; user fees, in which 
government levies charges for services that are still provided by the public sector; 
public-private partnerships, in which govenunent finances, manages and risk shares 
with the private sector on a joint project; and liberalization, which involves the 
relaxation or removal of statutory provisions which prevent private sector firms 
entering public sector markets. The range of approaches indicates that privatization is 
increasingly defined broadly to include all efforts to encourage private sector 
participation in the delivery of public services. In this broader sense privatization does 
not necessarily lead to all ownership and control of the service being fransferred to the 
private sector and in these cases the term marketization is often used interchangeably 
with privatization. 
Considering the current differing perceptions of the concept and application of 
privatization of municipal services as a process and strategy and considering its 
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relatively recent and limited adoption and application in various countries as well as 
the public policy issues of equity it raises, it is not yet possible to render a definitive 
verdict on the efficacy and effectiveness of its performance in municipal services 
provision and management. The system requires a longer period of time of 
implementation and practice to provide sufficient experiences on which more 
plausible evaluation could be based. More extended monitoring and evaluation studies 
are therefore required to arrive at more credible conclusions about the efficacy of 
privatization of municipal services. 
In India time has come to start the process of inducting the private sector for the 
provision of municipal services. The municipalities as managed today are archaic and 
if not subjected to reforms the current systems of public management will not be 
sustainable and will face gradual collapse. The citizens are ready for the experiment 
as they are discontented with the current system. They expect changes to take place. 
If not there will be public outcry, which will demoralize the employees of the public 
systems and the employees' output will in turn further deteriorate and this will 
transform into a spiraling vicious cycle leading to chaos in public systems. Is the 
private sector ready? Not exactly as have not been shown the market for public 
systems management. In India there is no dearth of capacity, knowledge and skills. 
What is required is they have to see a potential market and they are innovative to meet 
the challenge. Once the process is initiated it will transform into a major road towards 
greater public service efficiency. It is hoped that this study will contribute to this 
great cause. 
In Chapter 1 the study has made an attempt to overview the Indian urban sector to 
understand the current scenario and the need for making improvements in the 
management of provision of urban services. With over 30 percent decadal urban 
population growth and about 60 percent contribution to GDP it is expected that there 
would be greater urbanization in the near fiiture. It is projected that urban population 
will increase to 605-698 million during 2021-2025. There is need for major up 
gradation and renovation of assets providing civic amenities, particularly water 
supply, sanitation and sewerage as they have outlived operational efficiency. The 
existence of over 4,300 urban towns and agglomerations and the assignment of 
responsibilities to Local Self Governments under the 74* Constitutional amendment 
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the quality of service delivery is coming under strain. This is aggravated by the 
existence of archaic systems under the bureaucratic set up. The approach of the Tenth 
Five-Year Plan to urban management revolves around the strengthening of the 
democratic structure with the assistance of the various agencies. Great importance is 
placed on capacity building in the ULBs for greater accountability and sustainability. 
There is an urgency to improve service delivery and in both quality and quantitative 
parameters. The municipalities need to transform from being providers to regulators 
and monitors of the services. Private sector needs to step in as the provider of urban 
services. How to do this is the challenge of this study. Private sector participation in 
municipal services is relatively a new concept in the Indian municipal systems. It is 
important that lessons are learnt from the experiences of the privatization models 
practiced both outside and inside India. An attempt is made in the next chapter to 
assess the various privatization models experimented in various municipal systems for 
management and dehvery of services. 
Chapter 3 reviewed the existing models and methods of privatization of municipal 
services. This study concludes that everywhere there is a consensus for induction of 
private sector in the delivery of municipal services. Attempts have been made in 
various ways to include the presence of private sector either through contractual 
arrangements or through community involvement. Although privatization is often 
interpreted as dispensing with the role of the state and the public sector, it 
paradoxically requires an enlargement and strengthening of the regulatory role of the 
state to monitor and enforce contracts, the rules of the game, as well as protect overall 
public interest. Privatization thus requires a strong public presence for it to be 
effective. Some conceptual confiision or ambivalence about what privatization 
actually involves still exists. Some understand it as contracting or leasing out tasks 
and responsibilities to private sector firms, while the local (municipal) government 
retains overall supervisory and regulatory control. Some understand it as 
commercialization of services by municipal departments and some understand it as 
total and complete transfer of responsibilities for providing the service to private 
sector firms who set their own prices, etc. This conceptual ambivalence still requires 
clearer definitions to enable more objective assessment of the efficacy of privatization 
as an efficient and effective mode for provision of municipal services. It is not yet 
possible to render a definitive verdict on the efficacy and effectiveness of private 
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sector's performance in municipal services provision and management. There are still 
differing perceptions of the concept and its application to privatization of municipal 
services as a process and strategy. This is mainly due to its relatively recent origin and 
limited adoption and application in only a few countries, as well as the public policy 
concerns regarding its impact on the equity. The system requires a longer period of 
implementation and practice in more countries to provide sufficient experiences to 
facilitate plausible evaluation. Further, properly done monitoring and evaluation 
studies are required to arrive at more credible conclusions about the efficacy of 
privatization of municipal services. 
With the view to provide a detailed understanding of the functioning of municipal 
system in Chapter 4 a detailed study of the functioning of Municipal Corporation of 
Delhi was made. The study reveals that Delhi suffers from over-governance. MCD 
has a total employment of over 100,000 persoimel out of which 44,000 are sweepers. 
Of the total monthly wage bill of Rs. 830 million Rs 500 million is spent for 
sweepers. There is a backlog of almost 500 tones of garbage every day. The 
overhead expense is estimated to be Rs. 5.4 million per sq. km. per armum. The 
problems of MCD based on sample survey suggest that poor human resource 
management and systems deficiency are the main causes. Delhi is managed by 
multiplicity of institutions. These include MCD, NDMC, Delhi Cantormient Board, 
Delhi Administration, NCT consisting of the Chief Minister and the council's ministers 
and legislators, the Lt. Governor and the Central Government. This leads to the need 
for high degree of coordination and multiplicity of approvals/obstructions and passing 
of responsibilities. This also results in high degree of politicization, which is 
detrimental to citizens' welfare. Lack of coordination among the various departments 
of MCD creates poor service quality, delays in the implementation of most investment 
projects and avoidable inconvenience. 
The case studied done in Chapter 5 support the contention that private sector 
assistance in providing service could reduce costs of provision and improve quality. 
The major lacuna of the system is related to monopolistic approaches and profit 
maximization motive of the private sector. The case studies of the two cities of MCD 
with differing characteristics provides problems related to over employment, lack of 
commitment of junior staff, lack of motivation of senior staff, understaffing of 
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supervisory staff resulting in ineffective supervision, poor public impression, and high 
cost of operations. In the process of the case studies private sector's parameters are 
replicated to suit to the requirements of MCD's two colonies. The results indicate 
that there will be reduction in all cost elements resulting net savings of about 30-35 
percent. Further this provides better employment, supervision ratios indicating 
improvement in service delivery. The study therefore comes out with the conclusion 
of an Assignment Model of engaging private sector under the banner of Municipal 
Enterprises monitored by Municipal System. The model is therefore named as 
ASSIGNMENT MODEL OF MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISES AND SYSTEMS 
(AMMES). The model is then tested against various management parameters to 
confirm that it meets them. Both the hypotheses therefore are confirmed based on the 
findings of the study. 
Recommendations of the Study 
The study recommends that the Assignment Model of Municipal Enterprises and 
Systems (AMMES) be adopted for implementation. The implementation process is 
included in Chapter 7. This is designed after careful consideration of the various issues 
relating to privatization as mentioned in Chapter 6. To be effective AMMES should 
have the following characteristics: (i) private enterprises should be specialized 
municipal enterprises (ME) in the provision of municipal services and sensitive to 
public sentiments; (ii) regulation and supervision of ME should be vested with 
municipalities; (iii) the role of municipalities should transform provider of services to 
that of regulator and their role in service provision should progressively fall; (iv) 
municipal functions should be delegated gradually and unambiguously to MEs, and (v) 
the system should be financial, procedurally and legally sustainable. 
As the implementation process is through five stages, introduction, model case 
implementation, review of model case, full implementation, wider implementation, 
the study provides actions to be taken in each stage for various important issues to 
avoid pitfalls. This is tedious, politically difficult and time-consuming process. But 
once started it could pick up momentum. 
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Annexure 1 
Urbanization Trend in India - Urban Population Growth 1901-2001 
Years 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 
Urban Population 
(MiUion) 
29.9 
25.9 
28.1 
33.5 
44.2 
62.4 
78.9 
109.1 
159.5 
217.6 
285.0 
Percentage of Urban 
to Total Population 
10.8 
10.3 
11.2 
12.0 
13.9 
17.3 
18.0 
19.9 
23.3 
25.7 
27.8 
Decadal Growth 
Rate (percent) 
-
0.4 
18.3 
19.1 
32.0 
41.4 
26.4 
38.2 
46.1 
36.4 
31.2 
Source: Census of India; 1991 and 200 
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Annexure 2 
Categorization of Urban Agglomerations/Towns 
Class 
Class I 
Class II 
Class III 
Class IV 
Class V 
Class VI 
Unclassified 
All Classes 
Population Size 
1,00,000 and above 
50,000 to 99,999 
20,000 to 49,999 
10,000 to 19,999 
5,000 to 9,999 
Less than 5,000 
No. Of Urban Agglomerations / 
Towns 
393 
401 
1,151 
1,344 
888 
191 
10* 
4378 
* Population Census 2001 could not be held in these towns/cities of Gujarat State on account 
of national calamity. 
Source: Office of the Registrar General of India (Population totals for India & States for the 
census of India - 2001) Data Provisional Only 
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Annexure 3 
Rank 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Name of the City 
Greater Mumbai 
Kolkata 
Delhi 
Cheiinai 
Bangalore 
Hyderabad 
Ahmedabad 
Pune 
Surat 
Kanpur 
Jaipur 
Lucknow 
Nagpur 
Patna 
Indore 
Vadodara 
Bhopal 
Coimbatore 
Population 
(Million) 
16.37 
13.22 
12.79 
6.42 
5.69 
5.53 
4.52 
3.75 
2.81 
2.69 
2.32 
2.27 
2.12 
1.71 
1.64 
1.49 
1.45 
1.45 
Rank 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
Name of the City 
Ludhiana 
Kochi 
Visakhapatnam 
Agra 
Varanasi 
Madurai 
Meerut 
Nashik 
Jabalpur 
Jamshedpur 
Asansol 
Dhanbad 
Faridabad 
Allahabad 
Amritsar 
Vijaywada 
Rajkot 
Total 
Population 
(MilUon) 
1.40 
1.35 
1.33 
1.32 
1.21 
1.19 
1.17 
1.15 
1.12 
1.10 
1.09 
1.06 
1.05 
1.05 
1.01 
1.01 
1.00 
107.88 
Source: Office of the Registrar General of India (Population totals for India & States 
for the census of India - 2001) 
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Annexure 4 
Room Size 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Unspecific 
Total 
Tenure Status with Room Size of Urban 
(Numbers in thousands) 
Owned 
Nos. 
7 
8325 
7563 
4128 
2447 
1048 
1313 
84 
24915 
% 
0.03 
33.41 
30.35 
16.58 
9.82 
4.20 
5.27 
0.34 
100 
Rental 
Nos. 
7 
6693 
4164 
1610 
579 
176 
148 
96 
13473 
% 
0.05 
49.68 
30.91 
11.95 
4.30 
1.30 
1.10 
0.71 
100 
Housing 
Others 
Nos. 
2.4 
603 
266 
114 
45 
15 
52 
9 
1105 
% 
0.18 
54.57 
24.07 
10.33 
4.07 
1.26 
4.71 
0.81 
100 
Total 
Nos. 
17 
15620 
11993 
5852 
3071 
1239 
1513 
189 
39494 
% 
0.04 
39.55 
30.36 
14.82 
7.78 
3.14 
3.83 
0.48 
100.00 
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Annexure 5 
Status of Urban Delivery System in India- Issues and Concerns 
(Source: National Institute of Urban Affairs, 1998) 
Compone 
nt 
Water 
Supply 
Sewerage 
and 
Drainage 
Agencies 
State 
Government 
plays dominant 
role in provision 
and local 
government for 
delivery of 
services 
With the 74* 
CAA, focus is 
now shifting 
towards ULBs 
State 
Government 
plays dominant 
role in provision 
and local 
government for 
O&Mof 
services 
With the 74* 
CAA, focus is 
now shifting 
towards ULBs 
Demand and 
Supply 
Gap in coverage 
of piped water 
supply-15 
percent 
Supply on an 
average in Class I 
cities is about 
140 Ipcd 
Budgetary 
allocation meets 
about 10 percent 
of the resource 
requirements 
Need to reduce 
unaccounted for 
water to 20-25 
percent 
Gap in coverage 
of adequate 
excreta disposal 
system - 30 
percent 
Gap in coverage 
of sewerage 
system - 52 
percent 
Budgetary 
allocation meets 
about 10 percent 
of the resource 
Issues and Concerns 
• Coverage of piped water supply -
85 percent 
• Poor level ofservice and quality 
of deliverables 
• Low pressure and contamination 
due to back-siphonage 
• Ad-hoc approach and Non-
demand driven 
• Short-term planning and 
augmentation 
• Lack of focus on future needs, 
sustainability and availability of 
resources 
• Very high percentage of 
unaccounted for water - 30-50 
percent 
• Poor fmancial position and very 
low tariff levels 
• Deficiency in management and 
organization structures 
• Deteriorating of environmental 
conditions 
• - Investment needs estimated at 
US$ 30 billion for next 10 years 
• Access to adequate excreta 
disposal system - 70 percent 
• Access to sewerage system - 48 
percent 
• Poor sanitary conditions 
especially in slums leading to 
outbreak of cholera 
• Total wastewater generation in 
urban India is about 15.8 mid 
• Ad-hoc approach, short-term 
planning and augmentation 
• Old network and faulty alignment 
• Poor fmancial position and very 
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Compone 
nt 
Solid 
Waste 
Managem 
ent 
Agencies 
Urban local 
bodies are 
responsible for 
collection, 
transportation, 
treatment and 
disposal of solid 
waste generated 
within the 
administrative 
limits 
Demand and 
Supply 
requirements 
Deficiency in 
collection and 
transportation is 
to the tune of 45 
percent 
Treatment of 
wastes are not in 
place 
Waste 
management is 
very primitive 
and is not in 
conformity with 
the intemational 
practices 
Issues and Concerns 
low tariff levels 
• Deficiency in management and 
organization structures 
• Deteriorating envirorunental 
conditions 
• - Investment needs estimated at 
US$ 35 billion for next 10 years 
• Per capita generation of the 
wastes range from 200 - 600 
grams per day 
• Larger cities generate more 
wastes due to socio-economic and 
behavioral aspects of the 
1 . • 
population 
• Total waste generated in urban 
India is about 1 lakh MT per day 
• Collection efficiency varies from 
50 - 90 percent, vary from city to 
city 
• Average wastes collected and 
transported is about 65 percent 
• Collection system is primitive in 
nature, operated without any 
safety measures 
• Open transportation system 
adopted in many cities 
• Non-conventional and 
unscientifically designed 
temporary waste storage points 
• No treatment facilities in majority 
of the urban areas and wastes are 
just dumped at the disposal site 
• Poor implementation of 
legislative instruments provided 
by the MoE and MoUD&PA 
• All the ULBs to prepare sohd 
waste management master plans 
by the end of year 2002 
• Poor fmancial position and no 
tariff regime 
• Deficiency in management and 
organization structures 
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Compone 
nt 
Urban 
Transport 
ation 
Housing 
Agencies 
City Transport 
Corporations 
State Transport 
corporations 
Private 
Transport 
Services 
Regional 
Transport 
Offices 
Traffic Police 
State Housing 
Boards 
Housing and 
Urban 
development 
Corporation 
Ministry of 
Urban 
Development 
Financial 
Institutions 
Private 
Developers/ 
Builders 
Demand and 
Supply 
Most of the 
Indian cities do 
not have adequate 
public transport 
services 
Most of the urban 
roads are 
overloaded and 
many bad traffic 
junctions exist in 
the city 
Lack of 
Transportation 
Management 
Plan 
Urban housing 
deficit is 
estimated at 6.64 
million units 
Assuming an 
average 
household size of 
5 persons, about 
11.65 urban 
households do 
not have access 
to proper housing 
Issues and Concerns 
• Successful efforts in privatization 
in Rajkot and Chennai 
• 9 percent of total population of 
India living in million plus cities 
own 33 percent of total vehicles in 
the country 
• Two-wheeler population in most 
of the cities of urban India 
account for 60-80 percent of the 
total number of motor vehicles 
• The principal public transport 
mode available to commuters in 
majority of the cities is bus and to 
some extent the mini-bus 
• Pollution caused by motor vehicle 
in metropolitan cities is accounted 
for by 78 percent two-wheelers 
and 12 percent cars 
• Significant reduction of public 
sector busses from 43 percent in 
1980-81 to 23 percent in 1996-97 
• - Many cities are preparing 
Comprehensive Traffic 
Management Plan (CTMP) -
New Delhi, Bhopal, Gwalior, 
Bhavnagar, Jamnagar, to mention 
a few 
• The National Housing and Habitat 
PoUcy (NHHP) -1998 aims at 
providing 'Housing for All' 
• NHHP to address issues of 
sustainable development, 
infrastructure and strong public-
private partnerships in shelter 
delivery 
• Housing is a state subject - State 
Governments to play major roles 
• 73.10 percent of urban population 
has access to pucca house - varies 
from state to state 
• The repeal of ULCRA -1976 last 
year is expected to provide 
stimulus for promotion of housing 
sector 
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Annexure 6 
12th Schedule of the Constitution and Functional Categorization 
SI. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Function 
Urban Planning including town planning 
Regulation of land use and construction of building 
Planning for economic and social development 
Roads and bridges 
Water supply for domestic, industrial and commercial purposes 
Public health, sanitation, conservancy and solid waste management 
Fire services 
Urban forestry, protection of environment and promotion of 
ecological aspects 
Safeguarding the interests of the weaker sections of society, including 
the handicapped and mentally retarded 
Slum improvement and up gradation 
Urban poverty alleviation 
Provision for urban amenities and facilities such as parks, gardens 
and playgrounds 
Promotion of cultural, educational and aesthetic aspects 
Burials and burial grounds, cremations, cremation grounds and 
electric crematoriums 
Cattle pounds; prevention of cruelty to animals 
Vital statistics including registration of births and deaths 
Public amenities including street lighting, parking lots, bus stops and 
public conveniences 
Regulation of slaughter houses and taimeries 
Category 
Planning 
Essential 
Planning 
Essential 
Essential 
Agency 
Environment 
Planning 
Plaiming 
Planning 
Essential 
Agency 
Essential 
Essential 
Essential 
Essential 
Essential 
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Annexure 7 
Municipalities - Activities, Problems and Causes 
Function/Activity 
A. Engineering 
1.Repairs' and 
maintenance 
Of roads, including 
Improvement works 
(Conversion of 
gravel mud roads to 
black top 
2. Repairs and 
maintenance 
of drains 
3. Repairs and 
Maintenance of 
buildings 
Problems 
a) Most of the roads are non 
black topped. The roads are in 
poor condition due to 
-Overflow of roadside 
drains 
-Erosion due to rains 
lack of inferior quality 
materials 
-Inadequate supervision during 
work progress stage 
b) Inadequate facilities; road 
rollers, stonerollers, tools, etc. 
c) Accumulation of public 
complaints and delayed/ 
inadequate attention and 
response 
a) Water stagnation and 
overflow 
b) Temporary linkages of 
drains using concrete pipes 
instead of constructing a 
culvert; stagnation due to 
breakage 
c) Lack of response to pubUc 
complaints 
a) Most of the school, hospital, 
dispensary and reading room 
buildings are not white 
washed for a long time 
b) Most of the buildings are old 
and dilapidated 
Causes 
-Maintenance and improvement 
work not plaimed: carried out on 
adhoc basis. 
-Inadequate manpower. 
Especially gang coolies. 
-Lack of storm water drains 
-Skill level not adequate 
-Lack of supervision of 
departmental and contractor jobs 
-Lack of co-ordination 
-Budget is not derived from 
activities; often facilities required 
are not adequately provided for in 
the budget. 
-Lack of appreciation of budget as 
a plaiming mechanism; hence 
budgets lack objectivity 
-O&M or capital. 
-Lack of interest and 
accountability at various levels 
-Inadequate manpower to attend to 
complaints, non-availability of 
materials/ tools. 
-Contract work progress not 
properly supervised and 
controlled. 
-Non-availability of properly 
constructed drains; drainage 
effected through roadside 
slope/natural contours; lack of 
planned drainage schemes 
-Inadequate resources and budget 
provision to construct culverts, 
other causes as in 1(b) above. 
-Repair and maintenance work not 
plarmed; carried out on adhoc 
basis. 
-Contract work not properly 
supervised. 
-Inadequate manpower. 
-No plans for phased dismantling 
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4. Repairs and 
maintenance of 
vehicles 
5. Repairs and 
maintenance of 
water supply 
6. Repairs and 
Maintenance 
of Public Lighting 
7. Major repairs and 
maintenance/capital 
works 
a) Most of the vehicles and 
carts are not in working 
condition hence conservancy 
and sanitation work is affected. 
a) Public wells are in 
dilapidated condition. 
Most of the tube-wells are not 
having hand-pumps. 
c) Pubhc fountains are not 
located properly and 
maintained. 
d) Leakage is not attended 
immediately, with the resuh 
water is wasted and roads get 
spoiled. 
e) House connection requests 
long time to the coimection 
a) Most of the faulty street 
hghts are not replaced with new 
bulbs. 
b) Extension of street lights to 
newly extended streets not 
receiving proper attention; takes 
a long time and repeated public 
representation to get the 
streetlights. 
a) Delays in estimate 
preparation, approval and 
execution of projects. 
and construction of new buildings. 
-Most vehicles are old and too 
uneconomical to maintain. 
-Vehicles and carts replacement 
not planned for. 
-Lack of co-ordination between 
Pubhc Health and Engineering 
Departments 
-No planned maintenance of 
Public wells. 
-Theft of hand-pumps is not 
attended immediately. 
Replacements are not given 
adequate attention. 
-No location plaiming of public 
fountain points; given on adhoc 
basis; theft of taps not receiving 
adequate attention. 
-Lack of skilled gang coolies to 
attend to main water line 
maintenance, services line 
maintenance. 
-Inadequate facilities 
-No Plumbers to give the 
connection 
-No separate gang for doing this 
work 
-Water supply schemes are 
TWAD Board. 
-This activity has been 
Recently taken over from TNEB. 
As such 
municipalities/townships are 
not having electricians nor 
gang workers to attend to 
the complaints, replacements of 
bulbs and extension of lines. 
-Financial limits for 
approval/sanction set in 1980 
not revised commensurate with 
price levels and work involvement. 
-Processing mostly done at rather 
than in municipalities 
Leading to delays (for capital 
work execution) 
-Municipal engineers specialized 
in a single discipline; while 
approvals are accorded for their 
discipline, for other disciplines 
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8.Major repairs and 
maintenance/capital 
works 
B. PUBLIC 
HEALTH 
1.Conservancy of 
roads and houses 
2. Clearing of 
road-side drains 
3. Solid Waste 
Disposal 
4.Food sampling 
and testing 
a) Large quality variance in the 
jobs executed; many of poor 
quality 
a) Roads are not cleaned 
properly for night soil and 
rubbish. 
b) Cess pool and septic tanks 
overflow. 
a) Drains overflow which 
damage the roads. 
b) No properly constructed 
drains. 
c) During rainy season most of 
the roads are submerged under 
water 
d) Mosquitoes multiply in 
stagnant drain water and pose 
health hazards. 
a) Rubbish accumulated is not 
removed for a long time. 
b) Inadequacy of number of 
rubbish bins provided. 
a) Food Sampling and testing is 
not done regularly which results 
in increase of adulteration by 
traders. 
decisions are passed on to 
Regional 
Engineer/DMA/Executing 
Agencies for capital works 
-Comprehensive projects are 
executed in piece-meal due to 
financial limits for approval 
/sanction 
-Due to inadequate skill level 
available within 
municipalities/townships, most of 
the jobs are given to contractors. 
No proper supervision of the work 
executed by contractors. 
-No periodic planned maintenance 
programmes 
-Scavenging and sanitation 
vehicles and carts are not in 
working condition. 
Existing facilities not adequate 
-Lack of Coordination with 
engineering department 
-Lack of Public convenience 
facilities 
-Drains are not cleaned regularly 
due to lack of manpower 
-Lack of initiative to identify the 
places where cement structure is 
required. 
-No separate storm water drain 
system with the result the storm 
water flows into roadside drains. 
-Spraying of DDT and prevention 
of diseases receives a low priority 
-No proper waste water treatment 
yards and drain water flows into 
lake/low lying areas 
-Lack of rubbish carrying carts and 
vehicles 
-No proper scheduling for rubbish 
cleaning and disposal 
-Lack of initiative on the part of 
controlling officers to provide 
necessary facilities. 
-No Proper rubbish treatment and 
disposal yards. Mostly they are 
dumped in low lying areas. 
-Public Health devotes major 
attention to conservancy and 
sanitation with the result these 
activities suffer. 
-Lack of manpower. 
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5.Immunisation. 
6. Epidemic 
Intelligence 
7. Vital Statistics 
8. Industrial 
Licenses 
9. Maternity Centers 
and Child Care 
10. Child health and 
welfare 
11. Family Welfare 
b) Protected water is not test 
which results in water borne 
diseases 
a) Vaccination and injections 
for prevention of small pox, 
cholera etc. are not periodically 
done. 
a) Many cases of epidemic 
diseases go unnoticed 
b) Health officials are not 
contacting the public 
periodically for assessing the 
general public health. 
a) Statistical figures published 
are not representing the correct 
position 
a) Licenses are granted on 
adhoc basis irrespective of the 
health hazards 
b) Normal permissible 
standards for pollution, noise 
control, etc., are not accepted 
a) Inadequate maternity centers 
b) No woman medical officer to 
attend to maternity cases. 
c) Infant care is absent and 
many children suffer 
a) Children are not periodically 
tested against diseases and no 
doctor visits any area to 
conduct periodical tests. 
b) Mahutrition is not detected 
and the public not advised in 
time for child welfare 
a) Family welfare programmes 
are not given adequate publicity 
-Lack of adequate facilities for 
testing. 
-Procedural bottlenecks for 
prosecution 
-Non-availability of the preventive 
medicines. 
-Health officials are not provided 
with adequate health workers to 
carry out this activity. 
-Lack of initiation on the part of 
health officials. 
-Inadequate medical facilities for 
timely detection of epidemic 
diseases. 
-Lack of awareness of public to 
inform the births and deaths. 
- Compared to conservancy and 
sanitation work, this activity 
receives a low priority. 
-Public Health staff is not 
technically qualified to make a 
scientific analysis and assessing 
the hazardous effects. 
-Absence of enforcing norms to 
obtain clearance certificates irom 
the approved agency. 
-Lack of need assessment and 
plaiming for opening new centers 
-No separate doctors to attend to 
maternity cases. 
-Inadequate facilities like lack of 
operation theatre. 
Surgical equipment. 
medicines, etc. 
-Lack of manpower like qualified 
nurses, attendants., Etc. 
-No separate doctors for carrying 
out this activity. 
-Due to lack of manpower, 
periodical visits and programmes 
are not undertaken 
-Pubhc awareness is not created 
regarding nutrition, food and their 
importance by health officers. 
-No separate doctors or health 
workers to carry out this activity. 
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12. School Children 
Health 
especially among lower income 
groups 
b) No proper facilities like 
dispensaries, doctors, etc., to 
carry out birth control 
measures 
a) School children are not 
tested periodically for 
general 
health 
No periodical visits by doctors 
or health officials to find out 
fi-om schools number of 
children affected by diseases 
and their follow up 
-Health officials do not have plans 
to overcome the psychological 
barriers and resistance of the 
public, with the result the response 
of public to the scheme is 
minimum 
-No separate doctors or health 
workers to visit the schools on a 
planned programme and carry out 
tests. 
-Health officials are not taking 
initiative to acquire required 
facilities Uke weighing machines 
and general checkup instruments. 
C.RE VENUE 
1. Assessment of 
Property Tax 
2. Preparation and 
serving of demand 
notices 
3. Collection of 
property tax. 
4. Collection of cart 
and animal tax. 
5. Remunerative 
enterprises 
a) Lack of objectivity and 
under assessment. 
a) More than 3 months delay. 
b) Different forms are used 
for different taxes. 
Duphcation of data in various 
registers. 
a) Average delay in collection 
is more than 6 months. 
b) Targets for bill collectors 
normally under achieved 
c) Public resistance 
demanding better civic 
facilities for payment of tax 
a) No demand notices raised 
and served on ratepayers. 
b) Left to the ratepayers to 
pay the amount on their own. 
No penal action taken for 
non-payment 
a) Not many income 
generating schemes 
undertaken like cinema 
theatres, marriage halls, 
markets, etc. 
-Assessment base and procedures 
-Inadequate manpower 
-Inadequate planning. 
past Increasing number of assesses 
-Record keeping procedures 
-Targets may be unrealistic to 
achieve the incentives. 
Procedure and steps for 
non-payment of tax are 
cumbersome to adopt 
- No penal interest for non-
payment of tax. 
-Lengthy procedure for assessment 
-Procedures and steps for 
non-payment are cumbersome to 
adopt 
- Inadequate planning and need 
assessment. 
-Inadequate finance available 
- Lack of initiative to negotiate 
loan financing for schemes. 
D.TOWN PLANNING 
I. Survey, land 
marking and lay-out 
plans. 
a) Extent of area covered is 
not exactly known. 
b) Places marked for parks, 
playgrounds, markets, bust 
stands etc are not available. 
c) Encroachments are 
-Survey has not been done for a 
long period 
-Area maps are not are not 
developed and provided. 
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difficult to identify -Without land maps difficult to 
identify encroachments 
E. ADMINISTRATION 
1. Budget preparation 
and approval 
2. Monitoring of 
Revenue Collection 
3. Monitoring of 
capital and O&M 
Expenditure 
a) Budgets are always 
inadequate to cater to the 
requirements of activities. 
b) Budget is oriented towards 
administrative expenses 
than towards service 
requirements. 
a) Registers and records are 
not updated 
b) Duplication and 
multiplicity of records which 
increases the workload. 
c) Non-standard, lengthy 
formats, with uimecessary 
columns, not filled up. 
a) Actual expenditure on a 
scheme or O&M is difficuU 
to 
find out 
b) Comparison of the actual 
with estimate is not 
periodically done, with the 
result the actual always 
exceed the budget 
c) Duplication and 
multiplicity 
of records which increases 
the workload. 
d) Non-standard, lengthy 
formats with unnecessary 
columns not filled up. 
-Carried out as a Financial exercise 
for obtaining legislative approval 
-Objectivity and service levels are 
lost in the process 
-Lack of coordination with 
Revenue Departments. 
-Systems and procedures 
prescribed as well as evolved and 
accepted by convention. 
-Lack of updating the records 
-Lack of co-ordination with 
Engineering Department. 
-Unnecessary workload due to 
duplication of data 
-Lack of adequate 
accounting skill level 
-Lack of information system and 
periodical reports. 
Source: National Institute of Urban Affairs, 1998, ppl 73-181 
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Annexure 8 
Second Generation Urban Reform Measures* 
1. The India Infrastructure, Report, 1996, assessed the total annual investment needs of 
water supply, sanitation and roads sectors at Rs. 28,036 crores per year on an average 
during 1996-2006. Whereas fiinds to that extent are not available. To overcome these 
constraints and challenges, the Ministry of Urban Development & Poverty 
Alleviation has initiated institutional, fiscal and financial reforms. First generation 
urban sector reform - known as the 74th Constitutional Amendment Act of 1992, 
recognizes the principles of local self-governments and empowers urban local bodies 
with financial resources through Central Finance Commission and State Finance 
Commissions. Subsequently, in order to strengthen these local bodies, second-
generation reform have also been started. In the last decade, enormous progress has 
been made in removing impediments to efficient investment. 
2. In August 1996, the Central Government guidelines entitled "Urban Development 
Plans Formulation and Implementation' were circulated to all State Governments for 
adoption. These guidelines, apart from other issues, suggest innovative approaches 
for fiscal resource mobilization. In the backdrop of the New Economic Policy, it was 
suggested that the traditional system of fiinding based on Plan and budgetary 
allocations be reduced and ultimately withdrawn due to fiscal deficit. Subsidies need 
to be rationalized and urban development plans and projects need to be placed on a 
commercial format by designing commercially viable urban infrastructure services 
and area development projects. This can be achieved by restoring a proper match 
between fiinctions and source of revenue by giving additional tax measures. Other 
innovative resource mobilization measures include using land as resource, increase in 
the non-property taxes and using Public-Private Partnership in service delivery. 
Reeulatorv Framework 
3. The participation of the private sector in financing and the delivery of infrastructure 
at the municipal level, especially in the water and sanitation sector, requires a 
regulatory framework to protect consumers, apply environmental standards and 
support the delivery to the poor. As there are a variety of models of regulation from 
cenfralized to decentralized systems, guidelines will be developed at the National 
level to ensure consistency across the country. Appropriate training programme and 
capacity support to regulators will also be developed in partnership with the private 
sector and urban research institutions. 
Model Legislation 
4. The Central Govemment is in the process of preparing model legislation for 
facilitating private sector participation in urban infrastructure. This is necessary, as 
the present legislative scenario does not encourage private sector participation in this 
field. A model Municipal Act which will be recommended to the State Governments, 
would include modification and simpHfication of Municipal bylaws, provision for 
enhanced borrowing, allowing the entry of private sector and authorizing 
concessionaires to penalize users for non payment of tariffs. 
Municipal Accounting System 
5. The existing Municipal accounting system does not provide enough information for 
analyzing the financial performance and status of an Urban Local Body. In addition, 
the single entry cash-based system used by most Urban Local Bodies has several 
defects resulting in misappropriation of assets, non-preparation of profit and loss 
statements and balance sheets. It is, therefore, feU that a double entry accrual based 
Source: Ministry of Urban Development and Poverty Alleviation, Govemment of India; 2002 
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system, which enables the preparation of rehable, detailed financial statements 
subject to checks and balances, needs to be introduced. This is being done in 
collaboration with the USAID assisted Financial Institutions Reform and Expansion 
(FIRE) Project under which the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India brought 
out in October, 2000 a Technical Guide on Accounting and Financial Reporting by 
Urban Local Bodies. 
Public-Private Participation Guidelines 
6. Central Government will develop guidelines for involvement of the private sector in 
infrastructure, which will ensure competitive biding process in a transparent manner. 
These guidelines will not only protect the consumers but also ensure integrity of the 
process. This would support municipalities in designing the PPP process on tiie lines 
of the BOT Center in Philippines or the PPP in the Ministry of Finance in South 
Africa. 
Fiscal Incentives 
7. Foreign Direct Investment (FDD: Hitherto Foreign Investment Promotion Board 
(FIPB) allowed direct investment in providing urban services on a case-to-case basis. 
This scenario has changed with the decision of the Central Government removing 
restrictions on FDI in urban infrastructure facilities, which are now open both under 
FIPB and the automatic route as per sector specific guidelines. Guidelines have since 
even issued for FDI in development of integrated township including housing and 
building material. 
8. External Assistance: Since independence, extemally assisted urban sector projects 
have accounted for US$ 2300 miUion. A review of these projects indicated a need to 
adopt a programme approach rather than a project approach for availing extemal 
assistance. It also indicated the need to encoiu'age a multiple donor scenario and 
tapping low cost fimds for urban infrastructure. 
9. Tax Free Municipal Bonds: Municipal Bonds were successfully issued by several 
Municipal Corporations like, Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, Nagpur, Nasik, and 
Madurai for raising resources for urban infrastructure. The Cenfral Govemment had 
announced tax exemption in case of bonds issued by Municipal / Local Governments. 
Guidelines were issued by this Ministry on 8.2.2001 for regulating issue of tax-free 
municipal bonds. Under the guidelines, such bonds will be issued for raising 
resources for capital investment in creation of new infrastructure as well as 
augmentation of existing systems. Tax-free bonds worth Rs. 100 crores by 
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation have been permitted for improving infrastructure. 
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation has also been permitted to issue tax-free municipal 
bond for Rs. 82.50 crores. 
Pooled Financing for Municipal Infrastructure 
10. Traditionally, municipal corporations and urban local bodies have relied on 
subsidized funds for providing urban services which consttaints the constraints the 
introduction of user charges and efficient project operation and maintenance. In view 
of the huge resource gap, direct access to capital market would now be an accepted 
viable option. However, access to capital market requires financial discipline and 
enhanced credit rating. It has been the experience that only bigger municipal 
corporations are in a position to take the advantage of the resources available in 
capital market. Medium and smaller municipalities are unable to do so due to weak 
financial position and lack of capacity to prepare viable project proposals. A State 
level pooled financing mechanism is being proposed for smaller and medium 
municipalities. The objective of a State level pooled finance mechanism is to provide 
a cost effective and efficient approach for smaller and medium sized ULBs to access 
the domestic coital markets for urban infrastructure and to introduce new 
institutional arrangements for mobilizing Urban Infrastructure Finance. 
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City Restructuring 
11. Government of India is also encouraging citywide reforms and restructuring so as to 
ensure that cities are managed efficiently and become creditworthy (to attract private 
finance) which will enable them to prepare long term plans for infrastructure 
investments and implement poverty alleviation programs. Citywide reforms and 
restructuring will, however, result in significant transaction costs during the period of 
transition. Leaving cities to finance these costs by themselves will delay and make it 
difficult to implement these reforms. It is to partly offset this disadvantage that the 
Ministry of Urban Development is proposing to set up a performance based City 
Challenge Fund for catalyzing city level economic reform programmes. The 
resources from the Fund would be given as grants but should ideally be matched by 
equal allocations either from the cities themselves or from the respective State 
governments. Access to the fimd would be on a conpetitive basis. 
Establishment of an Urban Academy 
12. The proposed Urban Academy is visualized as a center of excellence in Urban 
Matters such as urban water supply, sanitation, urban transport, urban governance, 
municipal finance, etc. It will be an ideal town-planning habitat, wherein experts from 
India and abroad can experiment with new layouts, building materials, landscaping, 
heritage preservation etc., and it will have Synergic links with all other institutions 
specializing in urban matters. This will coordinate all Training and Capacity Building 
Initiatives and efforts of Change Management Forums. 
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Annexure 9 
Major Sources of Income for Municipal Bodies in India 
Sources 
Tax revenue 
Non Tax Revenues 
Grants-in-aid 
Shared taxes and others 
Major components 
Property tax, tax on vehicles, animals, trade, callings, 
professions, show tax, advertisement tax, etc. 
Rents from assets, income from municipal 
undertakings, user charges, fee and fins, income from 
investments 
General purpose, specific purpose, grants in lieu of 
taxes. 
Entertainment tax; motor vehicle tax; land revenue; 
stamp duties; profession tax, etc. 
%In 
1997-98 
56.4 
26.4 
12.0 
5.2 
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Annexure 10 
Criteria of ll"* Finance Commission for Allocation of Funds to tlie States for ULBs 
Criteria 
Population based on 1991 Census 
Geographical area based on 1991 Census 
Distance from per capita non-agriculture income based on three years data from 
1994-95 to 1996-97 
Revenue collection of the local bodies measured against that of the State 
Government and total income of the State for three years 1994-95 - 1996-97 
Index of decentralization calculated on the basis often indicators: 
1. Enactment of State Municipal Legislation in conformity with the 74* 
Constitutional Amendment. States are graded in a scale of 5 for their 
promptness in bringing such enactment (within 3 months, 3-6 months, 6-9 
months, 9-12 months and above 12 months) 
2. Intervention in the functioning of the ULBs; This is measured in terms of the 
provisions relating to three kinds of interventions: power to 
suspend/dissolve/cancel (a) elected bodies, (b) elected officials, (c) 
resolutions/orders of the local bodies. 
3. Assignment of the functions of Twelfth Schedule to the ULBs in the 
legislation 
4. Transfer of functions to the ULBs by way of rules, notifications, orders of 
the State Government 
5. Assignment of taxation powers to the ULBs as per State Municipal Acts 
6. Levy of taxes by the ULBs 
7. Constitution of the State Finance Commissions and submission of Action 
Taken Reports 
8. Action taken on the major recommendations of State Finance Commission 
9. Elections of the ULBs 
10. Constitution of District Planning Committees 
Weight 
% 
40 
10 
20 
10 
20 
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Annexure 11 
Per Capita Expenditure on Core Municipal Services 1997-98 
Services 
Water Supply 
Sewerage and drainage 
Conservancy and sanitation 
Roads 
Street lighting 
Other activities 
Total 
Per Capita Expenditure 
(Rs.) 
125.77 
93.21 
123.36 
70.19 
23.28 
311.21 
747.02 
Percentage 
16.83 
12.47 
16.51 
9.39 
3.11 
41.66 
100.00 
Source: NIPFP (2000) 
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Annexure 12 
Special features of Korean Performance Agreements 
The Korean performance agreements had greater success than other countries. Despite 
financial difficulties at some enterprises they have reached their noncommercial goals. They 
are the outcome of the 1983 public enterprise reforms. They evaluate the short and long term 
performance of all managers. The company per se is taken out of the purview of the 
evaluation. Independent auditors evaluate the performance of managers and employees 
against benchmarks fixed based on international experience and by independent outsiders to 
avoid conflicts. In order to increase accountability targets are set and assessed annually. The 
key quantitative indicators are profitability and productivity in addition to sector-specific 
indicators such as coverage, physical output, etc. These account for 70 percent of the final 
score. In addition there are qualitative indicators such as corporate strategy, research and 
development, improvement in management information and internal control systems. The 
weighted averages of these parameters indicate a single public profitability. Korea's sound 
financial and accounting system provides a strong information base for the assessment. The 
make the system transparent and rewarding to the managers the performance based ranking 
of the public conqjanies were published. The annual bonus to staff members and their career 
prospects were related to the ranking of their companies. One of the major outcomes of the 
Korean performance agreements is the increase of return on assets of power and 
telecommunication companies from 3 percent to 10 percent in a period of six years. In 60 
percent of the enterprises the management performance of directors and department chiefs 
improved substantially within a period of three years. 
Source: World Bank, 1994, World Development Report 1994 
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Annexure 13 
Management Contracting in Electricity and Water Company of Guinea- Bissau 
A management contract was implemented to improve the performance of Guinea-Bissau's 
national electric utility. The five-person management team under a foreign management 
contract made a turnaround during the period between 1987 and 1993 as per the following 
data: 
Indicator 1987 1990 1993 
Installed capacity (megawatts) 
Operable capacity (megawatts) 
Capacity factor (percent) 
Fuel consumption (kg per kilowatt-hour) 
System losses (percent) 
Electricity sales (million of kilowatt-hours) 
Average revenue (dollars per kilowatt-hour) 
7.2 
2.2 
32 
0.300 
30 
14 
0.12 
10.3 
7.5 
51 
0.254 
26 
28 
0.25 
11.1 
9.9 
42 
0.275 
24 
27 
0.22 
Source: World Bank, 1994, World Development Report 1994 
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Annexure 14 
AGETIPs: Involving the Private Sector in Africa's Urban Infrastructure 
AGETIPs are nonprofit, non-govemmental agencies operating in West African Countries for 
executing public works. They enter into contractual arrangements with governments to 
carry out infrastructure projects. The AGETIP in Senegal handled 330 projects in 78 
municipalities with the help of twenty professional staff. It hires consultants who perform 
all major works like designing, management of bids, contracting, supervision of works, 
releasing payments and representing owner for hand over of works. It has almost one 
thousand contractors and 260 local consultants. Weaker firms allowed entry due to 
convenient payment terms. 
The following are some of the main features of these management contracts: 
(i) Integrated approach to design works that promotes competition and entry of 
small contractors, 
(ii) Integrated approach to design works that promotes competition and entry of 
small contractors, 
(iii) Project design takes into account local constraints, labor markets, limitation 
of contractors, weakness of local governments, availability of professionals 
and consultants, economic and social rationale of subprojects, etc. 
(iv) Autonomy given to AGETIP managers, their protected legal status and 
strong management information system and institutionalized personal 
accountability, 
(v) Monthly management audits, semi annual audit of accounts and annual 
technical audit keep close watch on the total operation, 
(vi) Corruption-free procedures 
This system of management contract has resulted in completion of projects on schedule with 
cost over-run of 1.2 percent against an average of 15 percent. The prices of materials are 
lower up to 40 percent compared to government's official bids. 
Source: World Bank, 1994, World Development Report 1994 
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Annexure 15 
Method 
Concessions 
Management 
Contracts 
Commerciali 
zation 
Franchise 
Municipal Services Privatization Modes 
Characteristics 
A concession is a contractual arrangement 
whereby, in retum for a negotiated fee, a 
selected private operator is awarded a 
license to provide specified services over 
a certain period of time. Ownership of the 
principal assets remains with the private 
firm. 
Concessions are normally awarded 
following a competitive tendering 
process. The concession agreement sets 
out the rights and obligations of the 
service provider. This method is well 
suited to parts or all of an enterprise with 
some or all of the following 
characteristics: provides services that are 
economically and socially important and 
need significant improvement; is large 
and usually enjoys a monopoly position; 
is politically and/or practically difficuh to 
sell; and is in need of investment capital 
A management contract places a 
municipal service under private 
management for a specified period of 
time, for which the contractor is paid a 
fee. The fee maybe based partly on 
performance. The private manager has 
extensive autonomy, as set out in the 
contract. 
The city authority forms a company 
wholly owned by it. The transfer of shares 
is restricted. The Board of Directors 
consists of Council and consumer 
representatives, the goverrunent and other 
stakeholders. The ownership of assets, 
regulation of tariffs and quality control 
will at all times remain vested in the 
municipal authority. 
The city authority awards a finite-term 
zonal monopoly to a private firm for the 
dehvery of service. The award is made 
after a competitive qualification process. 
The private firm pays a license fee to 
cover the government's costs of 
monitoring. The private frnn recovers its 
costs and profits through direct charges to 
the households and establishments that 
in East Africa 
Common 
Municipal 
Services 
Public 
Toilets 
Solid waste 
management 
Public 
toilets. 
Parking lots 
Water 
Solid Waste 
management 
Outcome 
Temporary 
Privatization of 
the service 
takes place and 
lasts for as long 
as the 
concession 
lasts 
Temporary 
Privatization 
Partial 
Privatization 
Temporary 
Privatization 
^ Source: Website of Municipal Administration in East Africa 
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Private 
Enterprise 
are served. The City authority provides 
control over the tariff charged to the 
consumer. 
The city authority freely allows qualified 
private firms to compete for service 
delivery. In open conpetition, individual 
households and establishments make 
private arrangements with individuals 
firms for service delivery. No firm holds a 
zonal monopoly, and any number of firms 
may compete within the same zone. 
In open competition, the City Councils 
role is to license, monitor, and as needed, 
sanction private firms. The costs of doing 
business are directly billed by the private 
firms to their customers. 
Public 
transport 
Health 
services 
Schools 
Privatization 
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Annexure 16 
Management Contracts for Services in Indian Cities 
Services 
Sanitation and 
Public Health 
Solid Waste 
Management 
Roads and Streets 
Water Supply 
Tax Collection 
Gardens and Parks 
Others 
Taslis 
Conservancy, drain, cleaning, 
sanitation 
Construction and maintenance 
of toilets 
Street cleaning, garbage 
collection and disposal 
Compost plant. Solid waste 
conversion 
Road construction 
Road maintenance 
Street lighting 
Maintenance of supply system 
Entry tax, parking lots and 
other local charges 
Development and maintenance 
of parks, grounds, pools, traffic 
islands, etc. 
Bus station and shelters 
Ward security 
Market development 
Maintenance of vehicles 
Land development 
Maintenance of libraries 
Milk market 
Cities 
Guwahati, Bangalore, Jodhpur, 
Mumbai, Ludhiana, Faridabad, 
Delhi, 
Aurangabad, Kalyan, Jaipur, 
Kochi 
Guwahati, Ahmedabad, Rajkot, 
Baroda 
Banglore, Kochi, Mumbai, Pune, 
Jalandhar, Amritsar, Ludhiana, 
Jaipur, Vadodara, Kalyan 
Ahmedabad, Kochi 
Banglore, Kochi, Jaipur 
Ranchi Rajkot, Faridabad, 
Jodhpur, Mumbai 
Navi Mumbai 
Guwahati, Navi Mumbai, Pune 
Rajkot, Baroda, Mumbai, 
Faridabd, Bangalore, Kochi, 
Ranchi, Aurangabad, Pune, 
Amritsar, Jaipur, Ludhiana 
Ranchi, Kochi 
Ahmedabad, Rajkot, 
Ahmedabad, Kalyan 
Rajkot 
Faridabad 
Faridabad 
Hubli-Dharwad 
Source: National Institute of Urban Affairs, 1998 
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Annexure 17 
Area of Districts included in tlie National Capital Region' 
State and Districts 
National Capital Territory of Delhi 
Haryana 
Gurgaon 
Faridabad 
Rohtak 
Sonipat 
Panipat 
Jhajjar 
Rewari 
Uttar Pradesh 
Bulandshahr 
Meerut 
Ghaziabad 
Guatam Budh Nagar 
Bhagpat 
Rajasthan 
Alwar 
Total 
Area (Sq. Kilometer.) 
1,483 
2,760 
2,105 
1,667 
2,260 
1,249 
1,867 
1,559 
3,515 
2,566 
1,971 
1,456 
1,345 
4,493 
30,299 
' Source: Economic Survey of Delhi 2001-2002 
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Annexure 18 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi - Obligatory and Discretionary Functions 
I. The construction, maintenance and cleaning of drains and drainage works and 
of public latrines, urinals and similar conveniences; 
: 2. The scavenging, removal and disposal of filth, rubbish and other obnoxious or 
polluted matters; 
! 3. The reclamation of unhealthy localities, the removal of noxious vegetation and; 
generally the abatement of all nuisances 
" 4. The regulation of places for the disposal of the dead and the provision and 
maintenance of places for the said purpose; 
: 5. The registration of births and deaths; 
I 6. Public vaccination and inoculation; 
7. Measures for preventing and checking the spread of dangeroixs diseases; 
8. The estabhshment and maintenance of dispensaries and maternity and child welfare 
centers and carrying out of other measures necessary for public medical relief; 
9. The maintenance including the expansion and up-gradation of facilities of the hospitals 
existing on the date of the commencement of the DMC (Amendment) Act, 1993. 
10. . The construction and maintenance of municipal markets and slaughter houses and the 
I regulation of all markets and slaughter houses; 
II. The regulation and abatement of offensive or dangerous trades or practices; 
12. The securing or removal of dangerous building and places; 
13. The construction, maintenance, alteration and improvements of public streets, bridges, 
culverts, causeways and the like; 
14. The lighting, watering and cleansing of pubhc streets and other public places; 
15. The removal of obstructions and projections in or upon streets, bridges and other public 
places; 
16. The naming and numbering of streets and premises; 
I 
17. The establishment, maintenance of, and aid to, schools for primary education subject to 
such grants as may be determined by the Central Government from time to time; 
18. The maintenance of municipal offices; 
19. The laying out or the maintenance of public parks, gardens or recreation grounds; 
;20. The maintenance of monuments and memories vested in any local authority in Delhi 
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I immediately before the commencement of this Act or which may be vested in the 
Corporation after such commencement; 
21. The maintenance and development of the value of the properties vested in or entrusted 
to the management of the Corporation; 
22. The preparation of plans for economic development and social justice; 
23. The fiilfiUment of any other obUgation imposed by or under this Act or any other law 
for the time being in force. 
Discretionary Functions 
Subject to any general or special order of the govenunent from time to time, the corporation 
may provide either wholly or in part for all or any of the following matters, namely: 
1. The furtherance of education including cultural and physical education, by measures 
other than the establishment and maintenance of, and aid to, school for primary 
education; 
2. The establishment and maintenance of, and aid to, libraries, museums, art galleries, 
botanical or zoological collections; 
3. The establishment and maintenance of, and aid to, stadia, gymnasia, akharas and places 
for sports and games; 
4. The planting and care of trees on roadsides and elsewhere; 
5. The surveys of buildings and land; 
6. The registration of marriages; 
7. The taking of a census of population; 
8. The civic reception to persons of distinction; 
9. The providing of music or other entertairunent in public places or places of public resort 
and the establishment of theatres and cinemas; 
10. The organization and management of fairs and exhibitions; 
11. The acquisition of movable or immovable property for any of the purposes before 
mentioned, included payment of the cost of investigations, surveys of examinations in 
relation thereto for the construction or adaptation of building necessary for such 
purposes; 
12. The construction and maintenance of 
i) Rest-houses 
ii) Poor-houses 
iii) Infirmaries, 
iv) Children's homes, 
v) Houses for the deaf and dumb and for disabled and 
handicapped children, 
vi) Shelters for destitute and disabled persons, 
vii) Asylums for persons of unsound mind; 
13. The construction and maintenance of cattle pounds; 
14. The building or purchase and maintenance of dwelling houses for municipal officers and 
other municipal employees; 
15. Any measures for the welfare of the municipal officers and other municipal employees 
or any class of them including the sanctioning of loans to such officers and enployees or 
any class of them for construction of houses and purchase of vehicles; 
16. The organization or management of chemical or bacteriological laboratories for the 
examination or analysis of water, food and drugs for the detection of diseases or research 
connected with the public health or medical relief; 
17. The provision for relief to destitute and disabled persons; 
18. The establishment and maintenance of veterinary hospitals; 
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19. The organization, construction, maintenance and management of swimming pools, 
public wash houses, bathing places and other institutions designed for the improvement 
of public health; 
20. The organization and management of farms and dairies within or without Delhi for the 
supply, distribution and processing of milk and milk products for the benefit of the 
residents of Delhi. 
21. The organization and management of cottage industries, handicraft centers, and sales 
emporia. 
22. The construction and maintenance of warehouses and go downs; 
23. The construction and maintenance of garages, sheds and stands of vehicles and cattle 
biers; 
24. The provision for unfiltered water supply; 
25. The improvement of Delhi in accordance with improvement schemes approved by the 
corporations; 
26. The provision of housing accommodation for the inhabitants of any area or for any class 
of inhabitants; and 
27. Any measure not herein before specifically mentioned, likely to promote public safety, 
health, convenience or general welfare. 
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Annexure 19 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI 
Deliberative Wing 
134 Councilors 
elected from one 
ward for a period of 
five years. 
Mayor 
Deputy Mayor 
10 Members with 
special knowledge 
of experience in 
municipal 
administration to be 
nominated by the 
Administrator 
Member of the House of 
People (Lok Sabha) 
representing MCD 
Constituencies and 
Members of Council of 
States (Rajya Sabha) 
One-fifth 
(presently 14) 
Members of the 
Legislative 
Assembly of the 
NCT by rotation 
every year. 
Committees 
Statutory 
Committees 
Standing Committee 
Ward Committee 
Rural Area 
Committee 
Education 
Committee 
Special Committees 
As many as the 
Corporation thinks 
fit 
Ad hoc Committees 
As many as the 
Corporation thinks fit 
Sub-Committees 
The Standing or 
the ward 
committee may 
appoint any sub-
committee from 
among its own 
members 
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Annexure 20 
Municipal Corporation of Dellii 
Executive Wing and Departmental Functions 
Commissioner 
Position 
Additional Commissioner 
(Engineering 
Additional Commissioner 
(Taxes) 
Additional Commissioner 
(Health) 
Additional Commissioner 
(Labor) 
Deputy Commissioner 
(Water) 
Additional Commissioner 
(Slum) 
Deputy Commissioner 
(Education) 
Deputy Commissioner 
(Conservation & 
Sanitation Engg.) 
Deputy Commissioner 
(Personnel) 
Director of Vigilance 
Chief Accountant 
Chief Auditor 
Municipal Secretary 
Zone 
South and Central 
S.P and Rohini 
Civil Line and Narela 
Shahdara north and 
south 
West and Najafgarh 
Karol Bagh 
City 
Functions/Departments 
Engineering, town planning, 
horticulture, plan and monitoring, 
land and estate, architecture, factory 
licensing, residual work of terminal 
tax. 
Assessment and collection, central 
licensing and enforcement, 
advertisement, R.P. 
Health, 
Labor welfare, community services, 
coordination, C&C section of Central 
office, printing and stationery 
Delhi Water Supply & Sewage 
Disposal Undertaking 
Education, caretaker office, 
inspection, uniform 
Conservancy and sanitation 
engineering, Hindi section. Vet. & 
hackney carriage, election. 
Central estabUshment, Inquiries, 
legal, prosecution, press and 
information O&M, public grievances 
Financial Advisor 
Reports to the Standing Committee 
Reports to the mayor 
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Annexure 21 
THE FIFTEENTH SCHEDULE OF THE 
DELHI MUNICIPAL CORPORATION ACT, 1957 
POWER AND FUNCTIONS OF THE WARDS COMMITTEE 
UNDER SECTION 52 
1) Sanction estimates and plans for municipal works to be carried out within the Zone 
costing up to rupees one core, other than works taken up and executed for Delhi as a 
whole or those covering more than one Zone, provided that specific provision exists 
therefore in the budget sanctioned by the Corporation. 
2) Call for any report, return, plan, estimate, statement, account or statistics from the 
Commissioner, connected with maimer pertaining to the municipal administration in 
the Zone. 
3) Scrutinize monthly statements of receipts and disbursements and of the progress 
reports in the collection of revenue in the Zone. 
4) Consider and make recommendations on the proposals regarding estimates of revenue 
and expenditure pertaining to the Zone under different heads of account of the budget 
before being forwarded to the Commissioner. 
5) Report or advice upon any matter, which the Corporation may refer to it under the Act. 
6) Deal with such other matters as may be delegated by the Corporation to the Wards 
Committee. 
In general exercise all such municipal powers and functions of the Corporation as are to be 
performed exclusively in the Zone concemed other that those relating to Delhi as a whole 
involving two or more Zones. 
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Annexure 22 
Agreed solutions at the workshop of the Bhagidari Scheme of Delhi Government in 
Relation to Municipal Services of Road Maintenance, Street Lighting and Conservancy 
Public Issue Agreed Solutions 
1. Street 
Lighting 
"Difficult 
residents" 
are beyond 
the control 
ofRWAs. 
Complaints 
are not 
attended to 
by "Duty 
In-charge." 
Lack of 
coordinatio 
n between 
working 
timetable 
of different 
grids. 
Provide streetlights at crucial points to be working on standby 
generators. 
Coordination between working timetables of different grids is a 
must. 
A breakdown team should be ready each time. 
There should be local camps to sort out the problems of the 
residents in coordination with RWAs. 
All telephones provided at complaint centers should be always 
kept in working order to ensure proper response to general 
consumer's problem. 
On better street lighting 
Market and Traders Associations and Civic agencies must be 
made responsible for upkeep/maintenance of lighting and its 
regular up gradation. 
High-rise floodlights should be installed at vutaerable points to 
ensure safety of shopkeepers and visitors. 
Provisions for alternate arrangements during breakdown must be 
ensured for safety of market areas. 
Initially improved type street light should be done by DVB, and 
after that street light to be maintained, & switching on/off to be 
done by MTAs. 
Glow signs should be provided in and around market areas. 
Standard pattern of poles & light equipment for beautiful and 
uniform look. 
Proper regulation for on/off system, & regular maintenance to save 
energy. 
Check on theft of street/road light in association with Market 
Associations. 
If Market Associations want more lighting for beautification, it 
can be provided on "pay & use basis." 
Market Associations should share cost of installation, and 
participate in maintenance of streetlight. 
DVB should be ready to install new and more beautiful designed 
poles & lights, ducting for cables & other services. 
Market Associations should not allow any banners on electric 
poles, by any shopkeepers or outsiders. 
Residents Association will help the DVB staff in monitoring and 
detection of theft of power. 
2. Traffic 
Regulations in 
the colony 
On traffic regulations 
(a) Inside the Colony, (b) Market Place 
(a) Inside the Colony 
Removal of encroachments from/by residential areas. 
Awareness programmes jointly by RWAs and Delhi Police on 
proper parking. 
Clear allocation of parking areas. 
Regulate parking by Traffic Police. 
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3. Colony 
maintenance 
• Control of lanes/streets by RWAs. 
• Fix road signs and speed limit. 
• Speed breakers to be built, of proper specifications. 
• Encroachment and wrong parking to be penalized. 
• Expedite repair of dug up roads. 
• Colony gates should be opened during daytime. 
• Schools, go downs, shops etc. to be banned within the colony. 
• Functions to be banned on the road. 
• (b) In the Market Place 
• Specified parking place with separate entry, exit, and numbers of 
vehicles be regulated. 
• Display of traffic signboards. 
• Heavy penalty for traffic rules violation. 
• "One way zone" principle should be implemented in consultation 
with the Market Associations. 
• The MA should dispute their own person to check that no 
unauthorized/wrong parking is done by the shoppers/shop-keepers. 
• Parking area must be specified in consultation with MA. 
• LoadingAJnloading of vehicles should only be done in night hours. 
• Slow moving vehicles like rickshaws, thelas, bullock carts should 
be banned. 
• MTA volunteers must assist traffic police in regulating traffic, 
during the peak hours (4.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.). 
• Avoid parking of vehicles in the market as far as possible. 
• Encroacher/Hawkers should strictly be disallowed on the side of 
the road for smooth traffic flow. 
• On controlling stray cattle/dogs/monkeys 
• Heavy penalties may be imposed by civil bodies the claimant of 
stray cattle, & the offence should be cognizable. 
• Catching squads for dogs and monkeys should be started and 
reinforced. 
• Eatables should not be displayed/available in the open. 
• The Market Associations should complain to civic authorities for 
this menace. 
• The Market Association can construct zigzag railing, and turnstiles 
at entry points. 
• The market association should have its own watch and ward staff 
to prevent the stray animals from entering the market. 
• Boundary wall with cattle proof culvert at entry gates, and security 
guards should be provided by Market/Traders association. 
• Covered garbage bins be provided, and daily cleaning to be 
arranged. 
• Market trader's association/Civic agencies should be more vigilant 
to take away the stray cattle to pounds - or give this work out on 
contract to small agencies. 
• OnR WAs internal colony sewage system 
• All the sewerage system should be cleaned periodically with the 
help of the trained staff with machines by DJB, and when choking 
is reported by RWA. 
• DJB should ensure that intemal sewage system does not back flow 
due to blockage in outside main sewer system. 
• Manholes and open drains should not be encroached upon and the 
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• On 
maintenan 
ceof 
community 
halls 
• Priority of 
allotment 
of halls for 
various 
functions. 
• Resistance 
to the 
proposal 
from the 
existing 
Joint 
Committee. 
• Operational 
Difficulties 
• Financial 
Constraints 
Selection of 
RWA member 
to be on the 
Committee. 
manhole must be properly covered (so that it can be opened and 
cleaned when required). 
• RWAs to ensure that no blocking material is put into the sewer 
line by residents. 
• Contact point and telephone number of the concerned DJB 
department/staff should be provided to the RWAs. 
• On demand, DJB to provide specialist/trained staff promptly for 
dealing with sewerage problems, since this can contaminate the 
water pipelines. 
• On maintenance of community halls 
• Allocation of hall must be on a "first come - first served" basis -
for local residents 3 months, and for others 1 month in advance. 
• Priority adjustments to be made for condolence gatherings even if 
the hall is booked for the day. 
• It should be made mandatory to have a representative of RWA on 
the joint committee, which will be by rotation. 
• It should be impressed on the joint committee, which will be by 
rotation. 
• It should be impressed on the joint committee that a RWA will be 
an asset to them, and assist in identifying problems, and 
suggesting solutions. 
• Effective cooperation between RWAs and Government 
agency/civic body. 
• Provision of some flinds for this work. 
• Proper use and accounting of funds. 
• The subscription by the members of the RWAs to be made 
mandatory. 
• On public conveniences/public toilets 
• It should be constructed by Govt./Civic agencies and maintained 
by Market/Commercial Associations on a "Pay and Use" basis like 
the ones in Khan Market, Gole Market and near LIC Building on 
Sansad Marg. 
• Maintenance agency should be an association, which can ensure 
regular supply of water, repair & cleanliness. 
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Annexure 23 
CRITICAL NEWS PAPER REPORTINGS ABOUT MCD'S FUNCTIONING 
MCD WILL NO LONGER PROVIDE MATERIALS TO CONTRACTORS 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 06 May 2002 
Issue: MCD Contactors - Misappropriation 
The Delhi municipal corporation (MCD) has directed its engineering wing to stop 
providing cement and iron to municipal contractors for construction and development 
projects in the city. Mayor Jaishree Panwar said the contractors would have to 
procure the construction material on their own. 
The decision has raised doubts in many minds that in the absence of any 
accountability on part of the MCD, contractors may flout quality control guidelines 
and jeopardize future public utility projects. 
At present, municipal contractors do all the civil engineering works, including 
construction of bridges, roads, buildings, subways, underground parking lots, 
community halls and hospitals. 
MCD engineer-in-chief Deepak Mukhopadhyay said there have been reports about 
contractors selling cement and iron procured from municipal stores in the open 
market. "Development work has suffered a lot in the past due to such practices," he 
said. Other factors, which affect smooth functioning of municipal contractors, are 
non-payment of bills and delay due to non-availability of construction material in 
MCD stores. Even when construction material is readily available, it is not released 
on time to bureaucratic procedures. 
"The corporation has decided to do away with such bottlenecks by asking municipal 
contractors to manage on their own," the MCD officials said. 
As for quality control, Mukhopadhyay said the contractors would be kept under 
check. "Even before this order was passed, contractors bought bricks on their own 
which were tested by the MCD engineers. The same system will now prevail for 
purchases of cement and iron," he said. 
Elaborating on the latest directive for contractors, Panwar also said that it would be 
mandatory for each and every division of the engineering department to mention head 
of account in each and every notice for inviting tenders for various 
construction/development works floated by the civic body. 
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MCD DRAGS FEET OVER DESILTESG, WATERLOGGED MONSOON 
LIKELY 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 01 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Improper Maintenance 
The civic agencies look all set to miss the May 31 deadline for desilting drains and 
sewer lines. Their habitual tardiness will again result in clogged drains. 
Procedural delays are occurring even though several meetings have been held 
between the agencies working on the task. Officials said the work would not be over 
before June end, when the monsoon breaks. 
Desilting of drains and sewers ideally takes three months. This cleaning helps to 
avoid water logging and consequent water-borne diseases. Water logging also 
provides breeding grounds for mosquitoes. Walking through waterlogged streets 
might cause skin diseases. 
Civic agency officials claim the delay occurred because tenders had to be recalled. 
"We are issuing tenders even today," said a senior official from the Irrigation and 
Flood Control Department (IFCD). The IFCD is responsible for cleaning 63 drains, 
which include 15 trunk drains. 
The Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD) is responsible for desilting 1,330 drains, 
which cover 95 per cent of the city. Both float tenders for private contractors to do 
the job. 
On the other hand, the Delhi Jal Board (DJB) maintains the 6,000km sewer line. The 
Public Works Department (PWD) and New Delhi Municipal Corporation (NDMC) 
clean drains in their own areas. 
Urban planner A. G. K. Menon said the delay in floating tenders is an excuse. He 
said inept maintenance of drains and sewers is the primary reason for water logging. 
"There should not be a culture of crisis. If the agencies take three months to finish the 
task they should start early," he said. 
According to an MCD official the department had issued tenders in January. The 
contracts were, however, issued in March. "They were released before the 
corporation elections. But some of them had to be recalled because there was no 
response," said the official. 
Of the 1,330 drains, 335 are being cleaned by private contractors. The MCD is 
desilting the rest. "Our men clean drains that are less than four feet deep," said 
Ramesh Negi, MCD's additional commissioner (headquarters). The corporation's 
budget is Rs 24 crores, even though they had spent Rs 16 crores last year. 
The IFCD also is still issuing tenders. "Some of the small drains have been cleaned. 
But the trunk drains, which are more than 15 feet deep, have to be desilted by 
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machines in some places. We give contracts for such areas," said A. K. Gupta, chief 
engineer of IFCD, which has allocated Rs 2.5 crores for the project. 
But the civic agencies, which do not float tenders, fare no better. The DJB is still at it. 
"We hire contract laborers for the assignment. We had started in mid-March and 
hope to finish by June," said S. K. Aggarwal, member secretary of DJB. The board 
has a budget between 60 and 80 lakh for the job. Aggarwal blames the MCD's 
inefficiency in maintaining storm water drains for the water logging. 
The PWD and NDMC will finish the work by mid-June. "We hope our work will be 
over well before the monsoon breaks," said Deepak Narayan, engineer-in-chief, 
PWD. 
MONEY MAKES GARBAGE DISAPPEAR 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 16 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - New Methods for Garbage Collection 
The Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD) seems to have found a solution to the 
garbage problem in the city. The magic word is privatization, be it garbage dumps, 
transportation of garbage, sweeping or maintenance of compost plants. All the wings 
of MCD's sanitation department are waiting to be privatized for effective garbage 
management. 
There is more good news. MCD's sanitation staff will be sensitized to the latest 
environmental issues at a new institute called the Institute for Sanitation Engineering. 
And if the staff is still unable to mend their inefficient ways, citizens will have an 
opportunity for quick redressal. A mobile grievance center will start in the 
constituency of every member of legislative assembly. 
Here's how the MCD plans to go about the job. 
Garbage dumps: There are 2,400 dumps in Delhi. Most of them have outlived their 
utility. The MCD, however, has a solution. It plans to privatize 100 of the existing 
ones. MCD officials admit privatization will ensure cleanliness and regular lifting of 
garbage apart firom generating revenue. 
Additional commissioner (headquarters) Ramesh Negi says: "The private operator 
will pay us Rs 15,000 every month. The corporation will save Rs 30,000 which it 
spends on transportation." MCD's original plan is to privatize 315 dumps. 
Twenty-five dumps in the city have been privatized and 12 have started functioning. 
As per the lease, the private operator maintains the dump and transports garbage to 
the landfill sites. In turn, the operator earns money by putting up advertisement 
hoardings on the four walls of the dump. 
New trucks for disposal: The nauseating sight of garbage spilling trucks would be 
passe in another six months. MCD is in the process of a tie-up with the Tatas who will 
provide over 200 covered trucks. 
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MCD officials said the decision to purchase trucks was taken after the Supreme 
Court's "municipal solid waste management ruling 2000". The court ordered, "All 
trucks should be covered to prevent the foul smell from bothering road-users and 
littering." The new trucks conform to Euro-II emission norms. They would cost Rs 
40,000 more than the existing price, which is Rs 8 lakh. The company is likely to take 
the charge of the trucks' maintenance. 
Transportation of garbage: MCD plans to privatize transportation of garbage. Tenders 
from private contractors have been invited to collect garbage in Rohini and Shahdara 
zones and transport it to the landfill site. A senior MCD official said the corporation 
would pay the contractor for removing garbage. The cost will be less than the 
expenditure currently incurred. "The corporation spends Rs 40,000 for maintaining 
each truck every year," the official says. 
He said although the MCD has its own fleet of "outdated trucks," they end up hiring 
new ones every day because their own vehicles are parked at the workshop. 
Sweeping: MCD plans to "restructure" sweeping where sweepers from regularized 
colonies will be moved to irregularized areas. Negi says: "The MCD has to provide 
sanitation facilities to illegal colonies too. We plan to move the sweepers there. A 
private contractor will clean the colony fi-om where the sweepers will be removed." 
WHO LET THE COWS OUT IN VASANT VIHAR? 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF EVDIA 03 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Poor Garbage Collection 
The Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD) has some unusual allies. The cows of 
Basant Village. Every evening, they gather outside the 18 garbage dumps in Vasant 
Vihar. They wait patiently till someone opens the gates and then they begin to eat 
through piles of kitchen waste, paper bags and other assorted waste. 
Repeated complaints to the MCD to pick up the garbage daily have not yielded 
results. Garbage continues to pile up for days before a corporation truck comes to lift 
it. And for each day the garbage lies around, the corporation's officials have an 
excuse. 
"Sometimes the truck breaks down or there is a diesel shortage. If the equipment is 
fine, their drivers are absent," Vasant Vihar Residents' Welfare Association president 
Deepa Kapur says. 
As per the corporation's promise to the residents, three trucks are supposed to visit the 
colony every morning. Another truck is to visit the dumps in the afternoon to lift the 
leftovers. 
But the colony's garbage collectors, employed by the welfare association to go from 
door-to-door, have a different story to narrate. These collectors are paid Rs 20 per 
house and collect from 900 houses in Vasant Vihar. Suresh one of the collectors says: 
"The trucks come only after the association persuades officials. Compounding the 
problem are domestic helps in some houses who throw waste in the open." 
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Since the garbage is never fiilly cleared, the dump itself is never renovated. Added to 
this is the problem of several views on where the dump should be located. A resident 
living near the site does not want the dump to face his house while residents of the 
nearby Janta Flats do not want it to be near the road they use regularly. 
Colonel S. C. Mathur, a resident, said: "We have asked the corporation to pick up the 
cows. But word somehow gets around and villagers make sure that the cows 
disappear," says Mathur. 
Narinder Singh, a supervisor employed by the association to inspect the garbage 
collection system, complains that villagers threaten their collectors who used to guard 
the dumps. 
Tired of persuading the authorities the residents have decided to do the job 
themselves. "We are already segregating the garbage. We will dig small compost 
pits in colony parks and fill them with biodegradable garbage," said Deepa Kapur. 
THIS IS DEFENCE COLONY, HOLD YOUR NOSE 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDU 04 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Poor Garbage Collection 
Defence Colony is one of Delhi's poshest addresses and it stinks. 
The stench of garbage greets you everywhere. Here are 21 garbage dumps dotting the 
colony. Each of the four entrances here has a garbage dump staring at you. 
These dumps were designed 40 years ago. They have never been reconstructed and 
were superficially repaired about seven years back. But the outdated design and the 
fact that there is much more garbage today means that the dumps have long outlived 
their utility. 
"They are L-shaped and just five feet in width and 12 feet in length. Their doors are 
too small. It is tough for a sweeper to even throw the waste inside because his or her 
rickshaw does not fit in,' says Lajpat Dang, a resident, who is responsible for 
supervising cleanliness in the colony on behalf of the residents' association. 
A lorry cannot access the dump and so the garbage has to be loaded on to it manually. 
The dumps are also suffocating and so the municipal workers feel suffocated inside. 
Dang who visits these dumps regularly has witnessed the manner in which garbage is 
lifted. "The municipal workers take one hour to clean out the dump. As a result half 
of it continues to be dirty. This thrash is never cleaned and it decays here giving off a 
stench," says Dang. 
A corporation supervisor working in Defense Colony has a similar complaint. "It is 
true that these dumps are too small. The sweepers refuse to clean them. They simply 
sprinkle DDT outside the dump and forget about the interiors." Most of the dumps 
here are also broken fi'om inside. 
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For the residents, especially those living near the drain, the stink is humiliating. 
There are 16 dumps along with the drain and all of them face the houses of B, C and 
D Blocks. There is one just opposite the colony's club, which is an eyesore during 
festivals or a function. Amit Singh Treohan, a resident of D Block says: "Whenever 
we have guests they always complain about the smell. It is difficult to even walk by 
the drain." 
Several similar complaints pour into the office of the Defense Colony Residents' 
Welfare Association. Its president Brigadier D. C. Duggal says; "I have written to the 
corporation requesting them to demolish the existing dumps near the drain and 
construct big 12 ones. They do not clean it regularly." 
IS IT A DRAIN? IS IT A SEWER? IS IT A DUMP? 
MANEESH PANDEY 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 06 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Overflowing Drains 
Residents of Lajpat Nagar-II have a tough nut to crack. They used to have a perfectly 
good storm water drain, which was turned into a carrier of sewage and has now 
become place to dump garbage. 
Residents say about 1,500 families occupying Blocks A to F are badly affected by the 
storm water drain's endless identity crisis. 
"This drain has become a garbage dump and is a breeding ground for mosquitoes," 
said Arun Tina, a resident of F-Block. 
"The nights are an ordeal. We cannot use coolers because the air that it circulates 
stinks," he said. 
The drain is also being used as a public latrine by domestic help, laborers and 
scavengers. "They defecate openly while we sit with our families in our balconies," 
complained Razia Ahmed, a resident of E-Block. 
Agreed Indu Suri, another E-Block resident. "The scavengers segregate their garbage 
here. They dump the unwanted material, mostly plastic, into the drain," she said. 
Women who stay at home have to bear with the filth and foul smell all day, forcing 
them to cover their faces every time they venture out. 
Charan Das Dawar, president of the Central Market Association, said: "The situation 
becomes really bad when it rains. The drain becomes a mix of rainwater and sewage 
and it starts overflowing. Sometimes the sludge even enters houses on the ground 
floor. Ittakesalmosta weektodry up.' 
JUST ONE DUMP FOR POWERFUL FRIENDS 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 07 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Improper Garbage Dumping Sites 
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Binu Duggal has stopped sitting in her lawn to enjoy early mornings. If she does, she 
breathes in the stench of the garbage coming from the dump located right opposite her 
house. 
Duggal is forced to inhale the smell of the garbage of about 400 houses of the posh 
Friends Colony (East). It is the only one dump for the entire locality. 
"People have stopped walking on this side of the road where my house is situated. 
But I have no choice. I step out of my house and what I face is a heap of filth gushing 
out of the dump," says Duggal, a resident of A Block. 
Friends Colony (East) is where the who's who of the city lives. However, no one has 
managed to find a solution to the dump. Nobody has been able to move the Delhi 
Municipal Corporation (MCD) to clean it daily. 
Due to MCD's laxity even the residents have stopped bothering about the fact that 
there is only one dump to cater to the colony's garbage. "Nobody wants a bin outside 
his or her house," says Promila Nath who is Duggal's neighbor 
While the entry to Nath's house is from the service lane, Sharad Namdurdikar's flat 
on the ground floor opens on to the dump. In fact, it was his presence of mind, which 
averted a fire at the dump a fortnight ago. 
"I happened to be out of my house when a corporation sweeper said he could no 
remove the waste because it was burning. On having a look I could see the garbage 
smoldering. I immediately called for a fire tender which arrived and controlled it 
before it became a fire," says Namdurdikar. 
What upsets the residents living around the dump is that waste from the households of 
Maharani Bagh is also thrown here. 
A corporation sweeper complains: "It is true that domestic workers from the other 
colony throw their garbage here. We tried our best to stop them but they snub us." 
Nath is now dreading the advent of the monsoon. "You cannot walk on this road. It 
is so dirty. The muck floats with water outside. The reek is so strong that we can 
smell it while locked inside our houses," says Nath. 
Another resident of A-Block who did not want to be named complains that the MCD 
has not paid any heed to their pleas to keep the dump clean. 
"We had actually asked them if they can move it from here. Some of us also offered 
to bear the expenses of constructing a new one. But they did not respond. Now we 
have to literally beg them to take away the garbage," the elderly lady says. 
MUNIRKA LOVES TO HATE ITS DUMP 
BHADRA SJNHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 08 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Improper Garbage Dumping Sites 
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How does it feel to smell the stench of garbage while shopping for groceries? Ask the 
residents of Munirka's DDA Flats. It's routine for them. The colony's garbage 
dump, which is broken, is outside the E-Block market, where nearly 1,500 families 
living here have to shop for their groceries. 
Close to the dump is a clogged storm water drain, which has become a breeding 
ground for mosquitoes. "Shopping in this market is a tough job for residents. Most 
people have to cover their noses while shopping," says Harinder Kumar, a 
shopkeeper. 
Kumar says he has managed to remain in business only because there is no other 
market in the colony. 
But it is painful for everyone. Retired Army Major Y. Mehra says: "I avoid the road 
where the dump stands. It is better to take a longer but cleaner route to reach the 
market." Even though Mehra cleverly avoids the dump's sight he is unable to prevent 
the stench when inside the market. 
Rainfall aggravates the problem. "The dump is broken and does not have a cover. 
The garbage flows out with water and you can see filth all around. Residents find it 
difficult to walk and therefore bring their cars to the market," says Mehra. 
There are some flat owners who live very close to the dump. Since these flats are at a 
lower level, the rains would carry the garbage into their gardens during the monsoon. 
So the residents have constructed a speed breaker, which now stops the garbage from 
flowing into their gardens. 
What's more, even the presence of the J. D. Tytler School nearby has failed to move 
civic authorities. 
"A new school is being constructed for the physically challenged. This dump will be 
a health hazard for the children," says P. N. Banati, chairman of the Federation of 
DDA Flats, Munirka. 
What the residents are really angry about is that is the Delhi Municipal Corporations 
(MCD) apathy. Y. C. Gera, who is a member of the federation, says: "We know that 
there are several residents who throw garbage on the road because the dump is always 
overflowing." 
Despite the fact that the MCD does not clean the dump regularly, the federation gave 
a written complaint to the corporation and asked it to issue notices to the erring 
residents. 
"We identify people who throw garbage on the road and ask the MCD to initiate 
action but our request fall on deaf ears," says Gera. 
The residents complain their councilor, Ashok Kumar Jain, who has never come to 
meet them after being elected. "He came to thank us for his victory but has never 
interacted with us," says Banati. 
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The Munirka Federation has, however, decided to spread awareness on garbage. With 
the help of students from the nearby St. James School, they took out a procession, 
requesting residents to keep the colony clean. 
A COLLECTION PROBLEM AT GULMOHAR PARK 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 09 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - Garbage Accumulation 
Gulmohar Park derives its name from its trees and open spaces. But that was true a 
long, long time ago. You'll still get Gulmohars here, but the open spaces have 
degenerated into dumps for the colony's garbage. The reason is that the sole dump, 
which has outlived its utility, is always overflowing. 
The Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD) has door-to-door garbage collection. This 
works to some extent. But households, which miss the garbage collector, turn 
common spaces into dumps. 
"The corporation's endeavor has failed. The municipal trucks do not come every day 
to clean the dump. We are not even aware if they have fixed a particular day to 
collect the garbage," says V. C. Tandon, president of the Gulmohar Park Resident's 
Welfare Association. 
According to residents, the mess in the park is also due to lack of coordination 
between MCD's horticulture and sanitation department. They say the municipal 
gardeners are always at loggerheads with the sweepers. 
Tandon says the gardeners leave dry leaves and branches inside the park and expect 
the sweepers to take it away. The sweepers instead, throw more garbage in the same 
comer and accuse the gardeners of starting an open dump. 'There we get another 
heap of garbage" says Tandon. 
Once a dump is initiated, residents, too, join the melee. Kumud Saxena, a resident of 
B-Block says: "The residents start throwing garbage inside the park. And this is 
because no one stops them.' 
Saxena complains there is only one dump in the colony, which is too small to 
accommodate garbage from about 600 households. "And nobody wants to walk up to 
the dump, which is located at the other end of the colony," says Saxena. 
MCD's inability to prosecute those who continue to throw garbage on the roads has 
also upset some residents. Tandon recalls the MCD has prosecuted several people 
when the back lanes were cleaned. This action has cautioned Gulmohar Park 
residents from throwing garbage on the road. "The fine was not Rs 50. It was a 
heavy fine, between Rs 1,000 to Rs 5,000, which was paid before the municipal 
magistrate," says Tandon. 
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As the president of Resident's Welfare association, Tandon has asked the MCD to 
issue more notices. He says residents who want the colony to remain clean have 
assured the corporation that no one will complain if defaulters are fined. 
NEW DUMP SHOWS THE WAY AT PVR-ANUPAM 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 10 MAY 2002 
Issue: Sanitation - New Garbage Collection Method 
Delhi Municipal Corporation's (MCD) 25' new-look garbage dump was inaugurated 
at the PVR-Anupam complex on Thursday. Constructed on a built-operate-transfer 
(BoT) basis by a private party, the dump fits into the swanky complex and is a far cry 
from the shabby, broken dumps where cows are more visible than corporation 
sweepers. 
Apart fi"om generating revenue, private participation will ensure that the new dump 
will be cleaned regularly and garbage will not be allowed to spill on to the road. 
The MCD has leased out 25 dumps for reconstruction and operation to private 
companies. Only 12, however, are operational at the moment. While one dump is in 
east Delhi, the rest are in Defense Colony, Nehru Place, Press Enclave, Panchsheel 
Park and near Ansal Plaza - all South Delhi areas. 
The one near PVR-Anupam has been handed over to Hindustan Publicity, an 
advertising agency, for operation. 
Of the 2,400 dumps in the city the MCD has plans to privatize 100 by August 15. 
Private managers to dispose garbage in city were unable to keep the dump clean. 
The advantages: garbage will be lifted everyday and disposed of systematically. The 
corporation will gain because it will not have to incur the cost of transporting to a 
sanitary landfill site (SLS). The private company, which operates the dump, will 
clean it and carry the garbage to the SLS. 
Unlike the old MCD dumps, where municipal sweepers seldom stay even till 4pm, the 
new privately run ones will have an assistant stationed for 24 hours. While the 
corporation transports garbage in the morning, spilling half of it on the road, the 
private players managing the new dumps will carry it at night. The private players 
will also try to impart training to the rag pickers who will be taught how to manage 
garbage in a clean and efficient maimer. 
Admitting that the project is a money grosser for the corporation, MCD's additional 
commissioner Ramesh Negi said: "The private company which gets the license to 
operate the dump will pay us Rs 15,000 every month. Besides the corporation will 
also save Rs 30,000 which is spent on manpower and trucks to carry the garbage to 
the SLS." 
While the private party will spend Rs 45,000 from its kitty, it will earn revenue by 
allowing advertisements on the dump's walls. Sanitation director Ravi Dass said: 
"Advertising on large surfaces like billboards has been banned following a Supreme 
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Court order. The dump's walls give enough space to the companies to advertise their 
products as these dumps are located strategically." 
Ritesh Vasudeva of Hindustan Publicity confirmed that the project would not be a 
loss-generator for his company. "We have got five dumps under our supervision. I 
will have to hire one truck to collect the garbage from all the dumps. Three labors 
will manually load the garbage into the truck," he said. 
His investment in the garbage management will be his payment to the truck and 
labors, which work out to Rs 2,000 per day. The salary to the attendant will be 
separate. "The truck can make more than one trip to the landfill site. At present, it 
carries the garbage of three dumps in two trips," Vasudeva said. 
REEKING DUMP NEXT TO DANCE SCHOOL 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 11 MAY 2002 
Issue: Complaints to MCD - Poor Response 
Kathak exponent Uma Sharma was forced to discontinue yoga classes at her East of 
Kailash dance school after students complained of stench from a garbage dump 
located 10 meters outside the premises. Ever since, Sharma, a padmabhushan 
awardee is forced to bum incense sticks in her classroom to keep the stink away. 
For Sharma the reeking dump is now part of her address - the landmark for her dance 
school-cum-house. 
"Things have improved lately with the construction of a new dump. Earlier, it used to 
be an open dumping ground for people to throw the garbage," said Sharma. But 
getting a new dump was not an easy task. From the Delhi Municipal Corporation 
(MCD) to the block president and the Delhi state chief minister, Sharma left no stone 
unturned. 
According to Sharma, there was no response to the numerous complaints filed with 
the MCD. Following which she approached Ramesh Sharma, president of the E-
Block association and a senior Congress worker. But Sharma's influence also did not 
work. Finally the chief minister came to her rescue and a new dump was constructed. 
The dump, however, continues to be a nuisance during the monsoon. The filth flows 
out of the dump with rainwater and stagnates outside the school. 
"On several occasions my students have slipped badly while trying to jump across the 
pothole. The condition becomes worse when sweepers do not collect the garbage and 
it remains piled up outside the gate,' said Sharma. 
While Sharma was lucky to get across to the chief minister and get a new dump, there 
are others who are not. There are seven blocks in East of Kailash and each block has 
a dump of its own. All these blocks are ill maintained and reek of decaying solid 
waste. 
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Ramesh Sharma alleged this was because municipal sweepers shirk work. He cited an 
example of the door-to-door collection scheme, which was abandoned after a short 
span. "A truck used to come to our colony daily to collect garbage from each house. 
The scheme continued for a few months and then it stopped," he said. 
On inquiry, Sharma was told that the MCD did not have enough trucks to pick-up the 
garbage and in some cases, there was no diesel to run them. The trucks, however, 
continued to visit few houses, which were located on the main road. 
Shyam Sunder, another resident, complained there is nobody in the MCD to address 
their grievance. "We are forced to hire private collectors to take garbage from the 
houses and some of them charge as high as Rs 100 per house. The amount is not a 
problem till the garbage is disposed properly," said Sunder. 
Something that does not quite happen. The sweepers abandon the dumps much before 
the stipulated time of 4 pm and rag pickers responsible for segregating garbage litter 
the place even more. 
Pointing towards a dump outside Lady Sriram College and next to a park maintained 
by the Delhi Development Authority, A. L. Kharbanda said: "The park is so well 
maintained. But, we are unable to take a morning walk as the stench is unbearable." 
NOroA RESIDENTS TAKE CHARGE OF WASTE MANAGEMENT 
LAUTKUMAR 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 13 MAY 2002 
Issue: Garbage - New Collection Method 
In a pilot project launched by local residents, domestic waste from over 1,500 Noida 
homes is being privately collected from the doorstep. 
Under the project, partly funded by the Noida Authority, the garbage is segregated, 
transported, treated, sold or otherwise disposed of in an enviroimiental-friendly 
manner. 
The large, often garbage bins of Noida Authority have been removed from the area 
around these houses. Each household in the project pays about Rs 15 per month and 
the authority chips in with Rs 5,000. 
Residents hope the project will soon break even or perhaps make a small profit. And 
if all goes well, Noida Authority hopes to extend the project to cover the entire city. 
According to Commander V. K. Nagpal (retd), director of the domestic waste 
management wing of Noida's Citizens Action Council, the project began in Sectors 
39, 40 and 41, on April 3. The Authority provided a 3,000 sq. meter plot, in the green 
belt of Sector 50, for digging compost pits in which to put biodegradable waste. 
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"We have dug the pits and started composting with our own money," says 
Commander Nagpal, who lives in Sector 41. "In a couple of months we will start 
selling the compost to wholesaler for Re 1 a kg. We are selling the non-biodegradable 
waste to kabaris who take it for recycling," he adds. 
Nagpal says garbage collectors, hired by the respective residents' welfare 
associations, collect waste from each house and segregate it. "Almost 80 per cent of 
the waste, by volume, is non-biodegradable. Each home chums out about 1 kg of 
biodegradable waste a day. We have contracted with 10 cycle-rickshaw pullers to the 
waste to the composting site," he adds. 
NOIDA's GARBAGE DISPOSAL A MESS 
LAUTKUMAR 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 14 JUNE 2002 
Issue: Garbage - Improper Disposal 
No proper system exists to dispose of the 300 tones of solid waste generated in Noida 
every day, including infectious bio-medical and industrial waste. 
Because of its special status, Noida does not have an elected municipal corporation or 
civic bylaws. The Noida Authority takes care of the town's sanitation. And in the 
absence of bylaws even a disposal site is not specified. 
Officials said the Solid Waste Management Rules 2000, framed under the 
Environment Protection Act, provide guidelines on how waste is to be collected, 
segregated, stored, transported, processed and disposed. 
For instance, the rules lay down that the storage points - the large public bins in the 
various sectors - should be covered. But Noida's open bins invite flies and stray 
animals to spread contamination. As for segregation, whatever is done is done by rag 
pickers at the storage and disposal stages. They often bum the garbage to get at the 
reusable material, a health hazard in itself 
In Noida, non-segregated waste is dumped in and around landfill points around Khora 
Colony, where illegal land mining has left deep pits. Since the pits are non-lined, the 
toxic waste seeps into the ground water, which is already of poor quality. 
RAGPICKERS HELP CLEAN UP C.P. 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 14 MAY 2002 
Issue: Garbage - Involvement of Rag Pickers 
Till about a year ago, the green bins kept the New Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) 
in Connaught Place were an eyesore. Rag pickers riffled through the bins and left 
garbage strewn all over. The authorities did little to clean up the mess. 
Then the NDMC had a brainwave. It couldn't get rid of the rag pickers, it couldn't 
clean the bins, but it could get the rag pickers to sort out the garbage and carry it 
away. 
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The result of this brainwave was a joint project with the New Delhi Traders' 
Association (NDTA). The rag pickers would get money for their efforts and 
Connaught Place would be cleaner. The NDMC would also solve the problem of 
segregation of garbage. Not all garbage needs to reach landfill sites. Some of it could 
be turned into compost. 
Overburdening of landfill sites is a major headache. At present Delhi households 
produce 6,500 tones of garbage daily. In another 20 years the collection will be more 
than double, which means the city will produce 20,000 tones of garbage daily. There 
will be nowhere to dispose of all this. 
Colonel A. K. Gurung, chief medical officer of NDMC, said: "Landfill sites are too 
small. If garbage is segregated only the non-biodegradable waste will be dumped at 
these sites." 
NDMC and NDTA began working with Chintan, a non-government organization, to 
impart training to rag pickers. A new garbage station was constructed in D-Block of 
Connaught Place. 
Bharati Chaturvedi of Chintan said: "We identified the rag pickers working in the area 
and got them together to form a group. Rag pickers are aware of segregation but our 
endeavor is to teach them garbage management. 
The project also aimed to uplift rag pickers and create an awareness regarding health 
education. "The NDMC and Chintan gave them an identity-card in hand. It was a 
new identity if an employee," said Chaturvedi. 
The NGO trained rag pickers to keep the garbage station clean. They were provided 
with a kit including gloves and a uniform. The rag pickers also got a place to 
segregate garbage. 
An NDMC officer said: "As per a study, rag picking is a financially viable profession. 
The rag pickers have stuck to this for years. They will never leave. So why not 
utilize their services." 
Sunil Malhotra owner of Embassy restaurant, said: "This project has definitely helped 
to keep four blocks clean. It will be extended to other blocks too, but for that we need 
one more garbage station." 
Atul Bhargava, president of NDTA, said the association is having a meeting with 
Chintan on Wednesday. "Most of the shops in the four blocks (D, L, M and E) have 
accepted the services of the rag pickers." 
For the rag pickers, their new identity as service providers has helped them 
considerably. They now get free medical treatment at an NDMC polyclinic and are 
not chased away by the police. 
Rakesh, one of the rag pickers, said: "The shopkeepers are not segregating the 
garbage but they pack it in one bag. This helps us to segregate it at the station." For 
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the rag pickers, the station has become a professional base, which they ensure remains 
clean. 
WONDERFUL WORMS, RED AND VERY HUNGRY 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 15 MAY 2002 
Issue: Garbage - Disposal Problems 
Each person living in Delhi produces half a kilogram of garbage every day. This 
garbage takes up precious land and is a source of disease. The government 
infrastructure can no longer cope with the garbage explosion. But there is good news. 
More than 40 per cent of the garbage can is recycled at home. And the most effective 
way is to change garbage into rich humus by utilizing the services of the red worms. 
This process is known as worm composting. 
Deepak Nirula, who is actively working to promote organic composting, says: "Red 
worms are not liked by all. But these lowly worms are Mother Nature's best and most 
efficient workers." Nirula is working on behalf of a non-government organization 
(NGO), Trees for Life. 
The use of worms for composting organic waste into an earthy smelling, nutrient-rich 
humus is an age-old system. Bharati Chaturvedi, who runs the NGO chintan, says 
this humus is of great importance to households. "It is an essential nutrient. People 
buy compost from the market. The home-made humus helps to retain moisture during 
summer." Says Chaturvedi. 
Worm composting can be done in two forms. While a person can do it individually at 
home, community-based composting is also possible. The only difference is the 
number of worms required vis-a-vis the amount of garbage. 
Nirula and Chaturvedi confirm that there is no odor during worm composting. "The 
bin does not attract flies too," Nirula says, cautioning that non-vegetarian food cannot 
be used for worm composting. "Non-vegetarian food attracts rodents and this is 
unhealthy," says Nirula. 
Worm composting system for homes: For doing worm composting at home one 
requires a rigid flat bin, which is three feet long, two feet wide and one foot deep. 
Any shallow wooden crate, plastic bin, metal box or other container can be used as a 
bin, which should have one-and -a-half inch holes along the four sides. 
An old jute gunny bag should be used to line the bin. A bedding of shredded dry 
leaves or newspapers is the next layer. While dry bedding has to be one foot deep, the 
soaked bedding can be six to eight inches thick. 
But Nirula says: "It is important that the quantity of worms is twice the waste and the 
bin is of the prescribed size. If it is more the worms might multiply fast and spill-
over." Once the kitchen waste is added it is important to layer it with bedding. The 
bin should be covered with an old gunny bag. 
Certain precautions during worm composting are: 
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• The temperature should be between 10 to 30 degrees Celsius. The bin should 
be kept in a shady, ventilated location. 
• Worms need moisture to live. The bedding should be kept damp but make 
sure that the holes are never clogged. 
• Adequate ventilation is necessary to keep the worms healthy and alive. The 
holes provided at the sides and bottom will take care of this. 
Composting for community: For community-based worm composting, a shallow 
trench could be dug below a well-shaded patch of land. The trench should be six 
inches deep and three feet wide. The length would depend on the amount of garbage. 
Bricks should be used to line the base of the trench. Broken bricks can be used too 
and then be covered with a layer of coconut husk. 
CAN'T BEAT GOVINDPURI 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 17 MAY 2002 
Issue: Garbage - Community Involvement 
A resettlement colony in south Delhi, Govindpuri, has a lesson for its posh 
neighborhood colonies. With the assistance of Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD) 
sweepers, residents are segregating garbage at home. 
"Garbage is not the corporation's responsibility only. It is ours too," says Shanti 
Devi, a resident. Shanti Devi's family is one of the 1,500 families being trained to 
segregate garbage. The programme has been started by Care, a non-governmental 
organization (NGO). Training is being imparted by two NGO's - Shrishti and 
Community Aid Sponsorship Programme (CASP). 
N. K. Srivastava, another resident says: "We first formed a solid waste management 
samiti. Seven months ago CASP, Shrishti and the samiti conducted a survey and 
found that households were producing 1,250 kg of biodegradable garbage daily." 
Residents were told that the biodegradable garbage could be used to prepare compost. 
Each household was willing to contribute Rs 10 every month to start the project. 
After the survey, CASP and Shrishti started an awareness campaign. A yuva manch 
comprising the youth of the colony was formed. The manch performed street plays to 
educate elders on waste management. 
Devi says: "We were taught how garbage was a health hazard. We also went to a 
landfill site where we saw there was no space to dump garbage." 
Once the campaign was over, it was time to implement the project. But before that 
the residents and MCD needed to sort out their differences. During interactive 
meetings the corporation's officials and residents learnt about each other's problems 
and promised to address them. 
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"The first step towards the new-found bounding was when the residents collected 
money to get the rickshaws repaired. These rickshaws belong to the MCD and are 
used by their sweepers to collect garbage," says Tanya Sengupta from CASP. 
Later the residents requested the Delhi Development Authority (DDA) to give them 
two parks. "There are eight DDA parks here and are ill-maintained. We want their 
possession so that we could dig pits to prepare compost and use it to grow trees 
there," says Sanjay fi-om Shrishti. 
The DDA took five months to hand over the parks. The residents and MCD, 
meanwhile, designed two rickshaws of different colors to collect garbage. "The red 
rickshaw carries recyclable waste and the green one takes away biodegradable 
garbage," says Vikram Singh, MCD sanitary inspector of the area. 
Rag pickers have also been inducted in the training programme. "They have been 
asked to collect recyclable garbage in the green rickshaw. The red one will be given 
to the MCD sweepers to collect biodegradable waste for dumping it in the pit," says 
Sengupta. 
The project has enthused the residents. They promise not to stop even after the 
NGO's withdraw themselves. Shobha Devi, another resident says: "We shall do 
anything to keep our living place clean." 
MORE WORK BUT LITTLE MONEY 
SNIGDHA SEN 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 24 MAY 2002 
Issue: Colony Management - Ineffectiveness of Bhagidari System 
When residents' welfare associations (RWAs) were initiated into the ambitious 
Bhagidari scheme, the citizens' groups found that they had a lot to bite but had no 
teeth. Left with no powers, financial or punitive, RWAs found they were largely back 
to where they began: using persuasion and collecting residents' membership fees, 
which are usually low and in many cases, come in fits and starts. 
For instance, what does a colony do if its garbage dumps haven't been cleaned for 
days by the Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD), despite several reminders? Look 
for the next best alternative: a private contractor. But where does the money come 
from? 
Munirka's Delhi Development Authority (DDA) flats have been facing a serious 
problem of garbage-clogged rainwater drains for years now. Despite being a member 
of Bhagidari, the colony has failed to push through action to clear the drain. "Every 
monsoon the drainage system collapses," said Y. C. Gera, president for association 
no. 86 of the federation of DDA flats, Munirka. "This time, we asked the local 
councilor to give us some funds so that we can get a private contractor to clean up the 
drain. But he said the MCD would do the job," Gera said. 
"Bhagidari has meant that more and more responsibilities are being passed on to 
RWAs but without adequate financial support," he said. "The government should 
instead give the job to private contractors under the supervision of RWAs. 
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Contractors should be paid by the government only after the RWAs are satisfied the 
work has been completed properly," he suggested. 
R. L. Dhawan, spokesperson of the Karol Bagh RWA, said their initiatives were 
halted due to paucity of fiinds. "Our parks (to be maintained by the horticulture 
department) are in a bad shape. We are ready to maintain them on our own but we 
don't have the money," he said. 
The Delhi state government's first move to "pass on" financial powers through 
Bhagidari came with the setting up of students' welfare committees consisting of local 
RWAs, voluntary groups and parent teacher associations, to improve academics and 
infrastructure in government schools. 
Instead of the present annual grant of Rs 25,000 received by the head of the school 
committee can spend Rs 10.000 per month. "The money will continue to remain with 
the principal, but he or she will be accountable to the committee," an official said. 
DELHI NEVER READY FOR RAIN 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 29 MAY 2002 
Issue: MCD's Poor Management 
New spell of showers on Monday night and the city is in a complete civic mess. Over 
a thousand trees were uprooted throwing night traffic completely off gear, sewers 
were clogged, roads were water-logged with sewage cleared fi"om drains floating 
around, manholes were left open and overhead cables hung loose. 
Now we know how prepared we are for the coming monsoon, just a month away. The 
Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD), which controls about 95 per cent of the city, has 
clearly not reviewed the city's civic amenities needed for the monsoon. 
Interestingly, according to the rulebook, MCD is duty bound to gear up for rains. The 
agency's sanitation and engineering wings are supposed to conduct a pre-monsoon 
drill in which a door-to-door survey is conducted to detect weak buildings, leaking 
water pipes, clogged sewers and areas prone to water logging. What we see around 
the city is quite another story. 
Digging: Roads dug up by the MCD added to the chaos. The dug-up soil mixed with 
rainwater made roads slippery. In South Extension (Parts I and II), roads have been 
dug up for laying new sewer, water and telephone lines. Motorist at night had a tough 
time negotiating slippery roads and kept falling into ditches. "About 10 cars were 
hauled out of such ditches on Tuesday morning," said Raj Varshney, a resident of 
South Extension - II. 
Sewers: "Our sewers were clogged and water entered many ground-floor houses," 
said Manjit Singh, a South Extension Part-II resident. In Shalimar Bagh, a drain 
under repair for over two years has made commuting an ordeal for local residents. 
The area has many open drains, which are overflowing with rainwater and sewage. 
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THE TALE OF TWO UNUSABLE ROADS 
POTHOLES APLENTY DESPITE REPAHIS 
BHADRA SINHA 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 12 JUNE 2002 
Issue: Road Maintenance - Involvement of Many Agencies 
Three months after the Delhi Jal Board (DJB) reportedly spent Rs 4 Lakh to 
reconstruct the Press Enclave road in south Delhi, innumerable potholes have 
appeared. 
A stone's throw from PVR-Anupam, the road has become a nightmare. The 250-
meter stretch has such large potholes that it appears unpaved. 
DJB's executive engineer P. P. Singh said the tender to repair the road was given to a 
firm, which is on the government panel. He said the DJB was forced to do this even 
though it was the responsibility of the Public Works Department (PWD). According 
to him, the PWD was demanding Rs 10 Lakh for the work, which was way over the 
DJB's budget. 
Although the DJB claimed it spent Rs 4 Lakh, residents, of Hauz Rani village are 
skeptical. Sarvesh Dev, a resident, said: "The road was repaired in patches and a final 
coat of tar is yet to be laid," Anuj Chandra, who runs a shop on the main road, did not 
even realize the road had been repaired. "I remember the bus accident four months 
again which several children were injured. The road was then blocked and reopened 
later. But I did not know it had been repaired," he said. Residents have now filled the 
potholes with pieces of broken bricks. 
The problem has been lingering for over two years. The sewer below it was 
frequently choked due to which the road was caving in. DJB officials blame the Delhi 
municipal corporation for laying the faulty sewer lines. 
The DJB repaired the sewerage by December 15 last year, but left the PWD to 
reconstruct the road. The two agencies ran into a dispute over money and the road 
was left unrepaired until the accident in February. Private help sought for cleaning 
drains 
TIMES NEWS NETWORK 
BY SAURABH SINHA 
Date: June 24,2003 
Issue: Involvement of Agencies - Bad Management 
New Delhi: For the first time ever, the Delhi Jal Board (DJB) had hired a private 
agency to clear sewer lines in the city. By doing so, it has virtually admitted that the 
system was not running well earlier, which is why, even a short spell of rain left the 
city waterlogged. The problem is compounded by the fact that DJB's sewer lines are 
interconnected with the storm water drains maintained by the civic agencies in more 
than half of Delhi. "The city is practically dependent only on a single set of pipelines 
which makes it necessary for the existing sewer lines to be cleaned as well to prevent 
water logging," a DJB official said. "Earlier we used buy 'jetting machines' for 
clearing sewers and run them ourselves. But this time we decided to give the job out 
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on contract basis so that it can be done efficiently," said DJB chief P K Tripathi. The 
private agency has bought 12 jetting machines, that come for about Rs 25 lakh a 
piece, and five of them are already operational. The rest will be pressed into service 
by next week. "Unlike us, the contractor will benefit only if he runs the machines 
constantly. Since he will be paid on the basis of the actual work done, he will keep 
asking us where to go all the time. This would mean a complete reversal of the 
present system where we have to be after our staff to go out and work," said a DJB 
source. The private machines have already cleared some choked sewer lines in New 
Friends Colony and South Extension. Tripathi said it would take about a year to clear 
the 6,000km sewer lines in the city. "Unlike previous years, the heavy rains last week 
did not flood the street in front of our house. The water kept going down the 
manhole," said Ravi Gulati, a resident of South Extension. 
POOR ROADS DESPITE FUNDS 
MANEESH PANDEY 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 12 JUNE 2002 
Issue: Road Maintenance - Wasteful Expenditure due to Bad Planning 
Residents of some North Delhi colonies should have had roads like carpet. Crores of 
rupees have been allocated for roads, drains and pavements in Outram Lane, 
Mukherjee Nagar, Indira Vihar, Tagore Park, Dhaka and Parmanand Colony. 
But in the last six years, leave alone improvement, things have only gone from bad to 
worse. Residents say in the past two years, no service road has been carpeted or 
resurfaced. 
For instance, a sewer line problem has damaged a sfretch of a road near Indira Vihar. 
Residents say civic authorities have taken no steps to solve the problem. 
Most roads here are waterlogged, potholed and have uncovered manholes. To add to 
this, civic agencies have dug up roads. Accidents are common here. Two years back, 
a boy fell into a manhole. His body was finally found at the sewage treatment plant. 
Recently, a soft drink van overturned here while the driver was trying to negotiate a 
rough patch. "Roads are damaged mainly due to clogged sewers. School vans have 
often overturned here, injuring children," said Vivek Singh, a resident of Parmanand 
Colony. "Falling off cycle rickshaws is also very common. Besides poor road 
conditions, there are stretches without any streetlights," said Chanda Singh, 
Mukherjee Nagar resident. 
Sonia Jain, who stays in Outram Lane, said: "Water logging is a perennial problem 
since we have no proper drainage system. Six years back, chief minister Madan Lai 
Khurana allocated over Rs 80 Lakh for laying drains which never saw the light of 
day." 
SITE FOR GARBAGE DUMPS 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 12 JUNE 2002 
Issue: Involvement of Many Agencies 
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A dispute between the two agencies over the cost of a road in Indraprastha Extension 
in East Delhi is a glaring example of the callousness of civic agencies. The road 
outside Technology Apartments has been lying unrepaired for more than four years. 
It is being used as a garbage dump. 
While the Delhi Jal Board has paid Rs 14 Lakh, the road-owning agency, the Public 
Works Department is demanding Rs 34 Lakh to reconstruct the road. 
According to R. C. Jain, president of the Indraprastha Extension Mahasangh the road 
was dug up to repair the sewer lines, which had caved-in for the fifth time. 
The road first caved in four years ago. The DJB dug up the road and repaired it in 
September 1999. In early 2000, the line caved in again at the same spot. While it was 
being repaired, it was damaged at another spot, this one outside Shubham Apartments. 
After a year spent in repairs, the line caved in again outside Agrasen and Milan 
Apartments. Jain said the line had been rectified, but the road has become unusable. 
IT PAYS TO MAKE GARBAGE A BUSINESS 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 14 JUNE 2002 
Issue: Garbage - Financial Opportunities Missed by MCD 
The day now begins on a pleasant note for Shireen Lai (12). The school bus of Lai, a 
resident of B block, Defense Colony, who studies in class 7 Loreto Convent, comes 
and picks her up firom a stop near a garbage dump on Bhisham Pitamah Road. 
"Standing here was a trauma as the place used to stink. It was a bad beginning for a 
new day. Garbage was strewn all over the place and animals added to the mess by 
bringing more and more waste out of the dump. In rains, garbage used to float out 
into our lanes," Lai said. 
But that was then. Last year the Delhi Municipal Corporation (MCD) privatized the 
dump. It was handed over to a contractor who spruced it up. 
"Now the dump has completely changed and is no longer a scar on the neighborhood. 
Moreover, the place does not stink now," an excited Lai said. 
Lajpat Dang, a resident of A block who has for several years fought to keep the 
colony clean, said: "Privatizing garbage dumps is the only way of keeping the place 
clean. The private dump is cleaned everyday, unlike the 20 other MCD-managed 
dalaos in the colony." 
Dinesh Vasudeva, an official of the publicity company that puts ads on the dump, 
said, "The monthly charges for putting an add here are Rs 2 Lakh." 
MCD's sanitation director Ravi Dass said: 'privatizing dumps suits everyone. Since 
the amount fi-om the contractor, for this site, we get between Rs 10,000 and Rs 15,000 
every month." 
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On the other hand, for a poorly managed MCD garbage dump which can't even keep 
a colony clean, the corporation spends Rs 1,100 from collecting to disposing of every 
1,000 kg. Dass said 185 garbage dumps all over the city would soon be privatized. 
So what can be done? "The MCD should reduce the number of garbage dumps, build 
bigger ones where an advertiser would happily pay to display his products," Dang 
said. 
MCD's NEW CLEAN-UP ACT TO REIN IN SWEEPERS 
MANEESH PANDEY 
THE TIMES OF INDIA 15 JUNE 2002 
Issue: MCD's Laborers - Managing Indiscipline 
Having drawn flak for Delhi's poor sanitation and its own lack of efforts, the Delhi 
Municipal Corporation (MCD) has chalked out a new action plan to use its resources 
better. "The thrust is on cost effectiveness and optimal use of sweepers," a municipal 
official said. "The plan will ensure transparency in sanitation and reduce 
management costs," the official said. 
Sweepers: Proxy attendance is a norm among 47,000-odd sweepers of MCD's 
sanitation wing. The area's assistant sanitation wing. The area's assistant sanitary 
inspector is in charge of their attendance. This system is open to manipulation. With 
support from 14 Safai unions, about 30 per cent of MCD's sweepers receive salary 
sitting at home, or more often, working elsewhere. MCD plans to start a complaint-
cum-attendance booth near every garbage dump. 
RWAs: Local residents' welfare associations (RWAs) will be given a list of 
sanitation persoimel in their area. "The RWAs can check attendance of sweepers and 
ensure regular cleaning. If sweepers or sanitary inspectors fail or refiise to do the 
assigned job, they will face action on the RWAs complaint," the official said. This 
plan has worked well in Pitampura in west Delhi, he said. 
Payments: At present, sweepers are paid in cash. A cheque is sent in the name of the 
authorized disbursement officer, who then encashes it to disburse their salaries. "This 
leaves room for corruption as the number of sweepers being paid can be 
manipulated," the official said. Under the new plan, workers will be paid by cheque 
individually. 
Garbage: A garbage bin will be installed every 200 meters in the colonies where the 
main garbage dump is located at a distance. More bins will reduce garbage spilling. 
Also, a single truck would now collect garbage from all these bins in an area, thereby 
reducing manpower costs, the official said. 
OUR CITY'S PROBLEMS 
BY SHUBHAJIT ROY AND HIMANSHIDHA WAN 
TIMES NEWS NETWORK 
Issue: Sanitation - Problems due to Rains 
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New Delhi: Sandhya Mehra, a resident of Greater Kailash woke up last week unable 
to get out of her home, marooned by civic neglect. The storm water drain owned by 
the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) outside her residence had clogged 
following a mild shower. Several frantic phone calls later, it was discovered that 
electricity wires and telecom cables had been put inside the drain and covered up, 
leaving no room for rainwater. 
"The only way for me to venture out of the house was if I could hire a boat from 
somewhere," an exasperated Mehra said. 
One does not need to dig deeper to discover how flawed the city's fixnctioning is. It is 
held to ransom daily by civic agencies and parallel centers of authority working at 
cross-purposes. And the result is traffic snarls, potholed roads, disrupted and delayed 
services of water, power, telecom and natural gas. Traffic, of course, is the first 
casualty of any road digging exercise. Says Arun Kampani, deputy commissioner, 
fraffic police (New Delhi range), and "Traffic police officers have to goad the various 
civic agency officials and get the work done." 
While road digging and failure to restore them to normal within a pre-fixed time 
frame, routinely affects the flow of traffic many projects too are delayed. North Delhi 
Power Supply (NDPL) was unable to lay down crores worth of cables in Naraina area 
for almost a year because they did not get road-cutting permission for 500 m of road. 
"We met every one including officials from the civic agency, urban development 
minister Dr. A.K.Walia and the chief minister before we got permission," a NDPL 
official said. Even Indraprastha Gas Limited's (IGL) ambitious plan of a Ring-shaped 
pipeline was shuttled between five agencies, until the Supreme Court intervened. 
"The apex court appointed a committee headed by LG to sort differences. This made 
for the completion of the 32-km pipeline," said an IGL official. 
This lack of coordination marks a colossal waste of public money. Says municipal 
councilor Vijendra Gupta from Rohini, at present a hub of developmental activity, 
speaks of a commonplace occurrence. "The corporation spent almost Rs 4 crores in 
developing the Badii industrial area with dense carpeted roads only to discover that 
Delhi Jal Board (DJB) digging up the same roads only to lay down sewer lines two 
months later. DJB finally ended up paying Rs 2 crores as restoration charges but it is 
finally public money being wasted," Gupta said. 
Who's responsible for Delhi? 
MCD, NDMC, DDA, Delhi government... there's surfeit of agencies, which are 
supposed to run Delhi. Do they use this fact to pass the buck, and run away from their 
responsibilities? Then, what happens to the citizen seeking solutions to poor 
sanitation, dug-up roads, and projects wasting our money with needless delays? 
BY SHUBHAJIT ROY AND HIMANSHIDHA WAN 
TIMES NEWS NETWORK 
Issue: Problems due to Multiplicity of Agencies 
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New Delhi: For a city that no one really seems to be taking care of, Delhi has a lot of 
guardians. Some own land, others service its basic needs and yet no single authority 
will take the flak for its potholes, exposed cables, dripping subways and its blatant 
daylight rapes. 
With a population of 1.3 crores, the city has at least four agencies that own land and a 
dozen assorted service-providers who contribute to an unholy chaos. Be it laying 
power cables, sewer lines, cleaning drains, trimming trees, providing natural gas, 
building homes, getting garbage lifted, making streetlights work, widening roads, 
each process is a bureaucrat's delight. A mere signature could unfold in trips to a 
dozen offices and greasing the palms of another score, leaving the citizen confused, 
empty-handed and dazed. 
Admits Delhi chief minister Sheila Dikshit, "The multiplicity of authority in Delhi 
leads to inefficiency caused by lack of coordination. And that makes it easy for the 
lawbreaker to exploit this vacuum." 
Lack of coordination between various agencies has been the bane of the city. For 
instance, a city MLA gets Rs 1.9 crores every year to carry out development activities 
in his area. But the MLA has to sanction even the smallest work like repairing a 
boundary wall to the civic agency. But if the colony has not been handed over by the 
Delhi Development Authority (DDA) to the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD 
that operates in 96 per cent of the city) the work can remain pending for several years. 
To compound this problem is the fact that both MCD and the New Delhi Municipal 
Council (that provides service to three percent of the city) are governed by Central 
Acts and the Delhi government has limited control over their functioning. Unlike 
other states, the Delhi assembly does not have legislative powers with respect to all 
subjects in the state. For instance, matters relating to public order, police and land 
have been kept beyond their jurisdiction. 
Government officials say, the Vidhan Sabha cannot frame its rules of business 
governing the ministers' executive powers. They have been vested with the President. 
And the rules make generous references to the Center so that even the draft bills are 
referred to the Center before they are introduced in the assembly. Yet to attain full 
statehood, Delhi's administrative head is the Lieutenant Governor. He is a Union 
government representative and oversees subjects like law and order, finance and land. 
Again, maintenance of roads, sanitation, garbage disposal and other such functions are 
controlled by three different civic bodies—MCD, NDMC and the Delhi Cantonment 
Board (DCB). 
Herein lies the catch. Primary school education is looked at by the civic bodies but 
secondary education is controlled by Delhi government. Both share health. While 
MCD owns some roads others are divided between DDA, Public Works Department 
(PWD) and Central Public Works Department (CPWD). 
"MCD is always blamed for water-logging during monsoons at ITO bridge. The fact 
is that the road belongs to the PWD and we are not responsible for desilting it," a 
MCD official said. If civic agencies cry foul over the blame game, Delhi government 
too is not far behind. Dikshit says, "The Delhi government is sandwiched between the 
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Union government and the civic bodies. We do not have any rights or authorities, but 
still face public criticism." 
In an effort to remedy this, Delhi government had constituted the Virendra Prakash 
Committee. The report suggested the restructuring of the MCD into five small 
divisions. It also recommended that both the corporations and land be brought under 
the control of the Delhi govenmient. 
Civic agencies 
Delhi government 
Delhi Municipal Corporation 
New Delhi Municipal Council 
Public Works Department 
Central Public Works Department 
Cantoiunent Board 
Delhi Development Authority 
Service providers 
Traffic police 
Power companies 
Delhi Jal Board 
Forest department 
Flood and Irrigation 
Mahanagar Telephone Nigam 
Internet service providers 
Mobile companies 
Limited 
1.5 LAKH-STRONG MCD NEEDS PVT. HELP 
BY SHIVANI SINGH 
TIMES NEWS NETWORK Dated: 8* July, 03 
Issue: Employees' Performance Level 
New Delhi: The Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) has 1.5 lakh employees and 
yet it hires private contractors to do 80 per cent of its work. If MCD does all its work 
on its own, it will need an army of 7.5 lakh workers. This means that in a city of 1.4 
crores people, one in every 20 residents will be an MCD worker. An incredible ratio 
for any city, more so in Delhi where civic amenities are hardly satisfactory. 
Needless to say, private contractors do not employ 7.5 lakh persons to carry out work 
allotted to them by the MCD. In fact, they do four times more work than the MCD. In 
fact, they do four times more work than the MCD, and with much less staff. The 
MCD runs in huge losses curtsey the mammoth wage bill incurred on non-productive 
staff Since 1996, the staff cost has gone up by leaps and bounds - from Rs.700 crores 
to Rs. 1,080 crores. However, the planned funds, meant for development, have 
increased by mere Rs.220 crores during this period. In 1996, the Delhi govenmient 
disbursed Rs.444 crores to the MCD to spend on development projects. This year 
about Rs.650 crores have been allocated for civic works. 
Deluged by its staff cost, the MCD has been diverting funds from primary school, 
public health and civic works for paying salaries. The agency was embroiled in a 
controversy recently when it paid wages from the money released to it by the Delhi 
government for the MLA constituency fund. Even as huge sums are spent on the 
MCD staff, much of it is wastefial as there is little or no delivery. To clean one 
community bin, the MCD employs 24 sanitary workers. An audit inquiry on 
complaints by 65 resident welfare associations revealed that the MCD takes up to 15 
days to clear garbage from the conmiunity bins. 
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Besides, 1.5 lakh regular employees, the MCD have 46,000 daily wagers. "About 30 
per cent of them are proxy workers. We are losing about Rs.30 crores every year.," 
says MCD standing committee chairman Ram Babu Sharma. Strength of lower rank 
MCD workers adds up to 1 lakh. These include 48,000 employees in the sanitation 
wing, 11,700 of whom according to MCD's own estimates are excess staff. The 
MCD's sanitation department pays about Rs.l2 crores aimually to private contractors 
for desilting drains. But even here the inspecting authorities shirk work, as even a 
light spell of showers is enough to leave several parts of the city waterlogged. 
The engineering wing of the MCD has 20,000 people. Yet, the agency is heavily 
dependent on its about 5,290 contractors, the engineering wing alone pays about Rs. 
1,200 core to contractors armually. Their total annual plan allocation for 
developmental works is nearly Rs. 1,500 crores. The 5,000 engineers on MCD rolls 
hardly justify their salaries. From minor repair works to big projects like building 
bridges, flyovers, schools, hospitals and office buildings are outsourced to private 
construction firms. 
MCD commissioner Rakesh Mehta says the problem lies in the "architecture of the 
corporation". "The MCD lacks a planning wing. Categorization of departments is out 
of sync with today's needs. The planning department should identify sloth, make 
suggestions to slice it or transfer excess staff to departments suffering from shortage" 
he said. 
TOO MANY PEOPLE, DOING VERY LITTLE 
MCD Workforce : 1.5 lakh Employees 
1 lakh Class IV employees 
48,000 Sanitary workers 
Delhi 
Mumbai 
Kolkata 
36 Sanitary workers per 10,000 people 
18 Sanitary workers per 10,000 people 
20 Sanitary workers per 10,000 people 
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Annexure 24 
Types of Settlements and Population in Delhi' 
Type of Settlement 
Jhuggi Jhonpri Clusters 
Slum Designated Areas 
Unauthorized Colonies 
Resettlement Colonies 
Rural Villages 
Regularized- Unauthorized 
Colonies 
Urban Villages 
Planned Colonies 
Total 
Population 
(million) 
2.07 
2.66 
0.74 
1.78 
0.74 
1.78 
0.88 
3.31 
13.96 
Percentage of 
population 
14.82 
19.04 
05.30 
12.74 
05.30 
12.74 
06.36 
23.70 
100.00 
Estimated 
numbers 
1,100 clusters 
with 600,000 
households 
44 colonies 
567 colonies 
135 villages 
Funds 
outlay 
(million 
Rs) 
5,521 
9,219 
4,700 
1,668 
' Source: Economic Survey of Delhi 2001-2002 
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Annexure 25 
Zonal and Ward Set 
ZoneAVards 
City 
Minto Road 
Nizamuddin 
Darya Ganj 
Jama Masjid 
Ballimaran 
Quassab Pura 
Chandni Chowk 
Civil Lines 
Central 
Sewa Nagar 
Defence Colony 
Jangpura 
Bhogal 
Okhla 
Sri Niwas Puri 
Greater Kailash II 
Kalka Ji 
Tughlakabad 
Sangam Vihar 
Badarpur 
Harkesh Nagar 
South 
Malviya Nagar 
Greater kailash I 
HauzKhas 
Gulmohar Park 
R.K. Puram 
Vasant Vihar 
Mehrauli 
Chhatarpur 
Saket 
Deoli 
Dr. Ambedkar Nagar 
Madan Gir 
Sadar Pabareani 
Bazar Sita Ram 
Pahar Ganj 
Subzi Mandi 
Sadar Bazar 
Qadam Shariff 
Manakpura 
Ward 
Numbers 
1 
2 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
63 
64 
65 
66 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
107 
108 
121 
122 
131 
132 
-up of Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
ZoneAVards 
Karol Bash 
East Patel Nagar 
South Patel Nagar 
Rajinder Nagar 
Naraina 
Beadonpixra 
Dev Nagar 
Kishan Ganj 
Anand Parbat 
Rohini 
Tri Nagar 
Keshv Puram 
Shakur Pur 
Saraswati Vihar 
Shalimar Bagh 
Pitampura 
Rohini 
Badli 
Ri±ala 
Pahladpur Bangar 
Bharat Nagar 
Ashok Vihar 
Naiaf&arh 
Pira Garhi 
Sultanpur Majra 
Mangolpuri (North) 
Mangolpuri (South) 
Nangloi 
Mundka 
Roshanpura 
Isapur 
Dabri 
Sagarpur 
Matola 
Madhu Vihar 
Bijwasan 
Mahipal Pur 
Narela 
Bavana 
Kanjhawala 
Narela 
Alipur 
Ward 
Numbers 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
133 
134 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
99 
100 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
37 
38 
101 
102 
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West 
Janakpuri 
Nangal Raya 
Pratap Nagar 
Subhash Nagar 
Tagore Garden 
Tilak Nagar 
Rajouri Garden 
Raghubir Nagar 
Madipur 
Paschim Vihar 
Khayala 
Guru Nanak Nagar 
Hastsal 
Uttam Nagar 
Karampura 
Ramesh Nagar 
Civil Lines 
Bhalswa Jahangirpuri 
Burari 
Adarsh Nagar 
Pipalthala 
Timarpur 
G.T.B. Bagar 
Rana PartapBagh 
Model Town 
Kamla Nagar 
Shastri Nagar 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
45 
46 
47 
48 
123 
124 
103 
104 
105 
106 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
Slialidara South 
Trilokpuri 
Dallupra 
Mayur Vihar 
Kondli 
Shakarpur 
Mandawali 
Geeta Colony 
Laxmi Nagar 
Gandhi Nagar 
Raghubar Pura 
Krishna Nagar 
Jagat Puri 
Preet Vihar 
Vishwas Nagar 
Shahdara 
Vivek Vihar 
Shalidara North 
Dilshad Garden 
Seema Puri 
Nand Nagri 
Gokulpur 
Rohtas Nagai 
Bhavwan Pura Khera 
West Gorakh Park 
Babarpur 
Seelampur 
Jafrabad 
Ambedkar Basti 
Usmanpur 
Yamuna Vihar 
Maujpur 
Qarawal Nagar 
Mustafabad 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
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Annexure 26 
CRITICAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE FUNCTIONING OF SUSHANT LOK 
(Source: Minutes Records of Welfare Association) 
Reports by a section of Sushant Lok Resident Welfare Association 
There is now a serious re-consideration of the agreement entered in to by your association 
with Star Estate in 1996/97: the question residents are asking is, what are we paying this 56 
Paisa for 
If there is: 
1. No Electricity for large part of the day 
2. Huge voltage fluctuation / constant tripping. 
3. Water has been cut down from 6 hours to barely 2-3 hours since then. 
4. Security has been cut down drastically. 
5. Road are not maintained. 
6. Streetlights are not working through out the night. 
7. Parks are in a mess. 
Minutes of Meeting Held with SLRWA Members at Sushant Vyaapar Kendra On 10 Sep 
2003 
1. Removal of Kiosk From Bus Stands: The SLRWA member recommended that all kiosk 
from the bus stand to be removed, since these attract undesired elements and are meeting 
places for labor's and servants. Brig.D.V.Malhotra in formed that; the background and 
the details of agreement with kiosk owner will be checked. 
2. Blinkers on 'A' Block Entrv: Mr. A.L.Baveja recommended that due various malls on 
MG road, the entrance of 'A' Block does not give an imposing look. Hence some bright 
light should be fixed so that it is visible and can be seen from a distance. 
Brig.D.V.Malhotra informed that the proposal would be given due consideration. 
3. Control on streetlights: It was brought out that some of the trees lights are on even during 
daytime and this wastage can be voided. Brig.D.V.Malhotra assured this will be looked 
into and if need be timer switched will be installed for streetlights. On checking it was 
intimated by the staff that whenever streetlights are repaired the entire line is switched on 
to check light working in that area. As a routine the hghts are switched on/off at a fixed 
time. 
4. Dxmiping of garbage outside SVK: It was brought out that shop owner are dumping 
garbage outside SVK in the open which attracts cattle's and is a big nuisance. It was 
informed that a garbage bin is under construction outside SVK and it would be ready in 
approx two-week time and this problem would be resolved thereafter. 
5. Potholes on Roads: Mr.A.L.Baveja brought out that there are pot holes on the junction of 
Mother dairy and Sector Road. ITiese should be filled to avoid inconvenience to motorist, 
Brig.D.V.Malhotra assured that this would be done. 
6. Converting of Park into Parking Area: It was brought out that there is no parking space 
available next to mother dairy in ' C block, due to which at times traffic jams takes place 
opposite milk booth. To avoid this converted into parking area, Brig.D.V.Malhotra 
intimated that we cannot violate the zoning, however efforts will be made to regulate the 
traffic in the area. 
Communication regarding maintenance charges recovered by the colonizer 
In a letter dated October 15, 2002, RWA informed the residents that Hon'ble High Court of 
Punjab and Haryana, Chandigarh, pronounced its judgment indicating that maintenance 
Charges recovered by the colonizer are illegal and unauthorized as the colonizer is required to 
maintain all roads, open spaces, public parks and public health services for a period of five 
years from the date of issue of the completion certificate under Rule 16 unless earlier relieved 
of the responsibility when the owner shall transfer all such roads, open spaces, public parks 
and public health services free if cost to the government of the local authority as the case may 
be. 
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Water Charees: 
Quote. " So far as the water consumption charges are concerned which it is stated that 
appellants recovered as per HUDA Rules, shall be paid by the plot owners / flat buyers as per 
demand." Unquote. 
Sushant Lok residents are not getting 100% HUDA supplied water. It is a mix of the two, 
HUDA and underground water. APIL officials are keeping the information secret on 
quantum of water 
Being purchased from HUDA. Therefore, it is not possible to verify the correctness of 
Re.0.58 per sq. yard rate arbitrarily fixed by the APIL for recovering the water consumption 
charges. Keeping in view the interim order of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, residents are 
urged to pay back payments. Therefore, we presume we are liable to pay the water charges 
from the date of interim order. 
Issues posed with the DC-Gurgaon on Sep. 12'02 for further follow-up on 06 Jan '03 
Points needing Review 
1. Colonizers' responsibility & Handing over. This issue needs clarity from the State/local 
administration in the wale of the High Court's judgment; who pays for water 
pumping/supply pumping of sewer lines, roads, street lights, etc., accountability for 
maintenance security held by developers, enforcement role of the administration. When 
will the Administration step in? 
2. Local transport: Can mini-buses be introduced for local commuting & interlinking the 
'urban spread' of Gurgaon, regardless of how their management & running is 
accon^lished - whether by the Govt, or the private sector? 
3. Security: A large floating population and itinerant labor requires the issuance of resident 
cards and the creation of a computerized local data bank. How and when can it be started 
via an interface also with the Sarpanches? 
REPRESENTATION BY THE RESIDENTS OF BLOCK-D. SUSHANT LOK-1 
CLEANLINESS IN THE BLOCK 
• Mails must be deployed to ensure that all the common roadside verges are developed and 
also maintained. 
• The one Park that we have must be well maintained at all times. 
• The un-occupied plots must be kept totally clean, their under-growth cut and must not be 
turned into rubbish dunps. 
• The Drains along the colony roads must be cleaned regularly and repaired where 
necessary. 
• It must be ensured that Electric Boxes and Telephone Boxes are kept closed and secured. 
• The Representative Committee of the D-Block Residents would be responsible for the 
liaison between the block-members and the Star Management Staff- this will ensure the 
efficient management of the cleanliness programme. 
RESIDENTS OF D-BLOCK, SUSHANT LOK - 1 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES NEEDING ATTENTION 
1. Cleanliness of vacant plots. 
2. Sweeper to come and clean at least 3 times per week. 
3. Telephone cable laying and digging indiscriminately has cause much damage to the 
verges. 
4. The Dhobi has begun to charge exorbitant rates under instructions from Ansals. 
5. We need a letterbox in the Block. 
6. The Postman delivers mail at his own whim and fancy and is very erratic. 
7. Electricity Bills are delivered at the last minute - in any case, we need a collection 
system, which is more convenient. 
8. Stray Dogs in the Block are a menace. 
9. WATER HARVESTING needs to be introduced in the Block. 
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ACTION TAKEN TO PROTECT COMMUNITY CENTRE FROM ITS ILLEGAL 
CONVERSION INTO COMMERCIAL VENTURE BY ANSALS: 
The most important development that took place when the residents of Sushant Lok came to 
know about the clandestine move of ANSALS for conversion of community center into a 
commercial venture. The residents showed their magnanimity and solidarity when they stood 
united and voiced to protect their rights against the malafide intention of ANSALS legally. At 
the emergency meeting of members of SLRWA at the community center held on 24.6.2001, it 
was unanimously resolved to take appropriate action for resolution of the community center 
issue. Since all efforts to resolve the matter failed, it was resolved unanimously by the 
Executive Committee that legal action is initiated to protect our rights. Consequently, civil 
Writ Petition No. 123/2001. 5* September 2001 was filed in the High Court of the State of 
Punjab & Haryana at Chandigarh, which was admitted by the High Court. The Hon'ble High 
Court has been pleased to issue notices to ANSALS Properties & Haryana Urban 
Development Authority through its Chief Administrator and Park Regency Hotels & 
Restaurants, in the matter. Next date of hearing has been fixed for 5* May 2002, which has 
been advised to all members. 
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Annexure 27 
SAMPLE CONTRACT 
FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES 
BY 
MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISES 
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
LI Definitions 
In these Conditions of Contract ("Conditions") the following words and expressions 
shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them, except where the context otherwise 
requires: 
• "Applicable Law" shall have the meaning given to it the General Conditions of 
Contract. 
• "Contract" shall have the meaning given to it in the General Conditions of 
Contract. 
• "Contractor's Equipment" shall mean all equipment, instruments, tools, 
machinery and other appliances and things of the Contractor at the Site required 
for the fulfillment of the obligations of the Contractor under these Conditions. 
• "Contractor's Persoimel" shall have the meaning given to them in the General 
Conditions. 
• "Dispute" shall have the meaning given to it in Clause 15 of these Conditions. 
• "Defects Liability Period" shall have the meaning given to it in the General 
Conditions of Contracts. 
• "Employer's Risk" shall include the risks mentioned as employers risks in the 
General Conditions and shall include any negligence or willful misconduct on 
the part of the Employer and also any event of Force Majuere as provided in 
Clause 12 of these Conditions. 
• "Employer's Personnel" shall have the meaning given to them in the General 
Conditions. 
• "Employer's Requirements" shall have the meaning given to it in the General 
Conditions. 
• "Service" shall mean the system to be designed and implemented constructed in 
accordance with the General Conditions of Contract, including the buildings, 
structures, roads, lanes, pits, pipes, fencing, lighting, tools, computers, software 
programs, safety equipment, plant machinery, tools, supplies, instruments and 
inventory incorporated therein, as well as all open areas within the Site, and 
including any additions, modifications, alterations, replacement and repairs as 
may be made thereto from time to time. 
• "Force Majuere" shall mean those events mentioned in Clause 12 of these 
Conditions. 
• "General Conditions" shall mean the conditions of the Contract issued by the 
Municipal CoTporation of Delhi foi the provision of Services. 
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• "Good Operating Practices" means the standards, practices, methods and 
procedures as practiced internationally and in India conforming to all Applicable 
Law and that degree of skill, diligence, prudence and foresight which would 
reasonably be expected from a skilled and experienced contractor engaged in 
India in the some type of undertaking under the same or similar circumstances 
as the Contractor pursuant to these Conditions. 
• "O & M Contract" shall mean the contract entered in between the Employer and 
the Contractor pursuant to these Conditions. 
• "O & M Completion Certificate" shall mean the certificate to be issued by the 
Employer on the fulfillment of all the obligations of the Contractor under these 
Conditions. 
• "O & M Services" shall mean those services specified in Schedule [1], which 
the Contractor is obligated to perform under these Conditions. 
• "O & M Standard" shall mean the standards: 
> As set forth in the O & M Manual as accepted by the Employer: 
> As required pursuant to Applicable Law; 
> Set out in the Performance Guarantee; and 
> For the functioning of the Facility as required in accordance with the Contract 
including such requirements as may be mentioned in the Employer's 
Requirements. 
> For the functioning of the Facilities set forth in these Conditions. 
• "O & M Manual" shall have the meaning given to it in the General Conditions 
of Contract. 
• "O & M Manual" shall have the meaning set out in Clause 1.3.1. 
• "O & M Price" shall mean the amount stated in Schedule [3]. 
• "Party" shall mean each of the Contractor and the Employer and Parties shall 
mean both of them together. 
• "Performance Guarantees" shall mean the guarantee that the Facility shall be 
operated satisfying the minimum performance parameters set out in Schedule 
[2]. 
• "Successor Contractor" shall have the meaning given to it in Clause 13. 
• "Site" shall have meaning as given in the General Conditions of Contract. 
• "Taking Over Date" shall mean the date on which the Taking Over Certificate 
under the General Conditions is issued. 
• "Taking Over Certificate" shall have the meaning to it in the General Conditions 
of Contract. 
• "Termination" shall have the meaning given to it in Clause [13] of these 
Conditions. 
1.2 Interpretation 
In these Conditions, except where the context requires otherwise: 
(a) Words indicating one gender include all genders; 
(b) Words indicating the singular also include the plural and words indicating the 
plural also include the singular; 
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(c) Provisions including the word "agree", "agreed" or "agreement" require the 
agreement to be recorded in writing; 
(d) "Written" or "in writing" means hand - written, type - written, printed or 
electronically made, and resulting in a permanent record; 
(e) The marginal words and other headings shall not be taken into consideration in the 
interpretation of these Conditions; 
(f) The words "include," "includes" and "including" are not limiting; 
(g) As used in these Conditions, all defined terms include the plural as well as the 
singular; 
(h) Any agreement, document or drawing defined or referred to in these Conditions 
shall include each amendment, modification and supplement thereto and waiver 
thereof as may become effective from time to time, except where otherwise 
indicated; 
(i) Any reference to any Clause or Sub - Clause shall unless specified otherwise 
mean a Clause or Sub- Clause of these Conditions; and 
(j) Any rights of the Employer to make any inspections or to review any document 
shall not create any obligation on the Employer to conduct such inspections or 
reviews to detect any errors, inaccuracies, ambiguities or other potential problems. 
No inspection or approval by or on behalf of the Employer, shall operate as a 
waiver of any provision of these Conditions, any obligation of Contractor under 
these Conditions, or any of the rights of the Employer hereunder, except as 
expressly agreed in writing by the Employer. 
1.3 Commencement and Duration of O & M Contract 
1.3.1 "The O & M Period" shall commence upon issuing of Taking Over Certificate 
and shall continue for a period of two (2) years. The Employer may propose 
an extension to the O & M Period by giving 90 days prior notice to the 
Contractor 
1.3.2 The O & M Period may then be extended subject to mutual consent and on 
terms and conditions agreed to by both the Parties. 
1.4 Applicable Law 
1.4.1 The Contractor shall comply with all Applicable Law relevant to the 
Contractor's Persoimel, including Applicable Law relating to their 
employment, health, safety, welfare, immigration and emigration, and shall 
allow them all their legal rights. 
1.4.2 The Contractor shall require his employees to obey all Applicable Laws, 
including those concerning safety at work. 
1.4.3 In the event Employer becomes liable to any Employers Persormel, any 
governmental authority (including but not limited to any fines or penalties 
levied by or payable to such authority) or any other third party under the 
provisions of any Applicable Law resulting fi-om Contractor's failure to 
comply with such Applicable Law, Contractor shall reimburse Employer for 
all payments required to be made by Employer to such Employers Persormel, 
governmental authority or any other third party, plus the actual expenses that 
Employer may incur in investigating, settling or defending any litigation or 
threatened litigation. 
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1.5 Assignment 
The Contractor will not be entitled to sub - contract any part of his obligation under 
these Conditions to any third party without prior approval of the Employer. Neither 
party may assign their rights and obligations under these Conditions without the 
consent of the other Party. However the Employer may assign any rights under these 
Conditions to any financial institution from whom any financial assistance/credit 
facilities have been availed by the Employer. 
1.6 Safety 
1.6.1 Emergencies 
In the event of an emergency endangering life or property, the Contractor shall take 
such action as may be necessary to prevent, avoid or mitigate injury, damage or loss 
and shall, as soon as possible, report any such incidents, including his response 
thereto to the Employer. 
1.6.2 Contractor Action 
The Contractor shall utilize his personnel to take such action as may be necessary in 
accordance with Good Operating Practices in the event of an emergency. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor may incur any 
expenditure or take any other operation actions as the Contractor deems to be 
necessary (in accordance with Good Operating Practices) in the case of emergencies 
affecting the Facilities or the operation of the Facilities to counteract the effects where 
the Contractor considers immediate action is required to safeguard lives or property. 
In case such emergency was caused due to an Employer's Risk then the Employer 
shall reimburse such reasonable expenses that might have incurred been by the 
Contractor in relation thereto acting in accordance with Good Industry Practices. 
1.7 Notification 
1.7.1 In the event of an emergency the Contractor Shall forthwith notify the 
Employer of the emergency, the expenditures made and the operating actions taken. 
1.7.2 If the Employer considers that an emergency has arisen in relation to the 
Facilities, the Employer may give written notice to the Contractor specifying the 
nature of the emergency which it has identified and the maimer in which it requests 
such emergency to be rectified. The Contractor shall rectify such defect with all due 
diligence. If such emergency is on account of an Employer's Risk then the Contractor 
shall be reimbursed all costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the Contractor FOR 
any actions taken by it pursuant to such direction or notice. If the Contractor fails to 
comply with such direction or notice promptly, the Employer shall be entitled to 
procure that it or any third party takes such actions as may be necessary to remedy 
such breach by the Contractor. Any costs that may be incurred by the Employer in this 
regard shall be reimbursed to him in full by the Contractor and shall be a debt due to 
him from the Contractor. 
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1.8 Inspections 
Notwithstanding any provisions of these Conditions and without prejudice to any of 
the other rights vested by the Contractor under these Conditions, the Employer shall 
have the right at all times to inspect the Facilities and the Contractor shall co-operate 
in every manner with the representatives of the Employer inspecting the Facilities and 
allow them access to every part of the Facilities and produce any records requested. 
2 OPERATION OF THE FACILITIES 
2.1 Operation of the Facilities 
1.1.1 The Employer appoints the Contractor to perform and undertake the O & M 
Services and all other obligations set out and in accordance with these 
Conditions during the O & M Period. The Contractor accepts the appointment 
and acknowledges a duty to perform such obligations. 
1.1.2 The Contractor shall be in complete charge of and have custody and control 
over and responsibility for the Facilities, and the Contractor shall perform or 
cause to be performed on behalf of the Employer all O & M Services for the 
Facilities and shall endeavor to fully co-operate and work in a manner so as 
not to cause any obstruction or hindrance to them. 
1.1.3 The Contractor shall also acknowledge that the Employer and the Employer's 
Persormel and other contractors may be carrying out work at the Facilities and 
shall endeavor to fully co-operate and work in a manner so as not to cause any 
obstruction or hindrance to them. 
1.1.4 The Contractor is an independent Contractor and not an agent. Employee and 
nothing in these Conditions or the O & M Contract shall be deemed to create a 
joint venture between the Employer and the Contractor. 
1.1.5 The Contractor shall operate in such manner and adopt such methodology to 
cause least inconvenience to the residents of the area of their functioning. 
2.2 Responsibility of the Contractor 
The Contractor shall be solely and exclusively responsible for: 
2.2.1 Obtaining all necessary permits and consents required by Applicable Law or 
any governmental authority for the Contractor to carry out the O & M 
Services; 
2.2.2 The procurement of all goods and services necessary to ensure compliance 
with its obligations under these Conditions; 
2.2.3 Making available suitably qualified and trained personnel to perform the O & 
M Services. 
2.2.4 Perform the O & M Services in accordance with the O & M Manuals and 
maintain the Facilities in good repair and condition and ensure that the 
Facilities are well and suitably maintained at all times in accordance with 
Good Operating Practices and in accordance with these Conditions; 
2.2.5 Procuring and administering all consumables, tools, equipment, spare parts 
and other materials (which shall be of good quality and unused) necessary for 
the operation and maintenance of the Facilities; 
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2.2.6 Maintaining a system of records to identify all inventories related to the 
Facilities and preparing and providing to the Employer a complete accounting 
of such inventory for every fiscal quarter; 
3 DUTY OF CARE BY THE OPERATOR AND PERFORMANCE 
STANDARDS 
3.1 Duty of Care 
3.1.1 The contractor shall manage operate and maintain the Facilities in accordance 
with Good Operating Practices and in accordance with the O & M Standard 
so that the Facilities are capable of meeting the outputs and specifications set 
out in the Contract. 
3.1.2 Tlie Contractor shall take flzll responsibility for the care of the Facility from 
the date of issue of the Taking-Over Certificate, till the end of the O & M 
Period. 
3.1.3 If any loss or damage happens to the Facility, during the O & M Period due to 
any breach by the Contractor of any of his obligations under these Conditions 
including any willful misconduct, negligence and non conformity with Good 
Operating Practices than the Contractor shall, at his ovra cost, rectify such 
loss or damage so that the Facility conforms in every respect with the 
provisions of these Conditions. 
3.1.4 The Employer shall be liable only in case of any damage caused 
4 OBLIGATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EMPLOYER 
The Employer shall employ the Contractor to provide the O & M Services and shall: 
4.1 following the issue of the Taking Over Certificate, hand-over the custody of the 
Facilities to the Contractor for its use during the O & M Period; and 
4.2 pay the Contractor all sums required to be paid in accordance with the 
terms of these Conditions. 
Notwithstanding anything else herein contained the Employer may set off any sums 
owed by the Contractor under the Contract for monies owed to the Contractor by the 
Employer under these Conditions or as a debt due from the Contractor. 
5 REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF THE CONTRACTOR 
The Contractor hereby represents for the benefit of the Employer as follows: 
5.1 Performance of O & M Services 
5.1.1 that the Contractor has the required skills and capability to perform, and shall 
diligently perform, the O & M Services in a high-quality, timely and 
professional manner utilizing sound engineering principles and project 
management procedures in accordance with Good Industry Practices; 
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5.1.2 That the Contractor shall perform its obligations hereunder in accordance with 
the requirements of these Conditions and shall meet the Performance 
Guarantee; and 
5.1.3 That it shall not use any spare parts of material that are not new and which 
shall be of a quality that is in accordance with Good Industry Practices. 
5.2 Knowledge of Adverse Information 
5.2.1 As of the Commencement Date, Contractor is not aware of any facts; 
conditions or events that would affect the ability of Contractor to provide the 
O & M Services in accordance with these Conditions. 
5.2.2 Contractor has familiarized itself with the nature and extent of the O & M 
Services required to be provided under these Conditions and with all other 
requirements under Applicable Law. 
5.3 Organization, Standing and Qualification 
Contractor is validly existing and in good standing under Applicable Law and has all 
necessary power and authority to carry on its business as presently conducted and to 
perform its obligations under these Conditions. Contractor is, or will be prior to the 
date on which the O & M Services are to be commenced duly qualified of licensed to 
provide these services. 
5.4 Due Authorization 
5.4.1 Each of the execution, delivery and performance by the Contractor of all 
contracts entered into pursuant to these Conditions shall be duly authorized by 
all necessary action on the part of Contractor. 
5.4.2 Neither the execution and delivery by Contractor of the O & M Contract, nor 
the consummation by Contractor of any of the transactions contemplated 
hereby, requires the consent or approval of, the giving of notice to, the 
registration with, the recording of filing of any document with, or the taking of 
any other action in respect of, any governmental authority or agency, except: 
(a) Such as have been duly obtained, given, registered, recorded, filed or 
taken and are in fiiU force and effect or are not yet required; and 
(b) Filings and recordings expressly required pursuant to the O & M 
Contract. Contractor holds, or will obtain, any and all licenses, permits 
and approvals on a timely basis. Contractor has no reason to believe that 
any of those not yet required will not be readily obtainable or done in the 
ordinary course of business upon due application therefore. 
5.5 Litigation 
In the aggregate, there are no pending or, to the knowledge of Contractor, threatened 
actions, investigations or proceedings before any court, governmental authority or 
arbitrator, which would have material adverse effect on the ability of Contractor to 
perform its obligation under these Conditions. 
6 INSURANCE 
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6.2 General Conditions 
6.2.1 Without limiting the Contractor's obligations, responsibilities and liabilities 
under these Conditions, the Contractor shall be required to provide and 
maintain in full force and effect, at his expense the insurance coverage's 
specified in Schedule [5] for the O & M Period. Any deductibles on the 
insurance shall be to the account of the Contractor. 
6.2.2 Maintenance of insurance shall not relieve the obligation of the Contractor to 
remedy or repair any damage to the Facility in case such damage is caused 
due to the fraud, negligence, willful misconduct or breach of any obligations 
of the Contractors cost promptly and regardless of the extent of settlement of 
claims by the underwriters or the time taken for settlement of claims. Any 
amounts not insured or not recovered from the insurers shall be borne by the 
Contractor to the extent any such liability or damage is caused due any 
breach of any obligations of these Conditions (including failure of the 
Contractor to perform the O & M Services in accordance with the Good 
Operating Practices) by the Contractor or any willful misconduct, negligence 
on the part of the Contractor. 
6.2.3 The terms of the Insurance shall be approved by the Employer. 
6.2.4 The Contractor shall, within the 14 days of the Taking Over Date submit to 
the Employer evidence that the insurances required under Schedule [5] of 
these Conditions has been obtained as approved by the Employer. 
6.2.5 The Contractor shall make any alteration to the terms of any insurance 
without the prior approval of the Employer. If the Confractor fails to effect 
and keep in force any of the insurances it is required to effect and maintain 
under these Conditions, or fails to provide satisfactory evidence and copies 
of policies in accordance with this Sub-Clause, the Employer may (at its 
option and without prejudice to any other right or remedy) effect insurance 
for the relevant coverage and pay the premiums due and may claim the same 
from the Contractor. 
6.2.6 The insurances shall: 
(a) Shall be in the name of the Employer and the Employer shall be the 
sole loss payee, 
(b) Shall be extended to cover liability for all loss and damage to the 
Employer's property arising out of the Contractor's performance of his 
obligations or failure to do so under these Conditions and any fraud, 
gross negligence or willful misconduct on his part, and 
If the Contractor fails to effect and keep in force insurance, which is required to be 
maintained under these Conditions, and the Employer neither approves the omission 
nor effects insurance for the coverage relevant to this default, any moneys, which 
would have been recoverable pursuant to such insurance, shall be paid by the 
Contractor. 
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INDEMNIFICATION 
7.2 Loss or Damage to Facilities 
The Contractor shall at its own expense make good any physical loss or damage 
to the Facilities occasioned by it in the course of the performance of its 
obligations under these Conditions if and to the extent such loss or damage is 
caused by the negligence, willful default or breach of statutory duty or failure to 
follow Good Industry Practices by the Contractor. 
7.3 Other Loss or Damage 
7.3.1 Except as otherwise stated in this Clause 7.2 or covered by Clause 7.3, 
the Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Employer 
against any and all liabilities, losses, damages and claims of whatever 
kind and nature, including all related costs and expenses incurred in 
connection therewith, in respect of personal injury to or death of third 
parties or any employee of the Employer or the in respect of loss of or 
damage to any third party property or property belonging to employee of 
the Employer by: 
(i) Any breach by the Contractor of its obligation hereunder; and 
(ii) Any negligence, willful default or breach of statutory duty on the 
part of Contractor. 
7.3.2 Except as otherwise stated in this Clause 7.2 or covered by Clause 7.3, 
the Employer shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Contractor 
for all claims an losses of whatever kind and nature, including all related 
costs and expenses incurred in connection therewith, in respect of 
personal injury to or death of third parties or of any person employed by 
the Contractor in respect of loss of or damage to any third party property 
or property belonging to any person employed by the Contractor to the 
extent that the same arises out of any Employer's Risk. 
7.4 Accidents or Injury to Workmen 
7.4.1 The Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Employer 
or any Employer's persormel against any and all claims for loss, damage 
and expense of whatever kind and nature (including all related costs and 
expenses) in respect of the death of the death of or injury to any person 
employed by the Contractor in connection with the performance of the O 
& M Services and obligations hereunder except to the extent that such 
death or injury is caused by an Employer's Risk. 
7.4.2 Neither Party shall be liable to the other Party for loss of use of the 
Facilities, loss of profit, loss of any contract or for any indirect or 
consequential loss or damage which may be suffered by the other Party 
in connection with the Contract, other than under Sub-Clause [13] and 
this Clause [7]. 
7.4.3 The total liability of the Contractor to the Employer, under or in 
connection with these Conditions other than as provided in Clause 7.3.4 
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& 14 shall not exceed the sum of the O & M Price and the Delay 
Damages payable under the these Conditions. 
7.4.4 This Sub-Clause shall not limit liability of the Contractor in case of 
fraud, willfiil default, gross negligence and liabilities arising due to 
breach of Applicable Law and the liability under any other Clause of 
these Conditions that might impose a greater liability on the Contractor. 
8 Inspection 
8.2 General Provisions 
8.2.1 The Employer may check the operation of the Facilities or designate an 
organization of his choice to carry out inspections regularly. The 
Employer or the organization appointed by him shall check that the 
Contractor is performing the tasks for which he is responsible with due 
diligence. The Contractor shall at his cost provide all the assistance the 
Employer requires to complete these inspections. 
8.2.2 Before any inspection, the Employer shall give prior notice to the 
Contractor, indicating the name(s) of the person(s) empowered to carry 
out such inspection in the name of the Employer. 
8.3 Measurement and Analysis 
8.3.1 The Employer has the right to perform any analysis or inspection he 
deems necessary. Before any inspection, the Employer shall give a prior 
written notice to the Contractor. 
8.3.2 The measurement meters, tools, equipment, etc, shall be inspected and 
certified upon their availability by the Employer and the Contractor. 
Thereafter, the said items shall be tested and maintained for their 
accuracy verified once in every six (6) months by the Employer and the 
Contractor. 
8.3.3 The Contractor shall be responsible for the security and protection of the 
said items at the designated point. If there is any malfunctioning of these, 
it should be replaced at the Contractor's cost. 
8.4 Site Visits 
8.4.1 At the initiative of the Employer, a visit shall be organized so that both 
Parties can check the condition of the installations at the Facilities. The 
Employer will also undertake such inspections, visits, and reviews 
unilaterally. 
8.4.2 A report shall be drawn up to record the opinions of both Parties. The 
Employer reserves the right to call in residents' representatives, NGO's 
or other such entities for these visits. 
8.4.3 These visits shall provide an opportunity for examining maintenance 
programs and operating procedures and improvements requiring 
additional investments. 
8.4.4 Any test, visit, analysis or inspection and any approval thereof shall not 
in any way alter/modify or dilute the responsibility of the Contractor to 
fiilfill his obligations under these Conditions. 
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9 RECORDS AND REPORTS 
9.2 Operating Records and Data 
The Contractor shall: 
Prepare and maintain, on a current basis and in accordance with generally accepted 
Indian accounting principles, proper, accurate and complete books and records and 
accounts of all transactions related to the Facilities including report of visits as 
mentioned in clause 8.3. 
9.2.1 Establish and maintain a weekly and monthly reporting system to 
provide storage and ready retrieval of operating data relating to the 
Facilities, including such information necessary to verify calculations 
made pursuant to these Conditions or the O & M Contract and provide 
the same to the Employer on a monthly basis. 
9.2.2 At the Employer's request, at the end of every month, make a copy of 
the system performance data for that month as recorded on floppy 
diskettes and printed document there from and deliver the same to the 
Employer with one week. 
9.2.3 Provide support to the Employer to meet the data requirements of all 
competent authorities and under Applicable Law. 
9.3 Reports 
9.3.1 The Contractor shall submit the reports mentioned in Schedule [4] at 
times indicated in the said Schedule. 
9.3.2 The Contractor shall also provide the Employer with such reports as are 
required by the Employer and shall comply with all reporting 
requirements prescribed under these Conditions and the O & M Contract. 
In addition the Contractor shall submit the following information to the 
Employer: 
9.3.3 Upon obtaining knowledge thereof, shall submit prompt written notice 
of: 
(i) Any litigation or material claims, disputes or actions, threatened of 
filed, concerning the Facilities or the services to be performed 
hereunder; 
(ii) Any refusal or threatened refusal to grant, renew or extend or any 
action pending or threatened that might affect the granting, renewal 
or extension of any clearance, permit or license; 
(iii) Notwithstanding the aforementioned materiality, all penalties or 
notices of violation issued by any authority under Applicable Law; 
9.4 The Contractor shall promptly submit to the Employer any material 
information concerning new or significant aspects of the operations of the 
Facilities, any material complaint about the Facilities from any person or 
entity with a bona fide complaint who complains directly to the Contractor 
and, upon Employer's request, shall promptly submit any other information 
concerning the Facilities or the services performed by the Contractor. 
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9.4.1 The Employer may from time to time specify any changes to be made to 
any of the format of any report or plan required hereunder. 
9.4.2 If the Contractor is required by any Applicable Law to produce any 
projection, report or any other document relating to the provision of the 
O & M Services of the Facilities or the Employer requests a report 
regarding other information relating to the Facilities, the Contractor shall 
prepare a draft of such document at the request of the Employer, as soon 
as practicable and in any event within any time limit prescribed by 
Applicable Law. 
9.4.3 If the Contractor is required by any Applicable Law to produce any 
projection, report or any other document, it shall prepare such report 
diligently and submit the same to the Employer as soon as possible 
thereafter. Wherever practicable, such reports shall be submitted to the 
Employer for review _[ ]_ days before the same is issued. The 
Contractor shall take into account any comments or revisions proposed 
by the Employer thereon. 
9.5 Procurement 
9.5.1 The Contractor is responsible for the procurement of all goods and 
services necessary to ensure compliance with its obligations under these 
Conditions. 
9.5.2 The Contractor shall procure spare parts, materials, suppUes and other 
consumable items, and maintains an adequate inventory thereof 
Facilities. 
9.5.3 The Contractor shall submit a report for every fiscal quarter to the 
Employer reflecting the status of the inventory for spare parts, materials 
and other consumable items. 
10 PAYMENTS 
10.2 General 
10.2.1 The Employer shall pay the Contractor the fixed lump sum O & M Price 
as mentioned in Schedule [3] for provision of O & M Services and 
ftilfillment of all obligations under these Conditions by the Contractor. 
10.2.2 The Employer undertake to pay a down payment of a sum corresponding 
to the O & M Price for the first two months within 15 days of 
commencement of the O & M Period. 
10.2.3 Provided that the Employer shall advance such money only on the 
receipt of a bank guarantee in a form and manner satisfactory from a 
foreign or scheduled bank acceptable in a form and manner satisfactory 
to the Employer. 
10.2.4 Payments shall be made on a monthly basis. Provided further that the 
Employer shall be liable to make monthly payments only after 
adjustment of the advance paid under Clause 10.1.2. The bank guarantee 
as provided above shall be returned to the Contractor within a period of 
30 days of the expiry of the first two months of the O & M Period. 
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10.3 Method of Payment 
The Employer will pay the Contractor for the O & M Services, the O & M Price, in 
accordance with Schedule [3]. 
10.4 Invoicing 
10.4.1 The Contractor shall prepare and submit to the Employer an invoice each 
month. The invoice shall be submitted between the first and fifth day of 
the month. 
10.4.2 The Employer shall have fifteen (15) calendar days from receipt of such 
invoice to notify in writing to the Contractor its acceptance unless he 
wishes to dispute the amounts owed to the Contractor. The Employer 
shall pay to the Contractor all undisputed amounts, within sixty (60) 
calendar days from the date of acceptance. 
11 DELAY DAMAGES 
Performance Guarantees and Delay Damages 
The Contractor shall operate and maintain the Facilities in accordance with: 
11.2 The O & M Standard; and 
11.3 The Good Industry Practices. 
In case of the failure of the Contractor to achieve each of the requirements mentioned 
in Schedule [2], he shall be liable to pay Delay Damages for each unit of shortfall. 
Delay Damages shall be calculated at .1% per every unit of shortfall and shall be 
limited to 10% of the total O & M Price. 
12 FORCE MAJEURE 
In this Clause, "Force Majeure" means an event or circumstance, which materially 
and adversely affects the ability of the affected Party to perform its obligations: 
(a) Which is beyond a Party's control, 
(b) Which such Party could not reasonably have provided against before entering 
into the O & M Contract, 
(c) Which, having arisen, such Party could not reasonably have avoided or 
overcome, and 
(d) Which is not attributable to the other Party. 
Force Majeure may include, but is not limited to, exceptional events or circumstances 
of the kind listed below, so long as conditions (a) to (d) above are satisfied: 
(i) War, hostilities (whether war be declared or not), invasion, act of foreign 
enemies, 
(ii) Rebellion, terrorism, revolution, insurrection, military or usurped power, or 
civil war. 
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(iii)Riot, commotion, disorder, strike or lockout by persons other than the 
Contractor's Personnel and other employees of the Contractor, 
(iv) Ammunitions of war, explosive materials, ionizing radiation or contamination 
by radio-activity, except as may be attributable to the Contractor's use of such 
munitions, explosives, radiation or radio-activity, and 
(v) Natural catastrophes such as earthquake, hurricane, typhoon or volcanic 
activity, heavy rainfall, cyclone, strike and lockout. 
12.2 Notice of Force Maj cure 
12.2.1 If a Party is or will be prevented from performing any of its obligations 
under these Conditions by Force Majeure, then it shall give notice to the 
other Party of the event of circumstances constituting Force Majeure and 
shall specify the obligations, the performance of which is or will be 
prevented. The notice shall be given within 7 days after the Party became 
aware, or should have become aware, of the relevant event or 
circumstance constituting Force Majeure. 
12.2.2 TTie Party shall, having given notice, be excused performance of such 
obligations for so long as such Force Majeure Prevents it from 
performing them. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Clause, Force Majeure shall not apply to 
obligations of either Party to make payments to the other Party under the Contract. 
12.3 Duty to Minimize Delay 
12.3.1 Each Party shall at all times use all reasonable endeavors to minimize 
any delay in the performance of the Contract as a result of Force 
Majeure. 
12.3.2 A Party shall give notice to the other Party when it ceases to be affected 
by the Force Majeure. 
12.3.3 Notwithstanding anything else herein contained the Employer may 
terminate the O & M Contract if the Force Majeure event continues for 
more than a period of 90 days. 
13 TERMINATION 
Termination shall mean the termination of the O & M Contract by the Employer or 
the Contractor in accordance with Clause 13.1 or 13.2 respectively. 
13.2 Termination by Employer 
The Employer may terminate the O & M Contract by notice on: 
(a) The dissolution or insolvency of the Contractor, pursuant to an order of a court 
or the bankruptcy of the Contractor; or 
(b) If 45 days having passed since the Contractor is in material breach of his 
obligations under these Conditions, or 
(c) If the Contractor ceases to carry on its business; or 
(d) Abandonment; 
(e) The subsisting Force Majeure event as provided in Clause 12.2.3 above. 
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13.2 Termination by Contractor 
The Contractor may terminate the O & M Contract by notice on: 
(a) The Employer has not paid to The Contractor any undisputed amounts for 3 
months after they become due; or 
(b) The dissolution or insolvency of the Employer, pursuant to an order of a court 
or the bankruptcy of the Employer; or 
(c) 45 days having passed since the Employer is in material breach of his 
obligations under these Conditions. 
13.3 Payments Upon Termination 
13.3.1 Upon termination or as soon as practicable thereafter an account shall 
be taken of the net amount owing from the Employer to the Contractor 
or fi'om the Contractor to the Employer (as the case may be). The 
Employer shall forthwith pay to the Contractor (if the balance is due to 
the Contractor) all moneys due to the Contractor. If the account shows 
a balance due to the Employer firom the Contractor, the Contractor 
shall forthwith pay any such balance to the Employer: 
13.3.2 as part of the calculation made pursuant to clause 13.1 of the amounts 
due to the Contractor on Termination, the following amount shall be 
taken into account: 
13.3.3 the portion of the O & M Price outstanding and payable by the 
Employer for the period prior to the Termination: 
13.3.4 any Delay Damages or indemnities for which the Contractor would be 
liable under these Conditions up to the date of Termination; 
13.3.5 any other amounts due to the Employer under these Conditions by the 
Employer including return of any amount of the O & M Price paid in 
advance by the Employer to the Contractor under Clause [10]. 
13.3.6 In case of a Termination by the Employer in accordance with Clause 
13.1 the Employer may recover other than the amounts due to him 
under Clause 13.3.2, any costs incurred by him in finding any 
replacement contractor. 
13.3.7 In case of Termination under Clause 13.2 by the Contractor, the 
Contractor may recover the O & M Price payable for 15 days. 
13.4 Successor to tlie Contractor 
Upon Termination: -
13.4.1 The Contractor shall use all endeavors to facilitate the appointment and 
commencement of duties of any person to be appointed by the 
Employer to operate and maintain the facilities (the "Successor 
Contractor") so as not to disrupt the normal Operation & Maintenance 
of the Facilities and shall provided full access to the Facilities and to 
all relevant information, data and records relating thereto by the 
Successor Contractor and its representatives and accede to all 
reasonable requests made by such persons in connection with 
preparing for taking over the Operation & Maintenance of the 
Facilities, 
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13.4.2 Promptly after Termination, the Contractor, shall deliver to (and shall, 
with effect from Termination, hold on trust for and to the order of) the 
Employer or (if so required by the Employer by written notice) to the 
Successor Contractor all property in its possession or under its control 
owned by the Employer or leased of licensed to the Employer; 
13.4.3 The Contractor shall transfer to the Successor Contractor, as from the 
date of Termination, its rights as the Contractor under all contracts 
entered into by it in the performance of its obligations under these 
Conditions or relating to the Operation & Maintenance of its 
obligations under these Conditions or relating to Operation & 
Maintenance of the Facilities. Pending such transfer, the Contractor 
shall hold its rights and interests there under for the account and to the 
order of the Successor Contractor. 
13.4.4 The Employer shall be reimbursed any cost and expenses incurred by 
the Employer due to default of the Contractor in discharging its 
obligations under this Clause [13], 
13.4.5 The Contractor shall, upon Termination of the O & M Contract, co-
operate with the Employer and the Successor Contractor and comply 
with all reasonable requests thereof, including the execution of 
documents etc. 
13.4.6 Upon Termination of the O & M Contract on expiry of the terms of the 
O & M Confract, the Parties agree that: -
13.4.7 The Contractor will use reasonable efforts to ensure a transition to the 
next Contractor that will avoid operation difficulties for the Facilities. 
13.4.8 for a six (6) month period after Termination or six (6) months prior to 
the expiration of the O & M Contract, the Confractor shall, at his 
expense, provide sufficient assistance to the Employer in the hiring and 
training of replacement personnel for those Facilities. 
13.5 Not withstanding anything else herein contained the Employer shall be entitled 
to terminate the O & M Contract, at any time at the Employer's convenience, 
by giving notice of such termination to the Contractor. The termination shall 
take effect 28 days after issuance of the notice of termination. 
13.5.1 on the expiry of the O & M Contract or Termination of the O & M 
Contract, all the installations, works and equipment placed under the 
Contractor's responsibility shall be handed over to the Employer, at no 
cost, in good working order, except for normal wear and tear. The 
Employer may perform any inspections, tests or expert appraisals he 
shall consider necessary with a view to checking that the property is in 
good working order. The Contractor shall also hand over any 
unutilized spares, consumables etc. purchased for the Facilities. 
13.5.2 at the end of O & M Period, the Contractor shall be entitled to receive 
an O & M Completion Certificate within thirty (30) days. 
13.5.3 the delivery of such O & M Completion Certificate will relieve the 
Contractor from his responsibility as regard to the operation & 
maintenance of the Facilities and confirm that the Contractor has 
fiilfilled all of his obligations under these Conditions. 
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14 CONFIDENTIAHTY AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
14.1Confidential Information 
Subject to Clause [14.2], the Contractor shall at all times during the O «& M Period 
and for a period of two years after that: 
14.1.1 use all efforts to keep all information regarding the terms and 
conditions and any data or information acquired under or pursuant to 
these Conditions confidential and accordingly shall not disclose the 
same to any other person; and 
14.1.2 not use any document or other information (whether technical or 
commercial) obtained by them it by virtue of these Conditions or the 
Contract concerning the Employer's undertaking for any purpose other 
than performance of its obligations under these Conditions; 
Provided that the provisions of this Clause 14.1 shall not apply to information, which 
at the time of disclosure was in the public domain other than by breach at the 
foregoing obligations of confidentiality. 
14.2 Disclosure of Confidential Information 
The Contractor shall not be entitled to disclose the terms and conditions of these 
Conditions and any data or information acquired by it under or pursuant to these 
Conditions without the prior written consent of the Employer unless such disclosure is 
made in good faith: 
14.2.1 to any outside consultants engaged by or on behalf of the 
Contractor and acting in that capacity, having made them aware of the 
requirements of this Clause [14]. 
14.2.2 to the lenders, any security trustee, any bank or other financial 
institution and its advisers from which the Contractor is seeking or 
obtaining finance, having made them aware of the requirements of this 
Clause [14]. 
14.2.3 to the extent required by Applicable Law; 
14.2.4 to any insurer under a policy of insurance; or 
14.2.5 to the Contractor's Personnel having made them aware of the 
requirements of this Clause [14]; 
14.3lDformation 
The Contractor shall: 
14.3.1 make available to the Employer without charge such materials, 
documents and data of any nature (except any materials documents and 
data protected by legal privilege or which is subject to any duty of 
confidentiality to any third party) acquired or brought into existence in 
any manner whatsoever by it as the Employer may request for the 
purposes of exercising its rights or carrying out its duties in respect of 
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the Facilities or exercising its rights under or performing its obligations 
under these Conditions. 
14.3.2 make available to the Employer other such materials and documents 
and data acquired or brought into existence by third parties as the 
Employer may request for the purposes referred to in sub-paragraph (i) 
above. 
14.4Third Party Intellectual Property 
The Contractor shall: -
14.4.1 procure that any intellectual property owned or developed by third 
parties and utilized by the Contractor in connection with the 
performance of its obligations under these Conditions is licensed to 
Contractor for the purposes of the Operations & Maintenance or repair 
of the Facilities and otherwise for the purposes of the Facility; and 
14.4.2 ensure that the Contractor shall have the right to sub-license that 
intellectual property to the Employer and any Successor Contractor for 
use in coimection with the operation, maintenance and repair of the 
Facilities. These licenses should survive termination under these 
Conditions. The Contractor shall grant all such sub-licenses. If any 
fees is payable to the licensor in consideration of any such sub-license, 
the Contractor shall pay such amount during the O «& M Period and 
each such license shall be irrevocable. 
14.4.3 Indemnify and hold harmless the Employer against any action, claims, 
damages, losses caused to the Employer by the owner of the 
Intellectual Property due to the allegedly unauthorized or improper use 
of this intellectual property by the Contractor for the fulfillment of his 
obligations under these Conditions. 
14.5Successor Contractor 
If the licenses and sub-licenses of intellectual property granted under this Clause 
respectively shall survive termination of the O & M Contract in accordance with the 
terms of this Clause, the Employer shall be permitted to grant sub-licenses of 
intellectual property licensed to it there under to any Successor Contractor of the 
Facilities for use only in connection with the operation, maintenance and repair of the 
Facilities provided that such Successor Contractor concludes an agreement with the 
Contractor, as the case may be, the licensor of any such intellectual property on terms 
which it may reasonably require any payment in connection with those sub-licenses. 
Where intellectual property has been sub-licensed to the Employer under this Clause 
and such sub-license is not subject to revocation by the Contractor there under, the 
Contractor shall take such actions as the Employer may request in connection with the 
grant of licenses to any Successor Contractor for the purposes set out above. 
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Arbitration and dispute Resolution 
15 DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
15.1 Amicable Settlement 
All disputes, controversies or claims between the Parties of any type arising out of or 
relating to these Conditions (a "Dispute"), including any relating to the breach, 
default, termination, non payment of sums of money due hereunder or invalidity 
hereof, shall be settled in the manner set forth in this Clause. Initially, and as a 
condition precedent to persoimel of each party shall attempt to resolve such Dispute 
through negotiation. If such officers or other authorized persoimel are unsuccessful at 
such resolution then within 90 days of the date of such failure either Party may refer 
the Dispute to arbitration in accordance with Clause [15.2] 
15.2 Arbitration 
15.2.1 Either Party may make a demand for binding arbitration by filing with 
the other Party a demand in writing signed by an officer of the 
complaining Party. The arbitration shall be conducted in accordance 
with the Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration of the International 
Chamber of Commerce, the Place of arbitration shall be Delhi and 
Arbitration shall be conducted in the English language, and the 
arbitration shall be final and binding. 
15.2.2 Should either Party refiise or neglect to join in the procedures for the 
appointment of the arbitrator(s) or to fiimish the arbitrator(s) with any 
papers or information demanded, the arbitrator(s) are empowered to 
proceed exparte. 
15.2.3 The costs of any arbitration shall be borne equally by the Parties and 
each shall bear its own expenses in prosecuting or defending a claim: 
provided that if the arbitrator(s) in its sole discretion determines that 
the prosecution or defense of a claim by a Party was fiivolous, 
substantially without merit, or not presented in good faith, the 
arbitrator(s) shall assess the costs of arbitrating such claim against such 
Party and may, in its discretion and as it deems equitable, require such 
Party to reimburse the other Party for all or any portion such other 
Party's expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees and costs) in 
prosecuting or defending such claim. 
15.2.4 No person who is, or has been, an employee or agent of, or consultant 
or counsel, to either Party or any affiliate of a Party, shall be eligible to 
act as an arbitrator at any time. 
15.2.5 Any decision or award of any arbitrator(s) appointed pursuant to this 
Clause shall be final and binding upon the Parties agree that any 
arbitration award against a Party maybe enforced against such Party 
wherever they are located or may be found, and a judgment upon any 
arbitration award may be entered by any court having jurisdiction 
thereof. 
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15.3 Appointment of Arbitrators 
15.3.1 The Parties shall jointly appoint the arbitrators ("DAB") within 14 
days after a Party gives notice to the other Party of its intention to refer 
a dispute for arbitration. 
15.3.2 The DAB shall comprise three suitably qualified persons. Each Party 
shall nominate one member to the DAB. The Parties shall consuU both 
these members and shall agree upon the third member of the DAB on 
the basis of the advise of these two members of the DAB. 
15.3.3 The terms of the remuneration of each of the members of the DAB, 
shall be mutually agreed upon by the Parties when agreeing on the 
terms of appointment. Each Party shall be responsible for paying one-
half of this remuneration. 
15.3.4 If at any time the Parties so agree, they may appoint a suitably 
qualified person or persons to replace any one or more members of the 
DAB. Unless the Parties agree otherwise, the appointment will come 
into effect if a member dechnes to act or is unable to act as a result of 
death, disability, resignation or termination of appointment. The 
replacement shall be appointed in the same manner as the replaced 
person was required to have been nominated or agreed upon, as 
described in this Sub-Clause. 
15.3.5 The appointment of any member of the DAB may be terminated by 
mutual agreement of both Parties, but not by the Employer or the 
Contractor acting alone. Unless otherwise agreed by both Parties, the 
appointment of the DAB (including each member) shall expire when 
the DAB has given its decision on the dispute referred to it under this 
Clause. 
15.4 Continuance of Obligations 
Performance of the O & M Contract and obligations under it shall continue during the 
settlement of any Dispute pursuant to this Clause. 
16 GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 
These conditions and the O & M Contract shall be governed in accordance with 
Indian Law. 
The Contractor agrees that any legal action or proceedings arising out of these 
Conditions may be brought in the courts or tribunals at in India and 
irrevocably submits themselves to the jurisdiction of such courts or tribunals. The 
Employer may, however, in its absolute discretion commence any legal action or 
proceedings arising out of these Conditions in any other court, tribunal or other 
appropriate forum, and the Contractor hereby consents to such jurisdiction. 
SCHEDULE 1 
Operation and Maintenance Services 
The Contractor shall be required to perform the following services under these 
Conditions: 
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(To specify the service details) 
In addition the following general matters will be included: 
All the furniture and administrative office equipment etc. required shall be furnished 
by the Contractor. Costs of operating administrative office and supplies shall be borne 
by the Contractor. 
The Contractor shall take out subscriptions for standard telephone lines. Running cost 
for the telephone will be borne by the Contractor. 
Cost of operation and maintenance and house keeping of housing complexes 
including domestic water supply and drainage, roads, gardens, electrical installations, 
etc. will be borne by the contractor. 
The Contractor will provide the following personnel for the full term of operation, 
maintenance and training period with the following staff: 
(To specify the required staff for each service) 
SCHEDULE 2 
Performance Guarantees 
This Schedule may contain certain minimum performance that the Contractor must 
Guarantee in terms of cost of engaging additional persons to get the function carried 
out in case of failure of the Contractor for a maximum period of 45 days. 
SCHDULE 3 
O & M Price 
The Contractor shall be paid a fix lump sum amount for two years of O & M contract. 
SCHEDULE 4 
Reports 
This could consist of daily, monthly, semi-annual, annual reports as required. 
SCHEDULE 5 
Insurances 
Insurance against Injury to Persons and Damage to Property 
The Contractor shall insure against each liability for any loss, damage, death or bodily 
injury, which may occur to any physical property or to any person, which may arise 
out of the Contractor's performance of his obligations under these Conditions during 
the O & M Period. 
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This insurance shall be for a limit of [ ] per occurrence of not less than the amount, 
with no limit on the number of occurrences. 
Insurance for Contractor's Personnel 
The Contractor shall effect and maintain insurance against liability for arising from 
injury, sickness, disease or death of any person employed by the Contractor or any 
other of the Contractor's Personnel. 
The Employer shall also be indemnified under the policy of insurance, except that this 
insurance may exclude losses and claims to the extent that they arise from any act or 
neglect of the Employer or of the Employer's Personnel. 
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Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
Budget Estimates 
Annexure 28 
A. 
(a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
B. 
C. 
(a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(V) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(b) 
(i)(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(V) 
(vi) 
(vii)(a) 
(b) 
(viii)(a) 
(b) 
(ix) 
INCOME 
Grants 
Grants from Govt: 
Education 
Malaria Education 
Total (A) : 
Shared of Assigned Taxes 
Global Sharing of Taxes on Recommendations of 
DFC 
Total (B): 
Intemal Revenues 
Municipal Taxes & Rates 
General Tax from Urban and Rural Areas 
Tax on Vehicles and Animals 
Milch Tax and Dog Tax 
Theatre Tax 
Tax on advertisement 
Duty on transfer of property 
Tax on building applications 
Tax on consumption, sale or supply of electricity 
Tolls Tax 
Total (a): 
Rents, Fees, Fines: 
Fines for offences against law 
Fines for offences imposed by Magistrates under 
DMC Act, 1957. 
Revision of Penalties under DMC Act, 1957 
Process fees 
Education fees 
Fines from Cattle Pounds 
Fees from Hospitals 
Fees from Vehicles Licenses 
Tehbazari fees 
Misuse/Damage charges for unauthorized 
occupation of Mpl. land 
Rent of lands and buildings 
Car Parking including Car Parking through 
R.P. 
Cell 
Fees from Chabutras, Projections, 
Takhats etc. 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Million 
Rupees) 
1166.29 
-
1166.29 
2876.44 
2876.44 
11745.00 
8.00 
1.20 
7.00 
140.00 
1025.00 
9.00 
600.00 
750.00 
14285.20 
0.50 
40.00 
5.00 
0.10 
5.00 
1.50 
15.00 
13.32 
45.00 
5.00 
13.00 
75.00 
2.46 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Million 
Rupees) 
1285.00 
0.90 
1285.90 
3165.00 
3165.00 
12490.00 
8.00 
1.20 
7.00 
100.00 
1000.00 
9.00 
600.00 
750.00 
14965.20 
0.50 
40.00 
5.00 
0.10 
5.00 
1.50 
15.00 
10.02 
45.00 
5.00 
13.00 
100.00 
2.46 
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(X) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
(xiii) 
(xiv) 
(XV) 
(xiv) 
(i) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(i) 
(1) 
D. 
Fines for offences concerning buildings 
License fee for offensive trades 
License fee for articles of food and drinks 
Licenses fee for hawking carts 
Rent of markets and slaughter fee 
Receipts from removal of encroachments 
Spl. Registration Scheme: 
Shops & other establishment 
Total (b): 
Others 
Interest on Investment 
Development/ deficiency charges 
Road restoration charges 
Recovery of audit and superintendence charges from 
sister Undertakings 
Reimbursement of cost of administrative charges 
from different schemes 
Commercial Ventures 
Saleofland^ldg. 
Escrow Account for addl. FAR/Dev. Charges 
Other Misc. Revenue 
Total (Others): 
Total (C): 
Wavs & Means Advance 
Total A+B+C+D 
30.00 
40.00 
30.00 
0.05 
21.00 
15.00 
7.00 
363.93 
5.00 
115.00 
118.23 
7.80 
100.00 
150.00 
100.00 
50.00 
334.80 
980.83 
15629.97 
600.00 
20272.71 
30.00 
42.00 
30.00 
0.05 
22.00 
15.00 
7.00 
388.63 
5.00 
115.00 
103.68 
2.80 
-
150.00 
120.00 
50.00 
753.80 
1300.28 
16654.11 
600.00 
21705.01 
I. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
X. 
XII. 
XIII. 
XIV. 
XVI. 
XVII. 
XXXVII 
EXPENDITURE 
Head of Account 
General supervision Collection of revenue etc. 
Education 
Libraries 
Public Health 
Medical Relief 
Conservancy, street cleansing 
Scavenging, drains and sewers 
Roads & Public Lighting 
Building, land acquisition and management 
Licensing, removal of encroachments etc. 
Gardens and open spaces 
Markets & Slaughter Houses 
Miscellaneous 
Reserves for unforeseen charges 
Development charges 
Committed liabilities IX Five Year Plan 
Total Expenditure 
Closing Balance on 31" March 
Grand Total 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs.In 
Million) 
700.03 
4186.02 
8.32 
458.82 
1805.13 
3472.45 
134.45 
1718.83 
306.21 
28.37 
725.40 
57.40 
5847.87 
300.05 
595.08 
15.00 
20359.49 
14.92 
20374.41 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
724.63 
4291.42 
9.82 
504.99 
1980.16 
3803.22 
140.45 
1976.86 
331.46 
31.12 
866.30 
446.72 
7224.56 
300.05 
70.00 
-
22701.80 
15.13 
22716.93 
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Municipal Corporation of Deilii 
Budget Estimates for Conservancy, Street Cleansing and Road Watering (Head VII) 
A. 
(i) 
(ii) 
INCOME 
Head of Account 
Miscellaneous Receipts: 
Private removal charges 
Other receipts 
Total (A) 
Total 7 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
8.00 
4.00 
12.00 
12.00 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
8.00 
5.00 
13.00 
13.00 
A. 
(a) 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(b) 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
III 
(0 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
III. 
EXPENDITURE 
Conservancy and Street Cleansing: 
Street Cleansing 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Total (a) 
Removal of Refuse: 
Establishment 
Contingencies 
Electricity Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Stores 
Total (b) 
Transportation: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total n 
Repairs & Maintenance 
Total (c) 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
3100.00 
2.00 
2.00 
15.00 
19.00 
3119.00 
64.00 
0.20 
0.50 
0.70 
0.50 
65.20 
46.00 
O.IO 
O.IO 
0.40 
0.60 
35.00 
81.60 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
3400.00 
-
2.00 
10.00 
12.00 
3412.00 
70.00 
-
0.05 
0.05 
0.50 
70.55 
50.00 
-
10.00 
0.12 
10.12 
35.00 
95.12 
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(d) 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
e) 
1. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
III. 
IV. 
c. 
D. 
(i) 
E. 
(i) 
F. (i) 
G. 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Disposal of refuse: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Total (d) 
Compost Plant: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Repairs & Maintenance 
Stores 
Total (e) 
Total A 
Repairs & maintenance to buildings 
Purchase of trucks, tempos and machines 
Removal of refuse through moveable dustbins 
Ad hoc provision for improvement of 
Conservancy services and Sanitary land-fills 
Improvement Scheme 
Total E 
Repairs & maintenance of wheel barrows 
Supervision and Control: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Total G 
Total Vn 
3.00 
0.10 
0.01 
0.11 
3.11 
11.00 
0.10 
0.02 
0.26 
0J8 
0.10 
0.10 
11.58 
3280.50 
0.05 
-
20.00 
20.00 
0.20 
170.00 
0.20 
0.30 
1.20 
1.70 
171.70 
3472.45 
3.30 
-
0.01 
0.01 
3.31 
12.00 
-
0.02 
0.26 
0.28 
0.10 
0.10 
12.48 
3593.47 
0.05 
1.00 
20.00 
20.00 
0.20 
187.00 
-
0.30 
1.20 
1.50 
188.50 
3803.22 
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Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
Budget Estimates for Scavenging, Drains & Sewers (Head VIII) 
A. 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
B. 
I. 
II. 
C. 
EXPENDITURE 
Head of Account 
Latrines, Urinals and Dalaos: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Stores 
Repairs and maintenance 
Water charges 
Total A 
Bullock Traction: 
Establishment 
Payment to contractors for removal of refuse 
Total B 
Desilting and improvement of Storm Water 
Drains and Nullahs 
Total VIII 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In Million) 
20.00 
0.05 
0.05 
0.50 
0.60 
45.00 
66.15 
38.00 
0.30 
38.30 
30.00 
134.45 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
22.00 
0.05 
0.05 
0.50 
0.60 
45.00 
68.15 
42.00 
0.30 
42.30 
30.00 
140.45 
INCOME 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
Budget Estimates for Roads and Public Lighting (Head IX) 
B. 
i. 
ii. 
C.(a) 
(b) 
D. 
i. 
Head of Account 
Fees for Vehicles Licenses 
Horse drawn vehicles 
Other Vehicles 
Total B 
Tehbazari Fees including bazaars 
Misuse/Damage charges for unauthorized 
Occupation of 
Municipal land 
Miscellaneous receipts 
Road restoration charges 
Deduct 
Net Total 
D(i) 
Total 9 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In MiUion) 
0.02 
13.30 
1332 
45.00 
5.00 
650.00 
531.76 
118.23 
181.56 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs.In 
Million) 
0.02 
10.00 
10.02 
45.00 
5.00 
570.00 
466.31 
103.68 
163.70 
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EXPENDITURE 
B. 
I. 
II. 
(a) 
III. 
(a) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
(b) 
(c) 
1. 
2. 
(d) 
I. 
II. 
(a) 
III. 
IV. 
c. 
(ii) 
I. 
II. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
III. 
Head of Account 
Maintenance of Roads: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Repairs and maintenance 
Roads: 
Labor 
Material 
Cartage 
Work through outside agency 
Procurement of Bitumen 
Total (a) 
Repairs & maintenance of Rural Roads 
Miscellaneous: 
Tools and plants 
Traffic amenities 
Total (c) 
Hot Mix Plant: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Total II 
Labor 
Total (d) 
Total III 
Removal of unclaimed melba 
Total B 
Vehicles 
Licensing: 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Water charges 
Total (ii) 
Total C 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In Million) 
650.00 
8.00 
8.00 
130.00 
15.00 
5.00 
10.00 
10.00 
170.00 
1.00 
0.03 
0.15 
0.18 
10.50 
0.10 
0.10 
0.50 
11.10 
182.28 
0.60 
840.88 
5.70 
0.02 
0.01 
0.06 
0.09 
0.55 
6.34 
6.34 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs.In 
Million) 
700.00 
1.00 
1.00 
130.00 
15.00 
5.00 
10.00 
10.00 
170.00 
1.00 
0.03 
0.15 
0.18 
10.50 
-
-
0.50 
11.00 
182.18 
0.60 
883.78 
5.90 
-
0.01 
0.06 
0.07 
0.55 
6.52 
6.52 
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D. 
I. 
II. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
III. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
IV. 
Lighting 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total 11 
Electric Lighting: 
Cost of electric energy 
Repairs and maintenance 
Electricity bill payment of all Depts. 
/Offices of MCD 
Total III 
Lighting on rural roads: 
Total D 
Total IX 
70.00 
0.05 
0.06 
0.50 
0.61 
700.00 
1.00 
100.00 
801.00 
-
871.61 
1718.83 
77.00 
-
0.06 
0.50 
0.56 
700.00 
4.00 
300.00 
1004.00 
5.00 
1086.56 
1976.86 
INCOME 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
Budget Estimates for Gardens & Open Spaces (Head XIII) 
A. 
Head of Account 
Garden & Road-side trees 
Total 13 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In Million) 
25.00 
25.00 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs. In 
MiUion) 
25.00 
25.00 
EXPENDITURE 
A. 
I. 
II. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
III. 
(a) 
(b) 
C. 
III. 
(a) 
(b) 
Head of Account 
Gardens & Parks 
Establishment 
Contingencies: 
Electricity Charges 
Telephone Charges 
Miscellaneous 
Total II 
Upkeep of Lorries: 
Establishment 
Running expenses 
Total III 
Total A 
Road-side Trees 
Maintenance of trees: 
Trees 
Nursery 
Total III 
Budget 
Estimates 
2002-2003 
(Rs. In Million) 
620.00 
0.20 
0.24 
4.00 
4.44 
3.50 
4.00 
7.50 
631.94 
0.50 
0.65 
1.15 
Budget 
Estimates 
2003-2004 
(Rs. In 
Million) 
680.00 
-
0.24 
4.00 
4.24 
3.80 
4.00 
7.80 
692.04 
0.50 
0.65 
1.15 
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D. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. (a) 
(b) 
VIII. 
E 
(a)(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
Total C 
Repairs & maintenance 
Seeds & Plants 
Garden implements and stores 
Hydrants 
Improvement of parks, gardens children 
comers 
Including maintenance of staff and hiring 
of trucks 
Manure and Fertilizer 
Repair & maintenance of boundary walls, 
railings etc. and painting of railings 
Tube Wells 
Payment of Tube well. Stores electricity 
charges etc. 
Purchase of trucks & others machinery 
Total D 
New Works: 
Horticulture development and Land 
scaping projects 
New engineering works 
Development of parks 
Urban 
Rural 
Development/Improvement of Qudsia & 
Roshanara Garden 
Total (a) 
Additional Civic Amenities (Hort. & Land 
Scaping) 
Development of fruit and Flower Garden 
in Trans-Yamuna areas 
Development of Children Parks 
Development of Shahidi Park and Netaji 
Subhash Park 
Development of Park @ Rs.2 lacks per 
ward 
Maintenance of lights in Park 
Provision of displaying brief life History of 
the National Patriots, Heroes after whose 
name the park is named 
Dev. of Mahila Park in different 
constituencies @ Rs. 5 lacks per Ward 
Total E 
Total Xni 
1.15 
1.20 
5.00 
13.50 
16.00 
0.80 
3.50 
1.50 
1.00 
0.50 
43.00 
2.60 
2.00 
0.60 
0.60 
0.40 
6.20 
0.30 
0.60 
0.50 
12.00 
26.80 
1.00 
1.91 
-
49.31 
725.40 
1.15 
1.20 
5.00 
13.50 
16.00 
0.80 
3.50 
1.50 
1.00 
0.50 
43.00 
2.60 
2.00 
0.60 
0.60 
0.40 
6.20 
0.30 
1.00 
13.90 
12.00 
26.80 
1.00 
1.91 
67.00 
130.11 
866.30 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
AE 
ALM 
AM 
AMC 
AMMES 
ASI 
AUWSP 
BOO 
BOOT 
BOT 
CAA 
CASP 
CBO 
CCT 
CPWD 
CSE 
CSI 
CT 
CTMP 
CZ 
DCB 
DDA 
DFID 
DIT 
DJB 
DOEF 
FCD 
FDI 
FIPB 
FIRE 
GIS 
GOI 
HUDCO 
IDFC 
IDSMT 
IDSMT 
IFCD 
LAC 
LSG 
MBO 
Assistant Engineer 
Advanced Locality Management 
Assignment Model 
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation 
Assignment Model of Municipal Enterprises and Systems 
Assistant Sanitary Inspector 
Accelerated Urban Water Supply Program 
Build-Own-Operate 
Build-Own-Operate-Transfer 
Build-Operate-Transfer 
Constitution Amendment Acts 
Community Aid Sponsorship Programme 
Community Based Organizations 
Compulsory Competitive Tendering 
Central Public Works Department 
Conservancy and Sanitation Engineering 
Chief Sanitary Inspector 
Competitive Tendering 
Comprehensive Traffic Management Plan 
City Zone of Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
Delhi Cantonment Board 
Delhi Development Authority 
Department for International Development 
Delhi Improvement Trust 
Delhi Jal Board 
Department of Environment & Forest 
Flood Control Department 
Foreign Direct Investment 
Foreign Investment Promotion Board 
Financial Institutions Reform and Expansion 
Geographical Information System 
Government of India 
Housing and Urban Development Corporation 
Infrastructure Development and Finance Corporation 
Integrated Development of Small and Medium Towns 
Integrated Development of Small and Medium Towns 
Irrigation and Flood Control Department 
Land Acquisition Collector 
Local Self Government 
Management Buy Out 
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MCD 
ME 
MoUD&PA 
MS 
MSW 
MTA 
NCT 
NDMC 
NDPL 
NDTA 
NEERI 
NGO 
NHHP 
NIPFP 
NIUA 
PWD 
RCC 
RWA 
SEML 
SFC 
SG 
SI 
SK 
SLF 
SLRWA 
SLS 
SNP 
SPS 
SS 
STP 
ULB 
UNCHAS 
VK 
VRS 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
Municipal Enterprise 
Ministry of Urban Development and Poverty Alleviation 
Municipal System 
Municipal Solid Waste 
Market and Traders Association 
National Capital Territory 
New Delhi Municipal Committee 
North Delhi Power Supply 
New Delhi Traders' Association 
National Environmental Engineering Research Institute 
Non-Govemment Organization 
National Housing and Habitat Policy 
National Institute of PubUc Finance and Policy 
National Institute of Urban Affairs 
Public Works Department 
Reinforced Cement Concrete 
Resident Welfare Association 
Star Estates Management Ltd. 
State Finance Commission 
Sanitary Guide 
Sanitary Inspector 
Safai Karamcharis 
Sanitary Land Fills 
Sushant Lok Resident Welfare Association 
Sanitary Landfill Site 
Slum Networking Projects 
Sewer Pumping Station 
Sanitary Superintendent 
Sewage Treatment Plants 
Urban Local Bodies 
United Nations Center for Human Settlements 
Vasant Kunj 
Voluntary Retirement Scheme 
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